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We investigate the intrinsic geometry of timelike and null homothetic Killing trajectories. We do this 
through the use of two different Frenet-Serret formalisms developed by Synge and Bonnor. The 
curvature of such a nongeodesic timelike curve passing through a spacetime point is a direct measure of 
the expansion of the congruence at that point. Moreover, the rotation of this congruence is directly 
related to the torsions of its individual curves. For both classes of curves, timelike and null, the intrinsic 
scalars can be expressed as exponential functions of suitable parameters. We prove the following theorem 
twice, first by using the timelike formalism, and then through the null one. A homothetic stationary limit 
surface (where the homothetic Killing vector becomes null) is a null geodesic hypersurface if and only if 
the rotation of the homothetic Killing congruence vanishes on that hypersurface. The second, "null" 
approach allows us to derive this theorem directly on the hypersurface. Finally, we note that by setting a 
parameter equal to zero we recover all of the corresponding results for ordinary Killing vectors. 

1. INTRODUCTION 

The concept of a Killing horizon, a familiar idea in 
black hole physics, was first developed when Carter! 
and Vishveshwara2 independently considered asymptoti
cally flat spacetimes admitting a time translational 
Killing vector (KV). Their analysis led to the result 
that a static limit surface (where the KV becomes null) 
is a null geodesic hypersurface if and only if the rota
tion of the Killing congruence vanishes on that hypersur
face. The same result was later obtained in an entirely 
different manner from the original approach. 3 In 
particular it was derived by first using a Frenet
Serret formalism for timelike Killing curves, and then 
taking a limit onto a static limit surface where this 
formalism breaks down. This approach is valid because 
each of the relevant terms involved in the theorem is 
both independent of the formalism and well defined on 
the hypersurface. However, it also suggests examining 
the trajectories, through other means, directly on the 
hypersurface. 

If we assume that spacetime admits a homothetic 
Killing vector (HKV), ~a, then the metric can be written 
in the form gab=ecTha~ where c is a constant, T is a 
parameter along the trajectory, and ha~ is a function on 
the spacetime with the restriction that it be constant 
along any particular HK trajectory. 4 For a KV c is zero. 
It follows that an HK observer experiences a homothetic 
change in gab as he moves along his trajectory. Further
more, if the HK congruence is irrotational, he concludes 
that the spacetime is "homothetically static"; otherwise 
he concludes that the spacetime is "homothetically 
stationary." In regions where the HKV is not timelike, 
such an observer cannot exist. We therefore term the 
boundary, where the HKV becomes null, to be a 
"homothetic stationary limit surface. " It would seem 
appropriate to distinguish between static and stationary 
limit surfaces even for spacetimes having an ordinary 
KV. 

More recently,5 some of the earlier results for KV's 
have been extended to spacetimes admitting a timelike 
conformal Killing vector (CKV). For example, the "con
formal stationary limit surface" is introduced, and 
shown to be an infinite frequency shift surface for CK 
sources and observers. Moreover, the necessary and 
sufficient conditions for this hypersurface to be null and 
geodesic were given, having relevance to the existence 
of horizons in such spacetimes. 

In this paper we study the intrinsic geometry of both 
timelike and null nongeodesic HK congruences. We do 
this via two different Frenet-Serret formalisms devel
oped by Synge6, 7 and Bonnor. 8 This allows us to (a) 
consider the geometry of timelike HK trajectories that 
are infinitesimally close to a homo the tic stationary 
limit surface and (b) consider the geometry of these 
trajectories when they degenerate into null HK curves 
on the hypersurface itself. Furthermore, we can readily 
obtain the geometry of ordinary Killing trajectories from 
these results. This includes the case of time-transla
tional Killing curves in Kerr spacetime. These are 
nongeodesic and timelike outside the stationary limit 
surface but nongeodesic and null on it. 

2. TlMELlKE HOMOTHETIC KILLING TRAJECTORIES 

Consider a spacetime that admits a homothetic 
Killing vector ~a. Such a vector satisfies4 

L~gab =Va!;b + Vb!;a = 2 <J;gab, (1) 

where L / is the Lie derivative along i;, 1:> is a cons tant 
scalar defined by 1:> = tv ai;a, gab is the metric tensor, 
and Va is its associated covariant derivative operator. 
We adopt the convention that Latin indices range and 
sum from 0 to 3, while Greek indices range and sum 
from 1 to 3, and we choose a signature of - 2. If cP = 0, 
then ~a is an ordinary Killing vector corresponding to an 
isometry of the spacetime. For the present we shall 
assume that ~a is timelike in which case we can define 
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a 4-velocity along ~a, viz, 

ua=e-,,~a, ~a~a=e2". (2) 

It is a straightforward task to show that such a congru
ence is shear-free9 and has an expansion e '" ±v aua 

Since we are interested in studying the properties of 
such a congruence via the intrinsic geometry of the 
individual curves, we briefly review the Frenet-Serret 
(F -S) formalism for timelike curves. 6 

Let x a =xa(s) be an arbitrary timelike curve of class 
C5 with arc length s. Associated with each point of this 
curve is the F-S tetrad comprising the unit tangent 
vec tor ua = dx· I ds, and three mutually orthogonal, unit 
spacelike vectors e C~) !J- = 1, 2, 3, each of which is 
orthogonal to u

a
• These vectors obey the F-S equations, 

o K o 0 

K 0 

ua (3a) 

(3b) 

CC;) 0 -T1 0 T2 e C;) (3c) 

ll(3) 0 0 -T2 0 e(3) (3d) 

where' '" ubv b is the covariant total derivative operator 
along the curve and uaua = 1, e~,,) e (v)a = - O"V, and 
uae (v)a = O. The scalar coefficients, i. e., the curvature 
K and the first and second torsions Tl and T2, form a 
complete set of invariants of the curve in spacetime. 
We choose the sign of K and Tl as positive. The sign of 
T2 is then fixed by imposing a definite handedness, say 
right-handedness, to the spacelike triad, which is 
equivalent to assuming that spacetime is orientable. 
We shall apply the above formalism to timelike HK con
gruences, L e., where u a = e-,,~a and ~a satisfies Eq. (1). 

Suppose first that K = 0 so that we are dealing with a 
timelike geodesic. Now ita = 0 implies that ~a' = h~a 
where' '" ~hv band h is a scalar coefficient. If we trans
vect the above with ~a and make use of the HK equation 
(0, we find that 0 = ~a~a(h - rp). The latter by itself 
implies that either ~a is necessarily null or else h = cf> 
and ~a is not necessarily nulL At this point we are only 
concerning ourselves with timelike trajectories, and 
so we must have h = cf> whenever K = O. An example of 
this comes from Minkowski spacetime which admits the 
HK vector ~a = (t, x, y, z). Here h = cf> = 1 while ~a only 
becomes null on the light cone. 

Suppose now that K '" 0, i. e., we are dealing with non
geodesic HK trajectories. Then we find it useful to use 
the HK equation (1) to express the acceleration vector 
as 

Thus F ab is a second rank antisymmetric tensor. The 
first of the F-S equations (3a) together with Eq. (4) 
yields Ke/l) = FabUb • We take the total derivative of this 
with respect to the arc length s and make use of Eq. 
(3a) again so that 

(5) 
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At this pOint we must evaluate frab: 

Fab = _ ~Fab + e-2.~cV cV[b ~aJ. (6) 

The last term can be shown to vanish by making use of 
an identity that is valid for both HKV's as well as 
ordinary KV's, namely, 

(7) 

(The corresponding identity for CKV's is slightly more 
complicated. 5 The manner of derivation is the salI)e for 
KV's, HKV's, and CKV's. ) It follows that frab = _1/IF"b, 
from which e;; Fab is constant along the trajectory. 
Equation (5), with the help of Eq. (4), then reduces to 

ke/L+Ke(1)=-1/iKe/I)+KFab e(!)b' (8) 

If we transvect Eq. (8) with e (1 la' we find that 

• ,i, d' a Fab 
- K = 'l'K an e <t ) = e (1 lb' (9) 

where we have made use of the fact that F ab is antisym
metric and e/t) e Cl)a=-l implies that eCl, e(l)a=O. Now 
e = ~ = e .... cf> together with cf> = const leads to e = - e2 so 
that (Kle)" = O. Again, the second F -S equation (3b) 
together with Eq. (9) yields 

(10) 

If we differentiate Eq. (10) and continue the previous 
process, we eventually arrive at 

• • 2 
iclK= i-/T1 = 72/T2 =-1/1=- e, e =- e , (11) 

or equivalently 

(K/er = hie), = hie)' = o. (12) 

Thus Kle, Tile, and 7 2/e are constants of the motion. 
Moreover, 

eC~)=Fabe(")b' !J-=1,2,3. (13) 

There are two solutions to e = - e2
, namely e = 0, and 

e =: (s - a)-I, where a is a constant, in which case e" 
=: cf>(s - a). It is clear that in the second instance these 
timelike trajectories must always have either s> a or 
s < a since e" = 0 corresponds to a null HK vector. On 
the other hand, the solution e = 0 corresponds to ordi
nary Killing trajectories, i. e., cf> = O. Equation (11) then 
reduces to a previously derived result,3 namely that 
K, T1> and T2 are constants. Since an HK congruence has 
e '" 0, we see from the above that the curvature of the 
individual trajectories is a direct measure of the con
gruence's expansion. We note, however, that an HK 
congruence can be comprised of geodesics. Our pre
vious example from Minkowski space illustrates this 
point. For ~a =: xa with xaxa > 0 we have that e = 1/~ 
> 0 while K = O. 

It follows directly from Eq. (11) and (e"" = cf> = const 
that 

(14) 

where the point s = 0 and the subscript "0" correspond 
to an arbitrary reference point on the trajectory. Thus 
all three scalars decrease monotonically as s increases 
for cf> = e"oeo > O. It should be noted that 1 + 90s = 0 only if 
e"=O. In this instance K, T1> and T2 are not defined. 
This is due to the fact that the F-S formalism that we 
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have been using until now is specifically geared to time
like curves whereas when e" = 0 the curves are null and 
ua is not defined. Wle shall deal with the null case later 
in this paper). We also note that if the curvature 
vanishes at some point, say KO = 0, then K = 0 every
where and the curve is a timelike geodesic. (The F-S 
process is essentially a Gram-Schmidt orthogonaliza
tion process along the curve, and it stops when one of 
the invariants is zero. The rest are usually set equal to 
zero). 

We gain further insight into the significance of the 
F-S scalars and vectors by operating on ub with both 
sides of the bivector identityl0 

0= (F')ab - a (F2)"b - j320"b' (15) 

Here CY = _~FCd Fed' j3 = - iFcd;' cd, ;. cd = ~1]cdkIFkl is the 
dual of F cd with 1] cdkl the alternating tensor, and (F")\ 
=F'~k"" FIb' F'b being repeated n times. By re
peatedly making use of Eqs. (4), (13), and (3) we arrive 
at 

0= [K2(K2 - rI - CY) - f:l2]U" + KT1[(K2 - rI - ~)- (lI lea)' 
(16) 

This requires that 

CY = K2 - rI - Tl and (32 = K2 Tl. 

We choose the negative square root, i. e. , 

;3= - KTZ 

to conform with an earlier choice for Killing 
congruences. 11 

Now we examine the rotation vector w· of the r:on
gruence, i. e. , 

and its associated renormalized vector w· 
w· = ±l7"bcd~b'V c~d' 

(17) 

(18) 

(19) 

(20) 

It follows directly that w· = e2·wa • In view of Eq. (4) we 
can write these as 

(21) 

where fr·b is the dual of F ab • From the bivector identityl0 

0= (F3)ab _ aF·b - (3F·b (22) 

it follows that 

(23) 

Again the combined use of Eqs. (4), (13), (3), and (18) 
simplifies this expression to read12 

-. _ 2.[ • + a ] w -e T2e(1) Tle(3)' 

Equations (24) and (17) then yield 

waw" =_ e4o [Tl + Tn =e4,,[cy _ K2]. 

Furthermore, Eqs. (4) and (1) lead to 

a = - ~Fcd F cd = e-2"(2 cp2 - ~VC~dV C~d)' 

(24) 

(25) 

(26) 

In order to gain further insight into some of the above 
results, we consider ~a~a = canst hypersurfaces. The 
normal to such a hypersurface is given by 

na = ~V.(~b~b) = ~b'Va~b' (27) 
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With the help of Eqs. (1) and (3a) we can write this as 

"[,;-. " ] nan = e21/1[,;-.2 _ e2I/1 K
2]. n.=e ,¥u.-eKe(1)a' . ." yJ (28) 

Finally we combine Eqs. (25), (26), and (28) and find 
that 

(29) 

This is a generalization of a well-known theorem for 
Killin'6 congruencea alluded to in the Introduction. It 
states that a ~a~" = 0 hypersurface, i. e., a homothetic 
statio:lary limit surface is a null hypersurface if and 
only if the rotation vector w· vanishes or is null on 
that hypers;lrface. When rj) = 0, we have an ordinary 
Killing congruence, and Eq. (29) reduces to a well
known equation. 1,2,3 In fact, Eq. (2;:) is not limited to 
HK congruences. It is also valid for conformal Killing 
congruences where rjJ =}V a~· is a function of spacetime 
position. This and the full implicatio.1s of this equation 
are discussed in greater detail elsewhere. 5 We note at 
this point that while Eq. (29) was derived here via a 
formalism that is valid only for timelike curves, each 
of its terms as defined through Eqs. (20), (27), and (1) 
is well defined when ~a becomes null. Hence Eq. (2.9) 
is valid on a homothetic statio:1ary limit surface, We 
shall derive this equation directly on such a hypersur
face in the following section when we consider non
geodesic null HK congruencea. 

3. NULL HOMOTEHETIC KILLING TRAJECTORIES 

The geometry of nongeodesic null curves in space
time was first cO:1sidered by Bonnor. 8 Though his study 
was restricted to real null curves in Minkowski space, 
he noted that many of his results could be generalized 
to curved Riemannian spacetimes. He encountered an 
interesting problem in his study of these curves, namely 
the absence of a simple parameter corresponding to the 
proper time of a timelike line, or the affine parameter 
of a null geodesic. He overcame this difficulty by 
introducing a pseudo-arc that is defined invariantly with 
respect to parameter transformations. Synge,7 in a 
later study, Sidestepped and simplified this problem by 
restricting himself to dynamical nongeodesic null lines 
corresponding to a massless particle with a ifivc/1 4-
mome'1tum pa tangent to the curve. While the phYSical 
reality of such a hypothetical particle is not clear, his 
assumption does ensure the existence of a unique 
special parameter'\ such thatpa=dxa/d,\. Now we shall 
concern ourselves with nongeodesic null HK trajectories, 
i. e., curves whose null tangent vector e satisfies the 
HK equation (1). It follows that there exists a unique 
special parameter'\ such that ~"=rlxa/dA. Since our 
approach is analogous to Synge's, we shall proceed 
along his mathematical lines and use the Frenet-Serret 
equations that he develops. 

Let xa =xa(,\) be a nongeodesic null curve with a given 
tangent vector ~. such that ~a =dxa/d,\. Following 
Synge, 13 we can construct a null Frenet-Serret tetrad 
along the trajectory comprising two null vectors, the 
first of which is 1;a, and two mutually orthogonal unit 
spacelike vectors, each of which is orthogonal to the 
null vectors. These vectors satisfy the null F-S equa
tions, 
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~C' 0 I(j 0 0 ~C 

a c· 
K2 0 Kj 0 aC 

))c· 0 KZ 0 K3 nC 

bC' 
K3 0 0 0 bC 

where' '" ~av a and tc))c = 1 = - flc ae = - bCb c, all other 
inner products between the vectors being zero. The 
scalar coefficients or curvatures are given by 

(30a) 

(30b) 

(30c) 

(30d) 

Kj=/(, K2=~I?-3W2+K),K3=,?-56., (31) 

where 

l?=(- ~C,~~)j/2, r(=~c"~~ and L='J)abcd~a~~~~e;'. 

Since ta is an HK vector here, we can use Eq. (1) to 
write 

(32) 

Obviously Am is a bivector. Furthermore, by making 
use of Eq. (7) we find that 

(33) 

The procedure now is similar to that used for the time
like curves. From Eqs. (30a) and (32) we have that 
Kla

c 
=£1 cd ~d + rHc. By differentiating this and using equa

tion (30a), it follows that 

(34) 

We transvect Eq. (34) with ac• Since aCac =-1 andA cd 

is antisymmetric, we have that 

(35) 

Equation (35) together with Eq. (30b) yield f{2~c + KIT)c 

=A edaa• Again we repeat the above procedure and find 
that 

(36a) 

or 

(36b) 

where the subscript "0" refers to the reference point 
A = O. Furthermore, 

(37) 

We note the sign difference between K j on the one hand 
and K2 and 1(3 on the other. In reference to this, it is 
interesting to take note of the following point made by 
Bonnor.8 Unlike timelike curves that generally have 
three intrinsic scalars, nongeodesic null curves have 
only two curvatures, /(2 and /{3, that are arbitrary func
tions of the pseudo-arc (a particular parameter used by 
Bonnor). In flat spacetime he introduces a third 
curvature, /{j, which has only two values, 0 or 1. The 
former corresponds to a straight line and the latter is 
introduced into his formalism to take account of a 
peculiar nonstraight curve, the null cubic, which has 
1(2 = K3 = O. We should not find it surprising, therefore, 
that we can distinguish between a nonessential curvature 
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Kj and the essential curvatures K2 and 1(3. In fact with 
a suitable reparametrization we can also set Kj = 1. 
When rt> = 0, we have nongeodesic null Killing trajec
tories for which K j , Kz, and K3 are constants of the 
motion. In flat spacetime these correspond to the null 
helices considered by Bonnor. 

We obtain further relations by operating on ~b with the 
bievector identity (A4 lab - a(A Z)ab - )326\ = 0 where 0 
= - ~A Cd A cd and i3 = - iA Cd; cd' By repeatedly applying 
Eqs. (36) and (37), we arrive at 

o = [KH21{~ + (1) + 3K j KZrpZ - 0 KjKZ - a rt>2 + cp4 - (Jll~C 

- l2K1K2 oj) + Kj ct>3 - f{j <DcvlaC + [2Krf{2 + K;rt>2 - K;a)'J)c. 

(38) 

Transvecting Eq. (38) with either ae or ~c leads to 

O=2K j ({2+ rt>2_ CY • (39) 

Again, transvecting Eq. (38) with 1)c and making use of 
Eq. (39) leads to 

K~K; =)3l. (40) 

From l<::qs. (32) and (1) C;; reduces to 

a =2cp2 - ~V'c~dV' e~d' (41) 

(which is a renormalization of CY; see Eq. (26)) from 
which 

(42) 

From Eq. (36b) it follows that K[K2 and K1Ko are both 
constants and since Q) is constant we have that V'C~dV'C~d 
and V'C~d(V'C~d) are constant along each trajectory. 

Now we consider the rotation vector of this null con
gruence, i. e., (;)" = }'J)abcd C'I' C~d' With the help of Eq. 
(32) we can write this as 

(;)C=_Acd~d' (43) 

where A cd is the dual of A cd. Furthermore, the bivector 
identityjO (A 3)Cd - 0;1 cd _ flA cd = 0 together with Eq. (43) 
yields 

;3:;;C={yACd~d_ (A3)Cd~d' 

Equations (36), (37), and (39) reduce this to fj(;)C 
= - KI K3bc. The norm of both sides of this equation 
together with Eq. (40) finally gives us 

(44) 

(;)c=Kjb C
, wCwc=-,(L (45) 

where we have chosen the positive square root for WC. 

We can now apply the foregoing to a homothetic 
stationary limit hypersurface defined by ~c~c= O. From 
Eq. (1) we see directly that the normal nc = ~dV' C~d is 
orthogonal to ~c, i. e., ~cnc = O. It follows that ~c lies in 
this hypersurface. We also note that ~c cannot be tan
gent to a null geodesic unless the hypersurface is also 
a null surface. For if we assume that ~c is tangent to a 
null geodesic, then we can write ~C' = h~c where It is a 
scalar function. Now the normal to the hypersurface nc 

can be expressed, with the help of Eq. (1), as 

(46) 

and in this case this reduces to nc = (2rt> - h)~c or nCnc 
= (2 ¢ - 1z)2 ~c ~c = O. Thus the homothetic stationary limit 
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surface is either a null hypersurface or else 2 ¢ = h in 
which case its normal is the zero vector! As an 
example, we' can consider the stationary limit surface 
corresponding to the time-translational Killing vector 
(¢ = 0) of Kerr spacetime. There nana ;< 0 though ~a~a = 0 
and so these Killing trajectories are nongeodesic and 
null. 

Finally, Eqs. (46) and (30a) yield 

(47) 

We observe that Eqs. (45) and (47) can be combined as 

wCwc - nCne = O. (48) 

This last result is simply Eq. (29) evaluated on the 
stationary limit surface. While our earlier derivation 
was based on a timelike formalism, our approach here 
made use of a null F -S process on the hypersurface 
itself. In any case, we see that if wCwc ;< 0 on the hyper
surface, then it is not a null surface which in turn 
implies that it cannot be a horizon. 
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The existence of the energy-shell limit of the "post" and "prior" forms of the half-off-shell T matrix is 
considered for N -particle scattering involving at most one charged fragment in the incoming channel. An 
approximate expression for the T matrix corresponding to the ionization of an uncharged fragment. 
consisting of two charged particles. by a charged particle is proposed. 

I. INTRODUCTION 

When there is more than one charged fragment in 
both the incoming and outgoing channels the usual ex
pression for the half-off-shell T matrix must be 
"renormalized" before the on-energy-shelllimit is per
formed, j These difficulties associated with the defini
tion of the physical T matrix can be circumvented for 
scattering processes involving at most one charged 
fragment in either the incoming or outgoing channels. 
The particular case of scattering with at most one 
charged fragment in the incoming channel and more 
than one charged fragment in the outgoing channel is 
considered in Sec, III of this paper, The existence of 
the energy-shell limit of the "prior" form2 of the half
off-shell T matrix is shown and a discussion of the 
breakdown of the "post" form of the half-off-shell T 
matrix is given, 

In Sec, V of this paper we consider the problem of 
constructing the three particle ionization T matrix 
corresponding to an incoming channel with one charged 
fragment and an outgoing channel with three charged 
particles. In order to construct the ioniZation T matrix 
the three particle wavefunction corresponding to the 
free channel is required. In Sec. IV approximate three 
particle wavefunctions corresponding to the free chan
nel are proposed. The justification of this approxima
tion is based on the time-dependent theory for Coulomb 
scattering and is independent of the existence of integral 
equations for the phys ical wavefunctions. 

The approximate wavefunctions proposed in Sec, IV 
are applied in Sec, V to obtain an approximate expres
Sion for the ionization T matrix, A discussion of the 
relationship of this approximation to the usual Born 
approximation for the ionization T matrix3• 4 is given. 

II. PRELIMINARIES 

In this paper we assume the scattering system con
sists of V distinguishable spinless particles interacting 
via two- body ~oulomb-like potentials. We assume the 
Hamiltonian H has the form 

N 

H=Ho+'EV;j, Ho=~(-2Ilirj\7L 
.<J • =1 

T~J (x) = e2Vj~(x) + V;j(x), V;~(x) = ZiZj 1 X 1-1, 

where Ili and Zie are respectively the mass and charge 
of particle i and Vj~E.cL 2 (R 3) + U(R3), 2 < /J < 3, 1 < i <} ~. N, 

The "modified" or "renormalized" wave operators for 
N-particle Coulomb scattering are defined as follows, 5.6 

Q~r)= a-lim exp(iilt) exp[ - iH 1- iG (r) (tll? (r) (2.2) 
t-±oo 'Y , 

where [(r is the y-channel Hamiltonian, ? (r) is the pro
jection onto 11 (r), the ,-channel subspace, and G (r'(1) 
""'LJ<k(;/:)(I), wherefor1':} /!?<n r 

'(r)(I)_ (I) 'l"l t 'v1ke tek 1 (2It+E(t)II~. 12) 
l'jk ·--·f og. 

i PJk i H j ,'v1k (Mj + Uk) 

I 

1, 
dl) = 

-1, 

". 0, 
(2,3) 

where Mj , e j, and Pi denote respectively the total mass, 
total charge, and the center-of-mass momenta of the 
7th fragment and Pjk = HkP j - MjPk, 1 ,,;} <: ,(-( n" where 
ily denotes the number of fragments making up the 
channel). The existence of the renormalized wave 
operators have been shown for a general class of Cou
lomb-like potentials. 5,6 It is important to note that when 
there is at most one charged fragment in the channel y 

then G (Y'(l) = 0 and the renormalized wave operators 
reduce to the wave operators of short- range potential 
scattering which we denote by f1~ (Y), 

When deriving time- independent results it is con
venient to separate off the total center- of- mass motion 
of the 'v-particle system. We denote the Hamiltonian 
corresponding to (2.1) after the total center-of-mass 
kinetic energy operator has been separated off by 
}-] = Ifo + 2:i< j i';jo The explic it form of H depends on the 
chOice of "internal" position variables which will be 
denoted collectively by XLR 3(N-1), The Hilbert space 
;1= L 2 (J?3N) can be written as H = L2(R3)"Z) fI, fI =[2 (R3(N-1J) 

and the) -channel subspace ta~es the form H (r~ 
= L 2 (R 3) H(r). Furthermore, 12~r)= n <~~ 121r ) and W*(y) 

= n y H~ (y) where 12?) and H~ (r) act in fl 0 

III. THE N-PARTICLE T MATRIX 

The convergence of the prior form of the half-off
shell T matrix to the on-energy-shell T matrix is 
shown for scattering involving at most one charged frag
ment in the incoming channel and more than one charged 
fragment in the outgoing channeL We first give a short 
account of the prior and post forms of the half-off-shell 
T matrix for short-range potential scattering. 

For short- range potential scattering the T operator 
T"'B corresponding to an initial two fragment channel CY 

and final channel (1 is defined in terms of the wave 
operators, H~ (Y), by TOle = - (21Tir1 (Ii e>e P (8) - H: (B) * H: (e»). 
Due to the orthogonality of the ranges of the wave 
operators for different channels we can rewrite Te>B 
as follows 
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T",S=- (21TirlTl~(a",(W.("')- ~~(a~ 

= _ (21Tir1 (Tl~(a)* - Tl~ W",) w..( a)o 

The wave operators have the following Riemann
Stieltjes integral representations, 7-9 

Applying (302) and the intertwining properties9 to the 
first equality in (3 01) leads to the "prior" form of the 
T operator 

T ,I, .-lim( )-lr+~ € 
"'s'!' = '-+0 - 11 )_~ (HB _ ,\)2 + €2 

xn-:(B"'(H- '\)d~E:ap("')I/!, 

where z/!Ef)(HO/.). A similar argument applied to the 
second equality in (301) leads to the "post" form of the 
T operator, 

w-lim -1 (8) ("') € f.
+~ 

T"B=,_+O(-l1) p _~ d~E::a(H- ,\)w.. (H",_,\)2+
E
2. 

(3.4) 

By a lengthy but straightforward argument one can re
late the prior and post forms of the T operator to the 
usual prior and post forms of the half-off-shell T 
matrix. The derivation of this relationship is outlined 
below for scattering involving Coulomb-like potentials 
and will not be given in the short- range caseo 

We now conSider a two fragment incoming channel O! 

conSisting of at most one charged fragment and an out
going channel G conSisting of more than one charged 
fragment. The T operator is given by T",s 
= (211i)-II1+(B)*W~"J. A similar argument as applied in 
the short- range case shows that the prior form of the T 
operator is valid [Eqo (3.11), ReL 10 with .F:.!aJ = 1], 
i. e., Tas has the following stationary representation 

T",Bz/!= • .=!+~m(_ l1r{~~ (HB _ ~)2 + €2 n~B)* V(")d~E:o:P("')l/!, 

where l/!Ef) (H ,,) and V(O<)= H - H a. The post form of the 
T operator is not valid since the renormalized wave 
operators 11~ (8) do not have the stationary representa
tions (3.2), however a "renormalized" post form of the 
T operator is valid fEqo (3 010), Ref. 10 with n~") 
= TV_«(l°l. 

It is not difficult to show (see Sec. III, Ref. 1) that 
(3.5) can be written as follows, 

,I, .-lim .-lIm( )-f +~ € 
TaB 'I' = .-+ 0 R- 00 - 11 -00 (H B _ ,\)2 + €2 

X n~B)*g R T1 (O/.Jd~E:",P(")1/J, 

where gR is any cutoff function which satisfies; 
IgR(x) I ~C for all xER3 where C is a constant, 

gRV<"'lryj'112EL I[R3(N-j~ for each 0 <R < 00 where 171 and 172 

are the bound state wavefunctions making up the chan
nel Ci and limR-~gR(x)=1 for all xEJ?3. 

In order to relate (3 06) to the usual expression for 
the prior form of the half-off-shell T matrix we assume 
the /3-channel wavefunction ¢~Il)(X,PB)' where Pil denotes 
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a set of relative momenta variables of the nB fragments, 
satisfies 

(3.7) 

for l/!=l/!ln~~I~,EH(B>where ~, is the bound s~ate wave
function of the lth fragment, 1 ~ l ,cc n8? and l/!1 is the 
Fourier transform of 1/Jlo In addition we assume that 
¢~BJ(X,fJB) satisfies for almost all xcR3

(N-1) 

IdPIl kp~a)(x, PB)~)l (hB) I ,cc C, (30 8) 

where C is a finite constant for each ifJ1,-"J with J a dense 
subset of S(R3("S-lJ). Under these assumptions we obtain 
(see Sec. 2 VII, of Ref. 1) the following relationship 
between (3.6) and the prior form of the half-off-shell 
T matrix 

X (PB I T"B(R) I {>,,) (E< "')_ ~(BJ)2 + /J: , (3. 9) 

where l/!=l/!ln7~1~,"'-H(B), l/!1",-J, ¢(11(112, ¢lcS(R3), and 

(Pa I T"B(R) I /J,,) = JdX¢~B)~t:, PB)(g R V(a»)(x)¢ (aJ(x, Pal 

(3.10) 
with H ydJ(Y)(x, ,Dy) = E (YJ¢ (YJ(x, Py). 

An application of the nuclear theoreml1,12 yields the 
existence of the physical on-energy-shell T matrix, 
denoted (Psi T"aiP,,)E(SJ=E(aJ, as a tempered distribution, 
i, e. , 

(l/! I TaB¢) = j'dpBdP",$1 (PS)<b1 (PO/.)(PB I TaB I P"h (B)=E (a J 

(3.11) 
for l/!IES(R3(nll"1», <D1ES(R3). 

We conclude from (3.9) and (3.11) that for scattering 
corresponding to an initial channel with at most one 
charged fragment and final channel involving more than 
one charged fragment the usual prior form of the half
off-shell T matrix has a well defined energy-shell limit. 
The post form of the half-off-shell Tmatrix must be 
"renormalized" before the energy-shell limit is per
formed (see Theorem 7.2, Ref. 1). 

IV. APPROXIMATE THREE PARTICLE 
WAVE FUNCTIONS 

In order to calculate the three particle ionization T 
matrix via the prior form of the half-off-shell T matrix 
the three particle wavefunction rpJ"C,P) [r,b~6)(x,Pa) with 
!3=oj is required, Letx={Xk,XjJt, 1<:i<j",3, lUi,}, 
where xk and Xi} are defined in terms of the position 
coordinates {Yi' YJ' Yk} of the three particles as follows, 

Xi}=Yj-Yi> 

Xk=Yk- (Ill + Il jr 1(lliYI + IljY), 

Furthermore let ¢!J(x,P), 1 ~i <j ~3 be defined in 
terms of the coordinates x = {Xii' Xk } and P = {Pi}, Pk} by 

¢! i (x , P) = ¢ (x,., Pk) rp. (Xi i' PI i) ) k *- i ,.i , 

where ¢ (xk , Pk) denotes the two particle free wavefunc
tion and ¢.(xiJ' PIl) denote the two particle Coulomb 
wavefunctionso In this section we propose that the three 
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particle wavefunctions <1>", (x, P) can be approximated as 
follows, 

(4.1) 

as e - 0 where <I> (X, p) denotes the three particle free 
wavefunction. 

The approximate wavefunctions (4.1) have the form 
of the nonhomogeneous term appearing in the Faddeev 
equations for the three particle wavefunctions. One 
cannot however justify the approximation (4.1) via the 
Faddeev equations since these equations are not valid 
for the Coulomb wavefunctions <I> ... (x,P). 

The approximation (4.1) can be obtained from a 
formal "renormalized" perturbation expansion for the 
three particle wavefunctions <I>",(x, P), This expansion 
can be defined in an analogous fashion as in the two 
particle case, 13 however a justification of this formal 
perturbation expansion is lacking in the three particle 
case. 

The motivation given in this paper for the approxima
tion (4.1) is based on the following result for the re
normalized wave operators Q~O) 

~~o (cb I e-8[Q~O)_ n +~,(n- Q!'~J) = 0, (3 <4 (4,2) 

valid for rfJ, <pESc(RS) where So is a dense subset of Hand 
for 1 ,,: i <j ,,: 3 

n!i =::~I';; exp(iH/i t ) exp( - iHot - iGI,(t) 1 (4,3) 

with 14, = Ho + Vi,. Assuming that the expansion (3.7) is 
valid for B = 0 (with a similar expansion for n~O») (4.2) 
can be rewritten as follows, 

!~":J fdx rfJ (x) jdP0( P) e-a{ rfJ.(x, P) - rfJ (x, p) 

+0[<I>(X,P)- rfJV(x,P)l}=O, (3<4 
1< i 

(4,4) 

for each <1>, <pESc(R6), The result (4,4) is a precise state
ment of the approximation (4,1), 

In order to verify (4, 2) it is suffic ient to show 

!t.!"o(<I> I e-a[nlO)- n + p, (n - S1!'~}= 0, (3 < 4 (4,5) 

for cP, <pESc(R9) where So denotes the set of Schwartz 
functions f(x) whose Fourier transform J(P) vanishes in 
a neighborhood of /lIP, = /l,Ph 1,,: i <j ,,: 3. 

We now cons ider the operators 11", = S1~0) - n + 2:1<' (n 
_ n!'). For each <PE sC the operators i\ (0) and n!', 1,,: i 
<j ,,: 3 satisfy 

(niO)- n) <p= e2t;/.f'~ dt exp(iHt) [Vi~ -d~;U)J 
xexp(- iHot - iG(O)(t) <p, 

(n!' - TI) <p= e2~f~ dt eXp(iHI,t)[~~] _ d~l/t)] 

xexp(- iHot- iGIJ(t)) <p, 

8 J. Math. Phys., Vol. 20, No.1, January 1979 

=e2~J",rodt<<I> I exp(iRt) 
.< 'Jo 

x [Vi] - dGAj(t)] exp(- iRot) 

x [exp(- iG(Q)(t) - exp(- iGi,(t»l <p) 

+ e20J"'~dt(¢ I [exp(iHt) - exp(iHI,t)l 
i< 'Jo 

[ 
dG. (t)] -

x Vi'j-~ exp(-iHot-iGI,(t»<p). (4,6) 

In order to verify (4, 5) we require the following 
technical lemma, 

Lemma: For each constant 0 < R < 00 and for each 
<pESc there exist constants Db D2 and 0 3 which are in
dependent of e for I e I < R such that 

(a) (;/±:J: "'~ dtll [v,~ - dGA:(t) ] exp(- iHot) 

x [exp(- iG(O)(t)) - exp(- iG,,(t))l <PI I ,,: Ie 12 D t , 

(4.7) 
(b) For 1 ,,: i <j ,,: 3 

II [Vi, - dGj{t) JeXP[ - iiiot - iGli(t) 1 <p1I 

,,: D2 (1 + I t I r 3!2 flog (1 + I t I ) 1 " , (4,8) 

where Jl is a positive constant, 

(c) For 1,,: i <i ,,: 3 

1Iv,.~exp(-iHlJt)<pII":D3(1 + Itlrt, (4,9) 

where 1,,: k <l,,: 3,k t-i,j or I if.i,j,Hjj=Ho +q2v,j, 
Parts (a) and (b) of the above lemma can be verified by 
a slight modification of Dollard's proof of the existence 
of the renormalized wave operators, 6 Part (c) of the 
above lemma is verified in the Appendix. 

The above lemma together with (4.6) yields 

I (0 I n. <p) I" DI e 14 

for cb, IjJE.Sc where D is a constant independent of I e I < R 
which verifies (4. 5), 

v. AN APPROXIMATE IONIZATION TMATRIX 

The three particle ionization T matrix denoted by 
(P I TIl POth(Ot)"g(o) is given by 

where cP_(x, P) denotes the three particle wavefunction 
corresponding to the free channeL We must emphasize 
that (5.1) is a formal expression for the ionization T 
matrix which is rigorously defined in terms of the limits 
R - 00 and E - + 0 of the prior form of the half-off-shell 
T matrix as in (3.9). 

Applying the approximation (4.1) for <I> Jx, P) we obtain 
the following approximate expression for the ionization 
T matrix, 
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(5.2) 

In order to compare (5.2) with the usual Born approxi
mation we assume the uncharged fragment of the chan
nel (} consists of particles 1 and 2 and the charged frag
ment corresponds to particle 3, The usual Born ap
proximation for the ionization T matrix (5.1) takes the 
form 3,4 

(p) TB)h"h(o)=E(O) 

=JIXrfo:2 (x, jI) ~'(OI)(X)dJ (0) (x, I),,) I E (O)=E (0) 0 (5,3) 

One difficulty with the Born approximation is the lack 
of symmetry in the approximate final channel wavefunc
tion. The approximation (5.2) does not suffer this 
problem since the approximate final channel wavefunc
tion (4.1) does not distinguish between any of the three 
particles in the final channel, 

The approximation (5.2) formally reduces to the Born 
approximation when particle 3 has a high relative mo
mentum with respect to particles 1 and 2, Thus for 
scattering in which particle 3 has a much greater energy 
than the outgoing particles 1 and 2 we expect the Born 
approximation (5.3) to be valid. \\-hen all three final 
particles have high comparable energies we expect the 
approximation (5.2) to be valid, 

APPENDIX 

In order to verify (4, 9) we assume i = I? = 1, j = 2 and 
t· 0 (the various other cases can be verified by an 
analogous argument) and rewrite H12 and Vic3 in terms of 
the coordinates X= (1l1Yl + 1l2Y2)/(1l1 + 112), Xl2 =Y2 - Yt. 
and X3=Y3 as follows 

BI2 = - (21l)"IVi I2 - [2(111 + Ilz)]-Iv i 

- (2113) -lvi3 + Vj~ (xd 

=H12+ H6, 

H6 = - [2 (Ill + 1l211-1vi - (2113)"IVi3, 

and 

where 

11 =-.l!:11!:.L 
III + 112 ' 

The right side of (4.9) satisfies the following 
inequality, 

"Vj~ exp(- i H1Z t) 1/J1I '" "[ Vje3 - vel exp (- iH1z t)</!1I 

(AI) 

where VC=ZIZ3Ix-X31-1. A slight modification of the 
argument used to prove the existence of the renormal
ized wave operators fi ; 6 yields the following estimate for 
the last term in (AI) 

liVe exp(- ilfI2 t)J'1I =" ve exp(- iH6t)1/J11 '" C (1 + I ti,-l, 
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-
where the constant C depends on I/icSc' Thus in order to 
complete the proof of (4.9) we must show 

II (Vjc3 - V
C

) exp(- ilf't2t)1/i1l '" C/(I + tr1
, (A2) 

where ('I is a constant which depends on ~L Se. 

The right side of (A2) satisfies the following inequality, 

II (T~e3 - FC) exp(- iH121)4:1 

Il Z 1Z 3 (f I 1 ~2 " dx ~ X12 ( X3 ---:;:---;y / 2 
III IX- X3 i IX-(Il 1l1)XI2 -x31 

x I {expr - i H6U + 1) - iHf2tl~}(x, X12 ' x3) i} 12, (A3) 

where 

J (x, X12 ' x3) = [exp (iH6) 4,1 (x, X12) x3), 

The standard estimate 

[exp[i(21l3rlvi3(t + 1)l(exp{i[2(111 + 112)1-1 

xvi(t + 1) - iHfzt}~)l(x, X12 ' x3) 

=(271'i t~ 1)Y/jdY3 exp(2tt~ 1) (x3 - Y3)2) 

X (exp{i[2(111 + 112)r1vi(t + 1) - iH12tt~')(X, X12 , Y3) 

together with (AS) yields the following bound, 

II (T~e3 - YTC) exp(- iH I2 t)J:1 

< C 1 (1 + 0-3 12{Flx dX12 1 X12 I [fdY31 (exp{i[2 (Ill + 112) 1-1 

x viu + 1) - i H12!};]:) (x, X12 ' Y3) 112}1 /2 

" C2 (1 + !) -312 [Ji1x dX12 dX3 1 X12 1 

x ) (exp{i[ 2 (111 + 112)]-1 vi (t + 1) - iHlzt} dJ) (x, X12 ' X3) 12]1 I: 

where C1 and C2 are constants and dJ(x,X1Z ,X3) 
'" (1 + I x312)n~,(x) X12 • X3) with 11;' 2, Thus for WE.'S" we have 

II (Vjf - Fe) exp(- i H121)JII 

, C2 (1 + 1)-3/2 11 dJlI1!Z{JrlXdxI2 :Ix, i xu! 2 

X I [exp (- iHf2t)dJ l(x, X12 ' X3) 12}1! 4, (A4) 

LetxI2=(Xj,X2,X3). Theorem50fReL 14 with ,/=1 
provides the following estimate, 

{.fdX12) X121 2 1 r exp(- i Hbt)cjJ 1 (x, X12 ' X3) 12}1 12 

3 
-,,:L-{.fdXI2IXi ]21 [exp(- iH12/)dJ l(X,XI2 , x3) 12}i!2 

1=1 

'" C3(I +1 t 1){lt [fdX12 Ix/ /21 dJ (x, X12 ' X3) IZ]1/Z 

+ UdXI2] r Hf2 m l(x, X12, x3) ]2]1!Z}, (A5) 

The inequality (A4) together with (A5) verifies (A2), 
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An angle-dependent lower bound on the solution of the 
elastic unitarity integral and a new uniqueness condition 
resulting from it 

I. A. Sakma~)' b) 

International Centre for Theoretical Physics. Trieste. Italy 
(Received 12 July 1978) 

Through an iteration process we construct, from the angle-dependent upper bound to the unitarity 
integral, an angle-dependent lower bound and use this result to derive a uniqueness condition on the 
solution of the integral equation. 

In a recent paperl we gave an angle-independent lower 
bound on the phase lsina(z)] of the scattering amplitude 
defined by the integral equation 

· ()_!L J+IJ+I If(x) I liCy) I 
sma z - 211 -I -I \f(z) I 

e(K) 
Xcosla(x)-a(y)] KI/2 dx dv, (1) 

where If(z) I is the modulus of the amplitude assumed to 
be known at all angles from a knowledge of the differen
tial cross section. e(K) is the step function and 
K = 1 - x2 - y2 - Z2 + 2xyz. q is the center-of-mass wave
number. 

We define 

· q J' +1 J +1 If(x) I If( v) i e(K) 
smJ.l(z)=2lT -I -I If(z)I' KI/2 dx dy. (2) 

We call the supremum of sinJ.l(z) in the interval 
- 1 '" z '" + 1 "sinJ.l" and assume that sinJ.l < 1. Its infinum 
will be called "sinv." In the following discussion we 
shall use the notation J.l(> ~), which will mean the larger 
of the values of J.l at x or y. Similarly 1"«~) will mean 
the smaller of 1"(x) or 1"(y). We can now write 

· () > q J +1 [+1 If(x) 1 If(y); 
sma z ~ 211 -I. -I If(z) I 

x [(> X) 0] e(K) d d' = . () cosJ.l y- KI/2 x :I-sm1"lz, (3) 

since [J.l(>~)-O] majorizes [a(x)-a(y)], thus minimiz
ing cos[a(x) - a(y)]. The domain of u(z) is between 0 and 
IT/2 (see the references given in Ref. 1). With 1"1(Z) 
~ a (z) we repeat the process2 : 

· () >1 [+1 [d If(x) I If(y) 1 

sma z - 2. -I. -I I,f(z) 

XCOSlJ.l(>~)-1"I«~)]~<;);dx d\' 

(4) 

Continuing the iteration, we improve on sin1"l(z) and call 
the limit sin1"(z) 

H~ sin1"j(z) = sin1"(z). (5) 

a)Permanent address: University of Western Ontario, London, 
Ontario, Canada. 

b)Research partially supported by the National Research Coun
cil of Canada. 

Thus we have 

sinO' (z) '" siny(z). (6) 

Unlike Ref. 1 where the value of the angle-independent 
lower bound sin8 m1n could be expressed in terms of the 
supremum sinJ.l and infinum sinl) of the integral (2), 
sin1"(z) can only be found if If(z)1 is explicitly known. 
The integrals of type (3) and (4) must be evaluated 
numerically. 

In Ref. 1 we have used the angle-independent lower 
bound sin8m1n of sina (z) to extend the uniqueness domain 
for the solutions of the unitarity integral. This domain 
could be expressed in terms of the value of v for a given 
J.l. Similarly the angle-dependent lower bound sin1"(z) of 
sina(z) will be used to improve the uniqueness domain. 
The basic relation here is3 

Imf(z) - Img(z) 

q J+I[+1 
= 211 -1. -1 lImf(x) - Img(x)] 

x [Imf(V) + Img(y) _ Imf(x) + Img(x)] 
Ref(v) + Reg(y) Ref(x) + ReR'(x) 

e(K) 
X [Ref(y) + Reg(Y)]KI / 2 dx d\', (7) 

where f(z) and g(z) are assumed to be two different 
solutions of the unitarity equation with equal moduli but 
different phases. 

This relation can be written as 

: Imj\z) - Img(z) i 

'" max 1 Imf - Img: i11 .r:~.f:~ ltanJ.l(y) - tan1"(x)] 

X [Ref(.v) +Reg(v)]~~~} dx d\,. (8) 

In the case of the angle-independent bounds, we were 
able to take the bracket with the tan terms outside the 
integral and the integrals of the real parts of the ampli
tudes gave us real parts of the s waves, which were 
bounded by~. Here we can no longer do this because of 
the aIigle-dependent factor multiplying the real parts of 
the amplitudes. We therefore majorize the expression 
as follows: 
1 Imf(z) - Img(z) I 

q [.+IJ+l 
'" max I Imf - Imgl 2lT . _1 _I 

d(J 1/2 e(K) 
X2 dn(y) KI/2 dx d.v. 

[tanJ.l(Y) - tany(x)] 

(9) 
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The uniqueness condition becomes 

e(K) 
f;r~J:~ltanJ.l(-")-tany(x)] 2 If(y) I Kl/2 dxdy<l, 

(10) 

where we could equally well write I g(\.') i since de,,): = 
1;;(-,,) I. Everything in this expression is known in terms 
of the given modulus of the amplitude. Since the values 
of the modulus at all pOints are used to find both J.l(y) 
and y(x) and also to evaluate the integral (unlike in our 
previous uniqueness condition where only the supremum 
and infinum values were used), this uniqueness condi
tion cannot be directly compared with our previous 
result without a knowledge of If(z) i. This is because of 
the different ways the integrands were majorized. 
Whereas the modulus is a bad majorization for the real 
part, the angle-dependent upper and lower bounds are 
definite improvements over the supremum and infinum. 
Another uniqueness condition which follows from Eq. (8) 
is 

12 J. Math. Phys., Vol. 20, No.1, January 1979 

tany J.l - tany min < 1. 

This has the same form as Eq. (22) of Ref. 1, but 
emln , which is obtained in terms of v and YJ.l, is re
placed by Ymln which is likely to be a better lower bound. 
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This paper is an extension of our previous investigation on the crossing of defects in ordered media. We 
provide a general mathematical framework, in which the obstructions for crossing p.dimensional defects 
with q ·dimensional defects in a (p + q + 1 )-dimensional sample are the brackets of a certain graded Lie 
algebra (connected with homotopy theory). This "confinement mechanism" brings together the 
mathematical structures of two not yet related themes in present·day physics: solitons and supersymmetry. 

INTRODUCTION 

In a previous paper we have used topological concepts 
and methods applied to problems in solid state physiCS. 1 

Our study belonged to the framework of the physical 
theories which classify stable defects in ordered media 
in terms of homotopy groups of a "manifold of internal 
states" V (characteristic for the type of order under 
consideration). See Refs. 1-4 and also Ref. 5. 

In Ref. 1 we showed that noncommutation relations in 
7T 1 V have as effect a sort of "entanglement": Defect lines 
in three-dimensional samples of the ordered medium 
cannot cross each other. In the present paper we show 
that a similar "confinement mechanism" works in 
higher dimensions. More exactly, the obstructions for 
crossing "defect hypersurfaces" of dimension p and q 
in a (p + q + l}-dimens ional sample are the brackets in a 
certain graded Lie algebra connected to the homotopy 
groups of V. These brackets are the well-known 
Whitehead products 

from homotopy theory. These brackets are exactly the 
commutators if p =q = 1; one can always think of them 
as commutators in an enveloping algebra. In the crucial 
four-dimensional case the vanishing of our brackets 
just means that the action of 7T 1 V on IT 2 V is trivial. 

So, anyway, here is a "confinement mechanism" 
which again, as in the three-dimensional case of biaxial 
nematics l depends on some noncommutativity relation. 
Strangely too, this brings together two, until now, 
unrelated themes of modern physics: solitons (L eo, 
homotopy) and supersymmetry (i. e., graded Lie 
algebras). 

1. REVIEW OF WHITEHEAD PRODUCTS 

In this section we will recall (without proofs) what
ever is necessary to know about Whitehead products, 
in homotopy theory, for the rest of the paper _ For more 
details we refer to Refs. 6 and 7. We believe that 
Whitehead products should become a familar notion to 
physicists interested in supersymmetry and (topological) 
solitons. 

Let (X, x 0) be an arcwise connected space with base 
point x o' For p, q ?o 1 we define maps 

7T p(X, x o) x IT .(X ,xo) - 7T P_.-l (X ,x 0) 

which with a E IT P' f3 E IT. assoc iate their "Whitehead 
product" [a,f3}EIT p_

q
_ l , as follows. 

We start by considering the unit cubes in the Euclidean 
spaces RP, R', 

IP C RP = {(t 1> ••• ,t p)}, I' c R' = {(u!> ... ,u.)}. 

The unit p-cube with the boundary crushed to a point, 
]p /a]p, is the sphere SP (endowed with a base point *p = 

the image of alP, and with an orientation coming from 
the "standard" orientation of RP). [Remark: So, we have 
a natural projection IP'.!. IP/oIP =SP and, if tEIPwe will 
think of t as being a (singular) "coordinate system" on 
SP and write t instead of ITp(t).} Inside of sPxs' we con
sider SPv So = (the SP-factor x the base point of S·) u (the 
base point of SP x the S· -factor) \ SP X So. 

Let a(IpxI·)=()IPxI·:..JIPxalo (with the two copies of 
alP x 01' coming from alP Xlo, IP x CIo identified), endowed 
with the base point (0,0), and 

U'p,o: [a(JPxlo), (O,Ol}-[SPVS', (*t, *,l1 

defined as follows: 

) 

(t , *.) if t rc IP, u rc a 1" , 
wP,o(t,u)= 

(*P'u) if tE alP, U E I'. 

Note that one gets SPxS' by gluing IPXlo to SPvSo along 
u")p,q_ 

Letf: (SP,*p)-(X,xo), g: (so,*.)-(X,xo) be contin
uous maps which represent the elements 

a E ITp(X ,xo), p E ITo (X, X 0)' 

We orient JP, 1" canonically, r x 1° receives the 
product orientation, and SP-o-l=o(rxIO) will be oriented 
accordingly. 

The map 

SPOO-l = a(JP Xlo) - SP V S. - X 
Wp,. IV! 

respects the base points. Its (based) homotopy class 
depends only on a, f; and is, by definition, 

[a, fJ} E IT PO._l(X,xoL 

Remark: A very useful description of the free 
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homotopy class [QI, p] is the following: Consider oriented 
copies of SP, S· and orient SP x S· accordingly. Consider 
Nt>+·=a smooth regular neighborhood of S'VS·CSPxS·, 
with the induced orientation, and some retraction 
1'1". ~ SP V S •• Orient SP-.-1 = oN"· like - Nt>+·. The (free) 
homotopy class of 

aNP-. !:.. SP V S. f'if X 

is [(y,fl] (considered as afree homotopy class). 

Here is a list of some elementary properties of the 
Whitehead product; as usual, the composition law of 1T j 

is written multiplicatively if i = 1 and additively if i> 1. 

(1) Let QlL1T1(X,XO), j3E1T1(X,XO)' Then 

[QI,13]= QI{:Ja-' fr ' c 1T ,(X,X O). 

So in dimension one, the Whitehead product is just the 
commutator. This fits beautifully with t he next proper
ties which show that the Whitehead product is always 
a sort of a commutator product. 

(2) Let p, q, r> 1 and 

Then 

[a, {:J] = (-1)'°[13, a] (anticommutativity), 

and 

The last formula is the "graded form" of the Jacobi 
identity 0 Moreover, if p, q> 1, [a, 131 depends bilinearly 
on QI and (:J. 

In other words, if we consider the graded Abelian 
group 

H*+l (X ,x 0) =:tlvI" 
p=l 

where lvI, = 1T p+1 (X,x O), together with the Whitehead 
product 

l,J 
lvIp 0lvJ. - lvI p_. 

we obtain a graded Lie algebra. (See Ref. 8 for the 
general properties of graded Lie algebras and their 
relations to physics. The graded algebras under con
sideration here are Z algebras). 

Comment: Let ~X be the "loop space" of X (based at 
xo). ~X has a natural product which makes it an 
(associative) H space, and 1Tp(X)=7Tp_1(~X) (see for 
instance Ref. 7). 

Even better, in the semisimplicial context, ~X is 
interpreted as a semisimplicial group (see for instance 
Ref. 9). Anyway, there is a continuous, "grouplike," 
composition law 

~Xx~X-~X 

and the induced map 

7Tp_1(~X) X7T._1(~X) -7Tp'._2(~X) 

is our Whitehead product. 

Roughly speaking 7T *+1 (X) is for this very large 
grouplike object what a standard Lie algebra is for a 
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usual Lie group. Somehow, the idea is that graded Lie 
algebras are the infinitesimal (super)symmetries coming 
from really "very large groups. " 

The fundamental group of X is the group of connected 
components of ~X [7T ,X =7To(~X)1. Remember also that 
"if 1 acts naturally on 7T p' For p = 1 this is just the natural 
action by inner automorphism. If p > 1, 7T" has a natural 
11", module structure. [This means that for QI ~ 7T , (X,X,,), 
(:JEc7T,(X,Xo) an element a.pL1Tp(X,Xo) is defined; the 
operation 7T p ~ 7T p is an automorphism and QI'. (a. (3) 
= (a ' • QI). f3. One should think of this operation as the 
natural generalization of the operation of 7T 1 on itself by 
inner automorphism. Again see Ref. 7, or any standard 
text for details.] 

(3) If a E 1T 1(X ,xo), {Yee lTp(X,x o) (P:> 1), 

then 

[(:),a]=I3-Ql.f3, and [a,f3]=(-1)p({:)-a.{:)}, 

(4) If [a,j3]=O, the same is true if one changes the 
order of factors or their orientations. 

(5) If cP: (X ,xo) - (Y,Yo) is a continuous map and 
a c 1fp(X,xo), (:JE 7T.(X,Xo), then 

cP*[QI,f31 =[cP*a, cP*{:J] <::. IT P •• -1(Y'YO)' 

(6) Letf,g represent a,j3. Then [a, f3]=O if and only 
if f'v' g: Sp V S. - X extends to a continuous map SP x s· 
-X. 

Remayl?: If X is an H space, i. e., if it is endowed with 
a continuous multiplication for which the base point is a 
homotopy identity), then all the Whitehead products 
vanish. The converse is also true in the case of spheres: 
actually the only spheres which are H spaces are So, 5', 
53, and S7 (see Ref. 10). 

2. A MODEL FOR HIGH-DIMENSIONAL ORDERED 
MEDIA; STATEMENT OF THE MAIN RESULT 

We give now a topological model for a "high-dimen
sional ordered medium." This is a direct generalization 
of our three-dimensional model given in Ref, 1, and the 
reader who would feel a need for an exposition of the 
concepts at a more elementary level with examples 
and drawings is advised to consult that reference. 

The model consists of the following data: 

(1) A topological space V, called the "manifold of 
internal states." For simplic ity 's sake, we will assume 
V to be connected. For instance, in a three-dimensional 
isotropic ferromagnet, this manifold V is the two
dimensional sphere, corresponding to all possible 
orientations of the magnetic moment, characterizing the 
internal magnetic state. 

(2) An n-dimensional smooth manifold lvI", called the 
"physical space." The physical space is the space of the 
medium: For material samples, generally n = 3. Again, 
for simplicity, lvI" is supposed COllnnected and without 
boundary. lvI" and V will be fixed, once and for all. 

(3) Our "ordered rnediu11l" will be a pair (2:, <l» where 
1: is a subset of lvI" and 

lvI"-1:~V 
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is a continuous map, assigning to every p E M" - b an 
"order parameter" <1> (p) E V, For instance, in a three
dimensional isotropic ferromagnet, the order parameter 
is the magnetic moment and b is the locus of points in 
the medium where the orientation of the magnetic 
moment is not well defined (locus of singularities of 
the order parameter). The subset b, which is the 
"set of defects," will be assumed to be a compact 
sub manifold with boundary, of dimension n. Generically, 
~ will be supposed to possess a spine r (which means 
a polyhedron contained in the interior of b such that b' 
is obtained by thickening r to a smooth submanifold of 
codimension 0 of M') of dimension,,;; k, where k = [n 
- (the lowest i such that 11 i V"* 0) - 1]. From a physical 
standpoint this is a very natural assumption (see Refs. 
1,2 and 4). It will be convenient to assume that <1> is 
defined not only on M" - ~ but also on db = the boundary 
of ~; of course we could as well consider a q, defined 
on ]yI" - r but it is more convenient to state our results 
in terms of a smooth set of defects. 

We shall consider three kinds of elementary 
operations which transform one ordered medium (~, q,) 
into another (~', q,'). 

(0) Isotopy (L e., "moving things around"): This 
means that we consider a l-parameter family of 
diffeomorphisms of the physical space q, t: M" - M" such 
that tE:[O,l], q,o is the identity, and b'=<1>lo~, 
4>'=<1>0q,1' 

(1) Positive surgery oj index A: We consider a 
smoothly embedded n -ball Dn = D~ x Dn-~ eM" - intb, such 
that 

We can define a new ordered medium 

b' = ~ U (D~ XD"-~), q,' =<1> IMn - int~'. 

Remarks: (a) Remember that 

d(D<XDn-,) = aDx XDn-~ U D' x aD"-\ 

where the two terms of the right-hand side are glued 
together along the common IJDx x dDn-X-l = a (aD~ x D"-X) 
=a(D~XdD"-~). The new~' is obtained by gluing ~ and 
F x Dn-~ along i1Dx XD"-~ and smoothing the result. One 
says that ~' is obtained from b by adding a handle of 
index A. 

(b) Up to isotopy the passage from the submanifold ~ 
to the submanifold b' is completely determined by the 
A-ball D~ x (the center of D"-X). Notice that (up to homo
topy) there is only one trivialization of the normal bundle 
of aF in il~ which extends to a trivialization of the 
normal bundle of DX x (center of D"-X) in M". 

(c) The fact that L; has a spine of dimension,,;; k means 
exactly that ~ is obtained from 0 eM" by adding handles 
of index ~ k. 

(2) Negative surgery of index A: We consider a ball of 
dimension A F embedded smoothly in ~, in such a way 
that ilD~ = D X n ilL; meeting il~ transversally. One can 
extend DlI to an embedding DAXD"-ACb such that DA is 
identified to Dlo.x(center of D"-X), with il(DXxD"-A)n il~ 
= (DXXD"-X) I I aL;=ilDAXD"-x. Then one can "cut ~ along 
F" and define 
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(which, up to isotopy, is completely determined by F). 
Assume now also that 

[q, jilDX]=OE1TA_1 V. 

Then there are extensions of q, to M" - ~'; call q,' such 
an extension. We have obtained a new ordered medium 
(~' ,q,'). 

Remarks: One can think of [q, I aDA] (element of 
1T~_l V, well defined only up to the action of some element 
of 1T 1 V) as being the "physical obstruction" for realizing 
the negative surgery. Of course, no such obstructions 
exist for positive surgery. 

In physical terms, one should always think of the 
pOints of L; as being at higher energy level than the rest 
of M". So there is a "core energy" proportional to the 
"size" of the set of defects and this energy will tend to 
be spontaneously reduced. This means that negative 
surgery will tend to happen all by itself while positive 
surgery (as well as isotopies streching b) need an input 
of energy from outside. Again, in prinCiple, positive 
surgery of higher index should require a larger energy 
input of energy than positive surgery of lower index. 
With a very large input of energy one could excite all of 
M" (hence make M" = L;, which is very nongeneric) and 
hence pass from any (L;, <1» to any other (~', 4>'). 

On the other hand, our surgery operations (and the 
isotopy) are the minimal geometric changes one can 
make on the set of defects. If one introduces outside 
energy "petit a petit," by small amounts, the kind of 
deformations of the set of defects one should expect are 
isotopies and surgeries. 

We consider now a less "elementary" deformation of 
b, Start with a handle decomposition of b, and let 
DP x Dn-p, D< x D"-O be two handles of this decomposition, 
such that 

p+q=n-l. 

We shall define a purely topological operation (no q, 
involved) of Crossing a p-handle with a q-handle. 

It is convenient now to think of ~ as being obtained by 
thickening some spine r such that the balls DP = DP 
X (center of D"-P) and D< =Do x (center of D"-o) are con
tained in r (in such a way that int DP, int D< are open 
subsets of r). Let * p E DP, *0 E Do be the centers of the 
corresponding balls and consider a smoothly embedded 
line segement 

[0,1] £. M" 

such that L(O)=*p, L(1)=*.; L(0,1)nr:::::0, L[O,I] is 
not tangent to DP or DO. Without any loss of generality, 
assume that M" has a Riemannian metric such that Land 
DP (respectively DO) are actually orthogonal. 

By definition, an infinitesimal crossing data is a 
trivialization of the normal bundle of L in M", 

vL!. Rn- l 

such that 8(1'* DP) and 8(T* D<) are transversal. Two 
infinitesimal d'rossing data • 

8 0 
vL =R"-l 

81 
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are, by definition, homolropic, if there is a homotopy 
of trivializations, 

connecting them so that 81(T* DP), 8 1(T* DO) stay trans-
versal for all t <= [0, 1]. P 0 

If n ~ 4 there are exactly four distinct homotopy 
classes of infinitesimal crossing data. To see this it is 
better to give an equivalent but asymmetric form of the 
definition of our infinitesimal crossing data. Instead of 
a 8 as before we consider a trivialization 

vL Ii:... v L:) T DP 
*p *p 

such that 8'(T * DO) and T* DP are transversal. 
o P 

Then, one can perturb a given 8' by changing via a 
"half - twist" the or ientation of 8' (T * DO) '" (T * DP)", or by 
combining e' (via a "full twist") with the unique non
trivial element of 1Tl 80(n-l)=Z/2, or by doing simul
taneously both operations described. It is an easy 
exercise to prove that in this way we get exactly all the 
homotopy classes. Of course, if 11=3 there are infinitely 
many classes [since 1Tl 80(2)=Z]. The situation for 
n = 3 is described by pictures in Ref. 1. 

A crossing data is, by definition, a local chart 

R"~M" 

suc h that R" = {(x 11 ••• ,x p' Y 11 •• 0 ,Yo' z)} and 

(a) <);(R") [', (r U L l= L U (a small open p-ball in D~) 
U (a small open q-ball in DO), 

(b) ~,-1 (L l= t, = y = 0, - 1 "'- z "'- 1 }, 

(c) </;-I(DP)=iv=o, z=1}, 

(d) l/!-I(DQ)={x=O, z=-l}. 

Two crossing data are isotopic (by definition) if the 
germs of (x=O), (y =0) along L vary by isotopy, stay
ing transversal. There is a natural bijection between 
homotopy classes of infinitesimal crossing data and 
isotopy classes of crossing data. This is quite clear 
intuitively, and not hard to prove, anyway 0 

Given a "crossing data" we can use it in order to 
change the position of L in M" to a new L. c ,\1", obtained 
by letting DP(Do) cross Dq(DP) along L, staying in the 
"plane" <);(y=0) [respectively lji(x=O)]. The two results 
are isotopic in M" so there is no difference whether 
DP crosses Do or Dq crosses DP. {The formal definition 
goes as follows: One considers a smooth function 
z=h(y) such that h(a) > 1, h(y)= -1 if I)' I is large and 
one replaces D' by ljilx = 0, z = hey )].} 

6. is hence just the image of another smooth embed
ding 'it: 6 - J'vi". The isotopy class of 'it depends only on 
the isotopy class of w. 

Now, consider xo=L(1/2) and two small balls: 6,0+
1 

of center * p' orthogonal to DP ;:Ind 6,p+l of center *.' 
orthogonal to Dq. By orienting (in any arbitrary way) 
a6,q+l (a6,p+l) and joining them to Xo along L by the 
obvious paths one obtains two elements 

Ci p c::. 1T p (M" - 6 , x 0) , {30 E: IT 0 (M" - L , x a L 
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We shall consider the Whitehead product 

q,*[l)!p, t1 0 ] = [q, * Ci p , q, *1\] EO lTp+._1 V = 1T "-2 V, 

We can now state our 

Main result: Let (~,q,) be an ordered medium and lji 
a crossing data giving rise to L. c- M" 0 The following two 
conditions are equivalent: 

(1) There is an ordered medium (~., q,') such that one 
can go from (L, q,) to (L., q, ,) by a finite sequence of 
operations of the following type: 

(Ia) isotopy. 

(lb) negative surgery. 

(1e) positive surgery of index :\=0,1. 

(ld) positive surgery of index:\? 2, not touching (a 
neighborhood of) L. 

(2) [<p*f'lI p,<P*J3.] =0 E lTp+q_1(V). 

In particular, if "'1> cJi2 are two crossing data correspond
ing to the same L, one can pass from (L, <p) to some 
(L"p<pf), by operations (la)-(ld) if and only if one can 
pass to some (L"2,<1>;) (by the same kind of operations). 

The proof will be given in the next section. 

Remarks: I The three -dimensional case ~) = q = 1) of 
this theorem is covered by our previous result. 1 Also 
Ref. 1 contains several drawings which might help 
understanding the next paragraph. 

II. If 1) + q 'S II - 2 there is no obstruction whatsoever 
for crossing. (It can be done by isotopy; see also our 
last paragraph). 

III. If ,) + <j =-, n the problem is very different: One 
wants to get rid of (isolated) intersection points between 
a p-dimensional cell of r and a q-dimensional one. In 
"high dimensions" (p ~ 3, q> 3) this is taken care of by 
classical arguments: Whitney for the case 1TlA1" = 0 (see 
Refs. 11 and 12 or Kervaire in the nons imply connected 
case. l3

) If n=4, p=q=2 the problem is largely beyond 
the present state of the art. (See however the more or 
less recent results of Casson. 14) 

IV. Only the positive surgery of index ~ k is 
"physically relevant. " 

3. PROOF OF THE MAIN RESULT 

We consider 

with their canonical orientations, 

and the linear subvarieties (of R") 

The z axis, R = {x = Y = O} is oriented canonically. 
We consider, like in the previous paragraph, small 
disks: 6,.+1 C {x = O}, oriented like (- R) XRq, centered 
at (x=O, y=O, z=l) and 6,p+l C{y=O} oriented like 
RXRP, centered at (x=O, y=O, z=-l). Their oriented 
boundaries give rise to well-defined elements, 
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FIG. 1. 

a~ E TT p(Rn -Xl - Y), (3. E TT.<R" -Xl - Y), 

defined as in the previous section (except that now we 
have fixed their signs). So we have a well-defined 
element 

(a P' p.] E TT p •• -l[ Rn - X I - Y, (0,0,0)]. 

In Fig. 1, we have represented Xl and Y in the three
dimensional case, where p =q = 1. In Fig. 2, we show 
what happens after Xl has crossed Y, along the z axis, 
staying in the plane y = O. We achieve this by changing 
Xl into X~2 where X~2 looks like X_2 in the neighborhood 
of the z axis, and like Xl in the neighborhood of infinity. 

[Remark: Up to isotopy, there is no difference in 
between X~2 U Y cR 3 and X_2 u Y C R3. ] 

Let Zt =Xt U Y U Rand V t =Rn - Zt. Consider now to, 
11 E Rand K some (let's say compact) topological space. 
If f:K - V to is a continuous map, one can always con
struct another continuous map F:Kx[to,tJ-R"x[ta,tl ), 

commuting with the projection on the [to, tJ factor, such 
that F(K x t) '": V t , F I K x to =f. (The reader should think 
of the "continuous operation" which changes Zio into Zt 
by sliding Xto along R, and, corresponding to this 
continuous deformation, the operation of pushing f(K) 
into V

t
.) 

Ft It is easy to see that the homotopy class of K =K x tl 
-ttl depends only on the homotopy class of f, In this 
way we get a canonical homotopy equivalence (well 
determined up to homotopy) 

In V_2 we consider the homotopy class f:S n- 2 - V_2 
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FIG. 2. 

FIG. 3. 

defined as follows: In the plane z = - t consider the 
polydisk: 

An-l={~x;<s 5, ~y~<s 5}, 

or iented like R P x R.. The boundary a An-l = [(~x; = 5) 
x (~Y~ <s 5)] U [(~x~ <s 5) x (~Y~ = 5)] with its induced 
orientation, can be though of as a homotopy class 
sn-2 

- V_2 , which is, by definition, our f. 

Lemma A: The map sn-2 
- Rn - Xl - Y defined by the 

composition 

f H -2 I i 
sn-2

- V_2 -' VI CRn-Xl - Y 

is in the same (free) homotopy class as the Whitehead 
product 

lap, 1\]: sn-2 - Rn - Xl - Y. 

Proof: Consider the following two subsets of 
RW-XI - Y 

A = (~x~ <s 5) x [ (~Y~ + Z2 = 5, z:> 0) u (~x~ ~ 5, Z = 0)], 

B= (~Y~~ 5)x[(~x; + Z2= 5, z< 0) U (~x;-s 5, z=O)]. 

Clearly A n B = An- l x (z = 0) and moreover e =A U B is 
a piecewise differentiable submanifold with boundary, 
of dimension n -1 in R" -Xl - Y, homeomorphic to 
SPxS· - {the interior of a smoothly embedded 
(n -1) - ball}. Our Fig. 3 represents e in the three
dimensional case, p =q = loA ('I B is now the square 

{-l<sx<sl, -l~y~l, z=o} 

and our base point Xo is the center of this square. 
Contained in e are three oriented curves, drawn in fat 
lines a, (3, y. a and (3 are respectively representatives 
of a l E TTl (R 3 -Xl - Y) and (31 E IT] (R 3 -X] - Y), Moreover, 
y is in the same free homotopy class as the commutator 
[all f:ll ]. Properties (0)-(4) listed below should be 
intuitively clear in this picture, 

We can also observe the following facts: 

(0) ae=[~x~=5, ~Yf+Z2=5, z~o] 

LJ [~x~ + Z2 = 5, ~Y~ = 5, Z <s OJ 

(the intersection of the two terms of the right-hand side 
being[~x~=5, ~y~=5, z=O]). 

(1) The projection R"=RPxR·XR J.RPxRf induces a 
homeomorphism 

ae..!. aAn-]. 
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FIG. 4. 

(2) If we orient 2An-I as before and give BC the 
induced orientation via 1T, then 0 C (considered as a 
continuous map 5"-2 - R" -Xl - Y) is in the same (free) 
homotopy class as [a" J3ql. 

(3)Iftd-2,Il, oCI 1 Z t =0. 
(4) If Pc eC, the line segment joining P to (1T(P), 

z=-~) does not touch Z_20 In particular, in U_2 , ac is 
in the same homotopy class as f: 5"-2 - U _2" 

All these facts together, imply our Lemma A. 

Remark I: The exact signs in the previous considera
tions are immaterial for the rest of the proof. All we 
need is that 

[(}'~, p.]=±i oH_2 ,I o[j] (free homotopy). 

Remark 2: If we define Z; =X, '-' Y u [x =Y = 0, 
z rcc. [t, - 11], U; = Rn - Z; we can define homotopy 
equivalences H;o,t

I
: U;o - U;I as above and prove an 

analogous lemma. 

Remark 3: If DP, DQ are oriented, and are joined by 
L, and if a crossing data <J; is given, we have constructed 
an element [a", 13.] E: 1T ",.-1 (M" - L) which a priori depends 
on the various choices of orientations and on the homo
topy class of L, It is easy to see that it actually does 
not depend on l],. This, together with the rest of this 
section proves the last sentence of our main result. 

Lemma B: (1)=>(2) :::" 

Proof: Without any loss of generality BC C Mn - 2: 0 

Moreover, any time one passes from (L, <I> ) to (r;, 4> ) by 
one of the operations (la)-(ld) one can still assume that 
BC stays outside I:. 

For (la), (lb) this is obvious; for (Ic) it follows from 
general position since dimo C = n - 2; for (ld) it follows 
from the assumption that the corresponding surgery does 
not touch L (and hence BC). 

So we can assume that <I> laC=<I>' laC. But then 
Lemma A shows that ac is null-homotopic in Mn - 2: •. 
Hence 

4>*[a t , p.]=[4> liiC]=[<I>' laC]=oc1T p+._ I (V). 

This proves that (1) =:0- (2). 

Lemma C: If 4>*[ O!p, 13.1 = 0 E: 1T p+.-I (V) one can pass 
from (L,4» to an ordered medium of the form (L.,4>') 
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by one positive surgery of index 1 followed by one 
negative surgery of index n - 1, and isotopies. 

Proof: With the notation from the begining of this 
section, consider Xl U Y as part of (the spine of) 2: and 
X_2 U Y as part of (the spine of) 2:'. Call the correspond
ing spines r, r -2' We can consider a positive surgery 
of index 1 which goes from (L, 4» to 

L 1 = L + (a handle of index 1 along L), 

4>1=1> ILl' 
L 1 has a spine RI = r with Xl U Y replaced by Z~ (see 
Remark 2, after Lemma A). We can also consider 
R t = r with Xl U Y replaced by Z;. Let N(R t ) be a regular 
neighborhood of R t in AI". So N(R1)='i'.1 and N(R t ) varies 
by isotopy. One has an isotopy of ordered media 

IN(R t ),1>t] (N(Rt)=the set of defects), 

with I varying from + 1 to - 2. 

One can go from N(R_2 ) to 2:' by one negative surgery 
represented by cutting exactly along A"-l x (z = - ~), and 
isotopies. For this surgery to be "physically realizable" 
one has to have 4> _2{il[ A"-1 x (z == - >}) H = 0 [in 1T p+Q-l (V) 
= 1T "-2( Vl]. But by Lemma A this is equivalent to 
1>*[O!p,p.]=O. And so the proof is finished. The argu
ment is shown pictorially in Fig 0 4. The point is that 
in R3 -N(R_J, the curve)' (from Figs. 3 and 4) and 
a[ A2 x (z =: - ~)] with the good orientation are homotopic. 

4. BRIEF PHYSICAL CONSIDERATIONS 

Topological solitons are of interest in two different 
domains of physiCS. In condensed matter physics, in 
order to describe defects or textures of ordered media. 
In relativistic field theory, in order to describe 
particles or pseudo particles (instantons). 

For the physics of condensed matter, the canonical 
dimensionality to be considered is dimension three. 
This situation is discussed in detail in our previous 
paper. 1 

In relativistic field theory, however, the canonical 
dimensionality is four and this was one of our motiva
tions for extending the analysis to arbitrary dimension. 
Another motivation is that in this more general context 
the real issues, in particular the connection with graded 
Lie algebras, become clearer. It should be mentioned 
here, that in the present field theory models, involving 
topological solitons, the manifold of internal states V is 
generally a Lie group G: in such a situation our present 
paper shows that there are no topological obstructions to 
crossing, since all the Whitehead products vanish. 

It is worth recogniz ing that the se obstructions to 
crossing lead naturally to a confinement mechanism, 
For instance, in dimension three, if one closed string 
is entangled with another closed string, and if there is 
an obstruction to crossing due to the noncommutativity 
of 1T1I separating one string from another (assuming 
that each one has a given size) will cost an energy 
increasing linearly with distance, due to t he creation of 
extra defect volume connecting the two strings, 

Similarly, in dimension four, if 1T 1 acts nontrivially on 
1T 2 one has obstructions for disentangling closed strings 
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from "bags." In this sense entanglement leads to con
finement; this paper provides the theory for the entangle
ment of a p-defect with a q-defect in a space of dimen
sion d=p +q + 1. 

In the Appendix of our first paper we have discussed 
the interaction of two punctual defects in dimension 
two. If 111 V is noncommutative the way such defects 
interact may depend on the path followed to join them: 
For instance two point defects may annihilate each other 
if they are joined along some path and not if they are 
joined along some other path. 

In a space of dimension d, a point defect (described 
by 7Ta- I ) turning around a defect of codimension 2 
(described by 11 1) may find its topological character 
changed, if 7TI acts nontrivially on 7Ta_I • And again, two 
point defects may annihilate along some path and not 
along some other [the simplest materials where this 
effect might be observed are the ordinary (uniaxial) 
nematic liquid crystals, for which V =P2' the projective 
plane]. Note that, in these situations, one is 
considering the interaction of a p -defect and q-defect, 
with p = 0, q = d - 2 and p + q = d - 2. (See also Ref. 5.) 

It looks as if all the algebraic structures built in 
homotopy theory lead to simple physical "effects" (in 
real or gedanken experiments) when interpreted in terms 
of these topological solitons. This is an encouragement 
for further physico-mathematical collaboration. 
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Altman's theory of contractors and contractor directions is applied to equations for connected irreducible 
Green's functions of Klauder's augmented quantum field theory in the </>4 model, and sufficient conditions 
for existence of solutions are discussed. 

I. INTRODUCTION 

Recently, Klauder1 proposed an alternative quantiza
tion scheme, based on a different choice of the measure 
D lip used in the definition of the generating functional. 
The theory can be formulated in operator formalism as 
well as in Green's function formalism. Here, we con
sider the cp4 model in Green's function formalism. In 
terms of irreducible many-point functions, the first two 
equations of the infinite sequence of equations read 

Ga(P) + ~J cfk(k2 - m 2)G4(p, - p, k, - k) 

+ 2,\J d4klcfkad4k3{G4(kl' ka,P' - kl -ka -p) 

x G;/(k1 + k2 +P)G4 (k 3 , - kl -kz -k3 , kl + ka +p, -p) 

+ G4(p, - p, ki' -kl)G;/ (1?1)G4 (!?2, ka, - ki> 1?1 - k2 - k3) 

+G6(kl,k2,k3,-kl-k2-k3'P,-P)}=O (1.1) 

-G4 + 1 [K*G 4 **2 * (Gil)] + ~ [K*G6 ] + (4),\[G/*3 * (G;l)] 

+ (3)'\[G4 *Ge*(G;;1)1+'\[*Gal=O (1.2) 

[for the me3.ning of Eq. (1. 2), see Fig.1], where the 
G

n 
(n:' 6) stand for connected irreducible (in any chan

nel) n-point functions. The integrals in Eq. (1. 1) should 
be interpreted as subtracted at p2 = I'n 2 , i. e. , 

f4kW - m 2)G4(p, - p,k, - k)= t~2 d(P12)d~'2)fo4k 
x (k2 _ m Z)(p,2 _ m 2)2G4(P', _ p', k, _ k)/(P2 - m 2 - ida, 

(1,3) 

etc. , in particular, 

- +t KJZ +2AQ: +2A ~ +21. gx: =0 

+?§.t =0 

FIG. 1. Graphical representation of Eqs. 0.1), (1. 2). 

[JJ4kld4k2~k3G4(P' - P, ki' - kt)G;I(k1 ) 

XG 4 (k z ,k3 , - ki'1<1 -1<a -k3)] ren 

:= 1:2d
(P'Z) d(:'2) Jerk l G4 (p' , - p' , ki' - k l ) 

X (P'z _ m 2 )2 (~~d(l/ 2)_d (z4k d4k 1mz 1 d(fi7jJ" 2 3 

X Gz-l(k/)G4 (kz,k3 , -1</ ,k/ -ka -k3 ) (1.4) 

so that every term in (1.1) has a simple pole at pZ = rn z. 
Consequently, there is no possibility of calculating 
"dynamically generated" mass. On the other hand, an 
interesting feature of Eq. (1. 2) is the absence of the 
terms shown in Fig. 2, which appear in the Schwinger
Dyson equation for four-point function in the conven
tional quantization and have undesirable asymptotic be
havior. Because of the absence of those terms in Eq. 
(1.2), one cannot perform a subtraction (renormaliza
tion) in Eq. (1. 2). In other words, the integrals in 
Eqo (1.2) must be interpreted as they stand. 

In this note, we consider the descending problem: To 
determine lower many-point functions when higher 
many-point functions are given as "boundary condi
tions" to the functional differential equation for the gen
erating functional. 

II. DESCENDING PROBLEM FOR THE EQUATION 
FOR TWO-POINT FUNCTION 

In this section, we consider Eq. (1.1) when 
G4 (Pl'PZ,P3'-Pl-Pa-P3) and GS (Pl'-Pl'PZ,P3'/)4' 
- P2 - />3 - p) with desirable asymptotic behavior are 
specified as input. 

Let us assume that G2 (p) has no zeros, i. e., G2 (p) 
has an unsubtracted spectral representation. Then one 
can rewrite Eq. (1.1) as follows: 

L(p) + «p2 _ '112) {M(p) + (2)2,\ [G 4 **2 * (KL) ](p)} r 1 

:=A[Ll(P)=O, (2.1) 

x 
FIG. 2. Diagrams that arc 
present in the conventional 
SchWinger-Dyson equation 
for G., but absent in Eq. 
(l.2). 
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(2.2) 

where 

(2.3) 

Some comments are in order. If G2 does not have a 
zero, L(p) does not have a pole, so that one can expect 
nice behavior of L, On the other hand, if the two-point 
function G2 has a subtracted spectral representation 

G2(p) = i(p2 - )12) J d..'iIAs )(p2 - s - iE)-l(S - jJ.2)-1 (2.4) 

with asymptotic behavior G2 (p) Ip2l- ~ (p 2
)0, then the 

pole-free obj ect to be looked for is 

and we get the following equation 

(2.5) 

i.! (p) + [ R(p){M (p) + (2)2A[ G/ *z * (Rf.!) ](p)} ]-1 = 0, 
p2 _m2 

R(p) =-2--2 . (2.6) 
p - J1 

However, this equation cannot be consistent because 
asymptotically f.! (p) - (pZ)O while the second term on the 
lhs behaves asymptotically - (pZ), which is a conse -
quence of renormalization. If one takes recipe 

(p2 (p.2 d 2 f 
[K*G4 ]ren(P)= J z a(p'Z) L2 d(p"2) d(P"2)2 d 4k 

m m 

etc., then G2(p) cannot have a pole at p2 = rn 2, so that 
such a recipe is not acceptable. This is an important 
difference from the descending problem in the canonical 
quantum field theory. 2 Therefore, Klauder' s argu
mentsa in favor of subtracted spectral representation do 
not apply to the case of ,\;0 O. 

Suppose G4 (Pl'PZ,Pa,-P1-P2-PS) and Gs(P1'-PPP2' 
Pa'P4 '-P2 -P3 -P4 ) are so chosen that IM(p)1 "" c1 "" O. 
Then, an interesting feature of the nonlinear operator A 
is that it has first divided difference. 

Definition 1: If a linear operator V(L l , L
2

): j) (A) 
x j) (A)c 182 x lB2 - i.! (lB2 - Y) satifies the relationship 

(2.8) 

V is called the first divided difference operator of the 
nonlinear operator 11. • 

It is easy to see that the operator 

V(Ll'L2) 

_ (2)2,\[G
4
**2*(K')J 

-1- {M + (2)2,\[G/*2 * (KL1)]}{M + (2)2,\[G4 **2 * (KL 2 >n-K 

satisfies the condition (2.8). So, let us try to apply 
Altman's theory4 of two-point contractors. 

Definition 2: A map R: XXX- i.!(Y-X) is said to be a 
two-point contractor for (nonlinear) operator P with 
maj orant function Q if 

IIP(x +R(x,x)y) - Px -yll.;; Q(/Iyll, IIx -xII) for 

x ,XEX, y EY whenever x + R(x,x)y ED(p). 
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Lemma 1: If IIV(L!' L2 )-11l .;; Cz for some constant C2 , 

and 

IIV(L!> L 2 ) - V(La,L4 )1I < c3 (IIL l - L311 + JlL2 - L411> 

'fI L l ,L2 ,La,L4 ED (A) 

then W(Ll,L z): = V(Ll'L 2 )"1 is a two-point contractor, 
(For proof, see Altman. 4) 

It is easy to check that our V satisfies the conditions 
of Lemma 1, if [) (A) is restricted to be sufficiently 
small and/or c 1 is sufficiently large. For the theory of 
two-point contractors to be applicable, the nonlinear 
operator A need not be continuous, but closed. In other 
words, G4 may be a distribution, So, we take the input 
{G4("'), G6 (p, - p, ... )} and the Banach space lB2 "3 L so 
that the map A is closed. We have the following theorem 
(Altman4

). 

Theorem 1: Let 11.: j) (A) C lB2 - Y be a closed nonlin
ear operator with [) (A) ~S(Lo,p), and Lo and L~ be so 
chosen that II A(Lo) II '" 1), II Lo - L6 11 < f31), q: = 21)C 3Ff < 1, 
p: =f31)t*,t*: =L;;"oq2n-l. Suppose that IIW(L,L)II<f3 

for L,LEj)(A) and 

IIA(L + W(L,L)J) -A(L) -JII.;; 8caV3I1JII + ilL -LII)IIJII 

for L,LES whenever L+W(L,L)JES. Then the se
quence {LJ defined by 

Ln+1 =Ln - W(Ln,1:)A(Ln)' En+1 =Ln+l - W(L" Ln)A(Ln+l) 

converges to a solution L* of the equation A (L) = O. All 
the Ln 's lie in S and the rate of covergence is given by 

IIL* - Ln ll ';; t*q2n-181). 

Our next task is to verify that we can choose j) (A) so 
that the conditions of Theorem 1 are satisfied. Of the 
three constants Ii, 7J, cs, one can choose and Cs sufficient
ly small so that the condition q < 1 be satisfied, while 
f3 is always larger than 1. For ca to be small, it is de
Sirable that IM(p)(p2_m2)-11 is large. In other wordS, 
for the theorem to be applicable, G4 and/or Gs should 
be large even when ,\ is small. This is a very strangt~ 
feature of the descending problem in the augmented 
quantum field theory. Alternatively, one can restrict 
j) (A) so that c3 is small, if one finds a nice Lo by luck. 

III. DESCENDING PROBLEM FROM GIVEN HIGHER 
MANY-POINT FUNCTIONS 

Next question one might ask is whether one can de
termine G2 and G4 if Gs and GB are given. Becuase of 
complicated constraints, one cannot specify G6 and GR 
arbitrarily. But one can pose the following problem. 
Suppose the function H(p) = [*Gs(p, - fJ, ... )] and sum of 
terms in Eqo (1.2) involving Gs or GB , which we denote 
by N, are given as input with appropriate asymptotic 
behavior. Then the equations to be considered are 

L(p) + ({2AHK + UK *G4 jK + (2)2,\[G4 **2 * (KL) ~(p» -1 

=0, (3.1) 

- G4 + lV+ HK*Gt*2*(KL)1 + (4),\[G/*3 * (KL)**2] =0. 

(3.2) 

As Gn(pl'" "Pn) has a pole when a Pi is on mass shell, 
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one cannot metrize the space of candidates for G4. So, 
we define semiamputated many-point functions 

n 

rn(pl"" ,Pn) = Hl (p/ 2 
- m 2 )Gn(Pl"" ,p). (3.3) 

Equations (3.1) and (3.2) are rewritten as follows: 

L(P)+ ({2,\HK2 +t[K- h r 4 ] 

+ (2)2.>.[(K-l)**hr
4
**2 *(K-IL)]) (p) -lK(p) =0, (3.4) 

- r 4 + KN + H(K-l )*r4 **2 *(K- l L)] 

+ (4),\[(K-l)**4 *r
4
**2 * (K-IL)**2] =0, (3.5) 

Now, we define the norms of semiamputated many
point functions by 

IIrnllJj = an1supl rn(Pp 0 0 ,P n) I 
n n 

+an2suPiHliPI2j!rn(Pl'.o.,p)j, ~>1 (3.6) 

so that the Banach spaces of semiamputated many-point 
functions do not contain functions with undesirable as
ymptotic behavior. Now, one can regard Eqs. (3.4) and 
(3.5) as an operator equation in the direct sum of 
Banach spaces, 1B2 G.! 1B4 • For one or another theorem 
concerning contractors to be applicable H must be large 
and N must be small. The former is a very odd re
quirement, but if one gives such Hand N as input, one 
can apply Altman's theory of contractor directions. 4 

Definition 3: Let X be a complete metric space and Y 
be a real or complex Banach space. Let P be an opera
tor P:f)(P)cX-YandxEX. Then]x(P)=tx(P,q) is 
to be set of special contractor directions for P at x 
CD(P), if there exist a positive constant q < 1 and a 
function B cB such that for every y EJ x (P) there exis t a 
positive number E =E(X,y) and an element xED (p) such 
that 

IIPx-PX-EyllocSqEllyll, d(x-x)ocSB(Jlylll, 

where B is the class of increasing continuous function 
B(s) such that B(s) > ° for s> ° and 

fo·s- l B(s)ds <00 for some a> 0. 

Theorem 2: Suppose (1) the operator P:jJ (P)c Y is 
closed on V: =f) (P) n S(xo, r); (2) for any x E Uo =f)(P) 
n S(xo' r), set of special contractor directions is dense 
in some ball in Y; (3) r~ (l-q)-lfrfs-1B(S)ds, a 
= IIP(xo)llexp(l- q). Then there exists an element X*EU 
such that p(x*) =0. (For proof see Altman. 4) 

In application to our Eqs. (3.4) and (3.5), we take 
xo={LO,r4lol}={0,0}EX and define the norm 

II{ L, r Jllx = c411L 111B2 + c51Jr 4111B4 (3.7) 

with appropriate c4 and c5 • Then, the number 

a = [c
4 

(2,\)-111 (HK)-lll + c5I1NK411]exp(1 - q) (3.8) 

and, consequently, r can be chosen sufficiently small 
so that the conditions of Theorem 2 be satisfied. Here, 
one need not assume that the range is closed. 

The snag of this theorem is, however, that it does not 
give an algorithm for construction of an approximate 
solution. In order to formulate an algorithm, one has to 
assume Frechet differentiability of the map involved. 
Let us write Eqs. (3,4), (3.5) abstractly 'S(L,r4 ;H,N) 
= 0. If one restricts Banach spaces of Land r 4 from 1B2 
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and 1B4 to 1B; and 1B~, respectively, so that the map'S 
is Frechet differentiable with respect to Land r 4, and 
the Frechet derivative 2!(L', r/; H, N; , ) is invertible 
for {L' , r~ E@; and some other conditions are satisfied, 
one can apply Newton-Kantorovich type schemes, where 
@;is an appropriate convex set in 1B~ EB 1B~ (See Altman, 4 

Janko,5Kantorovich and Akilov, a or Krasnosel' skii 
et at.7) 

IV. RENORMALIZATION 

The next problem is the renormalization of a solution 
of equations with a given input. In general, G2 obtained 
as a solution of Eq.(1.1) or (3.4) has a residue z*l at 
p2 == m2 , and r 4 obtained as solution of Eq. (3.4) does not 
assume the value r(o,O,o,O)='\. Therefore, we must 
renormalize G2:G~ =Z-lG2• Then Eq. (l.ll is rewritten as 
follows: 

G~ + t[K*G~l + (2)2,\[ G:;**2 * (en- l 
] +2,\[ *G~l = ° (4.1) 

with G~==z-lGn for any nc..Z+, In other words, Eq. (1.1) 
is invariant under the renormalization. However, one 
cannot make r 4 assume the value r 4 (O,0,0,0)==.-\ for a 
given input. An interpretation is that ,\ in Eq. (4.1) is 
not the strength of interaction but a parameter. On the 
other hand, if one takes with r 4 (o,0,0,0)='\ and G2 (p) 
with unit residue at p2 == m 2

, Eq. (4.1) can be regarded 
as a linear constraint on r a (q , _ q , 000 ). 

Alternatively, if Ga(or ra) and G2 are given, Eq.(4.1) 
becomes a nonlinear constraint on r 4' Though we do not 
have a proof, it seems that this constraint can be sa
tisfied by r 4 such that r /0, 0, 0, 0) == '\. Rather there 
seem to be infinitely many r 4' s that satisfy the 
constraint. 

V. CONCLUDING REMARKS 
So far we have discussed descending problems and 

existence theorem. On the other hand, if one begins 
with G2 and r 4 as input and ascend the hierarchy of 
equations, Ga need not be large, but there appear many 
linear and nonlinear constraints for Gn (n> 6). Though 
it seems that there is a continuum of sequences of func
tions that satisfy these conditions, we do not know how 
to construct (approximately) one or another sequence of 
these functions with proper symmetry. 

On the other hand, so far as existence of solution is 
concerned, Frechet differentiability may be violated in 
one way or another. 
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Spherically symmetric static conformally flat solutions in 
Brans-Dicke and Sen-Dunn theories of gravitation 

D. R. K. Reddy 

Department of Applied Mathematics, Andhra University, Waitair, India 
(Received 30 December 1977) 

Vacuum field equations for the static spherically symmetric conformally flat metric are obtained in 
Brans-Dicke and Sen-Dunn scalar-tensor theories of gravitation. Closed form exact solutions to the 
field equations are presented and studied in both the theories. 

1. INTRODUCTION 

Brans and Dicke! have formulated a scalar-tensor 
theory of gravitation in which the tensor field alone is 
geometrized and the scalar field is alien to geometry. 
Recently, Sen and Dunn2 proposed a new scalar-tensor 
theory of gravitation in a modified Riemannian manifold 
in which both the scalar and tensor fields have intrinsic 
geometrical significance. The scalar field, in this 
theory, is characterized by the function xo =XO(Xi) where 
Xi are the coordinates in the four-dimensional Lyra 
manifold and the tensor field is identified with the 
metric tensor giJ of the manifold. 

The field equations in vacuum given by Sen and Dunn 
for the combined scalar and tensor fields are 

(1) 

where w =} and Cij is the usual Einstein tensor. It was 
pointed out that these equations are identical to the 
Brans-Dicke equations in vacuum, namely 

Gij = wcp·2(b,irfJ,j - ~gi}rfJ,krfJ,k) 
(2) 

+ rD·1 (cp, i;j - guLJrfJ), DrfJ = 0, 

if the scalar function satisfied the condition 

rfJ,;;j-gijUCP=O 

and w=}. However, the gravitational constant must be 
redefined. Brans3 and Mahanta and Reddl-6 gave 
spherically symmetric static solutions in the Brans
Dicke theory of gravitation, while Sen and Dunn2 and 
Halford7 have obtained the same in Sen-Dunn theory. 
Penney8 and Gurses 9 have obtained exact solutions for 
massless scalar meson fields with a conformally flat 
metric. Recently, RaylO has given a complete set of 
exact solutions for both massive and massless scalar 
mesons in a conformally flat metric. The present note 
is an attempt to obtain exact solutions for both Brans
Dicke and Sen-Dunn scalar-tensor fields in a static con
formally flat space. 

2. FIELD EQUATIONS AND SOLUTIONS 

We consider the spherically symmetric conformally 
flat line element 

(3) 

where a is a function of r alone. For this space-time 
the nonvanishing components of the Einstein tensor are 
given by 

G1 - _",(3,2+20") I-e -('/ -
4 r' 

C2 - C3 - e-'" (11" + - + ~ 
( 

('1,2 a') 
2- 3- 4 r' (4) 

Here a superscript prime indicates differentiation with 
respect to r. 

A. Brans-Dicke Theory 

Taking ¢ as a function of ronly and using (4) and (3) 
in (2), the Brans-Dicke field equations, in vacuum, can 
be written as 

(5) 

cP" + rfJ' (0"+-;) =0. 

It can be easily verified that when the scalar field cp is 
constant the field equations yield a solution which de
scribes an empty flat space-time in Einstein's theory. 
When rfJ is not a constant, but is a function of r only, 
the Brans-Dicke field equations (5) admit the closed 
form exact solution given by 

cv=c/r, rfJ=rfJoe-c1r, 

with (6) 
3 

W==- 2, 

where c and CPo are cons tants of integration. Thus the 
only spherically symmetric static conformally flat 
solutions of the BranS-Dicke vacuum equations are 
flat space-time and 

ds2 = e"(dyZ + yZdd2 + yZ sin2 j dq,2 _ dt2) 

with 

e"'=ec1r, cp=cpoe,clr, andw=-3/2. 

(7) 

Also it can be seen that when r _00 the solution (6) 
reduces to empty flat space-time in Einstein's theory 
with 1> = ;Po. 
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B. Sen-Dunn theory 

Taking the scalar field xO as a function of r only and 
using (4) and (3) in (1), the Sen-Dunn field equations, 
in vacuum, are 

, 2 

3 ,2 2a' w (XO ) .-a +--;::- ==2 XU ' 

/I a,2 2a' w (xO
') 

a +-+-=- -:-:0-
4 r 2 x 

which admit the solution 

ds2 = e'" (d? + ?dtJ2 +,; sin2
J dq,2 - dr-) 

with a = constant and XO = constant, which describes 
nothing but the flat space-time. Hence it can be said 
that a conformally flat static vacuum metric in Sen
Dunn theory describes simply a flat space-time. 

3. CONCLUSIONS 

(8) 

(9) 

Closed form exact solutions have been obtained for a 
static spherically symmetric conformally flat vacuum 

24 J. Math. Phys., Vol. 20, No.1, January 1979 

metric in the scalar- tensor theories formulated by 
Brans and Dicke and Sen and Dunn. It is observed that 
the only spherically symmetric static conformally flat 
vacuum solutions in Brans-Dicke theory are the flat 
space-time and the solution given by (7). It is also 
found that a static conformally flat vacuum metric in 
Sen-Dunn theory describes simply an empty flat 
space-time. 
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Slow motion approximation in predictive relativistic 
mechanics. II. A noninteraction theorem for interactions 
derived from the classical field theorya) 

J. Martin and J. L. Sanzb) 

Departamento de Fisica Teorica. Universidad Autonoma de Madrid. Canto Blanco. Madrid-34. Spain 
(Received 19 July 1977; revised manuscript received 6 February 1978) 

By adopting an Aristotle invariant Lagrangian formalism (equivalent to canonically representing only this 
subgroup of the Poincare group) and imposing a certain separability condition and a Newtonian limit on 
the Lagrangian. we obtain the most general Lagrangian up to c - ) order that verifies these properties and 
leads to a relativistic invariant dynamic (i.e .. it satisfies the Currie-Hill equations). It contains up to 
C -2 order. all the Lagrangians known up to the present time. It is shown that the interactions derived 
from the classical field theory (CFT) do not admit approximated Lagrangians up to c -4 order, and thus 
this constitutes a non interaction theorem for said interactions and somehow justifies some authors' 
attitudes of abandoning the Lagrangian formalism (dropping the canonical character of position 
coordinates) when they construct a Hamiltonian formalism for these systems. 

1. INTRODUCTION 

In the framework of predictive relativistic mechanics 
(PRM), an isolated system of N structureless point 
particles is governed by an ordinary second order 
differential system over 1R3N

, 

dx! _.i ~_ i(J .k. f ) 
d! - 1 0' dl -).La '\b, 1 c' , (1. 1) 

where the ).L~ functions, which we will call accelera
tions, must satisfy the Currie-Hill equations l

-4. 

~-o al - , (1. 2a) 

(1. 2d) 

which state the invariance of the set of traj ectories by 
the Poincare group. i,j, k,'" = 1, 2,3; a, b, c, a',' .. 
= 1,2, ... ,N; a' is always different from a; l1ijk is the 
Levi-Civita pseudotensor with 11123 = + 1; all indices 
follow the summation convention; c is the velocity of 
light in vacuum; E: a = ( a = 1. 

On the other hand, the difficulty arising from a 
Poincare invariant Lagrangian formalism (the canoni
cal realization of this group on phase space) is well 
known for such dynamic systems because this assump
tion leads to the Currie, Jordan, and Sudarshan5 •6 non
interaction theorem: The unique systems which admit 
this Lagrangian formulation are the free particle sys-

a)Research supported by the Instituto de Estudios NUcleares, 
Madrid, Spain. 

b) Present address: Physics Department, Queen Mary College, 
London. 

terns ().L~ =0). In particular, Hill's7 and the authors'S 
proof of this theorem make known the essential role 
played by two assumptions: (a) the position coordinates 
of the x! particles are canonical, and (b) the pure 
Lorentz transformations act like a set of canonical 
transformations. First attempts to circumvent the 
noninteraction theorem coincide in substituting assump
tion (b) for another less restrictive one, because 
dropping assumption (a) would be equivalent to renounc
ing the traditional Lagrangian formalism (we, however, 
remark that a Hamiltonian formalism can be satisfac
torily developed in which the position coordinates are 
no! canonicaI9

-
11

). Thus, for example, in Ref. 12 
(resp. 13) assumption (b) is substituted for the follow
ing: the energy, the linear momentum, and the angular 
momentum are assumed to appropriately transform as 
regards pure Lorentz transformations (resp. the 
dynamic system is invariant by space inversion and the 
angular momentum is assumed to appropriately trans
form as regards pure Lorentz transformations). How
ever, in both cases one arrives at the two noninterac
tion theorems for the two particle systems. 

Moreover, the authors have recently provens that the 
Currie, Jordan, and Sudarshan noninteraction theorem 
starts to be effective above the c·6 order. Then the 
most general family of approximated Lagrangians up 
to c-4 order, possessing a Newtonian limit, is obtained, 
although this family does not contain the approximated 
Lagrangians up to c-2 order deduced from the classical 
field theory (CFT). 

A 11 these facts have led to us adopt an A ristotle14 in
variant Lagrangian formalism in this paper (this is 
equivalent to canonically representing only this sub
group of the Poincare group and is also equivalent to 
dropping assumption (b), although we impose a certain 
separability condition and a Newtonian limit on the 
Lagrangian. With the perturbation technique of c-1 ex
pansions, we found the most general Lagrangian up to 
c..:! order that satisfies the previous properties. In 
particular, it includes up to c-2 order the Lagrangians 
obtained by means of: (il classical fields theory, 
(ii) Poincare invariant canonical formulation, 15 (iii) 
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Poincare invariant action, 16 (iv) Lagrangians postulated 
"ad hoc", 17 (v) Lagrangians corresponding to a single 
particle and a later symmetrization. 18 

Moreover, we show by using the general dynamic 
obtained in Ref. 19 (approximated up to c-4 order that 
satisfies the Currie-Hill equations, is invariant by 
space inversion and possesses a Newtonian limit) that 
the Lagrangians derived from the CFT cannot be ex
tended up to c-4 order because of their incompatibility 
with the invariance equations. Thus, we obtain a non
interaction theorem for the interactions derived from 
the CFT. 

As we believe the previous assumption (the Aristotle 
group is canonically represented on the phase space) to 
be the minimal condition we must impose in order to 
be able to define, without ambiguity, the conservative 
quantities: energy, momentum, and angular momentum 
of the system, we conclude that at least for certain 
interactions (among which are the well-known electro
magnetic and gravitational interactions) only a descrip
tion by means of approximated Lagrangians up to c-3 
order is possible. 

We think this result is the strongest at the moment 
which justifies the attitudes adopted by some authors9-

11 

in dropping the Lagrangian formalism (or more exactly 
the canonical character of position cordinates x~) and in 
constructing a Hamiltonian formulation for such 
systems. 

Finally, we include an Appendix dedicated to the 
uniqueness of the Lagrangian up to c-3 order. 

2. LAGRANGIAN FORMULATION INVARIANT 
UNDER THE ARISTOTLE GROUP, DEVELOPMENT 
IN c- 1 

(A) Let us consider a dynamic system of type (1. 1) 
which is invariant under the Aristotle group, i. e., such 
that it verifies Eqs. (1. 2a), (1. 2b), and (1. 2c). As has 
been shown in Ref. 8, the fact that such a system admits 
a Lagrangian formulation compatible with its invariance 
is expressed by the existence of a function L(t; x!, v1) 
satisfying the following conditions: 

(2.1) 

aL at =0, (2.2a) 

(2.2b) 

(2.2c) 

where Q is a first order differential linear operator 
defined as follows, 

a . a . ~ I a 
Q ~:at + vt axr + /1t( 0' Vd) avt (2.3) 

Equations (2,1) merely state that the dynamic system 
(1.1) is a Lagrangian one. On the other hand, Eqs. 
(2.2) point out that L(t; x!, v~) is an invariant function 
under space-time translations and space rotations 
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(Aristotle group). We will also assume that L is in
variant under parity. 

As is well known, if the Lagrangian L admits a sym
metry it is possible to automatically associate a first 
integral with the corresponding dynamic system. Con
sequently, Eqs. (2.2) permit the association of the 
seven first integrals with the dynamic system (1.1). 
Such integrals are traditionally identified with energy, 
linear momentum, and angular momentum. These con
served magnitudes are respectively expressed in the 
following way: 

. aL 
H=ov~ -;t - L, 

uVa 
(2.4al 

(2.4b) 

(2.4c) 

In this paper, we are going to limit ourselves to the 
consideration of a dynamic system (1. 1) that contains 
only two particles (N = 2). According to this hypothesis 
the general solution of Eqs. (2.2) will be an arbitrary 
function of six independent particular solutions, for 
example (following the notation given in Ref. 19) 

r == + (x!a,Xaa'i)1 / 2, s == ~x!a,z'aa'i' 

q == 177aX!a l (Vai + l'a' i), .Va:::= l'~Vai :::: v!, Y:::;; l' !a,Vaa'i ~ 1,2, 

(2.5) 
where 

(2.6) 

Therefore, we will hereinafter write 

L =L(1', S, q, :\'a' Y)· (2.7) 

It is clear that the dynamic system associated with this 
Lagrangian is A ristotle and parity invariant. 

(B) Next, we suppose that the Lagrangian (2.7) admits 
a development on a power series of c-1 according to the 
following structure, 

L = 'f] In L (n) , 

n=O C 

(2. B) 

where the functions L (n)(r, s, q, Ya, y) are independent 
of coIn addition, we will suppose that the following 
conditions are verified: 

L (0) =0 ~EatnaV~ - V(r), 

lim V(r) = lim r-1 V(r) = 0 
(2.9a) 

r-oo r_ oo 

(2.9b) 

(2.10) 

where tna - 0 is the mass of the particle a. Conditions 
(2.9) can be summarized by saying that the dynamic 
system has a "classical Newtonian limit." Let us re
mark that L (0) is the Lagrangian corresponding to a 
system of two particles that interact through a V(r) 
potential. Condition (2.10) expresses the separable 
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character of said interaction, i. e., when the distance 
between both particles is infinite, the Lagrangian is 
reduced to the one corresponding to free particles. 

Let us now assume that accelerations J.l! also admit 
a development on a power series of c-l in the following 
way, 

I ~ 1 (n)1 
Il a= L.J n Ila , 

n=O C 
(2.11) 

Il~n)i being independent of c. By introducing develop
ments (2.8) and (2.11) into the Lagrange equations (2.1) 
and taking into account expressions (2.9) for L(O) and 
L (1), as well as (2. 2a), we can easily obtain 

rna rll(O)1 +! Il(l)! + f, ~ ll(n)l] + -F. ~ D aL(n) lac a n':: en a n~ en avi 

+ >; 1 Q(P) aL (S) W Ii'I aL(n) 
~ en ---;--va = - ~ xaa' + ~ en 

p.s=n=3 U I r- n=2 
p=1, ••• ,71_2 
s=2, ••• ,n_1 

OX'j , 

(2.12) 

where the following notation has been used: 

D - k 0 (O)k 0 
=vb-::;Ji+llb c:;-:Jt, 

ClXi, uVb 

(2.13) 

W(1') =1'V(1'). 

Therefore, by matching the same order terms for e-l 

on both sides of (2. 12), 

m ,,(O)i=F(o)i=_ W Xi 
a""'a a ? aa" 

"L(") "L(n) 
( > 2)' (n)1 = F(n)i = _u __ _ D _0 __ _ 
n ~ . m a Ila • a a a a 

Xi Vi 

aLtO) 
Q(P)--

av1 

n 
P+S=11 

p=l f ••• ,n-2 
s=2 ,. eo ,n_l 

(2. 14a) 

(2. 14b) 

that is to say, according to hypothesis (2.9), the force 
is Newtonian for order zero and null for order one. On 
the other hand, the following conditions are met for any 
order up to e-4 inclusively, 

F~2)i = 6.!L (2), 

F~3)1 = 6.!L (3), 

(2. 15a) 

(2. 15b) 

(2. 15c) 

where the 6.~ differential operators are defined as 

. a a 
6.~ = -a a - D -a • • 

Xi VI 
(2.16) 

Moreover, up to the above-mentioned e-4 order, the 
limit condition (2.10) is expressed in the following way: 

lim L (2) =t E(amaY~, (2. 17a) 
r -~ 

lim L(3) =0, (2. 17b) 
r-oo 

(2. 17c) 

(c) Next, let us establish a lemma that will prove 
most useful in later sections. 
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Lemma 1; The general solution of the differential 
system 

(2.18) 

that has the (2. 7) dependenc e and satisfies the limit 
condition liIDr _ ~ L = 0, has the following structure, 

13(r) a(1') 
L(1', S, q, Ya, yJ = 7 sq + -4- 1JaCVa - Ya') + 1(r, s, Y), 

(2.19) 

13(1') =1'0.(1'), a(1'), and f(1', s, v) being arbitrary functions, 
such that 

lim a(r) = limr-2 t3(r) = lim 1(1', s, y) = o. (2.20) 
r .. 00 r - 410 T .. 010 

Moreover, the general solution (2.19) verifies 

6.iL={_ 1Ja13 v_1Ja (13) 'S2+ 1Jm-l (a+i3)W +~ af 
a 41'2 . 1'? a a 2? l' a1' 

2W ~f _ ~ D afl. i _ {1J.f3 D af \ .i 
+ W OJ' 2 os(aa. 7 s + 2 oy \ l'aa' , 

(2.21) 

where Il is the" reduced mass" of the system, i. e., 

(2.22) 

Proof: As long as function L is assumed to be depen
dent on the variables (2.5), such a function is invariant 
under space translation, and consequently the differen'
tial system (2.18) is equivalent to the system 6.!Gj L = O. 
In fact 

G 6. I L=G (~-D..?!:..) 
j, j ax': 01'1 

I 0
2 
L _ i' =6. G.L-Eb -.- =6. C.L 

a J OX101''i a J 
(2.23) 

On the other hand, a simple calculation shows that this 
system (6.!G jL = 0) is equivalent to the following one: 

aL oL 
2D oy' = 1Ja aq , (2. 24a) 

()2L a2L (i2L 
1J -- +2D-- -2--
, ol''jilq ill,~aVa - axjoy" (2.24b) 

a2L a2L a2L 
-1J, -a a +2D~, =2 ~a'o a 

l'i aq GI'iOY Xi Y 
(2.24c) 

(2. 24d) 

Taking into account (2. 24a), Eqs. (2.24b) and (2. 24c) 
can be written as follows, 

il ( (JL) - E - -0 
ax~ b ilv -, 

I . b 
(2.25) 

which, when developed, lead to the system: 
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(2.26) 

where u '" r. Equations (2.26) automatically imply that 
function L must have the structure 

L = q' A(u, s,:v) + (Y1- :l'2)' B(u, s, Y) + Cry, Ya) + E(u, s, :v), 

(2.27) 

where A, B, C, and E are functions subject only to the 
verification of the conditions 

aB _ 1: aA aB _ 2 aA 
(III 8 as' as - (1\,' 

(2.28) 

From (2.27) and making the change of variables 
t", \'1 -\'2, Z '" .1'1 + .\'2, equations (2. 24a) can be written 

D ilC =0 D (Be B) =l-A 
(lz ' (1/ + 2. 

(2.29) 

Likewise, Eqs. (2. 24d) lead to the system: 

ac ac ( 1111 - /1/2 m - - - =1{ v) 111 '" ---'~-----" 
?z Of ' , , 1111 + 1112 ' 

cA 4W aA 2W aB aA 
D-=- -+- -+4-

as /-l1l 0.\, /-l1l as all ' (2.30) 

D aA 2W oB 2W dg 
~ = ~ ~ - 1l1l d\' ' 

where g( v) is an arbitrary function. 

Next, let us show that condition lim,. • ~ L = 0 implies 
that it is possible to assume C(\', val = 0 without a loss 
of generality. Indeed, since the said condition is as
sumed to be valid for any value of the (s, q, Ya, y) 
variables, the following limits exist according to (2.27), 

limA(u, s, \,) ",A*(s, v), lim B(ll, s, v) '" B*(s,\'), 

limE(II, s,y)'" E*(s,v), (2.31) 

so that the following expression is verified, 

q .A*(s,,v) + (\'1- '\'2) 8*(8,,v) + Cry, \) + E*(8,1') = o. 
(2.32) 

It is now clear that A * = 0 and that functions B* and E* 
cannot be dependent on variable s. Consequently, (2.32) 
gives the following structure for C( y, va)' 

Cry, Ya) = - (Y1- .\'2) B*(y) - E*( V) 

and thus (2.27) can be rewritten 

L =q' A(u, s, '\') + (\'1- \'2)[B(u, s, V) - B*(v)l 

+ E(u, s, y) - E*(y), 

(2.33) 

(2.34) 

i. e., a redefinition of functions B(u, s, y) and E(1I, 8, v) 
is sufficient for Cry, -val = 0 to be assumed. 

Summing up the previous results: Function L should 
have the following structure, 
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L =q .A(u, s, y) + (1'1- Y2)' B(u, s, y) + E(u, s, y), 

(2.35) 

where A, B, and E must satisfy the following equations 
and limit conditions 

uB 1 aA aB _ 2 aA 
a; = '8 a:;: , as - (Iv' (2.36) 

DB= lA, (2.37) 

D aA = 4 W aA + 2 W 0 B + 4 aA 
os /-lu oy /-lu as au ' 

(2.38) 

D aA = ~l:!:: aB 
i1y /-lll a" ' 

(2.39) 

limA = limB = lim E= O. (2.40) 
r ... .0 r ... 00 

ObViously, (2.39) is identically verified as a conse
quence of (2 0 36) and (2.37). On the other hand, taking 
into conSideration (2 36), (2.37), and lim, • ~ V = 0, it 
can be concluded that (2.38) is equivalent to 

aB II (1A 
s-=----

(ly 4 H\' . 

From (2.36) and (2.41), (2.37) turns out to be 
equivalent to 

ilA ?A 
s-+2v-=A 

ils 'ai' 

whose general solution is 

-;- 4 \' 
A=s·A(1I w) w"'- --'-z 

" II S' 

(2.41) 

(2.43) 

which when introduced in (2.41) determines the follow
ing structure for function B, 

1/ -" -
B= - 4 A(u, w) + B(II, s), (2,44) 

It and B being arbitrary functions. 

Only equations (2.36) remain for study, using results 
(2.43) and (2.44). To start with, we should note that 
(2. 36b) leads to 

A(II, w) = <p(I/)' lnw + \{J(II), 

- II 
B(II, s) = - '2 <P(II) Ins + 6(/1), 

where <P, \{J, and 6 are arbitrary functions, Then 
(2. 36a) implies 

(2.45) 

(2046) 

where 0'(1') is an arbitrary function of r and ex "'r/O'/dy. 

By introducing these expressions in (2.43) and (2.44) 

A = ~ a(r), B=-; Q(r) + const. 
/' 

(2.47) 

By including the additive constant in £l(r) and accord
ing to (2.35), 

13(1') O'(r) , 
L = 7 sq +4 (1'1- 1'2) +t(v, s,v), (2.48) 

where functions O'(Y), pry) '" vary), and fer, s,.v) must 
satisfy the limit conditions deduced from (2.40), 
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lim a(r) "" lim r-2f:l(r) "" limj(r, s, y} = O. (2.49) 
r~~ r-~ r-~ 

Thus the first part of the lemma has been proved. 
Let us now prove equality (2. 21). From (2. 7): 

aL 1 aL I 1 aL i 1 aL (i I ) 
a~ = r ar xaa' + 2 as Vaa' + 21)a aq Va + Va' , 

aL 1 (aL OL) i aL I aL I (2. 50} 
av~ = 2 as + 1)a aq Xaa , + 2 ay Vaa ' + 2 aya Va, 

and consequently, taking into account (2. 13) and (2. 14a} 

aL {I (aL aL) 2WaL _12W aLl I 
D avi = 2D as + 1). aq - W ay - rna 7 aya Xaa' 

+ (-.! oL +!1. oL +2D oL) Vi, +2D ~ .vi 
2 os 2 oq oy aa oya a 

(2. 51) 

and remembering definition (2, 16), 

t::.IL = {.! oL _ .! D (aL)+ Tl (oL) 
a r or 2 os a oq 

..1 2W aL} i 
+ rna -:;: oya X aa ' 

2W oL 
+ Ii? oy 

1) (aL + 2D aL) 
a oq oy 

1 (aL aL) 1 
Vaa' + 1)a aq - 2D oya Va' 

(2.52) 

Nevertheless, according to (2.48), one easily obtains 

2D ~ = 1) oL = ~ s 
oya a oq r ' 

1 (OL OL) 1)af:l(r) 1)a (f:l)' ( ) 
"2 D as + 1)a oq = 4"T y + r ~ s S + 1)aq 

When these results are introduced in (2.51) they auto-
matically lead to the (2,21) equality. Q,E.D. 

3. APPROXIMATE LAGRANGIAN UP TO ORDER c-3 

In this section, we assume that the dynamic system 
(1. 1) is invariant under the whole Poincare group, i. e., 
so that all the Eqs. (1. 2) are verified. We will then try 
to find, up to the approximation order c-3

, the most 
general Lagrangian which is Aristotle invariant and 
describes a dynamic system of the mentioned type for 
the case of two particles, We will also impose the con
dition that the interaction be separable and that there 
be a Newtonian limit in the sense that was specified 
in the previous section. 

Let us consider Eqs. (1. 2d) [in Ref. 8 it was shown 
that these equations are the only ones that cannot be 
deduced from (2.1) and (2.2)] which state the invariance 
of the dynamic system under the pure Lorentz trans
formations. For the N = 2 case: 
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-Vj bJ.i.a + VajJ.i.a+Vallaj , bR I 2 1 i } (3.1) 

where Rb is the first order linear differential operator 

_ ~ 0 
Rb=Vb avor' (3.2) 

By introducing (2.11) in Eqs. (3.1), for each order in 
c-t, the following is obtained: 

-G lI(n)i_x D l/(n-2)I_ v bR l/(n..2)1+2v ll(n-2)/ 
J"-a - .. 'J at'"a J b"-a a} a 

" 0 Il (s)l 
+vailJ.a(nj_2)+xaa'J' U IJ.(P)~~ (n>l), p+s=n_2 a Ova 

tt=l, 00 0 ,n_2 
5=0, ,n ... 3 

(3.3b) 

where the Da operators are defined as 

_ k 0 (O)k 0 
Da=vaaxar+ lla ovak ' 

(3.4) 

Equations (3. 3a) are coherent with Eqs. (2. 14a). On 
the other hand, taking into account (2. 14a), Eqs. (3.3b) 
are written (for the second and third orders) in the 
following way, 

_ G jF~2) i =xaa ' j DaF!O)/ + 2vajF~O)i + v~ F!J>, 

GjF~3)i = 0, 

0(3.5a) 

(3.5b) 

which, along with (2. 15a) and (2. 15b), imply for the 
first and second orders of the Lagrangian, the following 
equations: 

_ Gjt::.!L (2) = Xaa , JD.F~O)i + 2vajF~O)/ + v!F.!r, 

Gjt::.~L(3)=0. 

(3.6a) 

(3.6b) 

In addition, it is necessary to take into account the limit 
conditions (2. 17a) and (2. 17b). 

Let us start with order c 2
• Without difficulty, it can 

be verified that the function 

L(2) o=~Earn v2 _ ~ q2 +.!:: E.V 
p 8 a. • 2r 4 - a (3.7) 

is a particular solution of (3. 6a) and satisfies the limit 
condition (2. 17a). Consequently, the general solution 
we are looking for is 

L(2)=L:2)+L~2), (3.8) 

where L~2) is the general solution of the homogeneous 
system GJt::.~L~2)=O, which fulfills the condition 
lim,._~L~2)=0. By applying Lemma 1 and taking into 
account (3.7) and (3.8), one obtains for the second 
order, 

L (2) 1 a 4 W 2 V (2 2) f:l Q (2 2) 
=a Em•Va-2?q +4 Vl+ 1'2 +7 sq +4 Vl-V2 

(3.9) 

where Q(r), f3(r) o=ra(r), andj(r,.<i, [!2) must satisfy 

lima = limr-2f3 = limj = O. (3. 10) 
r -~ r -~ 

Let us now consider order c-3
• From (3. 6b), (2. 17b), 

and Lemma 1, we obtain 
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L (3 ) 6 Y (2 2) ( 2 =y;.sq+4 V1- V 2 +gr,S,l'), (3.11) 

where Y(r), 6(r) ",ry(r), and g(r, s, v2 ) must satisfy 

limY= limr·26 = limg=O. (3.12) 

In summing up, up to order c-3
, the most general 

Aristotle invariant Lagranigan having a Newtonian limit, 
is separable and provides relativistic invariant traj ec
tories, is given by 

L l. 2 V 1 L. 4 W 2 V (2 2) i3 
="2Em.v.- +CZtsEmava-wq +4 V1+ VZ +-:yzsq 

+ * (d - d) + f } + ~ { ~ sq + i (vi - vV + g} , 
(3. 13) 

where V(r), W(r) "'rV(r), a(rJ, 13(r) "'ra.(rJ, f(r, s, v2), 

y(r), 6(r) '" n(r), and g(r, s, 1,2) must satisfy the limit 
conditions (20 9a), (3.10), and (3.12). 

Let us remark that up to order c·2, Lagrangian 
(3.13) coincides with the one we obtained in Ref. 8, 
which by hypothesis was developed for much more 
severe invariance conditions. In addition, one should 
note that the "forces" deduced from Lagrangian (3.13) 
[by means of (2.15), (2.16) and (2.21)] have the same 
structure as those which we worked out in Ref. 19. 

4. THE STANDARD LAGRANGIANS UP TO c-2 

Lagrangian (3.13) obtained in the previous section 
contains (up to the c·2 order and as particular cases) 
a whole series of Lagrangians worked out by different 
authors in many different ways. In this section, we are 
going to review all of them (note that they do not ever 
surpass order c·2

) briefly indicating the different 
frameworks used in order to obtain each of them and 
their localization in the (3. 13) Lagrangian. 

(A) Firstly, we should point out the Lagrangians 
obtained (in one way or another) from the classical 
field theory, i. e., the scalar field, vectorial field (in 
particular, the electromagnetic field), and tensorial 
field theories (gravitational field theory within the con
text of general relativity). All these Lagrangians have 
the (3. 13) structure, with the following expression for 
functions a(r) andf(r, s, 1'2), 

where p and 1 are constants which we will specify for 
each case. 

[A. 1] Scalar field: When the interaction is described 
by means of a scalar field, two different theories have 
been worked out characterized by a single parameter 
Y that can take one or zero as values. 20,21 For the case 
of r = 1, the best known Lagrangian is the Bopp 
Lagrangian22 whose original derivation is rather con
fusing and corresponds to the following values of the 
constants, 

l =p=O. (4.2) 

The Lagrangian obtained in Ref. 11 is contained in the 
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Bopp Lagrangian, corresponding to a Yukawa potential, 
i. e., the V(r) potential is of the Yukawa type, 

V(r) '" _ k exp(- Ar) 
r ' 

(4.3) 

k being the coupling constant and A the range parameter. 
When y = 0, we have found a Lagrangian only when the 
particle masses are identical (m1 = 1112); this Lagrangian 
is obtained by 

1 1 
1=0, p=- -"'- -. 

2m1 2m2 
(4.4) 

Likewise, we have shown that if m1 '* m2, it is not possi
ble to write a Lagrangian. 

[A.2] Vectorial field: If the interaction is described 
by a vectorial field, it is possible to point out the 
Bagge Lagrangian, 23 as being especially important. As 
in the case of the Bopp Lagrangian, it was originally 
worked out in a rather confUSing manner. Now the con
stant values are 

(4.5) 

The Darwin Lagrangian24 constitutes a particular case 
of this, for it describes the electromagnetic interaction, 
i. e., the V(r) potential is given by 

V( r) '" elc2 
r ' 

(4.6) 

where e. represent the electric charges of the particles. 
It should be pointed out that the Darwin Lagrangian was 
the first to be chronologically obtained. 

lA. 3] Tensorial field: The best known classical inter
action described by a tensorial field is the one that 
corresponds to the general relativity theory. Within 
this context, one can place the Einstein, lnfeld, and 
Hoffmann Lagrangian25 which describes the gravitational 
interaction and which corresponds to 

1 
l = 2, p = - 2}1 , V(r) = _ G /1111112 , 

r 
(4.7) 

C being the universal graVitational constant. 

[A. 41 By using the Einstein, Infeld, and Hoffmann 
technique, it is possible to obtain a Lagrangian which 
includes the graVitational and electromagnetic inter
actions. This Lagrangian was developed by Bazanski26 

and is a particular case of (4.1), 

l= [4Cm11112-e1('2] 1/2 
CrY/1m2 - CI C2 

(2Cl('2 - Cm1n12)(ml + 1112) - ml('~ - 1J12d " 
p = 2( C )2 v, c1e2 - ni1t1i2 

(4.8) 

V(r) = c1e2 - Cm1m2 . 
y 

As was expected, the Einstein, Infeld, and Hoffmann 
Lagrangian is obtained for £'.=0. 

[A. 51 Finally, it should be pointed out that the 
Stab rook Lagrangian27 is also contained in (4" 1). It 
was obtained in order to describe the gravitational 
interaction between two particles, starting from the 
Brans-Dicke theory, in which a scalar and a tensorial 
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field are mixed, This Lagrangian is determined as 
follows: 

1=2[~:~!r/2, P=-2~' V(r)=_Gm~m2, 
(4.9) 

where w is the so-called "BranS-Dicke parameter." 
Let us note that when w - 00, the Einstein, Infeld, and 
Hoffmann Lagrangian is obtained. Hereinafter, we will 
call aU the approximate Lagrangians of the subsection, 
Lagrangians derived from the CFT 0 

(B) A second family of approximate Lagrangians up 
to the C~2 order having the (3.13) structure was de
veloped by Kennedy. is Its derivation is based essen
tially on a certain symmetrization of Lagrangians 
corresponding to a single particle. This family adopts 
the following form: 

VCr) =kif>(r) (k: coupling constant), 

2 if> ( 2 2 if> 2 a(r) =0, f(r,s,v)=-k 4 2l-1)v +k
2r

s. 
(4.10) 

Let us point out that these Lagrangians cannot repro
duce those of type (A) for which p * 0, i. e., basically 
those which are nonlinear as regards the coupling 
constant. 

(C) Another family of Lagrangians contained in (3.13) 
is the Mas17 family, which is postulated "ad hoc" taking 
into account certain symmetries, in order that it lead 
to relativistic invariant trajectories. This family can 
be written as follows, 

(4.11) 

where A, B, and p are arbitrary constants. The dimen
sions of p are the inverse of mass. It obviously in
cludes Lagrangians of type (A) and (B). 

(D) A fourth set of Lagrangians which are integrated 
in (3. 13) was obtained by Woodcock and Havas. 16 Its 
construction is based on the existence of a Poincare 
invariant action (generalization of the Fokker action). 
These Lagrangians are determined as follows, 

fer, s, 1'2) =A(r) v2 + B(r) 8 2, (4.12) 

where A(r) and B(r) are arbitrary functions of its 
argument. It is clear that it includes some of the pre
viously considered Lagrangians. 

(E) Finally, we should mention the family of 
Stachel-Havas Lagrangians. 15 To obtain this family, 
the Poincare group must act as a canonical transforma
tion group (in an approximate way) upon the phase space. 
In addition, dimensional type requirements are im
posed, as well as the necessity for the theory to have 
a Newtonian limit. Actually, these authors do not de
mand condition (1. 2d) because the remaining hypotheses 
imply that such a condition is automatically fulfilled 
up to order Co2. This family of Lagrangians has the 
following form, 

~ 

fer, s, lh =v2 6 A,(r) B, (z), 
1=0 

where Al and B, are a set of arbitrary functions. 
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(4.13) 

The common feature that characterizes all the ap
proximate Lagrangians of this section is that they pro
vide relativistic invariant trajectories. Of these 
Lagrangians, the most general which has been obtained 
up to now, is the Stachel-Havas one [let us note that 
if an additive term of type F(r) is included in (4.13), 
it will contain all the remaining ones], which in turn 
is a subclass of the (3. 13) Lagrangian that we have 
obtained. We must point out, however, that in Ref. 14, 
a Hamiltonian whose corresponding Lagrangian is com
pletely equivalent to (3.39) already exists, before im
posing the dimensional type requirements previously 
mentioned [see Eq. (A17) of said reference]. 

On the other hand, it is worthwhile to underline the 
possible asymmetry (particle 1 - particle 2) which can 
be shown by means of the CY (r) function and/or the 
fer, s, v2

) one, as well as the level of arbitrariness 
of the Lagrangian, due to the fact that these functions 
do not depend in general upon the V( r) potential. 

Finally, we will underscore the fact that (3. 13) 
Lagrangian also includes some of the theories con
tained in the so-called PPN formalism, which corre
sponds to the interaction of two pointlike particles. It 
is also interesting to note that the (3.13) Lagrangian 
contains the Pauri and Prosperi26 Lagrangian, which 
is obtained by means of a variational principle. 

5.c-4 ORDER ANALYSIS 

Let us once more assume the hypothesis established 
in the third section, i. e., let us suppose that the (1. 1) 
dynamic system is invariant under the Poincare group, 
that the interaction is separable and that a Newtonian 
limit exists. Weare now going to study the possibility 
of finding, up to the c-4 approximation order, an 
Aristotle invariant Lagrangian which describes such 
a dynamic system for the case of two particles, i. e. , 
the pOSSibility of extending the Lagrangian (3.13) up 
to the c·4 order. 

Let us first consider the result of Ref. 19, according 
to which the "forces" of this dynamic system are given 
(up to the c-4 approximation order) by the following 
expression, 

(5.1) 

where a~n)*(r, s, y) and b~n)* (r, s, y) are arbitrary func
tions. a(4) and b.(4) are given in the mentioned reference 

1>' p 

by the following formulas: 
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oa(2)* 
x Yb ---as 

2 2 oa(2)* 
+H(Y1-Y2) +2v (Y1+Y2)}-=-ay-

+ ~ 1)aq (~2W 1)aq + b~2)*\ - 8
1 

1)aq(2s - 1)aq) 
ma,r r ) r 

+[W(2V-W +~)J'-~ [,!(W)'J' ;:z ma m a, Sr r ;:z 
2( 2 2 W (W)· Xq 4s +q -41)asq)--2--' 1)aq(S-1)aq) 

ma.r r 

(5.2a) 

(5.2b) 

On the other hand, taking into account the general 
expression of L (up to the c-3 order) and those estab
lished in (2. 15a), (2. 15b) for F~2)i and F~3)l, one easily 
obtains 

(2)*_ ~ 2 !1(i3)' 2+ 1)aW(Q!+i3) 
aa = - 4r" v - r ;:z S 2m '?' 

a 

+.! of + 2W of _.! D of 
r ar JJ'?' 0" 2 as' 

b(2)*"'_71)(3 _2Dof 
a S ~. oy 

(5.3a) 

(5.3b) 

a~3)* and b~3)* are obtained by substituting Q! and i3 for 
y and 0 in expressions a~2)* and b~2 >*, respectively. 

In addition, from (2.13), (3.9), (5.1), and (5.3), we 
get 

(2) oL (2) _ iii 
Q a a - Faxaa' + GaVaa' + Z aVa' 

Vi 
(5.4) 

where 
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(5.5b) 

(5.5c) 

with 

a~2 ) '" ? v~ + 21r (?) . 1)aq (2s - 1)aq) + l?- ( 2 :~ W) + a~2)* , 
(5.6a) 

(5.6b) 

From (5.1), (5.4), and (2. 15c), we obtain 

fl. iL(4)=(a(4)+a(4)*+F )Xi .+(b(4)+b(4)* +G )I,i +Z Vi 
a p a a a aa p a a a aa' a a· 

(5.7) 

But L(4) depends only on (r,s,q,ya,y) and consequently 

fl.' L(4) "'x', - -- - - ---+17 --- ~ . . {2 OL. (4) 1 (ODL(4) aDL(4»)' 
a . aa r ilr 2 as a ilr] \ 

. {OL(4) nL(4) aDL(4) aDL(4)} 
+1" -- +17 -- -2 --- -2 ---a as a ay oy oya 

_l'i.\ilL(4) -17 QL(4)_2 aL(4») . (5.S) 
a) ils a aq a\, \ 

Then (5.7) and (5. S) lead to the following differential 
system on L (4): 

aL(4) 
1)a ~ = - t(f~4) + b~4)* - p!~) - b!!>* + Ga - Ga')' 

Let us remark that taking into account (5. gal, Eq. 
(5.9b) can be written 

_1 _1 2W (: ilL (4) oL(4») 
7 ma ---ava - ma' aya' 

(5.9a) 

(5.9b) 

(5.9c) 

(5.9d) 

(5. gel 

Two of the integrability conditions of this differential 
system are 
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(5. lOa) 

(5. lOb) 

These conditions, when developed, lead respectively 
to the following partial differential equations over the 
function f(r, s, y) (a function that was arbitrary at order 
2 in the Lagrangian, with the exception of lim,. .~f=O), 

( V ~)~ [D(af )] + 4s ~ [D(af )] 
. - Jl as oy r?r a" 

-~s :" [D(~)] =0, (5.11a) 

8 o2f a2f W r or oy - W = rz . (5.11b) 

One can then easily verify that function f, given by 
(4.1) (this function includes the Lagrangian derived 
from the eFT), does not satisfy conditions (5. lla), 
(5.11b). So we conclude that Lagrangians derived 
from eFT cannot be extended to the c·4 order. 

We might then ask if there is some interaction that 
could be represented by an approximate Lagrangian up 
to c04 order. The answer is given in Ref. 18 where the 
most general approximate (up to c 04 order) Lagrangian 
family, having a Newtonian limit, was obtained. This 
family was worked out by imposing invariance under the 
Poincare group, which is obviously more restrictive 
than the A ristotle group used in this paper. 

In summing up, we believe that it is not possible to 
extend the Lagrangians derived from the eFT (which are 
the approximate Lagrangians, up to c-2 order, that the 
claSSical fields theory furnish) up to the c 04 order, in 
order to get relativistic invariant traj ectories. 

In our opinion, this result somehow justifies some 
authors' attitudes when they follow a Hamiltonian ap
proach in order to describe isolated systems, where 
the pOSition coordinates are not canonical, since the 
Lagrangian formulation seems to be rather incompatible 
with the minimal symmetry corresponding to systems 
existing in nature. 

APPENDIX 

Let us consider the approximate (up to c-3 order) 
Lagrangian given by (3. 13), that can be briefly written 

2 
L=fa malia _ V+ -lzL(2)(a f)+ ~3L(3)(y rr)+O(c-4) 

2 c ' C 'h , 

(AI) 

where Veri, o:(r), y(r), fer, s, 1,2), and x(r, s, 1,2) are 
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specific functions which satisfy the limit conditions 
(2. gal, (3.10), and (3.12), 

lim V = lim ro1V = lim 0: = lim rolil = lim Y 

= lim r o1 ';' = limf = limx= O. (A2) 

Let L be another Lagrangian with the same structure 
as L, i.e., 

L = Ea mali~ _ V + -bL(2)(a J) + -bL(3)(y g) + O(c-4) 
2 c ' c ' , 

where Veri, a(r), r(r), l(r, s, 1'2), and ;if(r, s, 1,2) are 
specific functions which satisfy limit conditions similar 
to those expressed in (A2). 

By definition, Land L are said to be equivalent if 
they lead to the same dynamics. Taking into account 
(5.1) and (5.3), L and I are equivalent if: 

Order 0 

W=W=' V- V=const 

and ~aking into account the (~2) limit condition for V 
and V, we conclude that V = V. 

Order 2 

Taking into account the result corresponding to the 
zero order 

a~2)* =7i~2)*, 

b2)* = b;2)*. 

Obviously, (A3b) is equivalent to 

13={3=" a=o:=const, D(al _ ar) =0, 
;Jy 2.\' 

(A3a) 

(A3b) 

(A4a) 

and as in the zero order, we can conclude [from (A2)] 
that Ii = 0:. 

Then (A3a) is equivalent to 

((1t (lr) 2 (at ar) 4W (a/ ar) 
D 2s - (1s = r ar - ilr + Ii? i1V - il,' . 

(A4b) 

Order 3 

Without difficulty, one can show that .~ and g must 
satisfy equation (A4). In addition, Y = Y must be 
verified. 

In summary, given a Lagrangian 
2 

L=Eb~_v+1,.Ll2)(0: ()+~Ll3)(r o)+O(c_4) 
2 c" ," c" , ,., , 

the Lagrangian 

- 111 1'2 1 1 
L=Ea~ _ V+ --.,.L(2)(0: f+F)+ ~L(3)(y ,,+G)+0(c-4) 

2 c' '" c" ... ., 

leads to the same dynamics as the previous one (L), if 
and only if F and G(r, s, !,2) are the general solution of 
the differential system 

aF 
D-=O ov ' 
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satisfying the limit condition lderived from (A2) 1 
limF=O. 
T .~ 

(A5c) 

Up to the moment, condition (2.10) has been imposed 
on the Lagrangian as the separability condition. Never
theless, from now on, we are going to also assume the 
following 

2L 
lim -a =0, 
r"«) V 

that in relation of f and f{, is expressed as 

lim af = lim og =0. 
r ... av r ... 0)' 

So therefore, the general solution to (A5) must also 
verify 

aF 
lim - =0. 
r ... iJy 

On the other hand, it is obvious that operator D 
admits the following two first integrals 

E= ~/11'2 + V(r), [2 = /1 2(1)V 2 _ 4s2), 

and consequently, from (A5a) 

of =R{E, Z2), 
iJy 

(A6) 

(A7) 

(AS) 

(A9) 

where R is an arbitrary function. Nevertheless, taking 
into account the (AS) limit condition, we can conclude 
that R "'0, since 

. of . ( 2 
O=hm a =l1mR E, l), 

r .. oo Y r ... 110 

i. e., F(r, s) does not depend on 1'2. 

Equation (A5b) can then be reduced to 

(A10) 

where the action of the D operator on variables rand 
s has been taken into account. From (AlO) 

F =A(r) s + const. 

The constant can be assumed to be zero by means of the 
(A5c) limit condition. 
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In summing up, 

i. e., the Lagrangian, up to c·3 order, is unique with 
the exception of the above- mentioned total derivative. 
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Group theory of the interacting Boson model of the 
nucleus 
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Recently Arima and Iachello proposed an interacting boson model of the nucleus involving six bosons, five 
in a d and one in an s state. The most general interaction in this model can then be expressed in terms of 
Casimir operators of the following chains of subgroups of the fundamental group U(6): 

U(!»:J U(5) :JO(S) :JO(3) :J0(2). 

U(h):J O((»:J 0(5):J 0(3):J 0(2). 

U(i»:J SU(3):J 0(3):J 0(2) 

To determine the matrix elements of this interaction in, for example, a basis characterized by the 
irreducible representations of the first chain of groups, then we only need to evaluate the matrix elements 
of the Casimir operators of 0(6) and SU(3) in this basis as the others are already diagonal in it. Using 
results of a previous publication for the basis associated with U(5)::J0(5)jO(3), we obtain the matrix 
elements of the Casimir operators of 0(6) and SU(3). Furthermore, we obtain explicitly the 
transformation brackets between states characterized by irreducible representations of the first two chains 
of groups. Numerical programs are being developed for these matrix elements from the relevant reduced 
3 j symbols for the 0(5) =' 0(3) chain of groups that were programmed previously. 

1. INTRODUCTION 

In recent workl
-

3 we gave an explicit and complete 
determination of the states characterized by irreducible 
representations of the U(5P 0(5)::J 0(3) chain of groups. 
The matrix elements involving these states were also 
obtained in terms of reduced 3j symbols in the 
0(5)::J 0(3) chain of groupso These results were im
portant in developing the group theory behind the collec
tive model of the nucleus introduced by Bohr and 
Mottelson,4 as well as for the work on transitional 
nuclei of Greiner and his collaboratorsc 5 

The obj ect of this paper is twofold. The first one is 
to give explicitly the transformation brackets relating 
states of the chain (1. 1) and (1. 2) and to determine the 
matrix of the Casimir operator of SU(3) in the basis 
(1. 1), whose diagonalization provides the transforma
tion brackets between the chain 0.1) and (1. 3). The 
second is to show that the most general interaction in 
a model containing d and s bosons, can be expressed 
in terms of the Casimir operators of the groups in the 
chains (1. 1), (1. 2), and (1. 3). Thus, if we take, for 
example, states characterized by the irreducible rep
resentations of the chain (1. 1) and obtain explicitly 
the matrix elements with respect to these states of the 
Casimir operators of 0(6) and SU(3), we have also the 
matrix elements of an arbitrary Hamiltonian in the in
teracting boson model. Thus one can say that the 
objective of this paper is to develop the group theory 
of the interacting boson model. 

Simultaneously to the above papers Arima and 
Iachell06 became interested in the U(5)::J 0(5)::J 0(3) 
chain in relation with an interacting boson model that 
they applied to problems of nuclear structure. Later 
they extended this model7 by considering the above chain 
as a subgroup of U(6) when to the d-boson creation 
operators 1)". (111=2,1,0, -1, - 2) they added an s opera
tor Tj. The states for the chain 

U(6) , U(5) ~ 0(5) 0(3) (10 1) 

can be obtained by a trivial extension of those mentioned 
in the previous paragraph and thus explicit calculations 
in the interacting boson model can be carried out with 
the help of the reduced 3) symbols mentioned above. 

The present analysis is of interest for other problems 
besides those appearing in the work of Arima and 
Iachello. For example, in a microscopic theory of 
collective motions developed by Vanagas, 9 the chains 
0.1), (1. 2), and (10 3) appear and thus the transforma
tion brackets mentioned above would also be useful. 

In subsequent development of their work Arima and 
IachelloB became interested in other subgroups of the 
U(6) group, specifically 

U(6)::J 0(6)~; 0(5)~) 0(3) (L 2) 

and 

U(6)~' SU(3)~) 0(3), (1. 3) 

and in the states associated with them. Obviously the 
latter can be developed in terms of those characterized 
by the chain O. 1) if we can determine the appropriate 
transformation brackets that take us from them to the 
states characterized by the chains (L 2) or (10 3), 

alMember of the Instituto Nacional de EnergLa Nuclear and 
El Colegio Nacional. 

In the next section we proceed to derive the genera
tors and Casimir operators of the groups in our dif
ferent chains in terms of creation and annihilation 
operators associated with d and s states. In Sec. 3 we 
briefly summarize the results developed for the 
chain U(5)::J 0(5} =-: 0(3) and then generalize them when 
we consider the chain as a subgroup of U(6). In Sec. 
4 we discuss the chain (1. 2) and speCifically the matrix 
elements of the Casimir operator of 0(6), in the basis 
characterized by the chain (1. 1), to obtain finally the 
transformation brackets relating this basis with the one 
characterized by the chain (10 2). In Sec. 5 we turn our 
attention to the Casimir operator of SU(3) and its matrix 
elements in the basis characterized by the chain (1.1). 
Finally, in the concluding section, we indicate how the 
most general interaction involving d and s bosons can 
be expressed in terms of the Casimir operators of the 
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groups in the chains (1. 1), (1. 2), and (1. 3) and briefly 
discuss the programs being developed for determining 
the matrix elements of this interaction in the basis 
(1. 1). 

2. GENERATORS AND CASIMIR OPERATORS FOR 
THE RELEVANT GROUPS 

We shall start by giving the notation required in our 
discussion. As the U(5) group is related with d-states1 

we associated with it the coordinates 

(2.1a) 

which correspond to a Racah tensor for 1 == 2. When we 
extend the problem to U(6) we need an extra coordinate 
associated with an s state which we designate by 

(2.1b) 

It will be useful on occasions to denote these coordi
nates by a single symbol 

Cl!lm, 1==0,2. Cl!2m=Cl!m, Cl!00=Cl! (2.2) 

and we shall use either the notation (2.1) or (2.2) de
pending on which proves more convenient. 

The momenta associated with these coordinates will 
be designated by 

1 a 
111m == i aCl!lm, 1 == 0,2, (2.3) 

and the corresponding creation and annihilation opera
tors are defined by 

1) 1 (Cl! '11) t. 1 m == .[212 (Cl!1 m + Z'11lm) , 1m == rn 1m - 1 1m' ~ 
v2 

(2.4) 

where 

(2.5) 

Again we shall use, when convenient, the notation 

112m 0= 11 m. 7T Oil = n, llzm =' 1)m, 1)00 =' 11, 1:2m =' ~m' ~oo = [. 
(2.6) 

We can now ask about the generators of the group 
U(6) and its subgroups. The former are10 

c;~m' =1)lm e'm', I, l' ==0, 2, (2.7) 

of which we have 36 and whose commutation relation10 

is from (2.5) given by 

lC "m' Cl"'m"'] ~CI"'m'" c,z' om' _CI'm' 01'" om'" (2.8) 
1m' l" m" - 1m I" m" l"m" l m· 

The generators of the subgroup U(5) of U(6) are 
obviously 

c~:' == 1)ml:m' 

where we used the notation (2.6). 

(2.9) 

As is well known1 ,2,10 the generators of the 0(6) group 
will be given by the antisymmetric part of (207), i. e., 

Alm ,l'm' = 1)lm~I'm' -1)I'm' ~Im' (2,10) 

of which we have fifteen, and ten of these, 

A2m ,2m' == 1)m~m' -1)m' ~m' 

are also the generator of 0(5). 

36 J, Math, Phys" Vol. 20, No, 1, January 1979 

In turn, as discussed in Refs. 1 and 10 the generators 
of 0(3) are given by 

L~==.f6 6 (21n1Ti2111')1)m·~m 
mm' 

(2.12) 

which shows that this group is not only a subgroup of 
U(5) but also of 0(5). 

There remains the determination of the generators 
of the group SU(3) in the chain (1. 3). The procedure 
of determining them from the generators of U(6) was 
extensively discussed many years ago10

,l1 ,12 in the 
pioneering works on SU(3) in the shell model for the 
2s-1d shell. From these works we see that besides 
L~ the generators of SU(3) include a Racah tensor of 
order 2 defined by 

Qm=-181T7I5 6 6 (21'm'i YlY2m(e,(,O)i2l"m")1)I'm,e"m" 
I'm' l"m" 

(2.13) 

where the kets 121m) are harmonic oscillator states13 

of two quanta with the angular momentum and projec
tion indicated. In the right-hand side of (2.13) we used 
the notation (2.6) and the bracket expression 

[1JX~]~= 6 <22})7'm/li2m)1)m'~m'" (2.14) 
m'm U 

together with the explicit form of the matrix element of 
y

2Y 2m(e, (,0) with respect to the states 12lm). 

Having obtained the generators of all the groups in 
the chains (1. 1), (1, 2), and (1, 3) we are now in a posi
tion to determine explicitly their Casimir operators. 
The first order ones for U(6) and U(5) are obviously 

N= '" '1) tIm 1 ° 2 LJ 1m ~, ==, (2. 15a) 
1m 

Iv ~ '" 1) ~m (_I m , (2. 15b) 
m 

i. e., the corresponding number operators which com
mute respectively with all the generators (2.7) and 
(2.9). As we shall only be interested in the single row, 
i. e., symmetric representations of U(6), we need only 
the first order Casimir operators of the unitary groups. 

The Casimir operator of the 0(5) group, as discussed 
in Ref. 1, is given by 

A2 = t L '\2m,2m,A2m' ,2m 
mm' 

and with its help we can write the Casimir operator of 
the 0(6) group as 

L2=~ 6 .6 Alm,l'm,Allm'llm 

1m l'm' 

(2.17) 
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where 

J(2 = N(11~ + 1) + (N + 5) 1iI - (~l1ml1m )~2 

_ (~~m~m) ij2. (2.18) 

We shall make extensive use of these expressions when 
discussing the states in the U(6) ::J 0(6)::J 0(5)::J 0(3) chain 
of groups. 

The Casimir operator of 0(3) is of course 

L2 =:0 (_)T LTL_T' (2.19) 
T 

and with its help as well as with that of the operator 

2 
Q2", 0 (_)mQmQ_ m, (2.20) 

m=..2 

the second order Casimir operator G of U(3) takes the 
form 

(2.21) 

as shown in Eq. (6.39) of ReL 10. Clearly then for 
eigenstates of the chain U(6)::J U(5)::J 0(5)::J 0(3) in which 
it and L2 are diagonal it will be enough to find the 
matrix of Q2 in this basis and diagonalize it to get the 
eigenstates of G, which up to the ambiguities discussed 
at the end of Sec. 5 are characterized by irreducible 
representations of SU(3). 

Having determined all relevant Casimir operators, 
we turn our attention to the basis associated with the 
(1. 1) chain of groups. 

3. THE CHAIN U(6) ::> U(5) ::> 0(5) ::> 0(3) 

We start by briefly reviewing the states characterized 
by the irreducible representations of the U(5)::J 0(5) 
::J 0(3) chain of groups that were discussed in Refs. 1 
and 2. These states can be denoted by the kets 
I V AsLM; that are eigenkets of the following operators: 

N IVAsLM) = v Iv AsLM;, (3. la) 

11. 2IvASLM) = A(A + 3) IVASLM), (3. Ib) 

L2IvAsLM; =L(L + 1) IVAsLM;, (3.1c) 

L3IvAsLM; =M IVASLM). (3.1d) 

There may be d(X, L) independent representationsl
-

3 

L of 0(3) contained in a given representation A of 0(5) 
and we introduce the index 

s=1,2, ... ,d(A,L), 

to distinguish them. 

(3.2) 

To obtain the explicit expression of these eigenstates 
it is convenient to go from the coordinates O'm, asso
ciated with quadrupole vibrations, 1,2 to those in a 
system fixed in the body that are related to them by 

(3.3a) 

where 

37 

a2 =a_2 = (1/,,'2)$ sinY, al =a-1 =0, ao={3 COSY, 

(3.3b) 
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and D~ml('') I) are Wigner functions of the Euler angles. 14 

In terms of the coordinates 

$, Y, Jl, J 2, J s, 

the eigenstates (3. 1) take the form 

I V AsLM; =F;(t3) X~M(Y' 3.), 

X~ LM(Y, 3 i) = 1T5/4 2..)./2:0 <p~"L (I') Dt:(J i)' 
K 

In (3.5) j = (v - A)/2 and 

FA({3) = [ 2(j1) ] 1/2 (3ALA+3/2($2) exp(- $2/2) 
J r{j+A+i) J , 

(3.4) 

(3.5) 

(3.6) 

(3.7) 

with L~+3/2 being Laguerre polynomials. 15 The X~LM(Y, '')1) 

play the same role for the 0(5)::J 0(3)::J 0(2) chain of 
groups as the spherical harmonics Y z m(8, cp) for 0(3) 
:10(2). They are given in (3.6) in terms of a Wigner 
function14 of the Euler angles and a function ¢~L(y) 
whose explicit expression appears in formulas (3.24) 
and (7.2) of Ref. 2. The index J.l is a nonnegative integer 
restricted by the inequalities 

A_ L ~ 3J.l ~ A- (L/2) if L is even, (3.8a) 

A-L"'3J.l~A- (L;3) ifLisodd. 

For a fixed It, L the relations (3.8) indicate that if there 
are values of J.l that satisfy them they will take all 
integer values between a minimum one J.lo and a maxi
mum one lio ? J.lo. The index s appearing in the ket (3.1) 
and the angular function (3.6) is then defined as3 

s = J.l- J.lo + 1, (3.9) 

and it takes the values (3.2) where d(\ L) = lio - JJ.o + 1. 

It is important to note that the angular functions 
(3.6) while complete are not orthonormal, as the index 
s is not associated with the eigenvalue of an Hermitian 
operator. However, we can deal with matrix elements 
involving the X~LM(Y, 3 1) either by introducing their 
dual3 or by orthonormalization of the basis by the usual 
procedures. 

So far we have the basis for the 

U(5)::J 0(5)::J 0(3)::J 0(2) 
v A L M 

chain of groups where underneath each one of them we 
have indicated the index that characterizes its irreduci
ble representation. To include this chain as a subgroup 
of U(6) we write the Casimir operator (2. 15a) of the 
latter group as 

The eigenstates of the number operator 1i~, i. e., 

l1~(a In) =n(ii In) 

(3.11) 

(3.12) 

are obviously the wavefunctions of a one-dimensional 
harmonic oscillator. Thus if we define 

(O'm, Ii InvAsLM) "'(O'm IVAsLM;0In), 

it is an eigenstate of (3. 1) and of 

it I nVAsLM) =N InvAsLM;, 

where N =n + v. 

Casta nos et al. 
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We have obtained a complete, though nonorthonormal, 
set of states characterized by the irreducible repre
sentations of the chain of groups in (1. 1). In the next 
sections we proceed to determine the states charac
terized by the chains (1. 2) and (1. 3) in terms of the 
kets (3. 13L 

4. THE CHAIN U(6) ::) 0(6) ::) 0(5) ::) 0(3) 

The states (3.13) are characterized by the irreducible 
representations of all the groups in the chain indicated 
in the title except for 0(6). Thus if we calculate the 
matrix of the Casimir operator (2.17) of 0(6) in the 
basis (3. 13) we can, from its diagonalization, get linear 
combinations of these states characterized by the irre
ducible representation of 0(6), We shall first carry out 
the calculation of this matrix and later give a closed 
formula for the transformation brackets between eigen
states in the chain (1. 1) and (1. 2). 

We start by noting that from (2.16), (2.17), and 
(2. 18) we have that 

e =N(N + 4) - (~1Jm1Jm + rF) (~ ~m~m + p) (4 0 1) 

Thus the eigenstates satisfying1
,2 

Nw=pw, (~~m~m+ .p) w=O, (4.2a) 

are automatically eigenstates of L 2 with eigenvalues 
p(p+4), i.e., 

L 2W = p(p + 4) w, p nonnegative integer, (4, 2b) 

We now apply L 2 to the basis (3. 13) and get from 
(2.17), (2.18), and (3,1) that 

L 21 nVAsLM) = [A(A + 3) + K2] InvAsLM) . (4,3) 

We note from the definition (2. 18) of K2 that this opera
tor is an invariant of 0(5) and thus will not affect the 
angular part X~L.II(-y, ( 1) appearing in the state (3.13). 

From the definitions (2.4) we see that K2 takes the 
form 

K2 = NCfiE, + 1) + (N+ 5) 7j~-

where 

( 2 a A )-2 (3-{3-c--/V-5 ~ 
iJJj 

(404) 

(4.5a) 

(4.5b) 

Furthermore we have for the one dimensional-oscillator 
01 n) of (3.12) the following relations, 

flln) = v'n + lin + 1), fin) =.fn In- 1), (4.6) 

while for Fj'({3) of (3.7) we obtain from the properties 
of Laguerre polynomialsl5 that 

(13 2 +13 :13) FJ'(J3)=(A+2j)F;(J3)-2v'}(A+)+!)F j'_I(J3), 

(4.7a) 
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(13 2 
- 13 :13) F;(J3) = (A + 2j + 5) Fj'(J3) 

- 2[U + 1)(A +.j + 5/2)11/2 F/.1 ((:3). 

(4,7b) 

Remembering now that j = (v - A)/2, n + v=- n + 2) + A =N, 
we can denote the states (3.13) as 

IN-2j-A,2j+A,A,S,L,M), (4,8) 

and the application of the operator L 2 to them leads 
from (4.3)-(4.7) to the relations 

L 21N - 2j - A, 2j + A, AsLM) 

=2:Afj', IN - 2)' - A, 2j' + A, AsLM), (4,9) 
j' 

where A7;. has the selection rule j' = j ± 1, j and 

A1; =[(2j + A)(2N - 2A- 4j + 1) + 5(N - A_ 2j)] + A(A+ 3) 

(4. lOa) 

A7~j+l = 2[(N - A - 2j)(N - A- 2) - 1)(j + l)(A + j + 5/2)]1/2 

(4. lOb) 

A7~ =2[(N - A - 2} + 1)(N - A_ 2j + 2)j(A+j + 3/2)]1/2. 

(4. 10c) 

Thus the orthogonal matrix that diagonalizes II A~j. II, 

o ~ j,j' ~ (N - A)/2, leads to the transformation 
brackets between the states characterized by the chains 
(1.1) and (1. 2). The eigenvalues of the matrix IIA~7·11 
must be of the form p(p + 4) with A ~ P ~ N. 

We now turn to the problem of obtaining in closed 
form the transformation brackets mentioned in the pre
vious paragraph, This implies the explicit determination 
of the states characterized by irreducible representa
tions of the chain of groups (1. 2). To find these states 
rather than use the coordinates 

o!, (3, 'Y, '<)1, I) 2, 3 3 (4.11) 

of Sec. 3, we consider new ones 

h, 6, 'Y, I) I, '')2, 1)3' (4.12) 

where 

a=hcos6, (3 = b sin6. (4.13) 

In terms of the variables (4.12) we see that the num
ber operator N of (2. 15a), which is associated with an 
harmonic oscillator of six dimensions, takes the form 

~ 1 ( 1 a 5 alL 2 2) 
N ="2 r II ah b ab + ll- + b - 3, (4.14) 

while the Casimir operator L 2 of 0(6) takes from (2.4), 
(2.17), (4.5), and (4.13), the form 

2 _ 2 2 a2 (1 ~ el4 ~ _ 1 1..2)-2 L - A - {3 ~ - "j3I aJ3 I-' aJ3 J3l O! 

( 0 )-0 il(--a ) + {3 a{3 + 5 O! aa + (3 a{3 O! ali + 1 

a2 
4 t6 a 1 1..2 

=- af)l- co a6 + sin26 . (4.15) 

Clearly an eigenstate of the operators N, L 2, 1..
2

, 

L2, L3 can then be written in the form 
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I NpAsLM) = BNp,tJ(b) g:( 0) X~ .I/(Y, 3 i), (4.16) 

where X~LM(y,31) is given by (3.6), BNP' is a normaliza
tion coefficient while /?{( 0) satisfies the equation 

(4.17) 

and fi (b) in turn is determined by the equation 

[~ (_ 1 ~ bS ~ + E(p + 4) + b2 ) _ 3J jP(b) =NFP(b) 
2 lJi db db ~ J JJ' 

(4,18) 

where J,,-- (N - p)/2. 

From (4.17) we see that, up to a constant factor, 
g{(o) is given by1S 

(4.19) 

where C is a Gegenbauer polynomial1S of the indices 
indicated. 15 In turn, from (4. 18) we obtain 

jj(b) =bPLj+2(b2 ) exp(-IN2), (4.20) 

where L is a Laguerre polynomial. ls 

The normalization coefficient BNp, appearing in (4.16) 
is discussed in Appendix A, and then in Appendix B we 
expand the states (4.16) in terms of the states (3. 13). 
Clearly the transformation brackets do not depend on 
the indices sLl'v1 as both chains have the groups 
0(5) ~ 0(3) ~ 0(2) in common and thus we can denote 
them as 

(nlJAINpA) 

[2P-'(P + 1)! (p + 2)! 

. E ((N - p)/2 + 1).((A- p)/2).((A- P + 1)/2). 
• s!((N-P-lJ+A)/2+s)!(-P-1). 

(4.21) 

where n=N -lJ and (a). is the Pochhamer symbol,15 
(a).=a(a + 1)··' (a + s - 1). 

The explicit form of the transformation brackets 
relating the chains (1. 1) and (1. 2) is then available. 

5. THE CHAIN U(6) :::> SU(3) :::> 0(3) :::> 0(2) 

As indicated at the end of Sec. 2, to obtain the states 
characterized by the irreducible representations of the 
chain of groups appearing in the title of this section, 
we require only the diagonalization of the matrix of 
the operator Q2 defined by (2.20). For this in turn we 
need the matrix in the basis (3.13) of the operator QM 
of (2.13) which, from (2.2), (2.6), can also be written 
as 

M~2, 1,0,-1,-2. (5.1) 

We note though that the states (3.13) are not ortho
normal and thus matrix elements of Q2 =l,M(_)MQMQ_M 
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with respect to them cannot be obtained by introducing 
an intermediate state of this type between QM and Q_M 

and summing on the relevant quantum numbers. Rather 
we proceed to introduce an orthonormalized basis by 
first considering the scalar product of functions (3.6), 
i. e. , 

J X~tM(Y' ,')i) X~~'M'(Y' ( 1) dT 

= On. 0LL' 0MM. 23 -'1T9
/
2(2L + 1)-1 

x r l] ¢}'"L (y) ¢i ... •L (y) sin3ydy 
o K 

= 0." 0LL' 0MM,M ••• (A, L), 

where 

(5.2) 

(5.3) 

and the sand J1 are related as in (3.9). The matrix 
II M ss'(\ L)II =M(\ L), for which a program is avail
able16 is then real and symmetric and thus there exists 
an orthogonal matrix 0(\ L) = 11051 (A, L)II such that 

6MO=~=IIE:t(\L)0tt'11, (5.4) 

where - indicates transposed and ~ is a diagonal 
matrix whose eigenvalues E: t (\ L), t = 1,2, .. ,' d(\ L), 
are all real and positive. We now define 

d('.L) 

Xt'LM(y,'Ji ) = l] [E: t (\ L) ]-1 /2 O.t(\ L) X~LM(Y'')i),(5. 5) 
s=l 

and it is obvious from (5.2), (5,4) that 

J X;iM(y, (1)X~'L 'M'(Y' ,')1) dT = 0", Ott' 0LL' 0MM" (5.6) 

An orthonormal basis that we can use instead of (3.13) 
may be defined as 

((lim, a I nlJ AtLM) = (£i I n)( (lim IlJ MLM) 

(5.7) 

where (ill n) is the one-dimensional harmonic oscilla
tor state of (3.12) while Fj({3) with j = (lJ - A)/2 is given 
by (3.7). We denote this basis by a round bracket 
rather than the angular one of (3. 13). 

It is also convenient to define Wigner coefficients3 of 
0(5) ~ 0(3) chain of groups in terms of the orthonormal
ized X;LM(y, ,')1) of (5.6) instead of X~LM(-r, 3i ) of (3.6). 
Thus we write 

[AtLM, Vi'L'M' IA"t"L"M"] 

- Jx'''* X' X" d == tIlL"M" tLM t'L'M' T 

= E [E:t,,(A",L") Et.(A',L')E:t (\L)]-1/2 
sS's" 

XO."t,,(A", L")O •• t.(A', L')O .t(\ L) 

x 1T23/4 2(6-'-"-''')/2(LM, L'M' IL"M") 

X (2L" + 1)-1 /2(_)L+L '+L" (AsL, A's' L', A" s" L"), 

where 

(AsL, A's' L', A" s" L") 

= r E (L L' KL:) ¢~ ... L(y) ¢~';"L'(y) 
- 0 KK'K" K K' 

x ¢~':;,"L"(y) sin3ydy, 
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and the parenthesis on the right-hand side of (5. 9) in
dicates an ordinary 3j symbol of the 0(3) group, while 
the relation between J.l and s indices is specified in 
(3.9). 

We now proceed to calculate the matrix elements of 
QM of (5.1) with respect to the states (5.7). To begin 
with we make use of a simple result due to Hessl7 to 
write the matrix elements of polynomials in the momen
tum operators Trm, 'if in terms of the corresponding 
polynomials in the coordinate operators Cl'm, CI'. For 
this we note that if 

Ho =~ (~TrmTrm + ~ Cl'mCl'm ), (5. lOa) 

Ho=H'ifZ + aZ}, 

then from (2. 3) 

TrM =i(HoCl'M - Cl'MHo}, 

'if=i(Boa- aBo}, 

(5. lOb) 

(5.11a) 

(5.11b) 

and thus taking into account that the states (5.7) are 
eigenstates of H 0, B 0 with eigenvalues (v + ~), (n +~), 
respectively, one obtainsl7 

(n"v" A"/" L" M" I TrM'if I n'v' A' t' L' M') 

=- (n' - n"}(v' - v")(n"l-a In') 

x (v" A" t" L"lH"1 Cl'M I v' A' t' L' Iv!') 

(n"v" A" t" L" lvI" I [Tr X Tr ]ZM I n'v' A' /' L' M') 

(5. 12a) 

(5. 12b) 

whe·re the last result was obtained by writing [Tr X Tr ]ZM 
explicitly and using (5. lla) twice. 

When returning to determination of the matrix ele
ment of QM of (5.1) with respect to the states (5.7) we 
recall that as this operator is the linear combination 
(2.13) of generators of U(6), the matrix element must 
have the selection rule n' + v' =11" + v" =N. Thus we can 
finally write 

(n"v" A"t" L" M" IQM In'v' A't' L'M') 

=.f7T3 o",""on'n"(v" AI't" L"M" \[CI'X CI']ZM lv' A'l' L' M') 

(5.13) 

In turn we now write3 

Cl'M = j3XtZM(Y' ':'l;) = clj3xhM(Y, (ji l , (5. 14a) 

[CI'X CI']2M = (1/3 v'7) j32 xiZM(Y, ,'Ii) = (1/3 v'7) C2j32xizM( Y, ,');l, 

(5. 14b) 

where 

and in (5.13) we then have to evaluate matrix elements 
of the form 

(V"A"(" L" M" \ j3xX~zM(y,31) Iv' A'I' L'M/l 

={A"V" \AIA'v'}[AI2M, A't'L'M'IA"t"L"M"], 

where A= 1,2, the curly bracket 
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(5.16) 

is given explicitly in Eq. (1. 18) of Ref. 2 and the last 
term is the Wigner coefficient (5.8). 

We now wish to obtain explicitly the matrix elements 
of Q2 in the basis (5.7), i. e., 

(n"v" A"/" L" M" I Q2 1n'v' A' /' L' M') 

~ I; ~ (_)M 
n"'II,,').1II M t'''C.'''M'" 

x (n"v" A"/" L" M" IQM In'"vIllAllll"'L"'M''') 

x (n"'v lll A"'/1IIL'" M'" IQ..M In'v' A't' L' M'). (5.17) 

These matrix elements clearly contain factors of the 
form 

:0 ~ (_)M[A12M, A'"t"'L"'M'" I An/"L"M"] 
M t'''L'''M'II 

XlX12 - M, A't'L'M' I A"'f'" L"'M"'] 

=7123/Zc~lC:l0L'L .. OM'M" ~ B B 
~ S's" &"'5'" L'" 

X[Et,(A', L') Et,,(A", L")]-1/2 

xO s.t,(A', L')O s"t,,(A", L") M;!"s.w(An" L"') 26
.). ... 

x2-()'+A'+>-"+~)/2 [(2L' + 1)(2£6 + l)]_l/Z 

X(A12, A"s"L", A'" s'" L"')("X12 , A's'L', A"'s#lL"') 

(5.18) 

where for the reduction indicated we made use of the 
orthonormality properties of the ordinary Wigner coef
ficients appearing in (5.8) and of the fact that from 
(5.4) we have 

"0 ("" L"')[ ("" L",)]-10- ('"/ L"') L..J s",tlJl A, Et ,,, J\ , tmS'H 1\ , 

t '" 

(5.19) 

where M _1 = IIM~~ .. s",(A"', L/II )11 is the reciprocal of the 
matrix M whose elements are defined by (5.2). The in
dices A, ;\ are restricted to the values 1, 2. 

We can now write the matrix element of Q2 as 

(n" v" A"t" LM I Q2ln l v' Nt' LMJ 

x (A"t" L 122A'" I A'/' L) + (4Y7/3) ClC2 0n'+"',n"w" 

X~{A'''VH \ 21 A" v"H A' v'lli Alii v"} (A"t" L \ 21A1II \ A' t/ L) 
Xu, 

x (n" I a 1 n/) + (4Y7 /3) Cl CZon'+"',n" w" 

X I;{ A'" v' 111 A"V/l}{ A'v'I21 A"'V'}<V /" L \ 12 A'" I A't' L) 
X'U 

x (nil lain') + ;6 ci0n'+"',n"w" I; {~[{A'" VIII 111 A" vllr 
X'II v 'u 

X{ A' v' 11 \ A/IIV"'} (n"l a In" + lJ" - v"') (n/ + v' - v", I a 1 n') 1 
X(A"t" L \ 1 V'" \ A/I' L)t 

(5.20) 

where Cl, c2 are given by (5. 14c), {AN v" I A I A'lJ/} for 
A=I,2 is given in (1.18) of Ref. 2 and 

(n"la\n')= (11'2+ 1) 1/2 Onw,n'+l+(~r/Z 0n-,n'_I' (5.21) 
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The factor (A" IN L I AXAIII I It'll L') is defined by (5018) in 
terms of the reduced 3j symbols (5.9), already pro
grammed16 for A= 1, 2, and the matrices o (it, L) 
= 110 st(it, L)II, 6.(\ L) = II €t(it, L) ott' II required in the 
orthonormal basis. 

We have thus obtained explicitly the matrix elements 
of Q2 in the basis (5.7) and in the next section we indi
cate some of their applications and the available pro
grams for determining them numerically. 

Finally we wish to discuss how far a definite eigen
value of QZ fixes the irreducible representation of the 
group SU(3). For this purpose we recall that a repre
sentation of U(3) can be characterized by a partition 
[h1112h3], h1? 112 ? 113 ? O. The number operator in U(3) 
is given by10 

6 6 (21'111'IHo-~121"mll)7)1'm.~I"m·=2N, 
l'm! 1"711#1 

(5.22) 

where Ho is the Hamiltonian of a three-dimensional 
oscillator, and thus the matrix elements are 
201• 1,,Om'm''' Thus the partition characterizing the 
irreducible representation of U(3) is restricted by 
the relation 

(5.22a) 

Furthermore the second order Casimir operator G 
of U(3) given in (2.21) has eigenvalues g of the form1o 

(5.23) 

Thus if we designate by q2 an eigenvalue of Q2 we obtain 
from (2.21) and (5.23) that 

Clearly then if N, l, L are specified we have two equa
tions for the three unknowns lI1, hz, h3 • We note though 
that h1' h2' 113 are integers satisfying the inequalitites 
h1 ? h2 ? li3 ? 0 and thus the possibility of several solu
tions of the equations (5.22) is severely limited. This 
limitation is enhanced when we take into account that 
[11 1112h3 ] is a representation of U(3) contained in the 
representation N of U(6). Discussions by sever.al 
authors8,l1 ,18 then indicate that [11 1112173 ] take the form 

113=2.1', lz2=2(x+y), lz1=2(N-x-2y), (5.24) 

where x and yare integers satisfying the inequalities 

0<x<[N/2], 0,-: y,-"[(N-2x)/3], (5.25) 

with [ ] meaning the integer closest from below to the 
number inside the bracket. 

Even with the above limitations Eq. (5. 22b) may be 
solved by more than one pair of x,.1'. To see this we 
first rewrite the Eqo (5. 22b) using (5. 22a) as 

q2 = t(p2 + rp +;'-) + 2(r + p) - iL(L + 1), 

where 

p '= hl - hz = 2 (N - 2x - 3y), r '= h2 - h3 = 2x, 

(5.26) 

(5.27) 

and thus (p, r) characterizes an irreducible representa
tion in the faShion of Elliottll who uses the notation 
(A, fJ.), which we avoid, as these letters have another 
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meaning in the present paper. Clearly (5.26) remains 
invariant if we interchange p and r, and thus for N 
divisible by 3 we can consider the conjugate partitions 

hl I 11; I 
·--1 ~
r-' 

h2 I h2 , 
----~ (5.28) 

h3 L ____ h~J 
- (4N/3)-

for which 

(5.29) 

and so they correspond to the same l. 
For N divisible by 3 the two irreducible representa

tions of U(3) given by 

[2N - 2x - 4y, 2x + 2y, 2y], 

[iN - 2v, iN - 2x - 2y, 2x + 4y - iN], 3 • 3 

(S.30a) 

(S030b) 

are contained in the irreducible representation N of 
U(6) if (2x + 4)' - iN) ? 0 and the partitions are not iden
tical; in that case they correspond to the same l. Thus 
the states obtained by diagonalization of Q2 will be linear 
combinations of them as, for example, happens when 
N = 6, where [h1h2hS] takes the values 

[12, OO]Ea [10, 20 J tb [840 1B [822] de [ 660] d:J [642] f:b [ 444], 

(5.31) 
and the partitions underlined have the same q2 as they 
meet the conditions mentioned above. 

So far we have not been able to detect other types of 
degeneracy in the U(3) representation, but in any case 
their presence will not be relevant for the kind of ap
plications discussed in the concluding section. 

6. THE INTERACTING BOSON MODEL 

The most general tWO-body interaction involving d 
and s bosons can be expressed in the formlo 

V =i /1mfrzml limYzzmz {(2/1m 1' 2121J12/ Vl2 /2/1mL 2/zill2) 

X tlimitlimz} 7)1 lml7)1 2m2 <, <, 

(6.1) 

where j 2l1l7) is an harmonic oscillator state of two 
quanta so that I is restricted to the values 1= 0,2, and 
in the last part of (6.1) we recoupled bra and ket to a 
total L, assuming of course that VI2 is invariant under 
rotations. 

If the matrix elements in (6. 1) are real, as happens 
for example19 if Vl2 '= V( I rl - r21 J, then a brief examina
tion of it indicates that we have only seven types of 
independent Hermitian interactions that we proceed to 
write down in the notation (2.6) 

(6.2a) 
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B;(1JX ~lg1j~, 

c;rfP, 
D ; [ 1) x 1J l~ P + 7j2 [ ; x ; l~, 

E;[[1JX1]j2x ~lt: + J7[1)x[~x a J~. 

(6.2b) 

(6.2c) 

(6.2d) 

(6.2e) 

The AL , L '= 0,2,4, are the independent interactions 
involving only d bosons, and already in the initial work 
of A rima and Iachell06 it was shown that they can be 

A A 2 
expressed in terms ofN2

, N, A and LZ. The B, C can 
obviously be expressed in terms of N, tV of (2.15) while 
D is related with the K2 of (2 18) and thus with L 2 _ 11.2 • 

There remains then to determine E for which we first 
consider the operator Q2 =Lm(-)mQmQ_m taking for Qm 
the expression (2.13), i. e. , 

Q2 =l5lQxQ]t 

= v'5H[(1)X H x [1)x H]~ 

+ fV"7[[1JX H x (1)1 + 1j ;)l~ 

+ t [ (1) ~ + Tj;) x (1) 1 + 1j;) m. (6.3) 

Straightforward recoupling then shows that Q2 takes 
the form 

Q2 = 12..0 W(2222; 2L).j2L + 1 A L + fN 
3 L 

+ t ill E + i-[2tV (N -N + 1) + 2 ((V + 5) (N -;V) - K2], 

(6.4) 

where N, /J, and K2 are given respectively by (2,15) 
and (2.18) and W is a Racah coefficient. Obviously 
then we can express E in terms of Q2 and the other 
Casimir operators of the groups in the chains (1. 1), 
(1. 2), In the following equations we given explicitly 
the form of all the interactions (602) in terms of the 
Casimir operators mentioned: 

1 " 1 2 A o=,N(N+3)-sA, (6.5a) 

(6.5b) 

(6.5c) 

1 ~ ,~ 

B= -15 (N -lVlN, (6.5d) 

C = (lv -Nl(// - tV - 1), (6.5e) 

D = -+- {A2 - L 2 + 2N N - 2N2 + 51V - 4N}, 
\' 5 

+ E:..tV -! N(2N + 5l}, 
3 3 

From the discussion in the previous sections it is 
clear that we can write the matrix elements of an arbi
trary interaction in the basis of states (5.7) charac
terized by the irreducible representations of the chain 
of groups U(6):J U(5):J 0(5) =-J 0(3)0 From a numerical 
standpoint the only stumbling block is the matrix ele
ment (5.20) of Q2 for which already the reduced 3j sym
bols (112; A' 5' L'; Ails" L"), (212;)..1 s' L'; "A" s" L") have 
been programmed as well as M ss'(\ L) which is propor-
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tional to (OOO;AsL;As'L). What remains to be done is to 
assemble a full numerical program for the matrix ele
ments of Q2, which hopefully will be achieved soon. 16 

Thus we claim that the group theory, as well as a 
good part of the numerical analysis, for general prob
lems in the interacting boson model, is now available. 

Note added in proof: Since submission of this 
paper we have found an alternative procedure for the 
determination of the matrix elements (mo e. ) of the 
operator Q2, which is Simpler than the method discussed 
in Sec. 5. From (6. 5g) we can see that the operator Q2 

is a linear combination of L 2, E, plus operators diagon
al in the basis (3.13). As the m. e, of L 2 in that basis 
were given in (4.9), (4. 10), if we construct the matrix 
of the operator E' of (6. 2e) with respect to the states 
(3.13) we shall have available the matrix of Q2> The 
operator E is the sum of two terms, each one being the 
Hermitian conjugate of the other, hence it is sufficient 
to find the m.e. of the first term, i.e., l[7)X7)]2X~]g~, 
from which the m.e. of the second term follow easily. 
The action of the boson operator ~ on the state (3. 13) 
was given in Eq. (4.6); thus it remains only to deter
mine the action of [[7)X7)]2X~]g on the U(5) '0(5) states 
of (3.5). 

For this last task we use the definitions (2.4) and 
properties of Clebsch-Gordan coefficients of 0(3) to 
show that 

2.f2l [a x a F x a 19 = 

ll7)x7)j2X7)]g+ 3ll7)x1]Fx~Jg (i) 

+ 3ll~ X ~]2 x ~lg. 

Taking the m. e. of this identity with respect to states 
(3. 5) with v and v + 1 quanta of energy, we deduce 

\V + 1, A's' LM 1[[7) X7)]2 x ~lg I vAsLAl) 

4 
(ii ) 

= - 3T3"5 \V + 1, A's' LM 1i33cos3y I VAsLM), 

where we have used2
•

3 

(iii) 

The m.e. (ii) factorizes into a product of the m.e. of 
(33 with respect to the functions (3.7), for which a closed 
formula is known, 2 times the m. e. of cos3y with respect 
to the functions (3. 6), this being proportional to the 
reduced 3} symbol (310,A's'L,AsL) defined in (5.9) and 
for which computer programs are already available. 
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APPENDIX A: NORMALIZATION COEFFICIENTS IN 
THE CHAIN U(6) :J 0(6) 

In this Appendix we shall determine the value of the 
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normalization coefficient BNpX appearing in Eq. (4.16). 
We choose this coefficient in such a way that the func
tions in Eq. (4. 16) possess orthonormality properties 
with respect to the indices N, P whenever g:(o) and 
frN_p)/2(b) are defined according to Eqs. (4.19) and 
(4.20). 

From Ref. 15, pp. 827, 844 we have: 

J~ (sino)2x+4c~:i(coso) C~~:x (coso) do 

o 

rr(p + A + 3)! 0p.' 
(p + 2) 22X+3(p _ A)! (A + 1)2, 

f~ exp(- b2
) b2.+5 ut'}.e) /2(b 2

) L';;"z,.e) 12(b2
) db 

o 

(AI) 

(A2) 

From here, as well as from the definition of g(o) 
and f(b) in (4.19), (4.20), it immediately follows that 
if we take 

B -2X+2(A+1)1 [(P- A)![(N-p)/2]!(p+2) J 1 /
2, (A3) 

Ne"- . rr(p+A+3)![(N+p)/2+2]! 

then the U(6) :::J0(6):::J 0(5) kets INpAsLM) of Eq. (4.16) 
will be orthonormal in the indices N, p. The correspond
ing "volume element" in b, 0 is b5 (sino)4 db do. 

APPENDIX B: TRANSFORMATION BRACKETS 
BETWEEN STATES IN THE CHAIN U(6) ::J 0(6) 
::J 0(5) AND U(6) ::J U(5) ::J 0(5) 

The states characterized by irreducible representa
tions of the chain of groups U(6):::J U(5):::J 0(5):::J 0(3) are 
given by (3.13) and (3.5), while those in the chain 
U(6) ~ 0(6):::J 0(5):::J 0(3) take the form (4.16). As we 
want to develop the latter in terms of the former it is 
clear that the transformation bracket is independent of 
s, L,M and diagonal in A20

; thus for a given A we can 
choose 

(B1) 

The states corresponding to the two chains specified 
above can then be characterized by the kets I nVA) and 
INpA) given respectively by 

1 -I [(V_A) /, (V+A+5)J1
/
2 nVA) =(a n) 2 -2- !/ r 2 

(B2a) 

(B2b) 

where ((i I n) is the one-dimensional harmonic oscillator 
state (3.12), and we made use of the fact that3 

(B3) 

As the function X is not normalized with the volume 
element (5.3), we would need to multiply the kets (B2) 
by the Mi~/2(A, 2A) defined in (5.2) if the kets them
selves are normalized. As this factor would appear both 
in (B2a) and (B2b) we do not include it. 
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Instead of trying to do the expansion of INpA) in terms 
of InvA) using the expressions given in (B2), it is rather 
simpler to make the whole analysis using alternative 
realizations for those states in terms of the boson 
operators 1]m, 17 of Eq. (2.4). We proceed now to obtain 
these expressions. In their derivation use will be made 
of two facts: 

(i)If 
T 

P,,(a1, ... , Cl'T) exp[- (a· a)/2], (a· 0:) =c 6 a7 (B4) 
i=l 

is a normalized r-dimensional harmonic· oscillator 
wavefunction of A quanta of energy which is an eigen
function of the Casimir operator of Orr) with eigenvalue 
A(A + r - 2), then 

(B5) 

is a normalized state with the same quantum numbers 
as (B4); this is Dragt's theorem. 2,21 

(ii) For the polynomial appearing in (B5) and for any 
positive integer p we have, with a notation for scalar 
product similar to that in (B4), 

(~. ~)(1]o 1))1' p,,(1) 10)=2p(2p + y- 2 -1 2A)(7)' 7)P-1p " (1]) 10). 

(B6) 

This relation is a consequence of (~. 1;) P x (1) I 0) = 0, 
and the equivalence ~iP(1]) I 0) = (a / 01]i) p(1]) I 0). 

For the case of the U(6):::J U(5) states of (B2a), we 
deduce from Dragt's theorem, 

Ion) = [ 2 ] 1/2 rr5/4 2-" 12 r(.; 10) 
r (A + 5/2) 2 , 

(B7) 

where we want to remark that we have omitted on 
the right-hand side of (B7) the same factor Md /2 (A, 2.:1) 
that was ignored in Eqs. (B2). Then, from (5.4) of 
Ref. 1, 

1 Ov A) - B' [ 2 J 112 rr5 /4 2"" / 2 (7) . 1]) <v-") 1 21, I 0) (B 8) - v" r (A + 5/2) 2 

where the coefficient B~" is evaluated by repeated appli
cation of Eq. (B6), leading to the result 

B' -( )(V-")/2[ l(v+A)/2+11!(2A+3)! 11/2 (B9) 
v"- - [(v-A).2]!(,\+1)1(v+,\+3)J.l' 

Finally, it is quite obvious that 

II/VA) = (n! )_1/2(1j)" I OVA). (BIO) 

The phase factor that we have attached to B~" in Eq. 
(B9) was chosen in such a way that (BIO) has exactly 
the same phases as (B2a). The proof of this assertion 
can be given by a reasoning similar to that presented 
in Sec. 9 of Ref. 13; we shall omit it here. 

TUrning now to the U(6) -~ 0(6) states of (B2b), from 
Dragt's theorem we obtain 

1 ppA) = B rr3/2 2P 12-" (p + I)! ,,-J. " ([ (-1)e-".2$ 
ee" (p-A)!(;\+l)! 112t.; 5 

where B pe" is given in Eq. (A3), and 
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as= C\;p) sC'-~+l) s /s!(-p-ll., (BI2) 

are coefficients coming from the power series expan
sion of the Gegenbauer polynomial C~~~(cos6) (formula 
8. 932. 1 b of ReL 15), (X) s co X (X + 1) ... (X + S - 1) is the 
Pochhammer symboL Again, we are omitting a factor 
Ald/ 2 (A, 2A) on the right-hand side of (BIl). By analogy 
with (BBl, the general state is now 

\NpA) =BNp (ll'll+ 1j2)<N-P)/2\ppA), (BI3) 

where BNp is determined by repeated use of Eq. (B.6) 
which gives 

B' _(_)(N_p)/2 [ (p+2l! J1/2 
Np - 2N -

p (N _ p)/2)1 (N + p)/2 + 2)1 

(BI4) 

The phase factor in (B14) was again determined in such 
a way that (B 13) and (B2b) have exactly the same phases. 

The last step in our analysis consists in the expan
sion of the binomial (1) '1]+ 1j2)s+(N_p)/2 that appears in 
(BI3) when one introduces there the explicit expression 
(B 11) for I ppA). After an interchange of sums, by 
comparison with (BI0) it is deduced that 

\NpA) = ~ (nvA \ NpA) [nvA), v - A even, (B15) 
v 

with (JlvAINpA) given by Eq. (4 0 21). 
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Exact solutions of some multiplicative stochastic processes 
K. W6dkiewicz 
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The theory of multiplicative stochastic processes with completely and quasicompletely random Gaussian 
statistics is discussed. Operator valued equations with stochastic coefficients are solved exactly for various 
types of statistics using the path integral technique. Generalizations of previous results for such stochastic 
processes are obtained. 

I. INTRODUCTION 

The first applications of random processes in physics 
were mostly concerned with the so called additive sto
chastic processes. From a mathematical point of view 
such stochastic processes are described by linear inte
grodifferential equations with the inhomogeneity as the 
random variable of the process. 

A harmonic oscillator with a random driving force 
F(t): 

~~ = - iwob + iF(t) (1.1) 

is a simple example of an additive stochastic process. 
Such processes were studied extensively)n the past in 
the theory of Brownian motion or in the theory of ran
dom-noise currents in electronical devices. 1 

In many physical situations we have to deal with equa
tions with a much more complicated dependence on the 
random variable's. For example, the harmonic oscillator 
from Eq. (1.1) can be driven by the random force F(t) 
in the following way: 

~: = - iwob + iF(t)b+, (1. 2) 

i. e. , the random variable instead of being the inhomo
geneity, multiplies the oscillator operator b+. Equation 
(1. 2) is only an example of a wider class of stochastic 
processes for which the random variable enter in a 
multiplicative way. Such processes are called multi
plicative stochastic processes (MSP) and have been 
studied in Ref. 2. 

Many physical applications of MSP can be found for 
example in the theory of magnetic resonance. 3,4 In the 
last two years or so the multiplicative stochastic pro
cesses have been applied in atomic physics in order to 
describe different incoherence effects of atoms coupled 
to a laser field. One of the first application of this theo
ry to atomic problems was done in the framework of a 
two-level atom coupled to a stochastic electromagnetic 
field with a stochastic random phase. 5 In a different 
context, it has been shown that the QED atomic Heisen
berg equations of motion describing an atom coupled to 
a quantized electromagnetic field have the formal form 
of a multiplicative stochastic process with the free
field operator of the electromagnetic field as the "ran
dom" variable. 6 

It turns out that the entire class of problems of inter
est in the theory of MSP can be written in the form of 
the following operator-valued equation 

(1.3) 

where zJ! is an operator-valued vector of dimension n 
with x(t) and x*(t) being two complex stochastic proces
ses. The matrices Ma,Mu and M? are in general com
plex, time independent and of the order nXn. In this 
paper we solve Eq. (1.3) exactly for stochastic proces
ses of Gaussian type. In our approach we use the path
integral technique in order to find explicit solutions and 
to avoid tedious calculations performed in previous 
references. 

In Sec. II we introduce our notation and define the 
class of stochastic processes by a proper definition of 
the functional measure in the proper path integral. Next 
we define a class of the so-called quasicompletely ran
dom processes for which exact solution of Eq, (1. 3) can 
be obtained. These processes have not been discussed 
previously. 

In Sec. III we obtain exact solutions of our problem 
applying path-integral techniques together with scatter
ing-theory methods. Exact solutions are produced even 
for cases when Eq. (1. 13) has a stochastic dependent 
initial boundary condition. In Sec IV a simple example 
of the theory is solved as an illustration of the method. 
Finally, some concluding remarks are presented. The 
results of this paper are the generalization of the theory 
of MSP presented in Ref. 2. The initial boundary con
dition stochastic dependence and the quasi-completely 
random processes have not been discussed so far in the 
literature. All these problem started to be important in 
the theory of incoherence effects in atomic photophysics. 

II. GENERATING FUNCTIONS AND PATH 
INTEGRATION 

To define a random process we have to introduce the 
statistical properties of the random variables x(t) and 
x*(t), This can be done in a twofold way. We can assume 
an infinHe set of all possible correlation functions of x 
and x* or we can define in the space of all possible real
izations of x and x* a probability measure with respect 
to which the stochastic average should be calculated. 
For any arbitrary dynamical variable J[x ,x*] which is 
a functional of the stochastic variables 'x and .0' we 
define the following stochastic average: 

(J) =:= f.u /J.[x ,x*jJ[x ,x* J. (2.1) 

In this equation a functional integration 7 (path-integral) 
over all possible relaizations of the random variables 
x and x* is performed. In order to have a Gaussian 
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process we assume that the functional measure L)j.J.[x,x*} 
has a Gaussian density 

f) 11 [x ,x* 1 = N-If) xL) x* 

xexp[- HdT1 dTz(X(T 1), X*(T2)I«T1O T2{:i~~)], (2.2) 

where 1« T10 T2) is an arbitrary positive 2 x 2 integral 
kernel and N is a normalization factor to assure 
JD Illx ,x* 1 = 1. For quadratic density measure the func
tional integration can be done exactly. For example, 
the characteristic function 

Zl9 ,,9*} = (expli jdTX( T),9* (T) + i J dTX* (T),9 (T)}> , (2.3) 

with J and J* arbitrary functions has the following 
forms: 

Z[y,rl 
==exp[-H dTI dTz(9*, J(T2»(TIT2>(~~;:)2))] (2.4) 

where the integral kernel A(Tl''iz) is a 2x2 matrix, in
verse to the matrix I<. (T1 , Tz): 

.r dTIA(Tl'T3)!«T3,'iZ)=1i(TI-rZ). (2.5) 

The measure (2.2) defines the random process com
pletely. By a proper choice of the functions I< we can 
generate different Gaussian statistics of the random 
variables x and x*. All the correlation functions of the 
random process can be than computed from Eq. (2,3) by 
functional differentiation of the characteristic function 
2[9,9*1 given by Eq, (2,4). For example, we have 

(xU) = (- i) o~~ (t) I = 0, 
cf p. p *.0 

(x* (t) = (- i)1ig1t) j 
9= j *.0 

=0, 
(2.6a) 

(x(t)x(s) == (- i)2 Of) *(~;Z9 *(s) \ 9- 9*.0 

=HA22 (tIS) + A2Z (SIt)), (2.6b) 

(x(t)x* (s) == (- i)2 or ~t~9 (s) I * 
} 1111 9 .0 (2.6c) 

== HAI2 (tl s) + AZ1 (SIt)). 

In Eqs. (2.6) the expressions Aij(t,s) with i,j=l, 2 are 
the proper matrix elements of the matrix A(l, s). A com
pletely random process corresponds to the following 
choice of the A's functions: 

(2.7) 

where DiJ are constant coefficients. For the purpose of 
this paper and further physical applications we are going 
to generalize Eq. (2.7) using the following formal finite 
series expans ion of the A funcf(ons: 

Ji,. tf-n 
Ali(t,s)=~oqJ dt2n o(t-s). (2.8) 

The class of stochastic processes with correlation func
tions given by Eq. (2.8) is called quasicompletely ran
dom processes. The expansion (2.8) truncated to the 
first term with n = 0 describes a completely random 
process given by Eq. (2.7). The expansion given by 
Eq. (2.8) can be 0 bta,ined, for example, from the 
follOwing phYSical arguments. 
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Let Ali be stationary correlation functions with 
symmetric power spectrum: 

f .. dJ.J; - - -
A,i(t,S)= -2 e-I",(t-')AIJ(w), A.i(w)=A,J(-w). 

_00 7T 
(2.9) 

I n many phYSical applications, the power spectrum of 
the stochastic process is a Lorentzian function centered 
around w == 0, and with a bandwidth r Ii: 

-A () 2ru 
/JIW = z+rz w Ii 

Now the relation (2.8) can be obtained by a formal 
Taylor expansion of the power-spectrum functions 

- - W
Z 

d
2t. i w

4 ~6 I AtJ (w)=A1J (0)+2T p + 4! ~ +000. 
W "".0 w.O 

(2.10) 

(2,11) 

The Fourier integration of the expansion (2,11) leads to 
a quasicompletely random process with the following 
coefficients qj ~ 

(-1)" dZ"X I 
qJ =-(2n)I dJ.J;z!! • 

• w::sO 
(2.12) 

We have truncated the sum in Eq, (2.8) to a finite num
ber N of terms to avoid problems with convergence. The 
series expansion (2.8) should be understood as an 
asymptotic approximation of the functions. 

If the Lorentzian given by Eq, (2.10) has a very sharp 
power spectrum, i.e., rlJ-o, we can keep in the ex
pansion (2.8) only the first term with r~J=:2DIi' In this 
limit the process becomes completely random [see Eq. 
(2.7)}. Higher corrections coming from the fact that 
r ,j is finite may be calculated in a systematic way using 
the expansion (2.8). 

In general, however, we can adopt Eq. (2.8) as the 
definition of quasicompletely random processes without 
any particular justification based on the power-spectrum 
properties. 

III. SOLUTIONS OF STOCHASTIC EQUATIONS 

Our goal in this section is an exact expression for the 
following stochastic average: 

(if') = I j) J.L(x,x*)11{x,x*] , (3.1) 

with I{[x, x* J satisfying the evolution equation (1. 3). We 
can get rid the statistically independent part of the evo
lution in this equation, introducing the "interaction pic
ture" transformation: 

(3.2) 

This transformation leads to the following equation: 

(3.3) 

with 

Ml(t)=e-AlotMleAlot, Mz(t)=e-AlotM2eMot. (3.4) 

We can now write the solution of Eq. (3.3) in the follow-
ing form: 

t 
I/!r(t) = T exp[i J dT(x(r)M I (T) + x* (T)M 2(T)) ]ifir(O) , (3.5) 

o 

where T denotes the chronological product of the inter
action-picture matrices given by Eq. (3.4). We investi-
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gate first the case when the initial condition <Pr<0) is in
dependent on the stochastic properties of the random 
variables x and x*. In this case, in order to find the 
stochastic average (3.1) of Eq. (3.5), we have to com
pute the following functional integral; 

(<Ii] (I)) 

= (T exp[i] dr(x( r)AJ 1 (r) + x* (r)M2 (r») J)I/;](O). (3 0 6) 
o 

The functional integration in Eq. (3 0 6) can be done ex-
actly by applying the formulas (2.3) and (204) for T
ordered J matrices 8

: 

('P1(t» = Texp [- ~j dr)dT2 (Yl 1 (r) ,A12(r)) 
o 0 

X A(ri T2)(::~~:DJ ~1(0). (3 0 7) 

With the choice of the A functions for quasi-completely 
random process [see Eq, (2.8)J we obtain from Eq, 
(3,7) the following formula: 

(~I(t» 

-T [-l~flJtd r" d"Mj(r) d"M,(rl]" (0) - exp 2U r ij d-" d" '1'1 0 

~D Q (' T 
(3.8) 

This expression can be converted into a differential 
equation: 

~(J' (t)=-d:~l.r" d"Mj(t) d"MJ(t)(if; (0) (3.9) 
dt] 2 ",,011 ij dt" dt" ] . 

The time derivatives of the M i (t) matrices can be ex
pressed in terms of multicommutators. From Eq. (3.4) 
if follows that 

d"M (I) " ~ = C[- -0 [M M] - - - M ] = L M (t) dt" I' 0 0 j' 
(3.10) 

where L is the Liouville operator acting in the matrix 
AIlor 1112 as follows: 

(3.11) 

From Eqs. (3.2) and (3.9) we obtain the following dif
ferential equation with constant coefficients for <Ij;>~ 

(3.12) 

This equation is the main result of this paper. Solving 
this linear equation (for example, by Laplace transform 
technique) we obtain the exact solution of our problem. 
If r;j=2Do~(o)o:+o;oJl, i.e., for a completely-random 
process Eq. (3012) reduces to a result already obtained 
in the literature. 

Equation (3.13) was obtained with an additional as
sumption that the initial condition does not depend on the 
random variables of the stochastic process. 

Weare going to generaliZe our results for the case 
when it is not so. We assume that the initial condition 
1/;1(0) has the following specific dependence on the ran
dom variables; 

(3.13) 

where [(1 and [(2 are two arbitrary functions and <p/(O) is 
the remaining, statistically independent part of the ini-
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tial condition. If we choose, for example, [(l(S) =g2(S) 

= 6 (s) we have a simple phase dependence of the initial 
condition on x(O) and x*(0). This kind of dependence 
occurs in many atomic physics applications. 9 When the 
initial condition (3.13) is used we have the following 
modification of the formal solution (3.6): 

(1);/( t» == (T exp[i j dT«I:i(t - r) (;J (r)M 1 (r) + [(1 (r))x(r) 
(3.14) 

+ 1:1 (t - r) fJ(r)M 2 ( r) + [(2 (r»x* (r»)iJ] (0) . 

The functional integration in Eq. (3.14) can be done 
explicitly by applying Eqs, (2.3) and (2.4) with proper 
J and J* functions: 

(1/;1(t» == Texp[- ~t ~r;. 
..... ~o tJ J 

Xrds«tI(t-s)tI(s) d"~~i}S)~) 
"~ . 

+ (&(t-s)l;I(s) d;~1 +dd;~))] J](O). 
(3.15 ) 

We can convert this expression into the following differ
ential equation: 

d(l);] (t» 
dt 

=_lt6r" (d"Mj(t) d"MJ(t) +r!.b d"MJ(t) 
2 ",0 IJ IJ dt" dt" dt" dt" 

+ d"M j (t) r£.ffJ) (J; (t) 
df dt ] • 

(3.16) 

Using the relation (3.2) and (3.10) we rewrite this equa
tion in the following form: 

d(</} 
dt 

(3.17) 

For completely random processes with r;j = 2Do~(6~6; 
+oio~) we obtain from Eq. (3.17) 

d(~> 
dt 

= (Mo -DMIM2 - DMjI11 - D[(I(t)M2 - D[(2 (t)M 1 XU,,) • 
(3.18) 

The phase of the initial condition (3.13) enters the dif
ferential equation (3.18) in the form of time-dependent 
coefficients [(1 (t) and g2(t). Equation (3.17) is a general
ization of the result (3.12) for statistically dependent 
initial condition (3.13). 

IV. EXAMPLE OF AN EXACTLY SOLUBLE MSP 

As an example of an exactly soluble multiplicative 
stochastic process let us take a well-known model
Hamiltonian from nonlinear optics!O: 

* H==1iwob+b+1(b+2( +c b 2
). (4.1) 

This Hamiltonian describes generation of higher har
monics by a quantum oscillator coupled to a classical 
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electromagnetic field. In order to have a stochastic 
process we assume that the electromagnetic field beside 
its optical frequency w has a real stochastic phase. The 
electromagnetic field amplitude has then the following 
form: 

t 
[(t) :=[0 exp[- iwt - iJ ds x(s»), (4.2) 

o 

where x (s) is a real random variable with a Gaussian 
statistic: 

(x(s )x(t» = 2D15 (t- s). (4.3) 

The Hamiltonian (4.1) leads to the following Heisenberg 
equation of motion: 

(4,4) 

Equation (4.4) has the form of a multiplicative stochas
tic process illustrated by the example (1.2) in the intro
duction. The Heisenberg equations of motion generated 
by the Hamiltonian (4.1) can be written in the form of 
the matrix equation (10 3) with 

1/J(t)=(b(t), exp[-iwt-ijX(S)dS]b+(t)), (4.5a) 
o 

(4.5b) 

Ml =fo 0 J' M2=[0 oJ Lo -1 0 0 
(4.5c) 

According to the theory developed in this paper the 
stochastic average satisfies the following differential 
equation: 

(4.6) 

This equation can be solved USing the Laplace transform 
technique. After simple calculations we obtain 

(b(t»=J dz. 
c 27ft 

(4,7) 
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Computing the roots of the algebraic equation in the de
nominator in Eq. (4.7) and choosing properly the con
tour of integration C we find the explicit time evolution 
of (1/J(t». The solution (4.7) is a simple example of an 
exact solution of a multiplicative stochastic process and 
a straightforward application of the method. 

V. CONCLUSIONS 

In this paper we have presented a method of how to 
solve exactly operator-valid equations with stochastic 
coefficients. For completely random Gaussian process
es we recover the result already published in the litera
ture. 2 The Feynman path formulation of Gaussian pro
cesses simplify greatly the previous proof removing 
unnecessary assumptions, For quasicompletely random 
processes and statistically dependent initial conditions 
new solutions are obtained, Physical applications of 
multiplicative stochastic processes in atomic physics 
will be published separately. 9 
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We relate here the geometric formulation of Hamilton's principle presented in our previous paper to the 
usual one in terms of a Lagrangian function. The exact conditions for their equivalence are obtained and a 
method is given for the construction of a Lagrangian function. The formalism is extended to spinning 
particles and a local Lagrangian is constructed in this case also. However, this function cannot be 
extended to a global one. 

1. INTRODUCTION 

In our previous paper! we presented a geometrical 
framework which made it possible for us to treat 
Hamilton's Principle in a coordinate-free manner. 

A mechanical system was characterized by its evolu
tion space, E, and Lagrange form, a. The equations of 
motion are expressed as 

d 
dt (g-)(t) E Ker a,(t), 

where g denotes the lift to E of the motion-curve g 
lying in configuration space, Q. 

(1. 1) 

In the classical case, when a Lagrangian function L 
is given, one can introduce a A field of 1-forms called 
the system's Cartan form, in terms of which the 
Euler-Lagrange equations take the form 

d 
dt (g)(t) E Ker dAi(t). (1. 2) 

Comparing (1. 1) and (1. 2) we said that a system given 
by (E, a) has a local variational description if there 
exists at least locally (i. e., defined on a local chart) a 
A field of 1-forms for which a = dA. 

The necessary and sufficient condition for the exis
tence of such a A is da = 0, referred to by Souriau2 as 
Maxwell's Principle. 

Our most interesting result was to prove that although 
the equations of motion of spinning particles can be ex
pressed in terms of a Lagrange form (J, ! satisfying da 
= 0, there cannot exist a globally defined A with dA = (J. 

However, the definition of the Cartan form given in 
Ref. 1 was rather "ad hoc" and valid only in the classi
cal case. Also, it was not entirely clear what the above 
result meant in terms of a Lagrangian function. 

We propose here a slightly different framework which 
can easily be extended to include spinning particles as 
well. 

We shall study the world lines in Q XR; the role of 
the evolution space will be played by a subset F of T(Q 
XR). L will be substituted by a homogenized Lagrangian, 
L. Then we can state that there is a unique way to 
geometrize the problem, namely by using the field of 
1-forms 11. = dL. (d denotes the operation of "vertical 
differentiation, " see Klein3 ,4 or Godbillon. 5) This 11. can 
be projected onto E; its image A coinCides with the 

Cartan form introduced in Ref. 1. Using Klein's 
results we can establish the necessary and sufficient 
conditions for the possibility to recover a Lagrangian 
function from a field of 1-forms A defined on the evolu
tion space. In local coordinates this is expressed as 
A must be of the form a", dqOl. + b dt (0: = 1, ... ,n) and 

v'" Gila", + Gbb = 0, {3 = 1, .. 0 , n 

must hold. In this case L has the local form, 

L(q, v, t)=a",v'" + b. 

(1. 3) 

(1. 4) 

In this framework the generalized solutions of the 
variational problem will be constant-dimensional sub
manifolds of F called evolution leaves. Their projec
tions on space-time are C~ curves satisfying the 
Lagrange equations. These leaves can be set in one-to
one correspondence with the evolution curves of E. 

Hence our results obtained in Ref. 1 really mean that 
there cannot exist any globally defined Lagrangian func
tion for the spinning particle; nevertheless, condition 
(1. 3) is satisfied and we can construct a local Lagran
gian function in this case as well. 

2. GENERAL THEORY 

We give here a short outline of a geometrical frame
work slightly differing from that presented in Ref. 1. 
This is a kind of synthesis of the ideas of Souriau2 and 
Klein. 3,4 

The basic point is to work with world lines in Q x R 
rather than with motion in configuration space, Q, time 
being a fixed exterior parameter. This approach is 
natural in relativity and turns out to be useful in this 
context as well. Now we carryover our entire apparatus 
to this context. 

A. Motions 

To the motions in Q correspond the world lines para
metrized by an arbitrary parameter T. In local coordi
nates a world line is 

h: T -h(T) = (g(T), t(T)) E Q XR. (2.1) 

It is required that t> ° (the dot denotes the derivative of 
t by T). 

B. The Hamiltonian action 

A change in parametrization shows that the Hamilto
nian action has the form 
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(2.2) 

If x=(q,t) is a local chart for QXR, then the corre
sponding natural chart of T(Q x R) will be denoted by 
(x, x) = (q, t, q,t). 

Define F: = {(x, x) E T(Q XR):i> o} and introduce the 
homogenized Lagrangian Las: 

L :Ff.(q,t,q,i)-L (q'f,t) i. (2.3) 

L is homogenous of order 1 in x; using L the Hamilto .. 
nian action is 

'2 • 
o{g)=j L(h,h)dT. (2.4) 

C. States 

In Ref. 1 we have identified the states of the system 
with the points of E. The points of F can be thought of 
as states as well; two points of F represent the same 
state and hence are called physically equivalent if their 
first coordinates coincide and second coordinates are 
proportional. 

Define 

n:F-Eas n(q,t,q,i)= (q,1,t), 

then two points of F are physically equivalent if they 
are mapped to the same points of E by n. 

Let h be a curve in Q XR parametrized by T. Then 
define 

(2.5) 

to be the lift of h to F according to T. By changing the 
parameter we get an entire family of curves in F, which 
cover a two-dimensional sub manifold lying in F. In 
particular, to the motion curves corresponds a system 
of two-dimensional submanifolds with the property that 
through every point of F passes exactly one such sub
manifold called an evolution leaf. n sets up a one-to
one correspondence between these leaves and the evolu
tion curves of E. Hence the system's evolution can be 
described alternatively by the evolution leaves of F. 

D. The Cartan form 

The "geometrization" of the problem-which turned 
out to be useful in Ref. 1-is based on the following 
lemma: 

Lem ma: Let there be given an L : F - R function which 
is homogenous of order 1 in x. Then there exists a 
unique field of 1-forms A of F which satisfies 

In local coordinates this A is given as 

A=dL='il(,Lrlx(Y., 

(2.6) 

(2.7) 

the "vertical derivative" of L (For the definition of d 
see Klein, 3,4 or Godbillon5; 0'(,. L denotes a Llax"'. ) 

One verifies at once that A is homogeneous of order 0, 
semibasic, and d-closed, i. e., dA= O. Klein has shown 
in Ref. 3 that these conditions are also sufficient for A 
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to be locally, i. e., on a .local chart, of the form dL. In 
local coordinates, if A is given as 

A =A (Y.dx'" , then L =A",x(Y.. 

The above defined A can easily be related to the 
Cartan form X introduced in Ref. 1. 

(2.8) 

Definition: An (Y p-form on F is said to be projectable 
onto E iff there exists a unique {3 p-form on E for which 
()I = n* (j3). 

One shows that a semibasic 1-form on F is project
able if it is homogenous of order 0; consequently our A 
defined in (2.7) is projectable. 

In local coordinates we get 

A= (:l~ . n)dq"'+ [(L- ~q :~).n Jdt. (2.9) 

Thus its image under n is exactly X, the Cartan form 
introduced in Ref. 1. Conversely, if we are given a X 
field of 1-forms on E, we can pull it back to F. If X 
=a",dq'" + b dt is a semibasic 1-form on E, then its pull
back is 

n*(x)= (a(y'·n)rlg'" + (b'lI)dt (2. 10) 

One verifies that d(n*(x» = 0 iff 

(2.11) 

In this case the local Lagrangian function is given as 

(2.12) 

These last two formulas will be very important, for 
they not only express the necessary and sufficient con
ditions under which a local Lagrangian function can be 
recovered, but they even give its explicit form. 

E. Calculus of variations 

Our investigations in Ref. 1 were based on the heuris
tic idea that calculus of variations can be thought of as 
a differential calculus on an infinite-dimensional mani
fold. We will also keep in mind this idea now; the 
geometrical framework will be slightly different. 

Let us choose two points in space-time, Xl = (qll t l ) 

and X2 = (q2, t2 ) and consider the cro curves joining these 
points. (Denote their set again by P. ) The manifold 
structure on P is defined by introducing a Banach- space 
structure on its tangent space. One of the basic postu
lates of classical mechanics is the absolute status of 
time; this property will be reflected by the requirement 
that time be not varied. Hence we define the tangent 
space of P at a curve h to be the set of all Cro vector 
fields along h which can be extended onto a neighborhood 
of h, vanish at the endpoints and have zero time-com
ponent, i. e., have the local form (Yq , 0). 6 

In order to calculate the stationary curves a very 
similar treatment as in Ref. 1 is applied. Finally we 
get: The directional derivative of {'J by an element Yof 
the tangent space at a pOint g, 

Y({'J) (g) = t dA(. , Y), (2.13) 
h 

where Y again denotes the lifting of the vector field Y to 
F; in local coordinates 
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y = (Y, y) with Y" = o~Y~X" 

(see Klein3
). 

(2. 14) 

Now, the corresponding form of the Du Bois-Rey
mond lemma assures that 

Note that because time is not varied, this does not 

mean that 1/(T) CCC Ker dAiiT (T» nevertheless a similar 
line of thought as in Ref. 1 can be applied: 

Hy:={X"C.TyT(<¥fl,):d1\(X, Y)=O, ~ YETyT(QxR) 

of the form (YqO, Yq, O)}. 6 (2. 16) 

Then one verifies that g is a stationary curve if 

izT(T)EH hiT) (2.17) 

[h(T)= ~'(T), I(T»J. 

Suppose Hy has constant dimension for every y ~ F; 
one verifies then that if X, yr- H y , then their Lie brac
ket, [X, ZJ belongs also to Hy; hence we can apply the 
corresponding theorem of fiber spaces (see Souriau2

) 

and get: 

Proposition: Through every point of F passes exactly 
one leaf, whose tangent space coincides there with the 
H-subspace ordered to this point: We call these leaves 
the leaves belonrring to 1\ (or d A). 

One can verify that if we start with L, then codim 
H y is equal to the rank of the matrix: a ,;,ilL I ; the pro
blem will be said to be a regular one if this rank is n; 
[he leaves are then two-dimensional sub manifolds of F. 
We shall consider them as the generalized solutions of 
the variational problem. By a straightforward calcula
tion one verifies that: 

Theore In: Suppose the problem is regular; then the 
leaves belonging to ddL have the following property: 
Their projections onto Q xR are Coo -curves satisfying 
the Lagrange equations. 

F. Relation to symplectic mechanics 

We see that the 2-form ddL plays a fundamental role 
similar to that of 0 in Ref. 1. This is a consequence of 
the following. 

Proposition: L;: =drlL can be projected onto E and dY
= 0, d"L, = 0. 

If 1\ = n*(A), then;:; = fl*(d>"). 

The fundamental result of Klein in Ref. 4 states that 
if"L, can be projected on E, and d"L, = 0, (/6 = ° both are 
valid, then there exists a local L with "L, = dd L. The 
most general L is given as L ~ ilL + oJ i" where f is a 
function on Q x R alone. (Here we recognize the well
known gauge transformation. ) In terms of L this means, 

(Jf " At L ~llL+-"ll +-. 
~q (JI 

Conversely, if we are given a pair (E,o), we may pull 
a back to F and so define a "L,; da = ° iff riY- = 0. Our local 
variational principle proposed in Ref. 1 states the ex
istence of a locally defined A with riA = a; as we have just 
seen, this does not mean automatically the existence of 
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a Lagrangian function. In order to decide whether this 
stronger requirement has to be made or not, we have to 
study spinning particles, for in classical cases the 
problem is solved. 

3. VARIATIONAL FORMALISM FOR 
SPINNING PARTICLES 

After this general framework we are ready to turn 
to the construction of a variational formalism for spin
ning particles. Remember, that in this case E = T«cJ) 
XRx52, and the Lagrange form is given as 

o ={ (mdl' - Edt) I\(dq - 1Idt) + (I', dq x dq)} 

+ {d(1l (s, B)dt) - >..(s, ds x ds), } (3.1) 

«', .) represents the scalar product in 3-space). Here 
the first curly bracket is the Lagrange form of a particle 
moving in an electromagnetic field; in what follows we 
shall study only the second one representing the spin 
interaction. 

As spin can be thought of as an inner degree of free
dom, it seems to be natural to treat it together with 
configuration space; we will simply substitute Q by Q 
x s2. A local Lagrangian function would then be an L 
defined on a local chart of T(Q x 52) x R. To L would 
correspond a homogenized L according to lhe formula 

L( "').- I qSI)i q,s,t,q,s,1 .-L \q,s,;", , (3.2) 

which yields the Cartan form 

fJL "ilL ilL" 1\=~dq +-. dt+~ds . oq ?it ils 
(3.3) 

The exterior derivative of this must coincide with the 
pullback to F of the system's Lagrange form. The 
evolution space would be T(Q X S2)xR. Our original E 
was merely T(Q)XRx~{}., but this does not matter as (J 

can be trivially extended to T«~XS2)xR as it has no d.~ 
component. 

In order to find a variational formalism for spinning 
particles we have only to find an additional term of the 
spin part of a, asp in' 

The pullback of the spin part to F is simply 

n*(aSPin ) = ri(/J (s, b)dt) - ;\'(8, rls x ds), (3.4) 

where AS is the proper angular momentum, IlS is the 
proper magnetic momentum (see Ref. 1 or 2) and A, P 
are real constants. 

Thus we have to solve the equation 

(3.5) 

Our most interesting result in Ref. 1 was that there 
cannot exist a globally defined e field of 1-forms with 
de ""aspin ; (3.5) shows then that this really means that 
no global Lagrangian function can exist. In order to con
struct a local Lagrangian we must find first a local 
potential for the spin part of a. The magnetic-field 
spin-interaction part is itself a total differential, hence 
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a (global) potential for it is 

'A.~Vn == /l <s, B)dt. (3.6) 

Let us study now the second term. We introduce the 
atlas of 52 consisting of the charts F + and F _ : R2 - g.: 

2s" 
[F.(s»)" == 1 + Is 12' D' == 1, 2, s == (s\ S2), 

[ 3) l_lsl2 
F.s ==±1+ Is1 2 • (3.7) 

One verifies at once that on these charts the form 

(2) slds2 - s2ds 1 

'A.pin = ± 2X 1 + (S1)2 + (s2)2 (3.8) 

is a potential for o.~/n' The results of (2.4) can be then 
applied; (2.11) is verified, hence by (2.12) the corre
sponding local Lagrangian functions are 

(3.9) 

L(2)( .)_ 2'A [ 2'1 1'2] 
•• in S, S - ± 1 + Is 12 - s s + s s • (3.10) 

Summing up, the local Lagrangian function for spinning 
particles is given in the above coordinates as 

L ± (q, S, 1', S, t) = { H m V 2 + (A, q) ] - 11 (q )} + {/l (S, B) 

2'A [ 2 ·1 1 '2)} ±1+lsI2-SS+SS, (3. 11) 

with gauge transformation 

L_H+~v,,+(Jf +---.?LS·'" 
, oq'" at as'" . 

(Here f is any real function on Q x S2 X R. ) 

From (3. 10) we see at once that none of these local 
Lagrangians can be extended onto the entire evolution 
space. This can be demonstrated by observing that: 

SI = 0, S2 - 00, SI = S2, S2 = 0, 

SI==O, S2- 00
, 81==0, 82=0, 

both tend to the same point of T52 [namely to the 0-
tangent vector at the lower (resp. upper) pole], but L 
tends in the first case to 'f 2'A, in the second case to 0, 
Hence L cannot have a limit. 

In this case the rank of I a ;'ilL I is 2n + 2, By is four
dimensional; the leaves belonging to L are thus four-
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dimensional submanifolds of T(Q x S2 XR). Their pro
jections onto Q XS2 xR are C" curves satisfying the 
Thomas equations. (See Refs. 1 and 2. ) 

4. CONCLUSION 

We have shown that even the spinning particle has a 
local Lagrangian function. Thus we are led to the 
following modification of our local variational principle: 

Definition: A mechanical system given by (E,o) is 
said to have a local variational description if there 
exists a 'A field of I-forms with the following properties: 

(i) dX == 0 

(ii) 'A is semibasic, 

(iii) the pullback of X to F is d-closed, d(n*(x) = 0. 

Under these conditions there exists a Lagrangian 
function L on each local chart of E and the system's 
Lagrange form is the projection of ddL onto E. 

The necessary and sufficient condition for (E, a) to 
have a local variational description is 

(i) da=O (Maxwell's principle), 

(ii) d(n*a) == O. 

The local variational principle states that these con
ditions are verified for any mechanical system. 
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The inverse scattering problem for the scalar wave equation associated with propagation through a 
medium whose index of refraction differs from that of free space in a region of compact support is treated 
when the scattered data is given for diverse directions of (plane wave) incidence, scattered directions, and 
frequencies. The problem is formulated in terms of the minimization of a nonlinear functional which is 
bounded below. subject to constraints. It is shown that the conditional-gradient method may be employed, 
the iteration process converging to stationary points. The linearized version (corresponding to the 
perturbed wave equation with only the linear perturbed terms retained) of the nonlinear functional is 
considered as a special case. In particular the linearized version related to the Born approximation leads 
to some additional new results. 

I. INTRODUCTION 

The inverse scattering problem for the scalar wave 
equation associated with propagation through a medium 
whose index of refraction differs from that of free space 
in a region of compact support is treated when the scat
tered data is given for diverse directions of (plane wave) 
incidence, scattered directions, and frequencies. In
cluded in the analysis are errors in the measured data, 

As a preliminary the results of the direct scattering 
process is presented, Then the inverse problem is 
formulated in terms of minimizing a nonlinear functional 
which is bounded below, subject to constraints, It is 
shown that the conditional-gradient methode may be em
ployed, the iteration process converging to stationary 
points, 

The linearized version (corresponding to the perturbed 
wave equation with only the linear perturbed terms re
tained) of the nonlinear functional is considered as a 
spec ial case. It is shown that this Simplified model 
corresponds to known techniques 0 In particular, the 
linearized version corresponding to the Born approxima
tion is treated in some detail, leading to some additional 
new results. 

THE DIRECT SCATTERING PROBLEM 

Consider the equation 

t:!.u + k 2n2 (x)u = 0, x in IR3 (1 ) 

where the index of refraction n(x) has the property that 
it is a real continuous function which is identically 
equal to unity outside some sphere of finite radius. 
Here, k = wi c is the wavenumber associated with the 
suppressed harmonic time dependence of the form 
exp(-iwt). 

Consider an incident wave 

ui (x) = exp(i k i , x) 

where the incident propagation vector 

kl = k (sin &lcoscpli + sinBlsincplj + cos t>4k) 

is in the direction given by the angular variables 
(';1, cpl) of the spherical polar coordinate system. The 
presence of the scattering object represented by the 
non-vanishing of (n2 

- 1), produces a scattered field 

uS (x). With the decomposition 

u(x) = ul (x) + tt' (x). 

Equation (1) can be placed in the form 

t:!.uS + k2n2 (x)tt' =k2 [I-n2 (x)Jui (x). (2) 

The following result is obtained from Ref. 1. 

Theorem: When [n2 (x) -1] is a real continuous func
tion of compact support, the unique C2 solution u'(x) of 
Eq. (2) exists satisfying the radiation condition as 
ixl =r- oo 

iJtt' = ikus + o(!'). 
iJr r 

For further analysis Eq. (2) will be converted to an 
integral equation. As a preliminary to this, set 

(3) 

it will be assumed henceforth that the support of v(x) is 
contained in a fixed domain Do, where Do is a ball of 
radius Ro' Let D be a ball of radius Rl containing Do 
so that Rl > Ro' A fixed auxiliary function 1)(x) will then 
be defined that has the properties, 

(1) 1)(x) is a real Holder-differentiable function, 

(2) 1)(x)=0 for Ixl >R1 , 

(3) 1)(x) = 1, for XE Do' 

Equation (2) is then placed in the form 

(x) k21 exp(ikl x - yl) 
U =ul(x) +-4 I I v(y)1)(y)u(y)dy,,(4) 

1T D x-y 
The reason for the introduction of 1)(x) into the integral 
equation will become apparent below. 

When I xl - 00, the far field behavior is given by 

tt'(x)~exp(ikIXI) (kl kS') k s =~ 
Ixl g, ,V, Ix~ 

where the complex scattering amplitude g(ki,k';v) 
has the form 

k
2 f g(kl ,ks;v) = 41T D exp(-t'ks 'y)v(Y)1)(y)u(y)dy (5) 

ks is a vector of length k in the scattered direction re
presented by the angular variables (OS, rp6), i. e. ; 

kS = k[sin {Pcos rp6i + sin OSsin<P"J + cos OSk J. 
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FORMULATION OF THE INVERSE PROBLEM 

The inverse problem consists of determining v(x) 
hence n(x) given the scattered field data. When mea
surements are made in the far field, values of 
,.<;(ki ,ks;v) are given for a set of incident directions ki, 
scattered directions k" observed either at a single fre
quency as denoted by a single wave number k, or at a 
set of different frequencies. 

In what follows, the actual material properties of the 
scatterer will be denoted by n'" (x) or v'" (x). As men
tioned previously, the support of v* (x) will be contained 
in Do' The scattering amplitude of the scatterer will be 
denoted by g(ki,k';/,*). The measured far scattered 
field for a particular direction of incidence k i , scatter
ed direction kS

, and wavenumber k = I k i I = I k' \ will 
have the form 

;;"(ki ,ks ;!,"') =,.<;(ki ,ks;v*) +E(ki ,kS
) 

Where E(ki , k') denotes the errors of measurement in 
the scattered field 0 

(6) 

If the measurements of the scattered far field con
sist of a set of N discrete measurements made in the 
scattering directions k~, 1 = 1,2,. ., N, corresponding 
to the directions of incidence k} with I k}; = ',kt I , one 
can form the following nonlinear functional: 

N 

/(1') =6 W(kl, k:) 1 ,.<;(k;, k~ ;1') - gE(kl ,k1;v*) 1 2. (7) 
/:1 

Here W(ki ,ks ) is a nonnegative weig)1t function depending 
upon k i and kS only, and is ass igned a priori. It can be 
chosen to place greater weight on those measurements 
that have the least error 0 The optimum choice of 
W(ki ,ks ) will not be investigated here. However, a par
ticular choice for the weight function will be given be
low in the section on the Born approximation. 

If there are no errors in the measurement, it is seen 
that j(t') = 0 when v = 1'*. The effect of errors may do 
two things, change the value of the minimum [the local 
minimum of j(l') may no longer be zero 1, and change the 
position of the minimum corresponding to v* to a per
turbed value 11: . 

In the presence of errors in the data, as is obvious, 
one cannot hope to obtain 1'* precisely, but must settle 
for a suitable approximation. Such an approximation is 
given by v~, and since as will be shown later, the deri
vative of /(1') is bounded on a suitable set, v~ will be 
close to 11* when the errors are sufficiently smalL Thus 
/'* or its approximation in the presence of errors in the 
data, I'~ will be sought. (In subsequent analysis, the 
subscript E will be suppressed.) 

Since j(r) is a nonnegative functional, the mathemati
cal problem reduces to finding the value or values of 1,' 

which minimizes j(r). 

Note that the measurements do not have to be made at 
the same frequency. Since one can allow \ k11 *- I k;'l for 
l *- Ill. However, if they ait are at the same frequency, 
thenlk~:=k, 1'=1,2, ... ,N. 

If the far field data consists of measurements in the 
cone f{< (0 c tJ<, 0", 0, cp<, 211) of scattered directions 
corresponding to a single direction of incidence and fre-
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quency, then the nonlinear function has the form 

j(v,ki) = IKs W(ki,kS) Ig(ki ,kS;v) _g'(ki, k S;1J*) 12d~s (Sa) 

where dO" = sin It' dl:J'drp' is the element of solid angte in 
the scattered direction. 

If, at the same time, the measurements are made 
over a cone Ki of incident directions (e i , rpi) but still a 
single frequency, then 

f(v) ='.f
K

. j(l', ki) da i (Sb) , 
where dOl = sine; d6 i drpi 

As pointed out by Wolf,2 such measurements can be 
made in the near field of the scatterer. In particular if 
the direction of the incident wave is in the positive X3 or 
ei = 0 direction, the scattered field measurements over 
the hemisphere 0,;; es < 11/2, 0,;; rps,;; 211, can be obtained 
from near field measurements over the plane X3 == d 
where the region D or the scatterer lies in the half
space -'3 < d. This result is obtained by use of the plane 
wave expansion 

exp(ikl x - yl) _ ik 
\x- yl -271 

xJl:exP{il?(P(Xt -Y 1 )+Q(X2 -Yz) 

+ (1_p2 _(/)1/2Ix8 _ Y8 1l}[(1-p2 _(/)]-1/2 

XdPdq 

where (1- p2 _q2)1/2 =i(p2 _q2 _1)1/2 if p2 + q2> 10 When 
this is substituted into Eq" (4), the scattered field on the 
plane X3 = d has the form 

x /f~~ 
where 

A(P ,q) = :: 10 exp[ - ik(PYl + q','z + (1 - p2 - q2)1/2Y3)] 

Xl'(Y)T)(Y)u(y )dy. 

The Fourier transform of US with respect to Xl and x 2 

yields the coefficient A(p, q). If the evanescent wave 
contribution (P2 + ({ > 1) is neglected in the expression 
for A(p,q) and only the homogeneous wave contribution 
(P2 + q2 < 1) considered, it is seen that on setting 
p=sinlt'cosrp", q=sinCiSsinrp' that A(p,q) becomes 
g(ki ,k' ;1'), where 8i = O. The scattered directions are 
restricted to the hemisphere 0,;; es ,;; 71/2 Since the co
efficient of ,\'3 namely (1- p2 - q2)1/2 is positive. 

MINIMIZATION OF f(vj 

The inverse problem has now been formulated as a 
minimization problem, to find the real continuous func
tion on D which minimizes /(1'). The Banach space 
Co (D) of real continuous functions on D will be employ
ed. Since the assertion that the set {vIVE: Co(D), 
/(1') c j(I'O)}, where 1'0 is some given function in Co (D), is 
bounded, cannot be made, a constraint will be imposed 
on the problem. Namely, /(1') will be minimized sub-
j ect to the condition 

111'11 <; (Y, 
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where O! > 0 is some given large constant assigned a 
priori. The norm employed here is the usual maximum 
norm. For future references the following set will be 
defined 

s={vlve: Co(LJ); IIvll" ev}. 

Since S is a closed convex subset of the nonreflexive 
Banach space Co(D), the conditional-gradient ap
proach3

•
4 will be used to obtain sequences {vJ which 

minimize f(v) where vn will be in a dense subset of S, 
namely a set of equicontinuous functions in S. 

With the above approach in mind, the various 
Gateaux derivatives will be required. Denote the 
Gateaux derivative of f(v) at v by /'v. Hence for vE S 
the corresponding linear functional has the value 

!v(h) = lim j(v + fh) - j(v) 
t - u t 

for every he:S. If the corresponding Gateaux derivative 
of g(ki ,ks ;1') is denoted by g' !'(ki , k S ), it then follows 

f'u = 2 Re (t W(k:, kn~g(k:, kf)g' v(ki, kfJ) 
1.1 

(9) 

or 

/'1'=2 Re (J Ki;'O)KSI W(kl,ks)t.g{ki,ks)g'!,(ki,ks) 

XdliidOS
) (10) 

according to whether fiv) is given by Eq. (7) or Eq. (8), 
and 

To obtain an explicit expression for f'v, note that 
from Appendix A 

g(ki ,ks ;!.) - g(ki , k S ;v2 ) 

== :: 1 (VI - v2 )ryu(kl
, v2 )u( - k S

, v1)dy, 

(11) 

where u(k, v) represents the total field (incident plus 
scattered) produced by an incident wave in direction k 
upon a scatterer whose material properties are given 
by 1'. It thus follows that for v and h e:S 

g' v(k i ,ks ) (h) = I G(k l , kS;v )h(y)dy , (12) 
D 

where 

G(k i k S 'I') = /(2 n(y)u(k i 1')II(-k' 1')' "411'J , , . , 

hence f' dh) has the form 

f' v(h) = ID F(1', y)h(y)dy, 

where 

F(11, y) = 2 Fe (2,W(ki ,k1lt.g(k! ,k1)G(kL k1;V») 

or 

(12') 

(13) 

(l4a) 

1'(1', y) == 2 Pe ([Ki~;'KS [W(kl , k')~g(kl, k')G(k l , k';v) 

XdQ1dQS) (14b) 

Since the plane wave exp(ikl·x) is an H-differentiable 
function, and the integral operator in Eq. (4) maps 
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bounded fUnctions into H-differentiable functions, the so
lution u(kl,'x) will be an H-differentiable function. Thus 
it follows that since l1(Y) is H-differentiable, vanishing 
on the boundary, G(kl, k";v), hence F(v, y), will be an 
H-differentiable function belonging to Co(D). 

In general j(v) is not a convex functional on the set S, 
hence there will be more than one value of v that gives 
a local minimum of /(v), A unique value of v yielding an 
absolute minimum is not to be expected since in gene
ral the given set of data is not sufficient to uniquely 
specify the value of v. Ones requires the values of 
g(kl ,k&;v*) for all values of kl and kS (0 ~ 1 k I < 00). In 
addition, errors in the data may obscure the true abso
lute minimum. 

If v is defined as follows 

v= min f'v(h), 
hE.S 

(15) 

it is shownt that a necessary condition for I' to give a 
minimum is that 

v=f'v(v). (16) 

Provided that v is not on the boundary of S, then condi
tion (16) reduces to the familiar condition 

f'/,'=O. (16') 

Points v of the set S for which Eq. (16) is satisfied 
will be called stationary values. These stationary va
lues are generated by the conditional-gradient iteration 
process described as follows. 

Starting from VI a uniformly continuous function, a se
quence {vn}, where vne:S is generated in successive 
steps. In particular, once 1'. is obtained, a direction of 
descent and then amount of descent is chosen to get 
vn + 1 • But, to satisfy the constraint, the amount of des
cent must be restricted to stay within the set S To be 
precise, given v. one finds an hES so that 

is a minimum. From Eq. (16) it follows that the mini
mum_iS given by vn . Since F(vn,y)cCo(D), it is obvious 
that 11. is an H-differentiable function in Co(D) given by 

--; __ F(v.,y) 
tn - IIF(v., y)1I a. (17) 

Not only has the direction of descent, but also the maxi
mum possible amount has been chosen. The proper 
amount of descent is now chosen by minimizing the 
functional 

P (a) =/(v + a(~ - v» 
n • " 

for 0 ~ a ~ 1. Since f(v) is not necessarily convex, the 
minimum point may be at the end point a= 1, or there 
may be more than one minimum point in which case the 
smallest value is taken. Let the chosen minimum be a.; 
then set 

It then follows that 

j(lIn + 1) <f(v.); 

hence {1In} froms a relaxation process. 6 
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It is seen that {v,,} is a sequence of equicontinuous 
functions on 5; hence it belongs to a bounded condition
al compact set and will have a converging subsequence. 
In order for such a subsequence to converge to a sta
tionary point of j(v), the following Lifschitz condition 
for the subset of equicontinuous functions in 5 (see Ap
pendix B) will be used: 

lIf'vl -f'v2 1l ,,:; Lllvl - V21l· 

It follows from the results in Appendix B that the 
Lifschitz condition, with s light modification of L, can 
be applied to include the limits of a finite number of 
converging sequences of equicontinuous functions. 

By appropriately modifying the corresponding theo
rem in Ref. 4 to take into account that although the set 
5 is not weakly compact, the sequences {v n} belong to a 
bounded conditionally compact set, one has the follow
ing: 

Theorem: The sequences {v n}, {V',,} have the property 
that 

and the cluster points of {v,,} are stationary points of 
j(v) on S. 

The above procedure requires the exact determination 
of an' However, this step may be relaxed and the an can 
be chosen to satisfy the following: 

. [1 1'v.(1I.-;;.lJ (19) 
an = mm 'Yn 1111. _ v.112 

where Yn satisfies the inequalities 

El ,,:; }. ,,:; (2 -E2) / L 

with 0 <E1 <2/L, 0 <E2 < 2 - LEl . 

With appropriate modification of proof in Ref. 4, it 
can be shown that the cluster points of the sequence {v n} 
with these values of a. are stationary points. 

The above procedure for obtaining stationary points of 
j(v) involves the direct scattering process For the case 
where j(v) is given by Eq. (7), one needs to compute 
F(v.,y) and the appropriate values of G(ki,k~;vn) for 
1=1,2, ... N, in order to compute vn from v n• But from 
Eq. (12') this involves finding the solution of the direct 
scattering associated with plane waves incident upon a 
scatterer with v = v n' for a set of incident propagation 
vectors given not only by kl, but also - k1 for 
l=1,2, ... ,N. 

In actual practice one may want to discretize the pro
blem or use approximate direc t scattering mode Is. As 
an example of the latter, one could assume that v* (x) is 
a perturbation of some known value vo(x) E Co(lJ). In this 
case one could place a restraint on (v - vol so that the 
appropriate Neumann series of the perturbed integral 
equation converges. In this case one could work in the 
real Hilbert space of square integrable functions on D, 
and have a constraint of the form k2 11 v - vol1211lKoll2 < 1, 
where the norm II 1\2 is appropriate norm for the Hilbert 
space. lKo is the integral operator associated with the 
unperturbed equation, the kernel being given by the 
Green's function. In the next section the linearized ver
sion of the perturbation approach is reexamined. 
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LINEARIZED SYSTEM 

The linearized approximation7 is achieved by treating 
the unknown quantity v(x) as a small perturbation of a 
known quantity vo(x), and retaining only linear terms in 
the resultant perturbation expansion. In particular, if 

v(x) = Vo (x) + oV1 (x), 

where o· is a small parameter, when the corresponding 
expansion for the scattered field 

u'(x) = u~ (x) + 6ui + 0(152) 

is substituted into Eq. (2) and coeffic ients of 0 up to the 
linear terms are equated, one obtains the two equations 

6u~ + k 2 [vo(X) + 1 Jug = - k 2vo(X)UI , 

6u~ + k2[vo(X) + 1 ]u~ = - k2V1 (x)[~ + ul ]. 

The normal approach is to invert the second equation 
using the Green's function associated with the operator 
on the left-hand side of the equation. The resultant ex
pression for the perturbed scattered field appears as a 
linear functional on v1 (x) . 

The form of the scattered field for the linearized sys
tem can be directly obtained using the Gateaux deriva
tive of g(ki , kS;v) at vo' Retaining only the first two 
terms in the Taylor expansion about vo' one obtains 

(20) 

If the difference between the measured scattered field 
amplitude and the computed value corresponding to the 
unperturbed value of v is set equal to b(ki, kS), 1. e. , 

b(ki ,kS) =g'(ki ,ks;v*) - g(ki ,ks;vo) (21) 

and oV1 in Eq. (20) is replaced by 11 - vo' yielding 

g(ki, kS;v) = g(ki ,ks;vo) + f DG(ki, kS;vo)(v - vo)dy, 

the nonlinear functional j(v) corresponding to Eq. (7) has 
the following form for the linearized system: 

j(v) =t W(kLk~) 
r" 1 

2 

X I J D G(kj, k1;vo)(V - vo)dy - b(kL k1) I· (22) 

A similar result holds for the linear version of Eq. (8), 
namely 

j(v) = IKiZJKS I W(ki , kS
) I IDG (kl , kS;vo)(v - /'o)dy 

-b(k i , ks }j2dD1a!($. (23) 

It can be shown that these expressions for j(v) are 
convex functions on the set 5, Le., if 1\,V2<"=:S and 
Vi '" v2 , then 

(~) i() i() 1 2 ,,:; if Vi + 21112 . 
This fact produces the following result.4 

Theorem: The sequences {v,.} generated by the condi
tional gradient iteration process for the functional 1(v) 
given by Eq. (22) and (23) has the property 

lim j(v) = min (v). 
n-oo VES 

The stronger result is obtained for the linearized ver
sion sincej(v) is convex. 
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Another approach to the linearized version when a fi
nite number of discrete measurements are made, is to 
note that the nonlinear functional given by Eq. (22) has a 
minimum when 

IDG(k:,kt;vo)(v - vo)dy= b(k:,kr), 1 =1,2, ... ,N. 

Combined with these N linear functional equations is 
the constraint 

![bas- I v(x) I ~ u . 

The system can be transformed into a system of lin
ear functional equations with positive constraints. Such 
a system has been treated by Sabatier8 •9 who discre
tized it by breaking the region D into cubes and hence 
reduced it to a linear algebraic system which could be 
solved by the simplex method. It was shown that the 
maximum "useful" numbers of subdivisions that could 
be employed was related to the errors in measure
ments, etc. 

BORN APPROXIMATION 

An important application of the linearized version 
occurs when the frequency is sufficiently low or else 
the scattering medium is sufficiently transparent so 
that the Born approximation (the retention of the lead
ing term only in the Neumann Series solution) may be 
used for the direct scattering problem. Here, as point
ed out earlier, one can employ the real Hilbert space of 
square integral functions on D, thus the continuity con
dition on l'(X) may be relaxed, and !'(x) is required only 
to belong to L 2 (D). Thus the factor I) (y) will be sup
pressed. 

Since the Born approximation corresponds to the lin
earized version with 1'0"0' and 

K(k i ,ks;l'o) '" 0, 

G(ki , kS;v o) = :: exp[i(ki - kS
)' x], 

it follows that the linearized versionof the nonlinear 
function /(1') given by Eq. (23) has the form 

/(v) = J'. jW(ki,ks)lr,v-l(ki,ks;1'*)12dSiiU[?S, (24) 
. K'6JKS' J 

where 

k2~ . Cj h = 4- exp[i(k' - k')' Y ]h(y)dy, 
'Ii D 

(25) 

If the actual material properties of the scatterer is de
noted by l'*(X), then the measured scattered far field 
amplitude in the Born approximation has the form 

(26) 

where the error term is a linear combination of errors 
due to measurements, plus the error in using the Born 
approximation (the contribution of the remaining terms 
in the Neumann series). 

The special case where the measurements are made 
at all directions of incidence and scattering will be con
Sidered At the same time the weighting factor will be 
specified as follows: 

W(ki kS) 1 (jk112 _ki. kS)'/2 , = Tr 3 23 / 2 (27) 
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To simplify analysis, set 

k(x, y) = (:: Yff exp[i(ki - kS
)' (x - y)]W(k i ,ks)dnllinS

, 

(28) 

where W is given by Eq. (27) and the integrals are over 
the unit spheres, and let T be the linear operator on L; 

presc ribed as follows: 

(II = I~ I?(x, y)h(y)dy. 

If one then sets 

w(x) =Re :: //exp[ - i(ki - kS
)' x]l(ki ,ks ;l'*) 

X W(k i ,ks Jan; ans , (29) 

it can be shown that expression (24) reduces to 

f(1'l=(1',ld-2(r,w)+f~, (30) 

where.t~=JfvV(ki,ks)','{'(ki,ks;I'*)12dn!anS and (, ) is 
the inner product associated with the real Hilbert space 
L2(L;). 

For further analysis the properties of the operator l 
have to be obtained. In expression (28) change the vari
ables of integration from the spherical angular vari
ables (8 i , cpi) and (CiS, qr) to the spherical polar vari
ables (p, f!P, cpP) and (q, tJ<1, cp.) by the relation 

ki -k' =2q, 

k i +k' =2p, 

where q, p are the vectors of length q, p and directions 
given by (e., cpo) and (f!P,cpP) respectively. It then can 
be shown that 

k(x,y) =:;111 exp[i2q' (x-y)]q2 an·(f,/, 

=::'Ifff exp[i2q' (x-y)]mk -q)dq (31) 

where H(x) is the Heaviside step function. It is obvious 
that k(x, y) is a real symmetric kernel. 

Since it follows that 

(cp, T cp) = :~lffJlfD exp(i2q' x)cp(xldX!2 

xH(J,' - ,,)lIq, 

it is seen that f is a nonnegative operator. Since 
1 (q) = JDexp(2iq 'x)<p(x)/tx is an analytic function in each 
of the components of the vector q, it follows that: (q) 
cannot vanish identically on the ball i q! ,," unless 
<p(x)=O, a.e. Thus it is seen that T-' exists, but the 
range space of T is not closed. 

The well-known results of Kantorovich1o may be 
used. If w(x) is in the range space of the operator T, 
then the steepest descent iteration process applied to 
the functional of Eq. (3) in the real Hilbert space yields 
a minimizing sequence 

where 1" is the solution of 

(32) 
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Note that the results in the previous section using the 
conditional-gradient method in the Banach space Co (JJ) 

apply to this and will yield the same result. If one 
works with Eq. (31) directly rather than the functional 
(30), other iterative processes may be used. " 

From Eq. (26), (28), and (29) it is seen that 

w(x) = [1'* + w' , 

where w' is the contribution due to the various sources 
of errorS. Thus if the error term is in the range space 
of T, i. e., w' = T Ev ' then Eq. (32) has the solution 

and hence one can determine 1'* apart from the errors. 

It is of interest to compare this result with the the
oretical limit that can be obtained by side band hologra
phy. It is shown by Wole that the combined measure
ments of holography (taking all directions of inci
dence) yield the quantity] n*H (k - i ~ i ), whel '.' H is the 
"-inaviside step function, and] 1'* is the Fourier trans
form 

]1'*=fDexp(i~ "x)l'*(x)dx. 

From Eq. (31) it is seen that this is just the Fourier 
transform of T 1'*. Here the results derived above indi
cate that the processing of data will yield better 
resolution. 

COMMENTS 

The nonlinear inverse scattering approach considered 
here has the advantage in that it is capable of utilizing 
incomplete and diverse scattered data, is stable with 
regard to errors, and includes many Simplified models 
(e. q., Born approximation) as special cases. 

It would be useful to investigate the discretized ver
sion of the nonlinear approach given here, as well as 
the optimum choice of the weighting factors. In addi
tion it would be of interest to extend the analysis to 
obstacle scattering (as characterized by the Dirichlet 
or Neumann boundary condition on a closed surface) as 
well as the corresponding vector problems. In some 
cases, it may be better to formulate the problem in the 
time domain as opposed to the frequency domain given 
here. 

APPENDIX A 

If lK is the integral operator such that 

lK= ,,2 jexP(ikIX-YI) u( )d 
4r, D ix-yi y y, 

then when I' = 1\ (x) (- Co (lJ), Eq. (14) can be expressed in 
the form 

Il, = Il
i + lK'l1', 11" 

where IIi = exp(iki • x) and Il, is short-hand notation for 
the solution 1I, = It(ki , 1\). It can then be shown that 

(AI) 

Since the operator iJ1\lK is the complex conjugate of the 
adjoint operator of lKf]I'l' it follows that Eq. (AI) can be 
inverted to give 
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and 

Iv exp( - ik' . X)(V1U1 - V2U2)1)dx 

= ID exp (- ikS • x) (I - 1jv1lK) - 11/ (t\ - 1'2)I~ax 

=f~ll(1'1-V2)U2(I -lKrjv1)-lexp(-iks 'x)dx 

= )~r) (VI - V2 )UZU( - k', v , )dx. 

It thus follows that 

APPENDIX B 

Using the notation of Appendix A, it follows from 
Leis1 that, for /!cS, 

From the relation 

II (J -lK'il-) - 1 - (J -lK1)I'2)"11 

~ I/lKl/c2
(V1)/J1'1 - 1'211 

- [1 - C(I'I)l/lKlll/l'l - ['211 J 

it follows that (J -lK7)v) - 1 is a continuous function of 1J. 

Let 

5' == {1' /1' C 5; /I equicontinuous} 

then 5' is a bounded conditionally compact subset of 5. 
It follows that, for 11'=,5' I the inverse operator is uni
formly bounded 

II (J -lK1)I·,)"11 < 1\,1. 

Hence, for L' c5', one has 

Ilu(ki , I'lll < M 

and from the relation 

111 - liz == (I -lKl)1.',) - l(lK1))(I'I- 1J2)U2 

that 

1111, - IIzll ~ ,\1zlllKll 11n, - /1zll· 

From Eq. (12') it can be shown that for I'll 1'2 f' S' 

IIG(ki ,kS
, 1'1) - G(ki ,kS

, 1'2) 1I 

" 4
1
?2 [111t( - k S

, 1'r)llllu(ki , VI) - u(k i , 1'2)11 

" 
+ 111t(k i , 1!2)11 I/u( - kS

, 1'1) - u( - k', v2)/I J 

}?z 

'" -4 J1 3 11lKllllt'r - "zll. r, 

From expressions (9), (10), and (12) it can be shown 
that, for /!1'1'2 in the set 5', there exists a constant Ll 
such that 

II F(y, /'1) - F(y, 1'2>11, Ll 111!1 - 1'2 11, 

from which follows the Lifschitz condition 

IlJ'v, -j'v2 11 ,; Lllvl -1'2 11 

for some appropriate constant L. 

Notc addcd in proof Stronger results can be obtained 
by adding the term AI D(I' - l'o)2dx to the nonlinear func
tional/(I'), The conditional-gradient process would then 
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yield only stationary solutions in a neighborhood of vo, 
an initial estimate. 
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We study results on a class of completely integrable systems. for instance, with Hamiltonian 
H(x,y)=(1/2)0?~tYf +0 i<j(Xi -Yj)-2 +a0?~lxf, 

using quotient manifolds induced oy symplectic group actions, which enables us to integrate the systems 
and understand their complete integrability. In addition, we give a natural interpretation for the scattering 
maps associated with these systems. 

1. INTRODUCTION 

In this short note we explain the results of "Some 
finite dimensional integrable systems and their scatter
ing behavior, >Il by the author, and of Refs. 2- 4, in 
terms of the abstract machinery set up in the paper of 
Kazhdan, Kostant, and Sternberg, entitled "Hamiltonian 
group actions and dynamical systems of Calogero 
type,,,5 which explains systems first discovered by 
Calogero and Marchioro, 6 and first discussed by 
Moser, 1. 

Briefly, the systems to be discussed have the proper
ty that their equations of motion can be expressed as 
matrix differential equations which can be easily inte
grated, and moreover, the integration process is seen 
to occur naturally in a space of much higher dimension
ality than the systems in question. The systems to be 
studied are thus interpreted as quotient systems of the 
much larger systems, where the quotienting out process 
is performed by a symplectic action of a group. 

The process of quotienting out in mechanics, such as 
using center of mass coordinates, i. e., ignoring the 
position of the center mass, is indeed a common prac
tice. We point out that usually quotienting out, or ignor
ing certain data, is a way of ignoring the symmetries, 
or integrals of the system, so as to arrive at some 
basic equations to study. Here the quotienting out does 
not really involve the integrals, but enables us to pass 
to the ultimate system to be studied. The integrals are 
in fact generated in a much more trivial way, for in
stance through the use of natural Lagrangian submani
folds and simple canonical maps, which of course makes 
use of the quotient structure. In addition, the so-called 
scattering maps of these systems have a natural inter
pretation in this context. 

A special case of this symplectic quotienting out pro
cess is the coadjoint orbit construction of Kirillov 
- Kostant (see Ref. 8). This construction is relevant in 
the n-dimensional Euler spinning top problem of Arnold, 
as was observed by Dikii in Ref. 9. In addition, the 
Toda systems and their generalizations, as well as the 
Korteweg- deVries equation and its generalizations 
have orbit symplectic structures for their relevant 
phase spaces. We refer the reader to Kostant,10 Mum-

Rlsponsored by the United States Army under Contract No. 
DAAG29-75-C-0024 and the National Science Foundation 
under Grant No. MCS75-17385 AOL 

ford and Moerbeke, 11 and the author12 for the former 
case, and Ref. 12 for the later case. 

In the first section we merely summarize the abstract 
machinery of Ref 0 5 of use in the discussion, referring 
the reader to Ref. 5 and 13, and the paper of Marsden 
and Weinstein, 8 for a fuller discussion. We then discuss 
the results of Ref. 1, which entails referring to Ref. 1 
frequently. Finally in Sec. 7, we discuss the results of 
Olshanetsky and Perelomov, 2.3 in the above quotielt 
framework. 

2. THE SYMPLECTIC STRUCTURES 
We summarize and briefly discuss the necessary ab

stract machinery needed to discuss Ref. 1. Let (1\11, w, G) 
be a triple, with 1\11 an (exact) symplectic manifold with 
nondegenerate closed 2-form w = dT, and G a Lie group, 
with elements g, which acts on ,'VI with an exact symp
lectic action. If L is the Lie algebra of G, with elements 
denoted by g; then the action oCG associates with each 
g the Hamiltonian vector field <~, and the Hamiltonian 
function It( ) = - T(k)( ), yields a Lie homomorphism, 
i. e. , 

(2.1) 

where { , } is just the usual Poisson bracket, i. e., if 

XjJw=df, thenX j (1)=W(XI ,XI )={jl'.t~}. (2.2) 
2 1 2 

We define the moment map of Souriau, 

q, :jI-'1- L *, by <p(m)(K) =!g(m) , (2.3) 

with L* the dual of L. The group G acts on itself by con
j ugation, hence on L by the linearization of conj ugation, 
Ad, and on L * by (Ad)*; and its easy to see that (2.1) is 
just the infinitesmal, and hence equivalent version of the 
relation of equivariance, 

(2.4) 

We then form the orbit of 0' co: L * under (Ad)*, 8", and 
assume V=q,-1(8,,) is a manifold. It is easy to see V is 
a cOisotropic manifold, i.e., (TV)Lc (TV), for all 
XE: V, with 1 denoting perpendicularity with respect to 
w, and we can thus form S = V /[leaves of the foilation 
induced by (TV)L], taking S to be connected and assum
ing it to be a manifold. Then as a direct consequence 
of (2.4), it's not hard to see that S is a covering space 
of e~ as follows: 

(2.5) 
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where /GO!. means we identify elements x,yE M if they 
lie on the same G", orbit, with Ga the isotroPY group of 
a, i. e., the connected subgroup of G which fixes (l by 
its action on lVJ. Incidentally, this shows S is a mani
fold precisely if e: is one. By the coisotropy of V, and 
the transitivity of G on the fibers ea,w induces a 
symplectic structure on e:, wa (i. e., we shall tacitly 
assume WO!. is nondegenerate), where { , }- { , }O!. is a 
homomorphism. The structure (e:, we,), G shall be our 
arena of activity. 

We note that by (2.1) and (2.2), functions in 1VL which 
are G invariant induce Hamiltonian flows on M which 
pointwise fix the image of !vi under <1>, and hence they 
induce Hamiltonian flows on e:. In addition, such func
tions, if they are in involution with respect to { , } on 
iVl, are, via the homomorphism W - wa ' automatically 
in involution in 8:, thought of, by their G invariance, 
as functions on 8:. This ends our discussion of quotient 
structures. 

In preparation, we discuss some ,"vI's which shall 
come up in the examples. 

Let F be the linear manifold of n x n matrices with 
complex coefficients, and T* F == <I> be the cotangent bun
dle of F, where we shall identify T* F - F x F via the 
bilinear (X, y) == tr (XY). Then the complex symplectic 
2-form w, naturally associated with T* F is 

W ==2]dX jj /\ dYjj == (dX, dy), 

or alternately, we write Hamilton's equations, with 
Hamiltonian lJ==H(X, V), as 

X ==Hy , Y ==Hx (2.6) 

where [H x Ji} == aH/axjp etc. If we restrict w to 

M1==T*L =={(X,Y)IX==X*,Y==Y*}, (2.7) 

where * denotes taking the Hermitian adjoint, 1. e. , L 
is just the self-adjoint matrices [which we shall identify 
with the Lie algebra of the unitary group G == U(n, C)], 
w yields a real symplectic structure, with Hamilton's 
equations remaining as given in (2.6), where it is under
stood that H is real. 

It is interesting to map <1>- <I> via 

'IXI-\ X \_IZ1\ 7. Y XY -\Z2 ' (2.8) 

and one computes 

Hx ==H
Z1 

+ YHZ2 ' Hy ==H
Z2

X, 

Zl==X==Hp Z2==(XY)"==HyY-XHx ' 

Consequently, we may write Hamilton's equations in 
(Zu Z2) coordinates as 

(2.9) 

Let us now restrict 7 to T* U (n), i. e. , we identify 

M2 == T*U(n, C) 0:::: {(Zu Z2) \ ZlZi =I,Z: == Z2}, (2.10) 

and restrict 
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Note T is invertible, and of course we may just as well 
identify r 1(M2) with T*U(n). In that case, since by the 
pairing ( , ) ,X, Yare the usual dual coordinates of 
T*U(n}, (2.9) restricted to M2 precisely yields Hamil
ton's equations for the natural symplectic structure of 
T*U(n). We must however put in the factor i due to our 
identification of the Lie algebra of U(n) with self-adjoint 
matrices, or equivalently we may think of time as 
being purely imaginary in (2.9). We omit the necessary, 
but easy verification that (2.9) restricted to M2 auto
matically perserves M2 , which is sufficient to insure 
the restricted W is symplectic. 

3. EQUATIONS OF MOTION FOR THE SIMPLEST 
SYSTEM 

We now apply the discussion of Sec. 2. We shall let 
(M,w,G) of Sec. 2 be (MI' (dX,dY), U(n) of Sec. 2. 
Since 111. 1 = T* L -Lx L, L the Lie algebra of U(n), U(n) 
acts naturally on L via Ad, i. e., by conjugation, which 
extends to a Hamiltonian action on T*L: 

U: (X, y)- (UXU-I, UYU-l) , UE U(n), 

of which the linear version is 

i;: (X, y)- ([v,X], [V, yJ) E TMl(x.YJ' 

Hence, by (2.3), and the above 

<I> (X, Y)(V) == fu(X, Y) =([V,X], y) =([X, V], V), 
and so by the identification of L with L * through ( , ) 

6.",=<I>-l(O!)={(X, Y)\[X, Yl=O!}, (3.1) 

and we shall once and for all pick (!! such that 

[adJ~=i(l-oJk)' Le., (!! =i{v*:9v}, 

with vERn, v == (1,1,1 ... ,t)T Note that the isotropy 
subgroup G", == {UI U 0:: U-l == a}, and we shall define the 
effective reduced subgroup 

Go=={UI U(v)==v}, with Lie algebra Lo=={BIB(v)=O}. 
(3.2) 

In Ref. 5 it is shown by a simple linear algebra argu
ment that if [X, Y] == 11', we can always find a unique 
U E Go such that 

UXU- 1 = diag(x!' X2 , 0.' ,xn) =x, XI <XI.!' all i, 

[UYU-l Lk == ° JkY J + i(1 - 0Jk)(XJ - Xk )-1 =Y (3.3) 

and hence 8~ == <1>-1 (O!)/GO!. is effectively coordinatized by 
«x!'x2 ,··· ,xn), (yp ... ,y,l) == (x,y); and moreover it is 
shown in Ref. 5, by a local argument, that 

w-w",="tdXjl\dy j , i.e., (x,y) (3.4) 
101 

form a set of canonical coordinates. Hence in this case, 
e:, and thus S is a manifold (see Sec. 2), and w O!. is 
nondegenerate, and hence symplectic. 

We now wish to find functions on e:, and by the dis
cussion in Sec. 2, functions of the form 

H == H(X, Y) ==tr[P(X, Y)], (3.5) 

with P(· , .) a noncommuting polynomial in its arguments, 
will certainly do. If we take (3.5) as a Hamiltonian 
function on Mu then (2.6) yields for Hamilton's equa-
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tions, 

X == hi (X, y), Y = h2(x, y) (3.6) 

with hi (. , ,), i == 1 , 2, polynomials in their arguments, 
uniquely determined by pC, , ' ), As mentioned, 
H == tr[P(x, y)] automatically can be thought of as a 
func Hon on e~, in fact via 

h(x,y) =tr[P(X,y)1; (3.7) 

and we wish to determine the analog of (3.6) for the 
system on e~ with Hamiltonian (3.7), or to put it another 
way, we shall determine how (3.6) transforms in e~. 

So assume we are given initial data for Hamiltonian's 
equation with Hamiltonian hex, y) in e'"" which corre
sponds to (X(O), yeO)), which we may identify, and thus 
set equal to, (X(O), Y(O» in M l' Under the Hamiltonian 
hex, y), (x(O), y(O» - (x(t), y(t», and correspondingly 
under the Hamiltonian H(X, Y), (X(O), Y(O» - (X(t), Y(t». 
By the previous remarks, we must have 

X(t) = UX(t)U-l, yet) = Uy(t)U-l, U = U(t), (3.8) 

with U(t) EO: Go [see (3.2)1 uniquely defined, as the H(X, Y) 
flow in the big manifold M 1 descends to the h(x, y) flow in 
the little manifold e~ through quotienting out via Go. 
Define B(t) EO: L 0 [see (3.2) 1 by U= - UB, and so by (3.6) 
and (3.8), 

l = UoXU-1 = hi (X, Y) =Uh1 (x, y)U-1
, 

where ox=,;f -[B,x]; and so we have 

ox= h1(x, 51), oy=~(x, y). (3.9) 

As a consequence of Hamiltonian's equations on 8~, 
x = (ojClx)[h(x, y)], y = - (ojoy)[h(x, y)1, and thus we see 
how (3.6) is transformed in e~. Note that from the 
definitions of 0, (3.9), and B(V) ==0 [see (3.2)1, we can 
immediately compute thp. unexpected functional depen
dence, B(t) == B(x(t), y(t», since x is a diagonal matrix. 

We specialize to the case H =H,= tr[t(Y)], for which 
we compute [see (3.6)] h1(X, Y) =j'(Y), ~ =0, and thus 
conclude from (3.6) and (3.9), 

X=!'(Y), Y'=O, 

ox =/,(51), oy = o. 

(3. 10) 

(3.11) 

Since (3.10) is immediately solvable, we have in fact 
solved (3.11) by the use of (3.8). 

We also note that since the H ,os clearly are in involu
tion on Mt. being function only of Y, that by the homo
morphism w - w"" the h/ s, h, == tr[r(y)], are in involu
tion on e~, and in fact are generated by n independent 
functions h(j)=tr[(y)J], j=1,2, •.. ,n. Thus h~r(h·2) 
gives rise to a completely integrable Hamiltonian sys
tem. 

4. SCATTERING MAPS 

Upon inspection, one observes that the map 

y/:(X,Y)-(Y,X), Y/\6",:.o.",-.o._", [see (3.1)], (4.1) 

is a canonical map with multiplier - 1 in M 1> and hence 
so is its projection Y/ p in e~, since w - w" is a homo
morphism. This map, Y/ p , is precisely the scattering 
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map for system (3.11), withj(s)=h2
, which is dis

cussed in Ref. 1, Theorem 6, as was observed by J. 
Moser (in a personal communication). More preCisely, 
in the above case, (3.11) withj(s)=h2

, one shows the 
time evolution of the system is given by 

(x,y)=(qt+ P+O(rl),P+O(t"2», t-+ oa , 

with 
1)p: (x(O), y(O» - (q,p), 

Similarly one defines the 1T j 4 rotation map 

fj·(X Y)_2- 1 / 2(X+Y X-Y) Til '.0. -.0. (4.2) 
~ t " 60:· IX -~, 

which is easily seen to be canonical with multiplier - 1 
on M 1 (here one uses that X, Yare Hermitian), and the 
corresponding canonical projection, ~p on e~. If hex, \,) 
== ttr(? - X2) in (3.7), then the time evolution of the . 
system (3.9) is given by 

(x(t), y(t» == 2-1 / 2 x (q'eH + p±e±t, q±e±t _ pet!) + U (e- 21 ! I), 

with 

~p(x(O),y(O»= (q,p). 

This is shown in Ref. 1, Theorem 4. Moreover, as one 
easily checks 

Y/ = ii 0 p 0 fj -1, p: (X, Y) = (X, - Y), 

hence 

~p=~pOPpo~;!, 

and by (3,3), pp(x, y) = (x, - y). 

Note that we have shown, by the time reversibility of 
system (3.9), thatY/p:(q-,p-)-(q+,p+). These latter 
statements are shown in Ref. 1, Theorems 5 and 6. 

5. TWO EQUIVALENT SYSTEMS 

We now investigate the systems on \:l~ with Hamiton
ians respectively 

h1(x,y)= tr(f(x'Y)], 

h2(x, y) = tr{fWx + vj· LX - y])}. 

(5.1a) 

(5.1b) 

By the canonical map~ p of Sec. 4, it is only necessary 
to investigate case (a), and then via ~p, transpose the 
results to case (b). Also, via the transformation for
malism (3.8), and (3.6) f- (3. 9), it is only necessary to 
study the equations on the full manifold M 1> rather than 
the quotient manifold e~. The formalism says substitute 
o for a/at, and (x, V) for X, Y), which enables one to 
compute the generator B, and solve the equation on the 
big manifold, MH and via (3.8), to pass tothe solution 
on the quotient manifold e~o 

We thus need only study the system on 1\;1 1 with Hamil
tonian 

and we first show the H,. s are in involutiono Specifically, 
assume 

then, taking increments, 

oH(!) =tr{f{(XY)' [oX· Y +X· oY]} + 0(2), 
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where 0(2) means terms of at least second order; and 
we have 

(5.3) 

etc., for H(2). By (2.6) and (2.2), the Poisson bracket 
{, } of H(l"H(2) is given by [where (A, B) ==tr(AB)] 
{H(l), H(2)} ==(Hj/l, H~» - <nV" Hj[l), and thus substituting 
in (5. 3), we find 

{H(ll, H(2)} == (YjI,f;x) - (fIX, Yj;) 

= tr(fif~Y) - tr(jUpcy} = 0, 

where we have used (f~(XY),XY]=O, and so {H(lI,H(2)} 
=0, 

We have thus, through fj, shown the H/s, H2 =Hf 
= tr{t(t[X + Y]· [X - Y]), are in involution, and thus by 
the homomorphism w - w "" so are the {tr(f(xy) ]}' s 
{tr(f( t[x + y] • [x - y])]}'s, respectively; and so tr( ixy-), 
tr( t[x + y] . [x - yD, respectively give rise to completely 
integrable Hamiltonian systems on e~, as was observed 
proven in Ref. 1. This is, thus, the second and more 
pleasant proof of that fact. 

Now by (2. 6) and (5.3), Hamiltonian's equations of the 
system of (5. 2) are 

x = j'(XY) . X, Y = - Y!'(XY) (5.4) 

and since (XY)·=O as a consequence of (f'(XY),XY] =0, 
we immediately integrate (5.4) to obtain 

X = exp(j'(Xo Yo)l) . X o, Y = Yo . exp( - j'(Xo Yo)t), (5. 5) 

where the subscript 0 denotes evaluation at t = O. Thus 
by (3.9), the corresponding equations on e~ for the 
systems of (5. 1a) are 

ox=j'(xy)·x, Oy=-yt'(xy), (5.6) 

while (3.8) implies the time evolution of (5.6) is given 
by 

diag(x1O X2, .•. ,xn)(t) = U-lexp(j'(XoYo)t) . XoU, etc. (5. 7) 

The canonical map fj (5.4), implies the corresponding 
equations and time evolution for the system with Hamil
tonian H2 =tr(f(ilX + Y]· [X - Y])] are 

(X + Y)" = - j'{i[x + Y] . [X - y)). [X + Y], 

(X - Y)' = [X - Y] ·!'(t[X + Y]· [X - Y]), 

with 

{Mx + Y]. [X - y]}' =0, 

and 

(X + Y) = [exp - {tf'(~[Xo + Yo]· [Xo - Yo]}}]' [Xo + Yo], 

(5. Ba) 

(5.8b) 

where the changing of signs t - - t, comes about because 
~ is the canonical multiplier -1. We now use (3. B) and 
(3.9) to transpose (5.8) to e~, i. e., system (5. Ib), 
in particular concluding 

20x = [x,!'] - (f', yJ.. 20y = [y,!,] - (f', xL (5.9) 

where [A,BJ.=AB+BA, j'=j'(i[x+y]·[x-y]). Note the 
SimpliCity of (5,8) and (5.9), when j(8) = 8. We could 
equally well study the systems gotten by "stretching" 
X -fJ. 'X, in (5.1) and (5,2), which tend to have compact 
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behavior and thus give rise to periodic solutions for fJ. 
purely imaginary, see Ref. 1, in fact for j(8)=8, 
fJ. = 1=1, all solutions are periodic with one and the 
same nonprimitive period. 

Note that our studying the case H = tr[j(XY)], 
h = tr(f(xy)], makes it unnecessary to study the (Suther
land) case where our manifold is 

T*U(n, C) ~{(U,R) IUU* =1, R =R*}, 

and our Hamiltonian is H(U,R} =Hf ==tr(f(R)], with 
Hamilton's equations given by (2.9), (U, R) = (Zit Z2); 
fo r afte r the change t - it, we would get the same fo rmal 
results as (5.4)- (5.7), including the involution state
ment, via the map T, (2.8), where we identify (X, XY) 
=(Z1OZ2) with (U,R). We note that the condition 
(X, Y) E .:la' namely [X, Y] ==a is transformed into 
[U,U-lR]=a, Le., R-c.rIRU=a. 

6. YET ANOTHER SYSTEM ON e~ 

We now discuss the system of Sec, 6 of Ref. 1. 

One may either regard the Hamiltonian of this system 
on e~ as 

(6.1) 

or 

(6.2) 

as hl1 h2 differ by a constant. Of course in the full mani
fold the corresponding Hamiltonians, 

HI ==h[i(Xy)2 + X], 

H2 ==tr[i(Xy2X} +X], 

(6.3) 

(6.4) 

are far from identical. Although it is shown in Ref. 1 
that (6.1) and (6.2) are completely integrable systems, 
we shall not show that (6.3) and (6.4) are completely 
integrable systems, in fact we have not been able to do 
this. 

We shall study both (6.3) and (6.4) and then relate 
them in case the associated differential equations on 
e~ have the same initial data. Since the calculations are 
so similar to those of Sec. 5, we just give the results. 
For Simplicity we set XY = Z. Then with the Hamilton
ian of (6. 3) we calculate, from (2.6), . . 

X==ZX, Z=-X, 

and since [X, Y] = a, (YX)· = - X, we have i(XY2X) + X 
= e10 e l a constant, and thus we arrive at, again using 
[X,Y]=a, 

(6.5) 

Letting Z = - 2ailal1 we find cil = iale l - tala, hence we 
have 

(6.6) 

CI=Dl(X,y)=~. 0, 1 I Jatt=o. (6.7) 
Lt{Xy2X) + 2X, - 0:/2 

For the Hamiltonian of (6.4), we find 

Z - [iYX,Z]=-X, X - [iYX,x]=i(XZ +ZX), 
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which motivates us to define the derivation 5, 

5(')= ~(.)- [tYX, .], 

and thus we have from the above, 

5Z = -X, 5X = t(XZ + ZX). (6.8) 

Clearly, if U(O) =1, iT = - U(tYX), we have the following 
rule of transformations for matrices A =A(t) : If 
A", UAU-I, then (d/ dt)} A = U5}AU-l. From (6.8) we con
clude, using that 5 is a derivation, 

5(tZ 2 +X)=0, 5(tZ2 -5Z)=:0; 

hence by our rule of transformation, 

ti2 - i = e2, e2 a constant; 

and thus letting i =: - 2a;lti2' we find 

1. e. , 

C2 =D2(X,Y)=[ 0, I] att=O. 
i(Xy)2 + tx, ° 

(6.9) 

(6.10) 

We now consider the case where the X(O) of both sys
tems are the same in e~, and moreover x1(0) > 0. Then 
since both Eqs. (6. 3) and (6.4) are the same as seen in 
a~, they both must have the same long term behavior 
of X as is projected down into 8~. In Ref. 1, Sec. 6, it 
is shown that system (6.3) and (6.4) have the following 
long term "scattering" behavior, 

(logx, xy) = (±xt + f3' + 0«(1), ±A + 0«(2», t - ± 00, 

where logx =(logxl> ... ,logxn), xy = (X1Yll ••••• ,xnYn)' By 
arguments in that same section, it's clear that the spec
trum of ClI or alternately C2 , precisely carry the data 
A, and hence we must have 

D 1(X, Y) - D2 (X, Y), 

where - denotes spectral equivalence. By (6.7), (6.10), 
and (3.8), this implies 

(6.11) 

Moreover it follows from (6.5) and (6.9) that D1(X, y), 
D 2 (X, Y) are isospectral matrices of the differential 
equations (6.3 and (6.4) respectively, and so in parti
cular Dt(.x,Y), D2(x,Y) are for the (6.1) and (6.2) flow; 
and thus we arrive at 

This yields the scattering behavior of system (6.1) and 
(6.2) as discussed in Corollaries 11.2, 11. 3, of Ref. 1, 
which essentially maintains that the system scatters as 
if it is completely decoupled, and is just constrained to 
maintain a fixed order on the line. 

7. THE GENERALIZATIONS OF OLSHANETSKY 
AND PERELOMOV 

We now apply the considerations of Sec. 2, and Ref. 
5, to generalizations of the Calogero- Moser systems 
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in the context of complex semisimple Lie algebras as 
considered by Olshanetsky and Perelomov. 2,3 We shall 
recover their results along the way. They actually work 
in the setting of real Lie algebras, but the natural set
ting for a full analysis is the complex Lie algebras and 
their real conpact decompositions. We remark that we 
shall make seemingly stronger hypotheses than they do. 
As this section is in effect an abstraction of the work of 
the previous sections, we shall tend to sketch arguments 
in order to avoid unnecessary redundancy. We first need 
to enumerate some well-known facts about Lie algebras 
which we mention without proof (see Ref. 14). 

Let L be a semisimple Lie algebra over C, the com
plex numbers, with connected Lie group G and with 
(nondegenerate) Killing form (X, Y)=tr(adXadY). Note 
(., .) has the following important properties (where 
[', .] denotes the Lie bracket): 

(X, [Y, Z])=(Y[Z,X])=(Z,[X, Y]), 

(Ad~, Ad,Y) = QI., Y), gE G, 
(7. 1) 

-
Let h be a Cartan subalgebra of L, with t;: the corre-
sponding set of nonzero roots, and A the subset of 
roots which are positiv,g wi!h respect to some ordering, 
Pick root vectors E~cL8, L8 a root subspace corre
sponding to the root f3 E h*, having the following proper
ties: 

lEo, E_.] = H(8) E h, (H(8), H(~» = 1, 
" " (7.2) 

[H,E~]=(i3(H»'Ea=HB'EB' forallHEh. 

Let L C [ denote the compact R-linear subspace 

L = z: R· (iH(B» + ~ R· (Ea - E.8) + 'L R· (i(E8 +E_
8
»; 

BE4 aE4 BE4 
(7.3) 

and thus we have the R-linear direct sum 
[ = L + (iL), and moreover [L, L ] C L . (7.4) 

Let G denote the connected Lie group with Lie algebra 

L· 
From (7.2), we have (." )ILxL ~R and by the nonde

gene racy of <." ), (. " ) restricted to L xL, (iL )x (iL ), 
respectively, is nondegenerate (and real). This allows 
us to identify T*(iO~(iOx(iO=M3' From (7.4), G 
acts on (iL) via the adjoint action, which one extends 
symplectically to T*(iL). Hence for the triple (M, w, G), 

of Sec. 2 we take WL)x(iL), d(X,dY),G), where we 
take (X, Y) as running coordinates on 1YI3 = (i L) 
x (i [). As in Sec. 3 we compute the associated mo
ment map, using (7.1), <I> (X, Y)(k) = ([X, Y], g); hence 
by the nondegeneracy of (." )IL< L <I>-1(Q') =: {(X, YJ I [X, Y] 
=Q'},Q'EL· 

We now pick a very special ct, Q' =LeE4ce(Ea-E.B)' 
CB*O, real, f3EA, satisfying: 

Property A: Let G Ct be the connected isotropy group 
of Q' with Lie algebra L Ct' which we assume is specified 
by a relation of the form 

L,,={i!P~ +L(I -Ph)g =0, XEC,}, 
where P h :[ -[ is specified by Ph(~fIfB+ ~lBEB)~~frfIe 
[see (7.3) and (7.4)] 1 is the identity operator in L, and 
L is some linear map; moreover, if [X, Y] = Q, then 
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there exists gE Go such that Ad,K=XE h (which shall 
imply x is regular). The only freedom in the element g 
is that we may specify which Weyl chamber x is contain
ed in, and we shall always take it to be the positive 
Weyl chamber with respect to the ordering, h'; and then 
only a finite number of choices remain for g. 

Using Property A of (11, we can easily compute e~ 
=~-1(a)jG". For if (X,Y1=a, we pickgEGQ such that 
Ad,K=x, hence AdgY==Y+LaEtoC~;I(Ea+E_a)=Y, YEh. 
Note automatically f3(X) == xa * 0, f3 E~, hence x is regu
lar. We shall specify g uniquely by requiring xa> 0, 
i3 E A. We now pick an orthonormal basis of h, with 
respect to (', .), fflbHz, •. • H n}, and define x=Ll=jxjH i , 

y == LttYiHj. From the previous remarks it follows that 
we may take (xl, ••• ,xm Yt. ... ,Yn) = (x, y) as coordinates 
on e~, noting that they are constrained by the open rela
tions X8> 0, {:3E A, to lie in the positive Weyl chamber. 

We claim that the symplectic structure induced on 
e~ is W -w",==Li=1dx;!ldYj' For if PhX==-LXjHO PhY 
= L:YiHi , W ==- (dX, dY) ==- LdX; fldY; + {(l- TE X, (1- Ph) Y 
terms}; hence if we show forX. ==x+ET, TE (l-PhHi[), 
that [X" ~]=a implies Ad.r.X, ==-x-+e(E2)E h+, go==e, 
gE Go, we will have proven our (local) assertion up to 
"second order," which is sufficient (see the argument 
given in Ref. 5). First by the regularity of x (and im
plicitly the uniqueness of g), it is easy to see- in fact 
by sharpening the argument to be given- that g is • smooth in E. Let g, ==- e + tV + e(E2), with the notation 
having the obviOUS meaning. As we must have 
AdK(X+ET)=~\'"+Exl+e(E2kh, for all Esmall, it follows, 
upon expanding the left side of the equation in E, th;).t 
[V,x]+T=xtEh; butxEh implies [V,xlE (l-P h)L, hence 
P h(l V, x] + T) == 0. Thus Xl = 0, as was to be shown. 

For Hamiltonians on 1'1'13 which induce Hamiltonians on 
a~, we pick the G invariant functions H=H(X, Y) 
== tr[P(adX, adY)], with P a noncommuting polynomial of 
its arguments. As is usual, we define the gradient of 
HE C1 (M3) as follows: I5H=(oX,Hx ) + (Hy , 01'), Hx , 

Hy E (iL). This uniquely specifies Hx , H y . Note the ad
joint invariance of H, hence of oH [and the adjoint in
variance of (".) in (7.1»), implies 

Ad~x(X, Y)=Hx(Ad,K,Adcy)' (7,5) 

similarly for H y • In particular if H = (a/2)(X, X) 
+ (b!2)X (Y, 1'), Hx=aK, Hy=:obY. By the form of 
W =(dX, d1'), Hamilton's equation on 1'1'13 for the Hamil
tonian Hare 

(7.6) 

which upon using Ad,,\'"=X, Adgy=Yand (7.5), are easi
ly seen, as in Sec. 3, to transform on e~ to the equa
tions 

ox=Hy(x,y), l5y=-HxCi,y), 

with 

(7.7) 

where L,: g1 f-- ggl' Of course we have as usual on e~, 

5 = ah(x, y) ~ __ 3!!:. 
dt dYi' dt - ax;' i=I, .•. n, 

h = hex, y) =H(x, y), 
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Since x E h is regular, (7.7) implies [B, x] 
== (1- Ph) Hy(x, y); and thus determines (1- Ph)B, and hence 
B, since BEL 01' as a function of t through B =B(x, y). 

Since automatically the HU ) = (1!2j)tr(ady)2J, 
) = 1, ... ,n, are in involution on M 3' so are the h (j) 
== (1/2j)tr(ady)2 J, j = 1, ... ,n, on e~; and hence they give 
rise to a completely integral system on e~. The corre
sponding Hamiltonian differential equations are (where 
the subscript 0 shall denote initial conditions), X 
::::HV)(Y), Y=O, hence X(t)=HjI)(Ya)· t+Xa, Y(t)=Yo on 
Ms. Therefore, on e~ we have 1)x=H~(Y), 1)y=O, hence 
x(t)=Ad l(t)([Hi/)(Yo)]t+xo), y(t)=Ad -1Yo , 
o . = (d, {dt) - [B j , .], for an appropriaie g(t). In particu
lar for j =1, H(l (Y) = Y, and thus the above implies 

ox=y, oy=O, hence o(x-ty)=O; (7.8) 
which in particular implies (1-Ph)Bl==-LaEtoX!i2Ca 
X(Ea-E_a), It is easy to show (see Ref. 1), that 

(x(t), y(t» I- (qt + P + e(fl),p + ,3(t-2», t - 00; (7.9) 

and that as a consequence of (7.8) and (7.9) the canoni
cal map (x,y) t-(q,p) is just the projection of the canon
ical map TJ: (X, y);..- (Y,X) onto e~ (se Sec. 4 of Ref. 1). 
Note that from (7.2) hIll = i (y, y> = ~L~=1Y~ 
+ LaE to c~xa-2, which is just the Calogero- Moser poten
tial of Olshanetsky and Perelomov. We remark that the 
proof of complete integrability given here is the only 
algebraic proof we know of, i. e., the only one that 
doesn't depend on the scattering map . 

If we let H=~«(Y, 1') -a2(X,X», then Hamilton's 
equations on 1\113 are X = Y, Y = a2X; which transform to 
the equations i'LY"=.v, <5y=a2~\,", on e~, with the appropri
ate o(')=(d'!dt)-[B, .J. Since 6x=y, B=B(x,y) 
=B1(x,y), the Bl going with the Hamiltonian hIt). Note 
the Hamiltonian function on e~ is he!) - (a2!2)L7=tx~. 
Since on M 3, 2X(t) = (XO + a-I Yo)e ta + (Xo _ a- t Y )e- t. 
-( ) [- Q , 

2x t =Adg_t (xo + a-IYo)e ta + (xo - a-1.Vo)e- ta ], g= - (L,)*B, 
etc., for YU). 

The scattering maps for this system are discussed 
precisely as in Sec. 4 using the maps 1) and~. the 
crucial tool being <5 [(y ± ax)e'" tJ = 0, (see Ref. 1). The 
preceding equation also implies tr[ad(y + ax) 
. ad(y - ax)]", v= 1, ... , n, are integrals for the above 
system. If we let a =ib, b real, in the above equations, 
we get a periodic system with period 27T/b. 

We now consider the Sutherland type systems. Name
ly, let us identify, with the usual symplectic structure, 
T*G 2!G x (iL) =M4 , via the (nondegenerate) inner pro
duct - i(., ')'(;[)x(L), where M4 has the running coordin
ates (Q, R). The group G acts on itself by conjugation 
which extends naturally to a symplectic action on 
T*G ~M4' via g:(Q,R)I-(gQg-t,adc_1R); and thus we 
have for the triple of Sec. 2, (M, w, G) = (G x (iL) 
d(i(R, Q-1dQ», G) (see Ref. 2). Note that the line~riZed 
version of this group action about (e, R) is just the 
previous group action. The discussion we give here is 
towards a different purpose than the one in Sec. 2, and 
of necessity proceeds differently, although the formulas 
are of course related. Since iWj(0.R)=-(dR,Q-1dQ) 

+ (R, Q-ldQ II Q- 1dQ), if (1]1> (3 1)' (1]2' (32) are elements of 
T(T*G)'(O,R)2!L + (iO=[, we have 

iW«7}l> (31), (7}2' (32))' (0,111 =(R, [1]1> 1]2]) + «{32' 7}1) - (f317 7}2»' 

(7.10) 
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Given H =H(Q, R} E C 1(M 4 ), we define the gradient of 
H in the ususal way (which is slightly different from the 
way of Sec. 2), 

ioH=(oR,HR)+(HQ,Q-1oQ), HREL, HQE(i[}; (7.11) 

and from the definition w(XH , Y) '" Y(H), one finds 

X H = (LQ)*HRa Q + ([R, HR] - HQ)a~ (7.12) 

and thus we have the Poisson bracket {-, .}, 

{F(l) F(Z)}-w(X (ll X (ll)=i(R [F~) F(ll]) 
, - F'F 'R,R (7.13) 

+ i«Fg), F12) - (Fgl, F1l1». 
Note that if H =H(R) is an adjoint invariant function, 
then if get) = e + gt + e(t2), 0 = (d/ dt)(iH(Ad~» 
=([g,R),HR)=(R,[HR,lD, for allgEL, hence by (7.13) 
all adjoint invariant functions of R are in involution. 

As is easily computed (see Ref. 5), the moment map 
for our action is given by cf>(Q,R)=AdoR -R [note 
cf>(Q,R} E (iL). We now pick an ex =L.-aEJca(Ee - E_a), 
ce*O, real, i3 E~, satisfying: 

Property B: Let L Oi be specified by a relation of the 
form given in Property A, such that if AdQR - R = ex, 
then there exists a gE Go such that gQg-l '= exp(2iq), q E h 
(which shall imply q is regular). The only freedom in g 
is that we may specify which Weyl chamber q is con
tained in, and we shall always take it to be in the posi
tive Weyl chamber, h+, with respect to the ordering, 
and then only a finite number of choices remain for g. 

As usual we compute e~=<p-l(ex)/G",. If AdoR -R = ex, 
by Property B there is a gE Go, such that gQg-l "'exp 
'" exp2iq, q E h. If we apply Ad .. to the equation ActoR - R 
=ex, we have Ad{gQ..-l)(AdcR)- (Ad .. R)=a; and so upon 
making use of the identity Act.XPHE" =eH". E", HEh, 
Which is a consequence of (7.2), we conclude. 

" . (e-iaIlEB + eiii BE_a)_-
Ad R=p+ueEllzCB =r, PF h. 

q (eiiia - e-llie) 

Note that automatically qa * nJr, n E Z, {3 E ~, and thus in 
particular q is regular; and by property B, we may also 
assume qe> 0, i3E~. If now {Hp . .. ,Hn} is an ortho
normal basis of h, let q =L~.lqIHj' P =l..~=J;IHi' then 
from the previous remarks we may take (q l' ... , qn, 
Pu ' .. ,Pn) = (q,p) as coordinates on e~, subject to the 
openrelationsqa>O, qa*n 1i , nEZ, {3E~. 

The symplectic structure w - w" = 26~aqll\ dP I • To 
establish this (local) fact, it is sufficient to s how that 
at the point (Q"R.) = (exp(2iq+ET), R.), qE h, PhT=O, 
cf> (Q"R.) = ex, the (R, [1)1' lhl) piece in (7.10) is really 
"second order" in E. This reduces to showing, as in the 
previous case, that for the (unique) g. = e + E V + e (£2) 

discussed in Property B, g, exp(2iq + ET)r. 1 = exp[2iq 
+ e(E 2)], which upon linearizing about E =() is just the 
familiar fact that P h([ V, 2iq] + T) = o. 

We now consider the adjoint invariant Hamiltonians on 
M 4 , H<Jl=(1/2j)tr(adR)2 j

, j=l, 2, ... ,n, which as 
discussed before, are in involution. Since the H(n,s are 
G invariant functions, they project down to Hamiltonians, 
h(Jl(q, p) = (1/2j}tr[(a&y)2J ], j = 1, ... ,n, on 8~; which 
moreover are in involution, thus giving rise to a com-
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pletely integrable system. From (7.12), the H(il,s lead 

to the Hamiltonian differential equations on M 4, it = 0, 
Q = (LQ )*HR (where we have used the fact LR, HJJl] = 0); 
which has the solution R(t) =Ro, Q(t) = (L Qo )* exp«(HR(Ro) t). 
To study the equations projected to e~, set g-lQg(t) 
=exp[2i(j(t)], g(O) =e, g= - (Lg)*Bj' The previous equa
tions imply, in a now familiar manner, r = Ad,-lYo, 

q = - (i/2) exp-l (g-l (L Qo exp[HR (r o)t)}g) , Qo = exp(2U]o). 
The assoc iated differential equtions fo r Y, q, are easily 
computed using g-lQg = exp(2iq) , Ad'_lR = Y, and the 
adjoint invariance of H=H(j)(R), i.e., Ad/l}jl(R) 
=H}j)(Ad,R). They are found to be 

Or = 0, 2iq = adQB. - B + Hzt(ro) , Q =exp(- 2iij). 
11 (7.14) 

In the case of j = 1, H(l)(R) = iR, and (7.14) implies 
(1- Ph)B 1 = -l2:6L~ c 6(EIl - E_a) sin-2(js, which thus deter
mines B 1 • We also note that a =0, DO' =0, hence 
Q (r + ~ex) = 0 for all the above differential equations; and 
so r+ =r + ta =/) + t6aEIlCa cotqa(Ea + E"J'l) satisfies the 
"Lax equation" or+ = ° for all the above flows. Finally 
note that 11(11 = ¥r, Y'> = t6P~ + ~6eE:IlC~ cot2qa' the "Suther
land" potential. We may of course scale these algebraic 
equations, q - aq, and take a purely imaginary to get 
the noncompact case, or let a - 0 to get the x-2 potential, 
which corresponds to linearizing the group action about 
(e, R). 

We remark that although Properties A and B imply 
the computational "Lax" criteria of Olshanetsky and 
Perelomov, (see Refs. 2,3), and hence seem stronger, 
we suspect that in fact they are equivalent. In practice, 
from the remarks in Ref. 5, it is clear that in order 
to find a satisfying Properties A and B, one should 
look for a's whose orbits have dimension 2{rankc L} un
der the adjoint action of (;. Thus one would expect that 
the a's in Properties A and B are the same up to the 
factor ';:'1. It is of course an interesting question to 
investigate B~' s for symplectic actions other than the 
ones discussed here, and hopefully find more integrable 
systems. Finally, we mention that given a concrete 
matrix representation of G, we can of course represent 
the preceding equations as matrix equations; and hence 
recover results of preceding sections. 
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Geometric quantization is applied to a line bundle over spacetime with structure group GL(2./c)/SL(2,/C) 
and curvature form determined by the Ricci tensor. The Ricci form is interpreted as the Hamiltonian form 
for a particle moving on a string associated with a harmonic oscillator spectrum. Strings are characterized 
as minimal surfaces, and quarks as the gradients of minimal immersions of surfaces in a three-dimensional 
spatial hypersurface, leading to a model of a baryon as the intersection of three such surfaces, and their 
associated quarks. 

I. INTRODUCTION 

In a previous paperl it was suggested that the Ricci 
form of a line bundle appearing in geometric quantiza
tion could be used explicitly as the Hamiltonian form 
of some formal mechanical system, and that in the 
speCial case of general relativity with T,," having a U(3) 
generalized duality symmetry group2 this could be rele
vant to the theory of quark binding. The purpose of 
this article is to investigate this question in more de
tail o 

The geometric quantization3 is based on the methods 
of Segal4 and Kostant. 5,6 The former approach uses the 
metric tensor, g",v' of space- time, together with the 
complex structure J implicit in the definition of two
component spinors, to define local creation and annihil
ation operators for vectors and spinors. The choice of 
complex structure J defines a reduction of the bundle of 
general linear frames, with structure group GL(4,ffi), 
to that of complex linear frames, with group GL (2, <r) , 
whilst the further reduction to the bundle of spin frames 
(up to a sign) with group SL(2,<r) is determined by a 
section of a line bundle, L(M), with structure group 
GL(2,<r)/SL(2,<r). Line bundles can be classified by the 
integral cohomology class of their Ricci curvature form, 
and this form is used in the Kostant approach for quan
tizing real scalar functions, in this case on space- time. 
The Segal type of approach is equivalent to this if the 
Kahler form g(X, JY) is cohomologically equivalent to 
the Ricci form R(X, JY) for all vector fields X, Y on 
space- time. The difference between the two forms is 
given by the tracefree Ricci tensor U"," "" R"," - tRg",", 
again contracted with J, and it is this obj ect which 
forms the basis of the Petrov- Plebanski classification 
of second rank symmetric tensors in terms of their 
eigenvalues. 2,7 

The phase space of the formal mechanical system is 
the four-dimensional tangent space to space- time, 
and the configuration space a two-dimensional subspace 
related to the polarization in Kostant quantization. The 
interpretation of the system is considered in Sec. II of 
this paper using Hamiltonian functions and Kostant 
quantization, showing that these functions are associ
ated with formal harmonic oscillators. This, together 
with the two-dimensional configuration space, is sug
gestive of strings in dual resonance theory, 8 and in 
Sec. III this correspondence is investigated. The usual 
string Lagrangian leads to the characterization of the 

surfaces of evolution of strings as minimal surfaces, 
and in this paper an alternative definition, as the vanish
ing of the mean curvature vector, is used in conjunction 
with analyticity arguments with respect to J to show how 
such surfaces arise in geometric quantization. This 
approach is used to describe a formal point particle with 
energy- momentum tensor of Plebanski type [T - 3S](2) 
in terms of quark representations of an SU(3) group, 
and formal strings. 

Finally, Sec. IV compares the spinning string formal
ism of geometric quantization with elementary aspects 
of supergauge theory, but in this paper no attempt is 
made to deal with problems of string theory associated 
with normal ordering or ghost elimination. 

II. HAMILTONIAN FUNCTIONS 

In elementary classical mechanics the Hamiltonian 
form of a single particle moving in R" XR1 can be ex
pressed as 

" ~o ==LdPi /\dqi - dh/.dt, (2.1) 
1=1 

where (Pi' qi) are momentum and position coordinates, 
and the Hamiltonian, h, for this motion is related to a 
Lagrangian L by 

" aL 
h==L-L. -;.;-:-r gi, (2.2) 

i=1 oq 

aL 
Pi == 01/ 0 (2.3) 

In general any nondegenerate closed 2-form ~ can be 
interpreted as a Hamiltonian form, and as the Ricci 
form is closed by virtue of the Bianchi identities it may 
be considered in this role in regions of space- time 
where it does not vanish; if degeneracy occurs, then the 
mechanical system still exists, but is subject to con-
straints. 

The classification of Ricci forms is based on the 
Plebanski classification3 of the corresponding Ricci ten
sor, whereby the type of the tensor is denoted 
[AO - 'j - A2 - A3]("), where Aa , 0"" a "" 3, are the eigen
values and (n) the degree of the minimal polynomial of 
the corresponding matrix. Four generic types exist: 
[T-S j-SZ-S3](4), [Z-Z-Sj-Sz]w, r2N-S j -S2]w, and 
[3N-S](4) together with degenerate subtypes, where Z 
denotes a complex eigenvalue, T a real eigenvalue 
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whose eigenspace contains a timelike eigenvector, Nan 
eigenvalue with a null, but no timelike eigenvectors, 
and 5 an eigenvalue with only spatial eigenvectors. In 
this paper only the first of these generic types, and that, 
for a Riemannian space would be the only type, is con
sidered. In terms of eigenvectors, va, 0'" a'" 3, the 
Ricci form n for this type can be written 

n = (T - 53)d0> AdVs - (51 + 52) dVI AdV2, (2.4) 

where the two bivectors are preserved up to an orienta
tion by J. Comparing this with (2.1) shows that n form
ally describes a particle moving in the V2 direction with 
Hamiltonian (T -53) V3 and momentum - (51 + 5z)Vj, so 
that energy and momentum are both linearly propor
tional to displacements, but in different directions. The 
other Plebanski types differ from (2.4) by all containing 
terms of the general nature dPAdt and dhAdq which 
vitiate this simple interpretation. 

Further investigation of the mechanical properties of 
the system requires consideration of Hamiltonian func
tions for symmetries of n, and their Kostant quantiza
tion. A vector field X generates a symmetry of n if the 
corresponding Lie derivative Lx vanishes 

(2.5) 

The Lie derivative can be expressed in terms of exteri
or derivation, d, and contraction with respect to X, X J, 
by 

(2.6) 

Since n is closed, symmetries must satisfy 

d(X J n) == 0 (2.7) 

and this leads to the exact sequence on which the 
Kostant quantization is based 

0- <I - <I~ (M) ~ A(M).!.. Ao(M) L U(M), (2.8) 

where <I~ (M),A (M), Ao(M), and U(M) denote, respective
ly, smooth complex functions, globally Hamiltonain 
vector fields, locally Hamiltonian vector fields, and 
complex vector fields, all on space- time M. Ao(M) 
consists of vector fields X, which satisfy (2.7) and A(M) 
those X for which X J n is exact 

(2.9) 

The maps i and j are inclusions, and {j is the prequanti
zation map 

(j:ip-X~, (2.10) 

where X~ is defined by (2.9). 

Symmetries of the Ricci tensor generated by homo
geneous vector fields have been classified by Plebanski 
using generalized duality invariances of the tracefree 
tensor U "v which can be represented as subgroups of 
orthonormal transformations SO(3, 3) of IR6 curvature 
bivector space. For U "v '* 0, the maximal group is U(3) 
for type [T-35](2h which preserves a complex structure 
on IR6, and consists of SO(3, IR) vierbein rotations of the 
spatial eigenvectors, their duals in IR6 and the pure 
duality transformations which are diagonal elements of 
U(3), of which the latter do not generate symmetries of 
the trace except for phase rotations generated by J cor
responding to hermiticity of R"v' For [T-51-52-5sb" 
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J invariance is the only symmetry, whilst for types with 
degenerate eigenvalues rotations in the planes of equal 
pairs of eigenvectors are symmetries. Any vector field 
X can be expanded locally9 in terms of the nonholonomic 
basis {V"}, 0 '" a '" 3 

(2. 11) 

z 3 
.,.,a.,' ~ '··.,.,a V"! • 0 0 V"k 
" L kl L "at'''a" • 

k.O a 1' •••• 411l1li0 
(2.12) 

The vector field X generates an automorphism of an 
integrable kth order G structure iff for each fixed set 
(a2 ••• a,,) the element 17: . "ab belongs to the Lie algebra 
of G. For a vector fieli X generating rotations only the 
k == 1 terms in (2.12) are nonzero, leading to the usual 
description of rotations by 

(V"a~ - ~ o~) 
etc., but for the J invariance in four dimensions the 
full group is the second-order group U(2, 2) with first
order part GL(2,<I), whilst in the atypical case of two 
dimensions lO there is an infinite parameter group im
portant in string theory (see Sec. N). J-phase trans
formations are purely first order and generated by 

t(zl~-z1a?)' 
where 

ZI ==~ (0) + VS), i == v} (Vi + iVZ) (2.13) 

and the second-order elements of U(2, 2,) are special 
conformal transformations whi -::h give symmetries of 
U",v but not of R"v' 

From this the Hamiltonian functions for members of 
A(M) can be written down by inspection using (2.4) and 
(2.9). For [T - 5 1 - 52 - S s}w there is only one Hamil
tonian function, 'P J' where 

'PJ == H(T - S 3)zlzl - (51 + 5 2)Z2 Z2 } (2.14) 

which in the special case of an Einstein space, where 
the tracefree combinations of eigenvalues are zero, 
reduces to 

'PJ==iR(zlzl+Z2Z2)' (2.15) 

For [2T - 25](2)' which describes a general electromag
netic field if the trace is zero, (2.14) becomes 

1 1- 5 2-'PJ== .. Rz ZI- z z2 

and there is also a Hamiltonian function, 
tion in the (1- 2) plane 

'P :=S{(Vl)2 _ (v2)2} 
12 

(2. 16) 

'P12, for rota-

(2. 17) 

and in the R == 0 electromagnetic case, n is only of sec
ond rank with 'P J and 'P becoming equivalent. In the 
case of [T - 35](2) ther~2 are two Hamiltonian functions, 
'P J and 'P given by (2.14) with equal 5 1,0'" i '" 3, and 
(2.17). TI1e (1- 3) and (2- 3) rotations have the effect of 
changing J, and it was suggested previouslyl that in this 
case space- time admits three complex structures dif
fering by SO(3, IR) transformations: Such a structure is 
known as a quaternionic structure11• 12 and requires the 
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vanishing of the Ricci curvature. If the Ricci curvature 
is nonzero an almost quaternionic structure can still 
occur, but in this case only one of the three linearly in
dependent complex structures can be integrable, and 
hence usable in the Kostant quantization. 

Each of the Hamiltonian functions above is formally 
similar to that of a harmonic oscillator, and the Kostant 
quantization of such a system has already been consider
ed in the literature. 6 In order to overcome problems 
associated with curvature and lack of square integrabil
ity, the prequantization map Ii is replaced by a quantiza
tion map 6, where Ii acts on sections s of the line bundle 
L(M) by covariant derivation 

Ii~s = (V x - 21Ti.p)s - ~ 
(2. 18) 

and Ii ~ is given by 

Ii =Ii +L vl/2 
I/J '" xlp x (2. 19) 

where v denotes the volume element on a polarization 
F x(M) of the tangent space Tx(M) at x EM, where F x(M) 
is chosen to give an irreducible representation, and the 
Hilbert space of square integrable functions W, where 

W = {Ij! E r(L eLF) I V xip '" O'o'X E Fx(M)}, (2.20) 

where r(L@L F
) denotes the space of sections of the line 

bundle defined locally by the product of fibres of L(M) 
with the volume elements (v)1/2 over XE M. Solving the 
eigenvalue equation for the operator 5~, where cp is the 
Hamiltonian function, cP J or 'fJ12 leads to a harmonic 
oscillator spectrum, with a zero point energy coming 
from the volume element term in 5~. For (2.14) the 
eigenvalues eJ satisfy for the special case of an Einstein 
manifold 

eJ = (21T)"1 (N + 1), N an integer (2.21) 

corresponding to a two-dimensional oscillator, whilst in 
the general case the two vibrations are nondegenerate, 
and cP J has a one-dimensional spectrum. Because of the 
rotational nature of the Hamiltonian vector fields their 
eigenvalues have an angular momentum interpretation 
suggesting a Regge-trajectory like relation, and to this 
end a string interpretation is considered in the next sec
tion. 

III. MINIMAL SURFACES 

A special case arising in the theory of polarizations 
over space- time is that in which the distributions {F J, 
XE M, are surface forming, and furthermore form a 
minimal surface. For real vector fields X, Y E {F x}, the 
condition that they are locally surface forming is accord
ing to Frobenius theorem that they are involutive, i. e. , 

(3.1) 

which is satisfied by any real polarization F, leaving 
only the minimal condition to be considered. For com
plex vector fields (3.1) is not sufficient, but as any 
complex submanifold of a Kahler manifold is necessari
ly .ninimal13 we conSider minimal surfaces directly in 
what follows. 

The physical Significance of minimal surfaces comes 
from the observation of Nambul4 that a vibrating string 
is the simplest model giving the harmonic oscillator 
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spectrum of the factorizable Veneziano amplitude in 
dual resonance theory 

a' M2 =L"nai.,,~, (3.2) 

" 
where a' is the slope of the Regge trajectory, M the in
variant mass, and n the occupation number of the Fock 
space with creation and annihilation operators a, at. The 
string motion can be described by either of two actions 
II and 12 

1=_1 f:da [(o~(a,r»)2 _ (o~(a'T»)2] 
1 41Ta' 0 or oa' (3.3) 

12 =2;a' i:2dTIo-da [(0;; ~~r -Cax;r e::yJ. 
(3.4) 

where (a, r) are space and time coordinates on the sur
face of evolution of the string, and ~ the space- time 
coordinates of a formal point particle on the string. 
Both 11 and 12 give the equations of motion of the string, 
but only the latter leads to the Virasoro gauge conditions 
necessary for the elimination of ghost states in the dual 
resonance model. Geometrically the stationary action 12 
defines a minimal surface, alternatively, and more 
rigorously, characterized by the vanishing of the mean 
curvature vector of the surface, 15_11 whilst the integrand 
in 11 is also that which appears in the Dirichlet integral 
for harmonic analysiS, and coincides (as a double inte
gral) with the area integral 12 in orthonormal coordin
ate systems, only. 

For the characterization of minimal surfaces in terms 
of curvature, let N denote a surface (two-dimensional), 
and x : N -M be the immersion of N in M, where for the 
present paper M will be either space- time or a space
like three-dimensional hypersurface, denoted MOl. The 
covariant derivative DuY with respect to the Riemannian 
connection of M in a direction u tangential to N of any 
vector field Y normal to N can be decomposed into 
normal and tangential components by 

(3.5) 

where V u is the covariant derivative in the bundle of 
normal vectors to N, and AY(u) is the second fundament
al form on No Using the Riemannian metric g(X, Y) of 
M, a symmetric quadratic form B(u, v) is defined on N 
by 

g(B (u , v ), y) = g(A Y (u), v ), (3.6) 

where u, v E T(N), Y E Tl(N). The mean curvature vector 
H is then defined to be the trace of B(u, v) 

(3.7) 

where C1, f3 are indices of coordinates on N. For the 
space- time applications two types of surface N will be 
considered: (1) those with indefinite metric, and (2) 
those with negative-definite metric. 

The relation of minimal surfaces to geometric quanti
zation is largely governed by the Weierstrass corre
spondence 15 between such surfaces and analytic func
tions, and also their connections with two-component 
spinors. Let M(3l denote a three-dimensional spatial 
hypersurface, then from the general existence of iso-
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thermal parameters in two dimensions, the immersion 
x : N - M(3) can be represented conform ally , and JC de
fined in terms of analytic functions on N. For the con
nection with geometric quantization, N must be chosen 
such that the decomposition 

(3.8) 

is preserved up to an orientation by J. Let {Ul>U 2} be a 
basis for Tx(N) and {Wi, w2

} be the corresponding dual 
basis (i, e., I-forms on N); then 

(3.9) 

where H is the mean curvature vector of the immersion 
x :N- M{3), and A the Laplace- Beltrami operator on 
N. For a minimal surface H=O, and the immersion is 
conformal (similarly for x : N - M). Let z =u 1 + iU2 be a 
complex parameter on N; then (3.9) with H = ° can be 
expressed as 

dZ .dZ_
O dz dz - , (3.10) 

where X(lI u I1 2), being a harmonic function of two real 
variables, is, for a simply connected domain, the real 
part of a suitable analytic function Z(z), and dZ/dz is 
evidently a null vector in three -dimensional space. 

A null vector of 3-space can be expressed in terms of 
two regular functions (e, e): 

dZ
I 

= (e)2 _ (e)2 
dz . ., 

(3.11) 

According to the Cartan isotropic vector-spinor corre
spondence, 18 the two functions (e, e) constitute a spinor 
basis for SU(2). From (3.11) we get 

x1=ReJ {W)2 - (e)2}dZ, 

x 2 = Re Ji{(e)2 + (e)2}dz, 

x 3 =ReJ 2ee dz . 

(3.12) 

The spinor basis (e, e) can be replaced by any regular 
function j( T) of the complex variable T defined by 

T= e/e, 
j(T) = (e)4/{de e _ de e} 

dz dz ' 

(3.13) 

thereby associating a minimal surface with any regular 
function of a complex variable. 

From the Weierstrass relationships it follows that 
any minimal surface can be represented as a translation 
surface generated by null curves: 

(3.14) 

where Y(u 1) and v(u 2 ) are the null generators, from which 
a family of associated minimal surfaces X(U 1,U2 , e) can 
be obtained by rotation in the yv plane 

(3.15) 

For minimal surfaces with indefinite metriC, an ana-
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logous set of results holds, 19 and the generation by null 
curves indicates that the minimal surfaces in M are 
two-dimensional sections of the light cone; as the con
formal structure is determined by J and a phase angle 
represented by a rotation in the (Uo A u 3 ) and (u1" u2 ) 

planes, the effect of the latter is to choose particular 
members of the family of minimal surfaces (3.15) for 
J. 

In order to show how the strings of hadron physiCS 
may describe quark binding, we consider the generalized 
Gauss map16.17 r:N-C IR (3,2) associated with the im
mersion x :N- M{3) by U I- Tu(N), U EN, where CIR(3,2) 
denotes the Grassmann space of real oriented 2-planes 
in three dimensions, and 

CIR(3, 2) :::: SO(3, lR)/SO(2) x SO(l). (3.16) 

The Weierstrass relationships permits the Grassmann 
space to be identified with the null quadric Qll that can 
be regarded as a subspace of the complex projective 
space P2(<1:) , where 

3 

Q1 = {q = (Ql,q2,q3) E P 2(<1:) I.0Q; = O}. (3.17) 
k=l 

The identification results from considering the action of 
the complexified group SO(3, <1:) on the vectors {Q} EO <1: 3, 
where Q is the gradient dZ/dz of the immersion 
x: N _MIs) in (3.9)- (3. 11). The complexification 
SO(3 R) - SO(3 <1:) is the result of regarding a harmonic 
function of two ~ariables as the real part of an analytic 
function of a single complex variable with the complex 
structure induced by the restriction of J to T(N). 

It was suggested 1 that a point particle with energy 
- momentum vector P" would have TlJ.v of type [T - 3S](2) 
with S = 0, spin ~ by the Cartan isotropic vector argu
ment, and a symmetry group U(3) broken by the trace 
of TIJ.V, and hence might describe a baryon. The point 
particle of a hypersurface M (3) orthogonal to plJ. can be 
described nonlocally by the intersection of three planes, 
each of which defines an element of C IR(3, 2), and by 
(3.17) also of P 2 (<1:) provided a suitable complex struc
ture exists for each plane. This situation occurs if 
space- time admits an almost quaternionic structure 
whose SO(3, lR) structure group realiz ed by rotations in 
the space orthogonal to plJ. (which also defines the time
like eigenvector of TIJ.V). Each of the three almost com
plex structures Ja can be used to set up the Weierstrass 
formalism on the tangent space T(Na) 1 ~ a ~ 3 spanned 
by the Ricci eigenvectors Vb" VC 1 ~ b, c '" a -'S 3. Each of 
the resultant minimal immersions x: Na - M (3) has a 
gradient vector q. := dZ / dza , hence the point x E M(3) is 
represented in P 2(<1:) by the product of the three states, 
va' Each of these defines a basis vector of <1: 3 and hence 
a formal quark state, which by (3,.11) is also a formal 
spin ~ object under SO(3, R), A transitive and effective 
group on P 2 (<1:) is SU(3)/Z3' with isotropy group U(2) 
leaving a single minimal surface invariant. 

Since each oriented plane is defined by Ricci eigen
vectors as V~ /I VC and defines a point of P 2(<1:), it follows 
that the SU(3) group can be regarded as a subgroup of 
the generalized duality group U(3) for the trace-free 
tensor UIJ.V of type [T - 3S] with ~ /I V C isomorphous to 

J2) 
a (1,0) symmetric spinor basis of U(3). If minimal 
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spatial surfaces are identified with strings, then a 
string model is obtained with three strings tied at one 
end, and for each quark the Hamiltonian h (see Sec. II) 
= (T - 5)x", 1 ~ a ~ 3 with xa the displacement along the 
a-th string, and in this case 5 = O. The minimal surface 
I spinning string relationship is examined in the next 
section. 

IV. MINIMAL SURFACES AND SUPERGAUGE THEORY 

For minimal immersions x: N - M of spacelike sur
faces, x satisfies (3.9) with H =0, i. e., 

~x=O (4.1) 

the two-dimensional conformal equation on N. In iso
thermal coordinates ~ is given by a2/aui + a2/au; for 
spatial surfaces N, and for N with indefinite metric 
(4.1) is true with ~ '" a2 lau~ - a2 /au;. As in each case x 
is normal to the surface N, it transforms as a scalar 
under the conformal t::-ansformations of N. The gradient 
dZ I dz of the immersion defines a null vector for 
x:N _M(3

1 and hence a two-component spinor, rp, which 
as the gradient of x, satisfies a first order equation 

a 
ya -rp=O, au", 

where y'" are the two-dimensional gamma matrices 

(0 1) and (0 1 ) 
\1 0 -1 0 

for Minkowski surfaces and 

(0 1) and (0. i) 
1 0 -1 0 

(4.2) 

for spacelike surfaces. In this, the situation is similar 
to basic string theory, 8 but for immersions x: N -1'1'1 a 
major difference occurs as the spinor rp has to be re
placed by a null vector </! of the 4-geometry, i. e., must 
define a photon state. 

Solutions of (4.1) and (4.2) proceed as in elementary 
string theory, except that in the case of space like mini
mal surfaces the eigenvalues of the exponentials in u l 

and u2 must be opposite in sign 
~ 

x~ =x~(O) + p~(0)U2 +2:. x~cosnul exp(- inu2), (4.3) 
n=O 

where x~(O) and P~(O) are constants of integration, and 
unlike the string models no boundary conditions have 
been specified. As a minimal surface is the generaliza
tion to curved space of a plane in the same way as 
geodesics are related to straight lines, the open string 
conditions seem more appropriate, but with closed 
string conditions relevant in black hole physics. 

Constraints arise from the requirement of conformal 
invariance in two dimensions, where instead of the full 
conformal group being of second order an infinite pa
rameter grouplO is generated by the elements 

2 

X =lJf"'(u)a/au'x, 
",.1 

where r(u) is an arbitrary function on N. Expressing 
the minimal Minkowski surface coordinates in the light-
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cone form 

(4.4) 

the infinitesimal operators of the full conformal group 
can be expressed as 

(4.5) 

where 

~. 1 (a a ) 
a = -12 au

o 
± all

3 
(4.6) 

which satisfy the commutation relations 

[C n "" C mB ] = iO",im - n) C 771+n-l,'" , (4.7) 

where Q, {3 E: {+, - } and (4, 7) is not summed over Q. Of 
the set {C n.} the subset {Co., Cw C2.} generates, respec
tively, the translations, Lorentz rotation and dilatation, 
and the special conformal transformations. In this mini
mal surface approach the infinite set of classical 
Virasoro constraints is replaced by the infinite set of 
constraints corresponding to invariance under transfor
mations generated by {CnJ. 

For the supergauge transformation of the Ramond 
- Neveu- Schwarz modeFo-22 given by 

ox=iarp, 

Orp=i\XyiQ+FQ, 

of=iayiairp, l<i~2, 

(4.8) 

where Q is an anticommuting parameter, to be permis
sible they must preserve the functional relationship that 
exists between x and rp for minimal immersions. This 
relationship can be expressed in the general form 

(4.9) 

so that in addition to the usual spatial transformations 
of xiJ. there are further degrees of freedom associated 
with the complexified rotations, and in principle a 
purely imaginary translation ox could be expressed in 
the spino rial form of (4.8), provided the overall set of 
transformations were compatible with the conformal 
invariance in two dimensions required of a minimal 
immersion, and the usual set of transformations (4.8) 
do achieve this when the parameter Q satisfies a two
dimensional conformal equation of motion. 

According to the geometric quantization vectors and 
spinors must be quantized3 according to 

[x~, x"] = ig(x", Jx") (4.10) 

(4.11) 

in the Segal type of scheme, or in the generally inequi
valent Kostant representation g(x~ ,Jx") in (4.10) is re
placed by the Ricci form R(x~, Jx"). If the string coor
dinates x" are quantized in this way, then the expansion 
coefficients x~ in (4.3) must also be quantized. If the 
commutation relations lx~, x~] = g"Vomn are to be com
patible with the Kostant quantization of harmonic oscil
lations of the geometry in Sec. II, then the expansion 
coefficients must be rescaled by a parameter ~ such 
that 2Q' = tR for an Einstein space, or Q ~3 = ~(T - 5J 
and Qf2 = ~(51 + 52) for the 0- 3 and 1- 2 planes in the 
non-Einstein case IT - 51 - 52 - 53] ,where in dual 

(4) 
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resonance models a' is interpreted as the slope of the 
Regge trajectoryo 

It seems natural also to try to define pure gravity, 
i. e., the conformal structure (J, 8), in terms of the 
string formalism by specifying minimal surfaces. Let 
T(M) = T(N) Cj'\ T"(N) be a decomposition of the tangent 
space of M, and this time require both Nand N" to be 
minimally immersed in M. The immersion x : N1 

- M 
defines a null vector dZ/dz 1 , where Zl is a complex 
parameter on Nand x = Ref(dZ/dz 1 ) dZl is normal to N, 
i. e., lies in T"(N). Similarly, the immersion x: N1

_ M 
defines another null vector dZ/dz2 , where Zl =u1 +iu2 , 

Z2 =uo + u3 , where ui are coordinates on N, N"; and x 
satisfies both 

a~ a~ a~ a~ 
(aurY! + (au2)2 =0 and (au

o
)2 - (au3)2=0 

and hence satisfies the zero mass Klein- Gordon equa
tion in space- timS'. ConSidering again the generalized 
Gauss maps, the minimal surfaces Nand N" are each 
associated with elements dZ/ dz of the quadric Q2 in 
P3(cr) on which the complexified rotation group SO(4,cr) 
acts. Both dZ / dZ l and dZ / dZ 2 must define spinors of the 
two-dimensional conformal group on the surfaces Nand 
N", but the choice of these surfaces is arbitrary apart 
from the J-conjugacy, and must be made Lorentz co
variant. For Lorentz covariance of the pair of minimal 
immerSions, dZ/dz l and dZ/dz 2 must define a single 
spinor representation of the full conformal group of 
spacetime, i. e., a twistor23 representation of SU(2, 2). 

V. DISCUSSION 

This paper shows that a large part of the formalism 
of contemporary theoretical physics can be described in 
a purely geometric context, and since geometric and 
representation theoretic concepts are already implicit 
in field theory no extra physical assumption is involved 
in applying the more obscure geometric ideas to physics 
also, although there is no a priori guarantee of their 
relevance at scales of distance and energy involved in 
presently observable phenomena. If the identifications 
with formally similar physical phenomena are taken 
seriously, it means that. 

(1) strings are minimal surfaces with either negative 
definite, or indefinite metric; 

(2) quarks are the gradients of minimal immersions 
of space like surfaces in three-dimensional spatial hy
persurfaces; 

(3) baryons are point particles of three-dimensional 
spatial hypersurfaces with TIJ.v of type [T - 3S](21' con
sisting of three quarks bound together in the internal 
space p 2 (cr) by three spacelike strings, and 

(4) the slopes of Regge trajectories are determined by 
the eigenvalues of the Ricci tensor. 
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Physically the interpretation (1) is obviously not 
necessary since strings of vortices, thin compared to 
their length, have been shown to give surfaces of mini
mal area via the transverse Lorentz contraction factor 
in the Lagrangian,24 whilst the successes of the colour 
gluon model provide an alternative to (3). A lot of geo
metric concepts of relevance to constraints have been 
omitted from consideration here; in particular, the 
maximal immersion25

,26 of three-dimensional hypersur
faces in space- time required for positive gravitational 
energy, and the definition of spinning strings and super
gravity via the square root of the Hamiltonian con
straints 27,28 and all of these are required for consistent 
propagation of the fields. The real drawback of the 
geometric approach to quarks is that whilst it does not 
appear to require color, it cannot explain all five cur
rently known quark flavors. 
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Generating functions for (r"r m) tensors for each pair of irreducible representations r, and r mare 
calculated for each double point group. A (r"r m) tensor transforms according to r, and its components 
are polynomials in another tensor transforming by r m •. The actual tensors are given for the groups (d)C., 

(d)D., (d)T and for some representations r m of (d)O. Certain of the polynomial tensors provide polynomial 
SU(2) bases reduced according to the double point group in question. 

I. INTRODUCTION 

In a recent paper! (to be referred to as I), generating 
functions are given for the point groups C n' D n' T, a, 
and I (and for point groups involving reflections) for 
rr' r m) tensors transforming by a particular irreducible 
representation (IR) rr whose components are polynomials 
in the components of a tensor transforming by another 
IR r m; for Cn' Dn, T and a the explicit polynomials are 
given. 

In this paper we carry out similar calculations for 
the double point groups. In Sec. 2 the generating 
functions are given for each of (d)C

n
, (d)D

n
, (d)T, (d)a, 

and (a) I. Section 3 contains integrity bases which yield 
directly the explicit polynomial tensors for (d)C" (d)D n , 

(dlT and for some IR's r m of (d)a. In Sec. 4 we outline 
the use of certain of the tensors as polynomial bases for 
SU (2), reduced according to a double point group 
[or 0(3) reduced according to the corresponding point 
group]. 

The remainder of this section is devoted to a review 
of general properties and the method of calculation of the 
generating functions. A somewhat complete bibliography 
of the subject is found in 1. 

The generating function Br,m(X) carries important 
information about (rr' r m) tensors. If Br,m(X) is expanded 
in powers of X, 

Br,m(A) =-i cpxP, (1) 

then c p is the number of linearly independent (ry, r m) 
tensors of degree p. Br,m(X) may be calculated from the 
formula2 

( ) _.! )' Nsx.:r 
B r •m X - N 7 det(l - xA) 

(2) 

Here N is the order of the group G, Ns is the order of the 
the class s, Xsr is the character of s for r r' and As is 
the matrix which represents some element of s in rm' 

In all our examples Br,m(X) may be written in the form 

B (X)=(0kXP)!TI(1-XQ)I., (3) 
,",m II P q 

where the sum and product are finite. To each denomina
tor factor 1 - x· corresponds a functionally independent 

a) Supported in part by the National Research Council of Canada 
and the Ministere de l'Education du Quebec. 

scalar of degree q in the components of the r m tensor. 
The number 'i/. of such scalars is the dimension im of 
the IR r m' Each numerator term kpAP implies the 
existence of kp linearly independent (rr' r m) tensors of 
degree p (they are also linear ly independent of any lower 
degree rr tensor multiplied by denominator scalars). 

A useful check on the correctness of the generating 
function is the dimensionality condition! 

ir is the dimension of rr' 

(4) 

The following composition rule l is useful for con
structing a generating function for r r tensors which are 
polynomials in the components of two tensors trans
forming by r m and r m' [(r r, r m + r m') tensors]: 

Br;m.m'(X'X')= [; Br"m(X)Br",m,(X')C;'r" , 
r'tT" 

(5) 

where C;'r" is the multiplic ity of r r in the direct product 
rr,0r r " . 

2. GENERATING FUNCTIONS FOR DOUBLE POINT 
GROUP TENSORS 

A double point group (dlG is a subgroup of SU(2) just 
as the corresponding point (finite rotation) group G is 
a subgroup of SO(3). To get the defining matrix 
representation of the double group, write down the 
(rotation) matrices for the j = ~ representation of SU(2) 
which represent the rotations of the point group. 3 Since 
each element appears with its negative, (alG has twice 
as many elements as G. It may not have twice as many 
classes (and IR's) however, since elements with zero 
character (180° rotations) may fall into the same class 
as their negatives. 

The IR's of the double point group (d)e may be clas
sified as odd and even. The odd IR's are found in the 
reduction of half -odd IR's of SU (2) while even IR's are 
found in integer IR's of SU(2). Even IR's of (dle corre
spond one-to-one to IR's of e. The matrices which re
present an element and its negative, for an even IR, are 
both equal to the matrix which represents the corre
sponding rotation for the corresponding IR of e. 

It follows from Eq. (2) that the generating function 
B (A) where rand r are both even IR's of the double 
r,m' r m 

point group (d)e, is equal to the generating function 
B (X) where rand r are the corresponding IR's of 
r,m' r m 

e. If r r is an odd IR and r m an even IR of (ale, then 
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B~.m(A)=O. Hence we present in this section only those 
generating functions B~.m(A) (and in the next section only 
those invariants and tensors 1m and E r•m) for which r m 
is an odd IR. The generating functions and tensors with 
rm even are found in Ref. 1. For r m odd, Br.m(A) is an 
even (odd) function of A if r r is an even (odd) IR; even 
tensors are of even degree, odd tensors of odd degree, 
in the components of an odd tensor. 

A. The group (d)e" 

The group (dlen corresponds to the group en of rota
tions about an nth order axis. (dlen is isomorphic3 to 
e2n; thus it has 2n classes and 2nIR's. The generating 
functions are given by I, Eq. (15): (here r m can be odd 
or even): 

Br,m(X) = x~(l - >,,',-1, 

where 

a= 2n/HCF(2n, m -1), 

r=p(m-l)mod2n+ 1,0-'Sp-'Sa-1. 

(6) 

(7) 

HCF means highest common factor. The even (or odd) 
IR's of wen are the IR's r m of e 2n for which m is odd 
(or even). The even IR r 2m• 1 of (dle. corresponds to the 
IR r m of en (1-'S m -'S n). 

B. The group (d) Dn 

(d)Dn corresponds to the group Dn of rotations about an 
nth order vertical axis and n horizontal second order 
axes. It closely resembles in structure the group D 2n • 
The two groups have the same number of classes and 
IR's, n+3; they differ only in that, for odd IR's of (dlDn, 

the matrices of the two classes which, for D2n, contain 
rotations 1T about horizontal axes, contain an additional 
factor i. The odd IR's are those two dimensional r m 

for which m is odd, for n odd only, the one-dimensional 
IR's r3 and r 4. For n odd the even IR's r , and r 2 of 
(dlDn correspond to the IR's r , and r 2 of D; the even 
IR r 2m of (d)Dn corresponds to rm of Dn [3-'Sm-'S (n+3)/2]. 
For n even the even IR's r" r 2, r 3, r 4 of (dlDn 

~~~~l~:~:~rt:s~~:::~e ;::8 o~f ~ n (;~i~ !~~ :v~)~ IR r 2m 

For (dlDn, the polynomials det(1- >..As) are given in 
Table L With their help we find the generating functions 
Br,m(>") for odd IR's r m' 

When n is odd, r3 and r 4 are odd, and we obtain 

B , •3(X) = B,)X) = (1 - X 4t' , 

B
2

• 3 (>..) = B 2 • 4(>..) = >..2(1 - >..4t', 

B 3 • 3 (>..)=B4,4(>..)=>..(1-x4t" 

B
4
,3(X) = B 3 ,4(>") = x3(1 - X 4).'. 

(8) 

For 5-'Sm-'Sn+3, m odd, we get (when 112 is odd, a is 
even and a/2 has the parity of n) 

B
"

m(>") = (1 + X" 2
)[ (1 - X 4)(1 - >"'))"" 

B 2 ,m(X)=(x2 +X·)[(1->..4)(1-xa)j"', 

B 3,m(x)=B4,m(>")= (Aa12 + J\a/ 2+2 )[(1 - x4)(1 - X·)]"" 

Br,m(X)= (>..~ + X~+2 + X.·p + X"~'2)[(1- x4)(1 - xa)]"'. 

In Eq. (9), a and jJ are related to m and r by 

a = 2n/HCF (2n, m - 4), 

r=n-[P(m-4)mod 2n- n [+4; 

p takes the values 1,2,. 0', ta-1. 

C. The groups (d) T. (d) O. and (d) I 

(9) 

(10) 

The groups (dlT, (4lO, and (dll are the double groups 
which correspond to the point groups T (tetrahedral), 
° (octahedral), and 1 (icosahedral). The polynomials 
det(1 - >..As) for these double groups are given in Tables 
II, III, and IV respectively. The characters also may be 
read from these tables; they are the coefficients X, with 
sign reversed. We have given the even IR's the same 
numbers as the corresponding IR's of the corresponding 
point group in Ref. 1. (tIlT has four even IR's and three 
odd; (tIlO has five even and three odd; (tIll has five even 
and four odd. 

The generating functions Br,m (X), where r m is an odd 
IR of (dlT, (dlO, or (tIl! are given in Tables V, VI, VII 
respectively. Recall the form (3) of the generating func
tion. A term k~X~ in the numerator of Brm(X) is indicated 
by an entry pkp in the r m row, r r column of the table. 
A factor (1- Xq)lq in the denominator is indicated 
by an entry qlq in the r m row, denominator column (all 
generating functions based on r m have the same denomi
nator). For example we read from Table VII (group 
(tIll) 

TABLE I. Polynomials det(1 - Ms) for the double group (d)Dn, n odd. For n even, the following changes should be made for IR' s r 3 

and r 4: for the class An, the polynomial 1 + X should be 1 - A, and for classes Band AB , iA in the polynom ials should be replaced 
by A. 

N. 1 1 2 n n 

~l An As.A2, .... (s=I,2, ••• ,n-l) B AB 

rj I-A I-A I-A I-A I-A 

r2 I-A I-A I-A I+A I+A 

r3 I-A I+A 1- (-I)SA 1- iA 1 + iA 

r4 I-A l+A 1- (-I)SA 1 + iA 1- iA 

rr(r=5.7.···) (1- A)2 (1 + A)2 1- 2Acos{-,r(r- 4) s/n}+A2 1 +A2 1 + A2 

rr (r=6.8.···) (1- A)2 (1-A)2 1- 2A cos{71'(r- 4) s/n} + A2 l-A2 l-A2 
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TABLE n. Polynomials det(l- ;>"A.) for the double tetrahedral group; w = exp(21Ti/3). 

N s 1 1 6 

~l R Cz 

r 1 1-;>" 1-;>" 1-;>" 

r 2 1-;>" 1-;>" 1-;>" 

r3 1-;>.. 1-;>.. 1-;>" 

1'4 (1- ;>..)3 (1- ;>..)3 <l - ;>..)( 1+ ;>..)2 

1'5 (1- ;>..)2 (1 +;>..)2 1 +;>..2 

rG (1- ;>..)2 (1 +;>..)2 1 +;>..2 

r, (1- ;>..)2 (1 +;>..)2 1 +;>..2 

B
7

, 8(AJ = (A" + 3A 7 + 4>. 9 + 4A 11 + 3A I~ + A 15)/(1 _ A 4)2(1 _ A 6) 

X (1 _ A 10). 

3. INTEGRITY BASES FOR DOUBLE POINT GROUP 
POLYNOMIAL TENSORS 

The form (3) of the generating function B (A) 
indicates that the most general (r r' r m) ten~';r can be 
expressed in terms of a finite number of "elementary" 
(rr' r m) tensors E~~~ corresponding to the terms >.P in 
the numerator of Br,m(A) and a finite number of elemen
tary scalars l~"l which correspond to the denominator 
factors 1 - A". The degree of the elementary tensor or 
scalar is the exponent of >. in each case. The elementary 
tensors E;~~ are said to form an integrity basis for 
the general (rr' r m) tensor, which is a linear combina
tion of E~~~ with coefficients which are polynomials in 
the scalars l~"l. In particular E~~~ is the scalar which 
corresponds to the term liP in the numerator of BI,m(A). 

To determine an elementary (rr' r m) tensor, let its 
components be arbitrary polynomials of the required 
degree in the components of the r m tensor and ask that 
it be transformed by rr when the components on which it 
depends are transformed by r m' For this purpose it is 
necessary to apply only the generating elements of the 
group. The explicit generating matrices we use for odd 
IR's of dimension greater than one are given in Table 
VIII; those for even IR's are found in 1. For a one-

4 4 4 4 

C 3 C' 3 C 4 C' 4 

1-;>.. 1-;>" 1-;>" 1-;>" 

l-w;>" 1- w;>.. 1- w2;>.. 1- w2;>.. 

l-w2;>.. 1- w2;>.. l-w;>" l-w;>" 

1- ;>..3 1- ;>..3 1-;>..3 1- ;>..3 

1-;>.. +;>..2 1 +;>.. +;>..2 1+;>..+;>..2 1-;>.. +;>..2 

l-w;>..+w2;>..2 l+w;>"+w2;>..2 l+w2;>"+w;>..2 l-w2;>"+w;>..2 

1- w2;>..+w;>..2 1 + w 2;>.. + w;>..2 1 +w;>"+ w2;>..2 l-w;>..+w2;>..2 

dimensional IR the matrix is the character. When there 
is more than one (rr' r m) tensor of a particular degree, 
the additional criteria of linear independence and 
(hopefully) simplicity must be invoked. 

We give below the results of our computation of the 
scalars I~·l and tensors E~~~, with r m odd, for the 
double groups (dlG

n
, (dlD

n
, (d)T, and some cases of (d)O. 

The superscript p or q may be omitted where no con
fusion can arise, or an additional subscript may be 
affixed to distinguish two elementary tensors of the 
same degree. 

The components of the r m tensor are denoted by 
r:t., (3, Y,' . " and correspond to the rows 1, 2, 3, ... of 
the generating matrices in Table VIII. 

A (d) C tensors • n 

Since (dlG
n 

is isomorphic to G 2n , the tensors are those 
given by Eq. (40) of I: 

1, = 01, 1m = flI
a, Er,m = OI P• 

(( and p are defined by Eq. (7). r m is not 
restricted to odd IR's. 

B. (d) On tensors 

(11) 

For II odd, the IR's r 3 and r 4 are odd. The elemen
tary scalars and tensors based on r ~ or r 4 tensors are 
then 

TABLE III. Polynomials det(I-IIAs ) for the double octahedral group. 

Ns 1 1 6 6 6 12 8 8 

~Cl C' C2 C3 C' C 4 C 5 C' 
I 3 5 

r 1 1-;>" I-A 1-11 I-A 1-11 1-;>" I-A 1-;>.. 

r z 1-;>" 1-;>.. I-A 1+;>" I+A 1+;>" 1-;>.. I-A 

1'3 (1- ;>..)2 (1- ;>..)2 (I-A)2 1- ;>..2 1- ;>..2 1_;>..2 1 +A+;>..2 1+;>..+;>..2 

r 4 (1- ;>..)3 (1- ;>..)3 (1- A)(1 +1\)2 (1+;>..)(1+112) (I+A)(1+;>..2) (I-A)2(1+;>") 1_;>..3 1- A3 

r5 (1- ;>..)3 (l-A)3 0- A)(1+ ;>..)2 (I-A)(1+A2) (1- A)(l + ;>..2) (1 - ;>")(1+ ;>..)2 1-;>..3 l-A3 

rG (1- A)2 (1+;>..)2 1 +;>..2 1-12;>"+A2 1+12;>..+;>..2 1+;>..2 1 +;>.. +;>..2 1-:\ +:\2 

r7 (1- ,.)2 (1 + ;>..)2 1 +:\2 1+12;>..+:\2 1-12;>..+;>..2 1 +;>..2 1 +;>.. +:\2 1-;>..+;>..2 

ra (1- :\)4 (1 +:\)4 (1+ ;>..2)2 1 +;>..4 1+:\4 (1+ ;>..2)2 (1- ;>")(1- ;>..3) (1+:\)(1+:\3) 
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13=14=01
4

, E 2,3=E2,4=Q12, 

E 3 ,3=E4,4=Q1, E 3 ,4=E4,3=Ql3. 
(12) 

We next give the elementary scalars and tensors based 
on r m tensors, 5 ~ m"" n + 3, m odd. a and p are related 
to 111 and r by Eq. (10); a is even, and ta has the parity 
of n. [xl denotes the largest integer which does not 
exceed x. 

1~4) = Q12fl, 1~0) = 010 + (- 1 )"130 , 

Eio+
2

) = Q1p[Qla - (- 1)"i3"J. 

E~~~2) = Qla/ 2 _ (-1 )[a/ 4 1pa/ 2 , 

E!~~2+2)= Q1{3(Qla/ 2 + (_l)a/ 4 pa/ 2 ), 

(_I)~~21f3P)' h K ~ n -1, 

E(a-p+2) = 
r,m 

1""K""n-1, 

n+1"" K""2n-2, 

n + 1 "" K "" 2n - 2, 

(17) 

n + 1 "" K "" 2n - 2, 

where 

(18) 

c. (d) T tensors 

The degrees of the scalars and tensors based on the 
odd IR's, r" r 6 , r 7 , of (d)T may be read from Table VI. 

For the elementary scalars we find 

1~6) = Q1sp _ Q1f35, I~R) = 01 8 + 14a4p4 + f38, 

1~4) =1~4)* = a 4 _ 2if3Q12 f3 2 +)34 

1~6) =l~G) = Q1j3(a4 - f}), 

Ei:;) = (0'4 + ff)(Q1S _ 34a 4 p4 + pRj. 

The other elementary tensors based on rs are 

E~~~ = rJl4 + 2Y3 ia 2
f32 + f34, 

E~~~ = as _ 4Y3 ia 6 13 2 _10a4
f34 _ 4v3 ia 2 j36 + 138

, 

E~;~ = a 4 
- 2';3 i0l 2

p2 + {3", 
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TABLE V. Generating functions for tensors based on odd IR's of the double tetrahedral group. 

~rl r2 r3 r 4 r 5 r 6 r7 Denom. 

1'5 0,12 4,8 4,8 2,4,62,8,10 1,5,7,11 3,5,7,9 3,5,7,9 6,8 

rG 0 8 4 ~, 4, 6 5,7 1, :{ 3,5 4,6 

1'7 0 4 8 2,4,6 S,7 :l, ;) 1,3 4,6 

TABLE VI. Generating functions for tensors based on odd IR' s of the double octahedral group. 

~ 1'1 12 I 3 1'4 15 16 r7 Is Denom. 

1"6 0,18 6,12 4,8,10,14 2, G, 8, 1O, 4,6,8,10, 1,7,11,17 5,7,11,13 3, fi, 7, g2, 8,12 

12,16 12,14 11,1:3,15 

r7 0,18 6,12 4,8,10,14 2,6,8,10, 4, G, 8, 10, 5,7,11,13 1,7,11,17 :~, 5, 7 ,9 2
, 8,12 

12, 16 12,14 11,13, 15 

1's 0,4,62 , 2,42, 6~ 43,65,88, 22,43,68, 2,45,68 , :~, 54 I 7 7, 3,54,71, 1,34,5s , 

84,104, 82,102, lOS, 12"- 8 11 , lOll, SiD, 10 10 , 98,11 7, g8,11 7, 71',914,1112, 42,6,8 

122,14,18 123,142,16 143 128, 143, 162 128,145,16 1:14,15 134, 15 1:J8, 154, 17 

TABLE VlI. Generating functions for tensors based on odd m's of the double icosahedral group. 

7:=::,(>1 
12 13 14 1'5 lr, l" 7 18 1, llenorn. 

IG 0, :\0 2, 10, l~, 6, 10, 14, G, 8,12,14, 4,8,10,12, 1, 11, 19, ~9 7, l:~, 17, 2:~ ;~, 9, 11, 1:1 J, 7, 9,11, 

18,20,28 16,20,24 16,18,22, 14, 16,18, 17,19,21, 1:{, 152,17, 

24 20,22,2G 27 19,21,2:1, 
~5 12,20 

17 0, :30 6,10,14, 2,10,12, G, 8, 12, 14, 4,8,10,12, 7,1;),17,2:·} I, 11, 19, 29 ;{, 9, 11, 1:), ~, 7,0, II, 

1(;,20,24 18,20,28 16,18,22, 14, 16, 18, 17,19,21, 1:~, 1;)2,17, 

24 20,22,2G 27 19, 21, ~:l, 
25 12,20 

Is 0,8 2,102 , 2,4,63, 2,4,63 , 2,43 , G5, 43,65,88, ;:;,73,9\ 0, 73, 94, 1, ;{2, S2 J 7
4• :{Z. s(j, 78 • 

122,20 84, lOG, 84,106,124, 85, 104 , 125, 108,128, 11\ 1:"\ ll4, 1:;3, 1:) 9 7,11 7,1:14 , 98,118,1:;8, 

124, 143, 143,16,18 145,163,18 145,163, 15 152,172 ,19 15 fl
, 172 

16,18 
4'2, G,lO 

13 0,4,65,8 17, 22,45,62°, 22,45,620
, 2,48,628,859, 2,4 12,632 , :{, 58,723 , :1, 58, 723 , ~~4, ;)1(1, 7~O, 1, :~(;. 5 23 • 

1022 ,1233 , 842 ,10 74 , 842 ,10 74 , 1093 ,12 125 , 8"1, 10113 , 939 ,1154 , 939 ,1l54 , 97S, 11114 , 7(;0 9 114 

1434 ,1633 , 1293 ,14 104 , 1293,14104, 14140,16 125 , 12 159 , 1416B , 1:1fi7 , ISG7 , 1:167, 1567 , 1:~132, 15132, 11 1'69, 1:i203, 

1822 ,2017 , 1693 ,18 74 , 1693 ,18 74 , 1893 ,2059 , 16 159 , 18 119 , 1754 ,1939 , 1754 ,1939 , 17 114 ,19 78 , 15203 , 171(j8, 

255,24,28 2042 ,222°, 2042 ,2220 , 2228 ,248,26 20 73 ,2232 , 2123 ,2:38,25 2123 ,238,25 2140, 2:~lnJ 19114 ,21(;°, 

245,262 245,262 24 12 ,26 254 ~:~23t 25h, 27 43, (j2, 10 
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TABLE VIII. Generating elements for odd representations of 
WD., (d)T, and (d)O of dimension greater than one. 

Group Represen- Representation generating matrices 
tation 

rs (1+i) (-i i) 
2 1 1 

( o. -i) 
-1 0 

rs w(l + i) (- i 
2 1 ~) ( o. -i) 

-l 0 

r7 wZ(l+i) (-i i) 
2 1 1 

( o. - i) 
-1 0 

rs lei) 12 i 1 
l+i (-i -1) 

2 ..:. i 1 

r7 :;1- e i) ..,2 i 1 
l+i (- i-I) 

2 -i 1 

C 
,[3i -,[3 -) 1 

f3i -1 -13 
r8 v'8 -,[3 i -1 ,[3i 

- i -f3i ,[3i 1 

C 
f3i -13 -;) 

l+i --13 -1 f3i 

4 -13 -i -1 -~i 
-1 -f3i ,[3 

The other elementary tensors are as follows: 

[ 
(37 _ 3~ ia Z(35 _ 5a4,83 -.f3 ia 6f:J ] 

E~~~ ~ _ a7 + 3Y3 ia 5(32 + 5a3~ + rs iafJ6 , 

() ra9_4v'3ia7(32_10a5,S4_4v'3ia3(36+af:J8] 
E 6: 5 = LP9 _ 4 v'3 iaZ(37 - 10a4(35 - 4 v'3 ia 6j33 + a s{3 , 

The IR's r 6 and r 7 are mutually conjugate. The 
elementary tensors based on them are 

E~:~ = Ei~~, E~:~ = E~~~ , 

E~:~ == E~:~ = E~:~, 
E(3)-E(3) E (3)-E'3) 

6,6- 6,5' 7,7- 7 p5' 

E
7
(3,6)==E

7
(3.

5
) , E(3)-E(3) 

6,7 - 6 9 5' 

E(5) "-E(5) -E(5) 
7,6 - 6,7 - 5,5- (17) 

An equation like E~~~=Ei~~ in (21) is meant to imply only 
that the dependence of the components on a, {::J, 0 " is 
the same on both sides of the equation; the variables, 
however, have quite different meanings on the two 
sides. 

(d) 0 tensors 

The degrees of the scalars and tensors based on the 
odd IR's, r 6 , r 7 , r a, of (d)Q may be read from Table 
VII. For reasons of space we give here only those based 
on the conjugate IR's rs and r 7 • 

The elementary scalars are 

1~8) ~1~a) = a 8 + 14a4 p4 + (3B, 

1~12) =1~12) = a 10p2 _ 2a6{36 + a 2
p lO. (18) 

E~~~==E~~;=a5f5 - af5\ E~;~)=E~;~) = a 12 
_ 33aa~ _ 33a 4 138 + {312, 
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4. DOUBLE GROUP BASES OF SU(2) 

It is desirable to construct basis states of SU (2), 
reduced according to its subgroup Idle, where Idle is 
any double point group. Since the subgroup representa
tion and component labels take only a finite number of 
values, they do not "count" as labels in Racah's sense. 
There is thus one missing label. 

As usual there are two complementary approaches to 
the labeling problem. One is to construct a missing 
label operator. It should be a Idle scalar which is a 
polynomial in the SU(2) generators. Since there is one 
missing label, there should be two functionally inde
pendent missing label operators in each case. 4 

The missing label operators may be read from the 
results of Ref. 1 for the groups IdlC" l(flD" Id)T, or 
(d)O. They are just the C" D" T, or 0 scalars (a e 
scalar is also a (d)e scalar) formed from Lx, L y, Le 
which, of course, transform like x, y, z; in each case 
the quadratic scalar L2 should be disregarded. Thus we 
find the following missing label operators: 

(d)C, or Cn: L., L~+L~, 

(4)D, or D,: L!, LZ + L~, 

/d)1 or T: LxLyLe, L:+L~+L!, 

(4)U or U: LXLyL., L! + L~ + L!. 

(20) 

It is understood that the operator LXLyL. should be 
symmetrized with respect to the ordering of the factors. 
For /d)1 or I, according to the generating function 
B 1 • 2 (>..), the two missing label operators are of degrees 
6 and 10 in Lx, L y, Le' Another, of degree 15, is the 
square root of a polynomial in the lower degree scalars 
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(19) 

and L2. For a more detailed discussion of the labeling 
operators see Bickerstaff and Wybourne. S 

We now turn to a second approach to (d)e polynomial 
basis states for SU(2). Such states are already con
structed in Sec. 3. They are just the components of the 
polynomial tensors described by the generating function 
B (A), where r is the representation of Idle contained 

r,S S 

in the j = i (spinor) representation of SU(2). 

The j=i IR of SU(2) contains the following represen
tations r s of the double point groups: 

r S =r2 EBr2, for (dlC" 

=rS 
for (alD" 

=rs for 14)1', 

=r6 
for (4)0, 

=r6 
for 14 )/. (21) 

Except for IdlC" rs is irredUCible, so the polynomials 
are already given in Sec. 3 for (d)D" (4lT, and (4)0. 

For (dlC" the Wigner monomial a"f3b is alread:' an ir
reducible Id)C, tensor, transforming by the IR r" where 
r=(a-b)mod2,+2. 

As an example let us discuss (dlT in more detail. The 
SU(2) basis states are 

(22) 

where (E;~~)t denotes the t component of the tensor E~~~. 
The SU(2) IR label j is one-half the degree of the 
polynomial: 

j== i(p+ 6a + 8b). (23) 

When j and p are specified, a and b are not independent 
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and one of them may be regarded as the missing label. 
The basis states (22) are not orthonormal in general, 
but have the advantage of being analytic. The even states 
(j integral) constitute a convenient basis for the 80(3) 
=-J 7' scheme. It is no accident that the generating 
function Br.;,(X), with rr even, is equal to (1 - x2 )Br•4 (X 2

). 

The states described here lend themselves to the cal
culation of generator and finite rotation matrix elements 
as well as reduced Wigner (or Clebsch-Gordan) co
efficients in an SU(2) ~J (ale [or SO(3) =-1 C] basis. 

5. CONCLUDING REMARKS 

The methods employed in this paper and in I can be 
applied to construct polynomial tensors of arbitrary 
degree in the components of any finite group tensor. 

The construction of SU(2) =-1 (dlC basis states effected 
here for a double point group (dlC can be extended to 
find analytic finite subgroup bases for any continuous 
group. The starting point is a generating function for 
the weights contained in any IR of the continous group. 6 

Such a generating function is converted to a generating 
function for finite subgroup IR's by the methods of I 
and this article and leads to the determination of an 
integrity basis for subgroup states. This opens the 
possibility of constructing the Racah algebra (generator 
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matrix elements, coupling coefficients etc.) for the 
continuous group in a finite subgroup basis. 
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Higher order modified potentials for the effective phase integral approximation are derived from first 
principles. Application is made to computing eigenvalues for a nearly free wavefunction in a lattice 
potential. 

I. INTRODUCTION 

Recently the phase integral approximation has been 
modified by incorporating an energy-dependent modified 
(heretofore effective) potential that is consistent to first 
order in potential. 1 This modification extends the 
domain of applicability of the phase integral approxima
tion to longer wavelengths. When applied to the geo
metric theory of wave propagation, this modification 
generates a wavelength dependence in the consequent 
effective index of refraction which may be used to de
termine the stationary ray paths. 2 Herein from first 
prinCiples, we develop and investigate higher order 
terms of the modified potential. While we use a lattice 
potential for continuity with first order results! where 
band implications were discussed, herein we concen
trate on higher order techniques and not on band aspects, 
and without loss of generality we use mostly energy 
quantizations that are centered in the allowed energy 
bands. 

In Sec. II we develop the higher order terms of the 
modified potential for a general potential, make 
application to the lattice potential appearing in 
Mathieu's equation, and illustrate numerical accuracy 
with examples. Section III presents a comparison to 
Froman and Froman's expansion. 

II. EXPANSION OF THE MODIFIED POTENTIAL 

Let us express the time independent Schrodinger 
equation in one dimension, x, as 

cPl/J(x) 2/1 dr + n2lE-AV(X)]I/J(x)=O, (1) 

where as usual I/J is the wavefunction, /1 is mass, 
/[=1.0545887xI0·27 erg sec and E is energy, but where 
an explicit expansion parameter A is associated with the 
potential V. The solution to Eq. (1) may be found by 
substituting 

{
2/1 }'l/1 

I/J.(x)= hT/E-AW(E,A,X)] 

( . f{ 2/1 }1/2 ) xexp ±iJ jf2lE-AW(E,X,x')] dx', 

where W is our new variable. W may be identified as the 
energy-dependent modified potential (previously identi
fied as effective potential l

). This leads to the nonlinear 
differential equation for W(E, A, x), 

a)Supported in part by the Independent Research Program of 
the Naval Ocean Systems Center. 

Pi 2 W" 5Pi 2 A( W' )2 
W = V - 8/1 E _ XW - 32/1 (E _ XW)2 

For IAWI < E, Eq. (2) may be expanded as 

/[2 W" ~ (XW)" w=v---L -
8/1 E n=O E 

5/[2 (W')2 ~ (XW)" --A - .0 (1 +n) -. 
32/1 E "=0 E 

Let us also expand W in a power series of A as 

W=WO+XWl +X2W2 ··· 

(2) 

(3) 

and substitute this into Eq. (3). Upon equating all co
efficients of like powers of X, we have that' 

W " + 8/1 EW 8/1 EV o jf2 o=jf2 , 

W" + 8/1 EW = - W{'Wo _ WI W~' _~ WiW~ _ H~WQ 
2 Pi2 2 E E 2 E E2 

5 WO(W£)2 
-2" E2 

(4a) 

(4b) 

(4c) 

W" 3 

8/1 W W" W W" W W" 2W W W" +-EW =_.:.:...2..:~ __ 2_0 _..::...!..:.:.._ '0 I 0 
/[2 3 E E E E2 

W:W" ~W" 5 W'W' 5 (W,)2 _~_~ __ ~ ____ l_ 

E E3 2 E 4 E 

_~ W l (WO)2 WoW~W{ 15 ~(WO)2 
2 E2 - 5 E2 - 4" E3 

(4d) 

n=1,2,3, ... , (4e) ... , 

where f is a driving function. Equation (4a), the first 
order equation, has been investigated previously. I It is 
noted that the left sides of Eqs. (4a)-( 4d) as well as the 
general case, Eq. (4e), all have the simple form of the 
reduced wave equation with constant coefficients while 
the right sides represent inhomogeneous driving func
tions whose entire components may be established 
directly from preceding lower order results. Therefore, 
the first few higher order results are easily obtained 
while in prinCiple all other finite higher order results 
may be calculated directly. However, the convergence 
of the expansion of the modified potential (over its 
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TABLE 1. Calculated eigenvalues, a's, of Mathieu's equation, 1jJ" + (01 - 21' cos2x) IjJ = 0 for selected I' and selected values of the 
characteristic exponent v and for various truncations N of the expansion of the effective potential W(N) (a, xL 

Characteristic exponent, v 0.3 
I' 0.03 

a Rounded-off exact 0.08950555848 
0' N=O 0.09004898232 
0' N=1 0.08950548469 
0' N=2 0.08950607239 
0' N=:3 0.08950555853 

x-domain) cannot be assured for arbitrary forms of the 
potential V(x), and in general all orders of Wn will be 
energy dependent. 

In the specific case of the lattice potential appearing 
in Mathieu's equation, i. e., V(x) = 21' cos2x with A = 1, 
(2 fJ-/tf 2) = 1, and the associated eigenvalue being given 
as a =E, the expansion for the modified potential for 
the first four terms is given by 

21' cos2x 
1 -1 , -a 

(5a) 

(5b) 

1'3 [ A COS6X] 
W 2 (a_l)3 Lcos2x+I_9O'-1 , (5c) 

TV =-~ {-I 5_~~_10:.125 [8 2.5Aa 
3 (0'_1)4 . 0'-4 (0'_4)2+ 0'+1_90'-1 

__ 9_+ 31. 5 ] cos4x + [9 5 + 17. 5A 
0'-41-40'-1 (0'-4) . 0'-9 

_ 81. 625 + 91. 125 J a COS8X} (5d) 
0'-4 (a-4)2 0'-16 ' 

where A = {[ 45/(0' - 4)] + 7}. As expected, Wn has singu
larities at 0' = m 2 , where m = ± It and usually also 
m = ± 1, ± 2, ... , ± 11 l' 1 which manifests the mth order 
band gaps for the eigenvalues. This manifestation of 
11th order Bragg reflection is innate for Wn • 

For relatively free wavefunctions (i. e., E» V), the 
results of at least the first four terms of the expansion 
of the modified potential, Eqs. (4a)-(4d), are in general 
good. Let us illustrate by calculating some eigenvalues 
0' for the lattice potential appearing in Mathieu's equa
tion from the quantization of the effective action variable 
associated with the modified potential, that is, 1 

J:[O'-W(O',A,X)]1/2dx=vrr, Ivl*1,2,3,···, (6) 

where v is the given characteristic exponent (Bloch 
wavenumber) which establishes the quantization, >.. = 1 

3.5 4.5 5.5 
1.0 1.0 1.0 

12.294632 20.27600336 30.26710156 
12.298481 20.27734259 30.26768419 
12.294749 20.27601384 30.26710329 
12.294803 20.27601766 30.26710398 
12.294659 20.2760036:3 30.26710157 

and (2 fJ-/fi 2
) = 1. Let us define the partial sum of the 

power series expansion for W(O', A, x) by N such that 
N 

W(N) (a,>",x)=0 >..nWn(a,x). (7) 
n=O 

Table I exhibits the computations of energy levels (i. e. , 
eigenvalues) for various partial sums of order N of Eq. 
(7) for various lattice potentials that are sufficiently 
small to render nearly free electrons. While the calcu
lations for N = 3 show excellent numerical approxima
tions to the tabulated values even for long (with respect 
to lattice spacing) wavelengths, v= 0.3, where the WKB 
approximation fails, 1 the numerical improvement is not 
monotonic with N as the estimates for a with N = 2 are 
all inferior to those for N = 1. Also for v = 0.3 and 
y = 0.03, the N = 0 estimate for a is inferior to the 
plane wave limit (i. e., a = v2); nevertheless, it has 
already been shown l that for this case a more sophisti
cated estimate based upon the expected value of the 
Hamiltonian H, (i. e., a = f<i;tHl/!dx/ f<i;t1j;dx, where 
l/!=(O" - Wo)"1/4 exp[ifX(O" - W

O
)l/2dx'] where a' is the 

initial prediction for a as determined by f~ (a' - WO)l/Z 

dx= V1T) renders the excellent value of 0.0895063. 

III. FROMAN AND FROMAN'S EXPANSION 

As a comparison, let us examine a different expan
sion for higher order terms for the phase integral 
derived by Froman and Froman. 4 For Froman and 
Froman's expansion of order 2ivl + 1, the quantization 
for the lattice potential appearing in Mathieu's equation 
is 

,,1r jL, 
j o?..J Y 2n Q(x) dX=V1T, Ivl *1,2,3,"', 

n=O 

where Q(x) = (0' - 2ycos2x)1/2 and the Y2 n's are the ex
panSion terms. For the particular case of the lattice 
potential appearing in Mathieu's equation Yo= 1, 

y( 2 1'5. 22 Yz = Q4 - cos X + Q2 "2 sm x , 

Y 4 = Z6 {- cos2x + Jz [14 sin22x - 905 cos2 2x 

TABLE II. Calculated eigenvalues, a's, of Mathieu's equation, 1jJ" + (0' - 2ycos2x) Ij;= 0 for selected 'Y and selected values of the 
characteristic exponent v and various truncations of order 2M + 1 for Froman and Froman's expansion of phase integral. 

Characteristic exponent, v 

'Y 

a 
a 
a 
0' 

Rounded-off exact 
M=Oa 
M=1 
M=2 

* Outside domain of validity of algorithm. 

0.3 
0.03 

0.0895 
0.0952 
0.1272 

* 
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3.5 4.5 5.5 
LO 1.0 1.0 

12.294632 20.27600336 :30.26710156 
12.290901 20.27471022 :30.26653458 
12.294291 20.27593723 :30.26708253 
12.294591 20.27599963 :30.26710089 

a For M = 0, the expansion truncates to the WKB approximation. 
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+ ~ (110.5 sin22xcos2x + ~ 138.125 sin42X]} , 

Table II exhibits the computed energy levels (i. e. , 
eigenvalues) for various orders 2M + 1 of Froman and 
Froman's expansion for the same parametric pairs 
(y, v) as in Table I. In the case of long wavelengths 
(e. g., v= 0.3), Froman and Froman's expansion is 
divergent as the Y2n'S form series of inverse higher
order Q terms. In fact, the algorithm for computing QI 

is outside its domain of validity at v = 0.3 for M = 2. 
Furthermore for 1111 = 0, Froman and Froman's method 
has the same restriction to short wavelengths as the 
WKB method. In contrast, Table I shows good conver
gence for the modified potential expansion in the long 
wavelength case since the singular points of the modi
fied potential expansion are the centers of the various 
band gaps. 

For moderately short wavelength cases represented 
by v==3. 5, 4.5, 5.5 with y= 1 of Tables I and II, the 
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action-variable computations for QI with the two expan
sions exhibit accuracy of comparable order. Neverthe
l~ss, for I y 1« 1 and for short wavelengths, the modi
fIed potential expansion has the advantage with respect 
to the expansion of Froman and Froman since in the 
latter expansion Y2n = O(y) for n ~ 1 while in the former 
expansion Wn = 0(yn+l). Thus, in the limit that y - 0, the 
modified potential expansion has better convergence. As 
the representations for an effective action variable that 
are formed by the two different expansions appear to be 
the analytic continuation of each other by correlating 
coefficients of yn between the two truncated series 
different domains of convergence for the two expa~sions 
are expected. 

;E. R. Floyd, J. Math. Phys. 17, 880-84 (1976). 
3E.H. ~l~yd, J. Acoust. Soc. Am. 60, 801-09 (1976). 
A prelImrnary development of this expansion was given in 
AlP document No. PAPS 760128-01 (associated with Ref. 1) 
on pages 16-17. 

4N. Froman, Arkiv Fysik 32, 541 (1966). 
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On nonlinear transformations for time-dependent polynomial 
Hamiltonians 
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A formal method is demonstrated for the transformation of polynomial Hamiltonians with time-dependent 
coefficients to time-independent polynomial Hamiltonians. The transformation functions are themselves 
polynomials in the canonical variables with time-dependent coefficients. These coefficients are determined 
by sets of first order linear differential equations. The results apply equally well to multidimensional 
problems. The work is a generalization of the author's earlier work on time-dependent linear 
transformations for quadratic Hamiltonians. 

1. INTRODUCTION 

In recent years there has been considerable interest in 
time-dependent oscillator systems with Hamiltonians of the 
type 

2 

H (q,p,t )=L A it )qj P 2-j. (1.1) 
}=o 

The basic interest has been in finding an invariant for the 
motion described by H (1.1). In essence there have been two 
approaches. The first, based on the work of Kruskal, I was 
followed by Lewis,' Symon/ and Sarlet.4 The second, more 
recent approach, uses time-dependent linear canonical 
transformations. The work of Gunther and Leach' and 
Leach6-9 on this subject has given a reasonable physical basis 
to the problem of finding an invariant. It ought to be noted 
that the results apply equally well to the general 2n-dimen
sional quadratic Hamiltonian. 

Hamiltonians of the type (1.1) have been of practical 
interest mainly in the discussion of a particle moving in an 
electromagnetic field, for ex am Ie in the work of Couraneo 

and Seymour. 11 As a quadratic Hamiltonian usually arises as 
a first approximation to a more complex system, it is not 
surprising that there is now an interest in the time-dependent 
anharmonic oscillator. Without specifying the nature of the 
anharmonicity, the problem becomes the study of a time
dependent polynomial Hamiltonian. 

The study of polynomial Hamiltonians has long been of 
interest in the field of celestial mechanics, as witness the 
work of Cherry. 12 There the problem is usually referred to as 
the motion of a particle about a singular or equilibrium 
point. The method of attack has been to transform the Ha
miltonian to a normal form for which integrals are obvious. 
The canonical transformations are of polynomial form and 
problems of convergence arise. It is usual to discuss the prob
lem in a formal way to demonstrate the possibility, if not the 
actuality, of a solution. Gustavson ll has found that a trun
cated transformation gives useful results in computer 
applications. 

The problem which we study in this paper is thus both 
old and new, depending upon the area of application. We 
shall demonstrate that a time-dependent polynomial Hamil
tonian may be transformed formally to any other polynomi-

al Hamiltonian (which may be time-dependent). The idea of 
the equivalence of any two Hamiltonians of the same num
ber of degrees of freedom is not new (cf. Kohler I4

), but there 
does not appear to have been an explicit treatment of the 
actual transformations involved. 

For the time-dependent problem, the usual approach 
has been to use a time-independent generating function. We 
shall show that a time-dependent generating function may 
be constructed for the time-dependent problem. In fact a 
time-dependent generating function may be used for both 
classes of problem, but is of particular relevance to time
dependent problems. The generating function method has 
the drawback of not providing explicit formulas for the new 
coordinates in terms of the old or vice versa. We shall show 
that it is possible to approach the problem in such a way that 
explicit formulas are available. We believe that this repre
sents a considerable improvement. As the algebra is tedious, 
most of our discussion will deal with the Hamiltonian of a 
one-dimensional system. There will be an extension of the 
discussion to multidimensional systems sufficient to indicate 
the generality of our results. 

2. ONE-DIMENSIONAL PROBLEM: 
TRANSFORMATION OF THE QUADRATIC 
TERMS 

The general polynomial Hamiltonian describing the 
motion of a one-dimensional system about a singular point is 

00 , 

H(q,p,t)= L LA j(t)r!p'-i, (2.1) 
,=2j=0 

where (q,p) are the canonically conjugate coordinates and 
the coefficients A ; (t ) are real continuous functions of time. 
The possible existence of a coordinate-free term in (2.1) has 
no bearing on the motion and is ignored. We assume that 
H (q,p,t) is finite for all t and finite (q,p). 

We separate out the quadratic terms in (2.1) by writing 
2 oc , 

H(q,p,t)=IAjqip 2-i+ I I Ajqip'-i. (2.2) 
i=O r= 3 i=o 

The quadratic part may be written in matrix form as 

H(2)(q,p,t)=![q'P]M(~ 1, (2.3) 
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where the 2 X 2 matrix M is given by 

= [2A~' At] 
M 2 2 A p 2A0 (2.4) 

The quadratic part H(2)(q,p,t) may be transformed to (cf. 
Leach') 

(2.5) 

by means of the linear transformation 

(2.6) 

The transformation matrix S satisfies the first-order differ
ential equation. 

S=JMS-SJM (2.7) 

where J is the 2 X 2 sympletic matrix. The transformation is 
canonical provided 

SJST =J. (2.8) 

(For a proof that this is always possible, see Leach.' The 
discussion in Sec. 7 is a generalization of the result.) 

The equation (2.7) has a solution provided the elements 
Xi and M are continuous functions of time (cf. Ince," pp. 
71,72). In particular we may choose Xi to be a matrix with 
constant elements. The generating function of the transfor
mation is quadratic and so does not affect the higher terms in 
H (q,p,t). Thus, after the transformation (2.6), we have 

H(Q,P,t)=H'2'(Q,P)+ I I A jet) 
r=3)=0 

where H' 2 )(Q,P) has constant coefficients and 

r-j , 

(2.9) 

(2.10) 

As the summed part of (2. 9) is of minimum degree three, the 
transformation of H (q,p,t ) (2.1) may be discussed in terms of 
the transformation of 

H(q,p,t)=HC2J(q,p)+ f i A ;(t)qipr-). (2.11 ) 
r=3j=0 

We have emphasized this point because of the advantage it 
gives us in later work. The systems of differential equations 
which arise from (2.11) are linear, whereas those which 
would have been obtained had we used (2.1) are nonlinear. 
The reason for this is that, in the case of(2.11), it is suitable to 
choose H such that H' 2 )(Q,P) has the same functional form 
as HC2J(q,p) and so the first term of the transformation is 
simply the identity. As is explained in Sec. 4, by starting with 
the identity, the nonlinear terms in any system of differential 
equations belong to lower order coefficients than those 
which the system is determining. 
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3. TRANSFORMABILITY OF HtGHER ORDER 
TERMS INDUCTIVE PROOF 

We assume now that the coefficients of all terms up to 
order n (>2) have been rendered constant by a series of suit
able transformations. We write 

n+1 
H(q,p,t)=H(n)(q,p)+ I A ;+I(t) 

)=0 

(3.1) 

where dn)(q,p) has constant coefficients and contains all 
terms of order <,n while R (q,p,t) contains all terms of order 
> (n + 1). For the purposes of this discussion we use the type 
two generating function Flq,P,t ) so that 

p 

Q 

Writing 

JF2(q,P,t) 

Jq 

JFlq,P,t) 

JP 

n+1 
F,(q,P,t)=qP+ I Bk(t)lp n+ I-\ 

k=O 

(3.2) 

(3.3) 

Consider any term in dn)(q,p), say Ciq lp r-l where 
O<,I<,r, 2<,r<,n. Since 

n+l 
p=P+ I kBk(t)qk-Ipn+l-k, 

k=O 

(3.5) 
n+1 

Q=q+ I (n+1-k)B k(t)q kp n-k, 
k=O 

(3.6) 

Ignoring coefficients and considering only the powers of Q, 
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P, and q, a typical example of the other terms will be 

QI-i [qkpn-k]ipr-I-j [qm-lpn+l-mF, (3.7) 

whereO~i~l, O<j~r-l, and i +l> 1 [sincei+j=O is covered 
by the first term of (3.6)]. Again making use of (3.5), the 
leading term in (Q,P) is of degree 

l-i+i(k+n-k)+r-I-j+j(m-l +n+ I-m) 

<===>(i+ I)(n -I)+r)n -I +2=n + I 
since r)2 and i+j) 1. Hence ffn)(q,p) is transformed to 
IJ<n)(Q,p) plus possible terms of degree )(n + 1), where 
ffn)(Q,p) has the same functional form as IJ<n)(q,p). 

We may write (3.4) as 

_ n n . 

H(q,P,t)= I I C;q1 
r=2 j=O 

x [p+ nil kBk(t)qk-lpn+l-k]r-j 
k=O 

n+1 

+ I Aj+l(t)q1 
j=O 

n+ 1 . 
+R (q,P,t)+ I Bk(t )qkpH I-k. (3.8) 

k=O 

As we are seeking an ii of the form 

- n+ I r . 1 -
H(Q,P,t)= I IC;QJpr- +R(Q,P,t), (3.9) 

r=2j=0 

where R contains the terms of degree> (n + 1), we have in 
terms of q,P,t, 
ii (q,P,t) 

= :t~jt C; [q+ ~~; (n + l-k)B k(t)q k pr-k ]j pr--i 

+R (q,P,t). (3.10) 

Extracting the terms of degree (n + 1) from (3.8) and (3.10), 
the desired result is achieved provided 

n+1 
C~q I k B k(t)q k-I pn+ I-k +2C6 

k=O 

n+1 
xP I kB k(t)q k-I pn+l-k 

k~O 

n+1 n+1 . + I Aj+'(t)qPn+'-j+ I Bk(t)qkpntl-k 
j=O k=O 

n+\ 
= I C'k+lqkpn+l-k +cf 

k=O 
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n+l 
xP I (n+l-k)Bk(t)qkpn-k 

k=O 

n+l 

+2C~q I (n+l-k)Bk(t)qkpn-k. (3.11) 
k=O 

On equating coefficients, we obtain the system oflinear first
order differential equations 

B dt )+Ctk B k(t )+r6(k+ 1) B k+ 1 (t) 

-Cf(n+ l-k)B k(t)-r~(n+2-k)B k-l (t) 

=C'k+I_A'k+1(t), l<;k<;n, 

Bo(t) + 2C6Bl(t )-(n + l)CfBo{t)= C ~+ I_A ~+ I(t), 

Bn+ l(t )+(n + l)C 6Bn+ \(t)- 2C ~Bn(t) 

(3.12) 

This system has a solution since the A's were specified as 
continuous. Clearly the choice of the Cs is arbitrary. 

Thus we have the formal result that, by a process of 
successive canonical transformations, H (q ,p,t ) may be trans
formed to fj (Q,P). 

4. SINGLE GENERATING FUNCTION METHOD 
From the foregoing it is evident that the formal trans

formation from H (q,p,t) to an arbitrary ii (Q,P) can be ac
complished by a means of succession of polynomial generat
ing functions. The process may be achieved in one step by a 
single suitable generating function. The coefficients of the 
polynomial generating function are obtained in the follow
ing manner. 

We saw in Sec. 2 that the original Hamiltonian may be 
written, without loss of generality, as 

00 r 

H(q,p,t)=H'2'(q,p)+ I I A j(t)qr -jpl. (4.1) 
r=31~0 

The transformed Hamiltonian is 

ii(Q,P)=H'2'(Q,P)+ I I CiQjpr-J• 

r~ 3 j=O 

It is convenient to write 
2 

H'2'(q,p)= I A Jq 2 -i pi, 
i~O 

2 

H '2 '(Q,P)= I CJQi p 2
-j. 

i~O 

(4.2) 

(4.3) 

Since the functional forms of H'''(q,p) and H'2'(Q,P) are 
identical, the coefficients are related by 

A 6=C~, A t=C~, A ~=C6· (4.4) 

We propose the type two generating function 
00 r 

F2(q,P,t)=qP+ I I Bj(t)q1pr--j (4.5) 
r~3j=0 
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Q=q+ f I (r_j)B;(t)qJpr-l-J, 
r=3J=0 

(4.6) 

00 r . 
p=P+ I IjB;(t)qJ-lpr-; 

r=3 j=O 

The standard transformation equation 

- aF2(q,p,t) 
H(q,P,t)=H(q,P,t)+ at (4.7) 

becomes 

x [q+ J3 ito (s-i) B~(t)q i p s
-

1
-

i r pr-J 

Equating coefficients of like powers to zero, we obtain 

D-3ci, 2A ~, 0, 0 

-6C~, D+A i-2ci, 4A ~, ° 
0, -4C~, D+2A f-cf, 6A ~ 

x [q+ S~3 ~O (s-i)B;(t)q ip s
-

1
-

i r p2-J. 

(4.8) 

The quadratic terms cancel. Collecting the cubic terms, we 
have 

± Bj'(t)qJp3-J+ ± Aj'(t)q3-JpJ 
J=O J=O 

3 
+Aiq IjBj'(t)qJ-lp3-J 

j=O 

3 
+2A~P IjBj'(t)qj-lp3-J 

j=O 

3 
= I Cj'qj p3-j +ciP 

J=O 

3 .. xI (3_j)Bj'(t)qJp2-J 

)=0 

3 
+2C~q I (3-j)Bj'(t)qjp2-j . 

J~O 

B3 
0 C~-A~ 

B3 
1 C~-A ~ 

Bi C~-A i 

(4.9) 

(4.10) 

0, 0, -2C~, D+3Af C 3_A 3 
3 0 

where D=d/dt. This is linear in the B's and, given the con
tinuity of the A's, the system has a unique solution set. 

The process of finding the B's will always involve the 
solution of an equation linear in the unknown B's. From 
(4.8) we see that there are terms which are nonlinear in the 
B's. However, when such a nonlinear term appears in a dif
ferential equation, it will be as a known function. For exam

ple, we look at the degree of the term with coefficient (B j') 2 

in the second term of (4.8). It is r+ 2;>5. The first set of 
equations containing such a term would be that which deter-

. B 5 mmes J' 

5. DIRECT TRANSFORMATION APPROACH: 
FORWARD METHOD 

Although the generating function approach is of theo
retical value in approaching the problem, there remains the 
difficulty of inverting the function to obtain q and p in terms 
of Q and P. The presence of explicit time dependence in the 
generating function makes the use of computer inversion 
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j 

prohibitive. An alternative approach is to define q and p as 
explicit polynomials in Q and P with time-dependent 
coefficients. 

The Hamiltonians H (q,p,t) and Ii (Q,P) may of course 
be arbitrary polynomials of degree greater than or equal to 
two. To illustrate the method, we take 

H(q,p,t)=!(q2+p2)+ f I A ;(t)qr-jp J, (5.1) 
r= 3 )=0 

Ii (Q,P) = !(Q2 +P). (5.2) 

In view of our earlier work there is no real loss of generality. 
The canonical variables q and p are given formally by 

q=Q+ f I B;(t)Q)pr-j , (5.3) 
r=2 )=0 

p=P+ f i C;(t)Q)pr-). (5.4) 
r=2)=0 

We require the description of the motion by H and Ii to be 
equivalent. Differentiation (5.3) and (5.4) with respect to 
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time and substituting for q, p, Q, and P from Hamilton's 
equations for Hand H, we have 

p+ f IjAiqr-JpJ-J 
r=3 J=O 

=p+ f I (BiQ/pr-i+jBiQJ-lpr+I-J 
r=2 j=O 

-(r-j) B i QJ+ lpr-I-J), (5.5) 

q+ f I (r-j)Aiqr-I-Jp J 
ro;3 J=O 

=Q+ f I I-CiQJ pr-J _jCiQJ-Ipr+I-J 
r=2 i=O 

+ (r-j) C i QJ+ lpr- I -J). (5.6) 

Making use of (5.3) and (5.4) in the left sides of (5.5) and 
(5.6) we have the equations in terms of Q and P 

f I (BiQJpr-J+jBiQJ-Ipr+l-i 
'=2)=0 

-(r-j)BiQJ+lpr-l-i -CiQ/pr-Jj 

= '~JtjA i {Q+ .,~O ita B~Qips-t-J 

(5.7) 

f I {CiQJpr-'+jCiQJ-Ipr+I-J 
r=2 )=0 

-(r-j) CiQJ+ Ipr-I-J +B iQJ pr-i I 

=-l:3
J
tO (r-j)Ai{Q+ S~2itO B;QiPS-l-1-i 

(5.8) 

Separation of the coefficients of like terms in Q and P 
from (5.7) and (5.8) will yield systems of linear differential 
equations for the coefficients B i (t ) and C i (t ). The form of 
these equations is 

M nX" =f(A i,B~,Cn, 

where 

[B"1 x"-- e'" [K -I] 
M II = 1 n K 

n 

K = 0 

[

!!n 
n • 

1 
D 

-(n-l) 

o 
2 
D 

D n-l 
-2 D 
o -1 
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(5.9) 

~l 

and D=dldt. The nonhomogeneous term denoted by 
f(A i ,B ~ ,cn is not necessarily linearin theB'sand Cs. As 
r<on, s < n, and u < n, this does not affect the linearity of the 
differential equation. 

The requirement that the transformation be canonical 
imposes a set of constraints on the B's and Cs. A full discus
sion of these constraints will be given in Sec. 7. At the mo
ment it is sufficient to note that the constraints cause no 
difficulty. 

6. DIRECT TRANSFORMATION APPROACH: 
BACKWARDS METHOD 

If, instead of writing 

q = q(Q,P,t ), p = p(Q,P,t ) (6.1) 

as in Sec. 5, we write 

Q= Q (q,p,t), P=P (q,p,t), (6.2) 

it will be possible to expressHin terms of q,p, and t. Since we 
choose Ii to be constant, Ii (q,p,t) will be an invariant of the 
motion described by H (cf. Leach· for the linear transforma
tion case). 

For the purposes of our discussion we shall use the 
Hamiltonians 

00 , 

H=!(q2+p2)+ L LA i(t)qJp r-J, 
r=3)=0 

H = 4(Q2 + ['2). 

We express the transformation as 
co , 

Q=q+ L L Bi(t)q)pr-J , 
,=2J=0 

P=p+ f I Ci(t)qJpr-i. 
r=2)=0 

(6.3) 

(6.4) 

(6.5) 

(6.6) 

Following the same lne of argument as in Sec. 5, we obtain 
the following equations in q and p. 

f I (Biq)p'-J+jBiqj-Ip,+I-J 
r=2j=0 

-(r-j) BiqJ+ Ip r--I-j -CiqJp'-Jj 

00 , 

= - L L (r-j)A ir/pr-l-) 
r=3)=0 

00 r 00 S 

+ L L Bi L LA ; (js-ir) 
,=2/=0 s=3 i=O 

Xq i+j- lp r+s-i-j-I, (6.7) 

f I (CiqJpr-J +jCiq) -Ip r+l-) 
r=2 J=O 

= f IjAiqJ-lp'-J 
r=3J=0 
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Xq i+j~ Ip r+s~i~j~ I. (6.8) 

These equations are similar to those of(5.7) and (5.8). 
The structure is simpler because the ultimate terms in each 
are not as complex as before. Separation of the coefficients of 
like terms in q and p from (6.7) and (6.8) will led to systems of 
linear differential equations for the coefficients B i (t ) and 
C i (t). The form of these equations is the same as (5.9), the 
equations being 

BZ'=-(k+l) BZ'+, +(m+l-k)BZ'~1 +C k 

-(m+ l-k)A k 1-1_ I (lu-pv)B rA;, (6.9) 
1 

CZ'=-(k+l) C k+1 +(m+l-k)Ck~,-Bk 

+(k+ 1) A k:/ - I (iu-pv) CrA;. (6.10) 
1 

The summation denoted by ~l is over those terms for which 

i+p=k+ I, u+v=m+2. (6.11) 

7. THE REQUIREMENT OF CANONICITY 

When the generating function approach is used, the 

D 1 
B2 

0 -1 0 0 0 

-2 D 2 0 -1 0 
B2 

1 

0 -I D I 0 0 -1 B2 
-------1-

2 

- - - ---
I 0 0 D 1 0 C6 
0 1 0 -2 D 2 C 2 

0 0 1 0 -1 D 1 

C 2 
2 

D 1 0 0 -1 0 0 0 
-3 D 2 0 0 -1 0 0 
0 -2 D 3 0 0 -1 0 
0 0 -1 D I 0 0 0 -1 

+ ---------
1 0 0 0 D 1 0 0 
0 1 0 0 -3 D 2 0 
0 0 1 0 0 -2 D 3 
0 0 0 1 0 0 -1 D 

-4Aci 2B6A ~-3BiA 6 
-3A~ 4B6A ~-BiA ~-6B~ 6 

2A4 - 2 6B 6A j + B iA ~ - 4B ~ i 
A4 - 3 3BiA j-2B~ ~ 

-- --- + - --- - - - --
A4 

1 2C6A i-3CiA 6 
2A4 

2 4C6A ~-CiA i-6C~ 6 
3A j 6C6A j+CiA ~-4C~ i 
4A: 3ciA ~-2C~ ~ 
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transformation is automatically canonical. This is not the 
case with the direct transformation approaches. We must 
impose the condition that the Poisson Bracket of the trans
formation be unity. In this section we establish the con
straints on the B's and Cs for the transformation to be ca
nonical and prove that these constraints hold for all time. 
Before proceeding to a general proof, we look at two simple 
examples to illustrate the principle of the proof. For the pur
poses of the discussion, we use the transformations of Sec. 6. 

Taking the Poisson Bracket of Q and P with respect to q 
and p, the transformation defined by (6.5) and (6.6) is ca
nonical provided 

f I UB iqj~'p r~j + (r-JJ Ciqjp r-I-j J 
r=2j=0 

+ f fIt (is-ir) 
r=2 s=2j=0 i=O 

xB iC:qi+j -Ipr+s-i-j~ 1 =0. (7.1) 

For example, a comparison of the linear and quadratic terms 
imposes the requirements that 

Bi+ 2C 6=0, 

2B~+ci=o, 

B i+3C6+2IBic6-B6CiJ =0, 

2Bi+2ci+4IB~C6-B6C~J =0, 

3Bj+C6+2IB~ci-Bic~J =0. 

(7.2) 

(7.3) 

The sets of equations satisfied by the B2's, C's, B3'S and 
C's are, respectively, 

- 3A 6 
2A 3 

- 1 

-Ai 

Ai 
2A~ 
3A j 

B6 
Bi 
B~ 
B~ 

(7.4) 

(7.5) 
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For the transformation to be canonical, the constraints (7.2) 
and (7.3) must be consistent with the solutions of (7.4) and 
(7.5). The general solution set of (7 .4) depends upon six arbi
trary constants and it is possible to select them such that, at 
some time to, the two constraints (7.2) are satisfied. Let 

(7.6) 

From (7.4) we see that 

(7.7) 

Considered as a system of equations, (7.7) has a singular 
point at (0,0). Thus, if the constraints are satisfied at t= to, 
they are satisfied for all t. Similarly, writing Xl, X" and Xl for 
the left-hand terms in (7.3) and using (7.5), we have 

(7.8) 

The point (0,0,0) is a singular point and, if the constraints 
(7.3) are satisfied at t=to, they are satisfied for all time. 

The purpose of the two examples given above was to 
illustrate the principle of the proof of the general result. 
From (7.1) the coefficient of l- Ipm - k is extracted and we 
write 

X,/: +kB,/: +(m+l-k)C'/:_l + I (lu-pv)BrC~. (7.9) 
2 

The summation denoted by ~,is over those terms for which 

l+p=k, u+v=m+l. (7.10) 

Using the differential equations (6.9) and (6.10) we find, 
after some algebra and careful attention to the summation 
limits, that 

:i,/:=-kX'/:+1 +(m+l-k)x'/:_l 

'" (j .) r+ lA s -~s-lrxJ+l i' (7.11) 
2 

where we have adopted the convention that X'/: _0 for k < 0 
and k > m. Thex's in the summation are oflower order than 
xm sinces;;'3. The system of equations represented by (7.11) 

has a singular point at t = to if the constraints x 7: (to) = ° are 
applied. Thus the constraints hold for all time. 

We see that that the transformation defined by Eqs. 
(6.5) and (6.6) is canonical under the constraints given 
above. The transformation defined by Eqs. (5.3) and (5.4) 
may be treated similarly. 

8. MULTIDIMENSIONAL PROBLEM 
It has long been held that commensurability between 

the coefficients of the quadratic parts of the Hamiltonian 
describing a higher dimensional problem prevents the trans
formation of a polynomial Hamiltonian to one of normal 
form. We propose that this is not the case since the 
Hamiltonians 

Hm(q,p)=~I(q;+P7) (or ~qiPi} (8.1) 

H'2)(Q,P)=~ICi(Qf+p7) (or +CiQiPi} (8.2) 
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where the C's are incomensurable, are equivalent under a 
time-dependent linear transformation. 

The generalization of the work on the one-dimensional 
problem to many dimensions is mainly a matter of coping 
with increasingly complex algebra except for one feature. 
The problem of commensurability has in the past lead to the 
vanishing of coefficients of some of the terms in the transfor
mation so that they could not be determined. We shall show 
that every such coefficient occurs as its derivative with non
vanishing coefficient. That this will be the case for each of 
the three approaches used in the one-dimensional problem is 
not surprising. 

We do not intend to labor the point with algebra of 
meaningless and repetitive complexity. Consequently, we in
dicate the approaches for the case of the Hamiltonian of a 
two-dimensional motion. 

9. COEFFICIENTS OF THE GENERATING 
FUNCTION 

As a linear transformation may be used to convert the 
coefficients of the quadratic terms to constants, we assume 
them constant and of the desired form. The Hamiltonian is 
taken to be 

H (q"Q2,P"P"t) 
2 . 2 . . 

= I A ]'Oq; -J pi] + I A y2q ; -J p12 
J~O J=O 

+ f I I A ;;'(t)q ~'-i'q ;d'pJ;Pi· (9.1) 
r, +r,~ 3 j, =0 j,=O 

The transformed Hamiltonian is 

2 2 02'" _ '" C 2,OQJp 2 -J+" c' QJP"-J 
-~ j ]] ~ J 22 

)_0 )=0 

+ ~ ~ ~ cr,r'QJ'Q),pr. -J,pr,-i, 
~ ~~jJ,121 2' 

(9.2) 
r l +-r!~::.3j,=Oj~=O 

where A ~.o=C~,o, etc, The other A's are at least continuous 
functions of the time. The C's need not be constant, but, as 
was remarked above, there seems little point in transforming 
from one time-dependent system to another. The type two 
generating function is 

Flql,q"P"P2,t) 

=qIP1+q,P,+ f I I B;;,(t) 
rl+rl=Jj~=Oj!=O 

(9.3) 
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From the equation 

- aF2(ql,q2,PhP2,t) 
H(qhq2,PI,P2,t)=H(qhq2,Ph P2,t) + at 

we have 

.± Cf'°{ql+ L L L (SI-il)B:::"q;'q~p~I-I-;IPi-;'Y pi-J 

1=0 . +± CJ.2{q2+ 2: 2: 2: (S2-i2)B::f,'q;'q~p~,-;,p~'-I-;'y p~-j 
1=0 

+ 2: 2: 2: C;:2{ql+ L 2: 2: (SI-il)B:::"q;,q~p~'-I-i'Pi-;y 
X {q2 + 2: 2: 2: (U2 -k2) B 'k:,/-; q}' q~' P ~,-k, P ~,-I-k, Y'P ~,-j,p;,-J, 

- ~ A 2.0q 2-J{p + '" '" '" i Bs,s'q;,-lq;'PSI-;lps,-;,}J 
- £.... I I I£....£.... £.... I 1,1, I 2 I 2 

J=o 

+ ~ A 0.2q 2-J[p + '" '" '" i Bs,s'q;'q;,-Ips,-;,ps,-;,]J 
£.... I 2 2 £.... £.... £.... 2 1,1, I 2 I 2 

J=o 

+'" '" '" A r,r'qrl-J'qr,-J,{p +'" '" '" i Bs,s'q;,-lq;'PS,-;,ps,-;,}j, 
£.... £.... £.... lV, I 2 I£....£.... £.... I 1,1, I 2 I 2 

X [P2+ L L L k2B 'k:,/-; q }'q~,-I p~,-k,p~,-k, r+ L 2: 2: iJ;;;"qjiq4p~,-j,p;d'. 
The triple summations are all of the form 

f I i· 
rl +r1 =3 jl =0 jl=O 

As in one-dimensional case, (8.5) may be separated into polynomials of degree m (say) which 
(i) are linear in the B ;;;,' for which rl + r2 = m, 
(ii) do not contain any B's for which r l +r2 > m, and 

(9.4) 

(9.5) 

(iii) may contain B's either linearly or nonlinearly for which r l + r2 < m. For m = 2 the terms cancel due to our choice of the 
earliest coefficients. For m = 3, we have on separation of the coefficients of like powers, twenty linear differential equations of 
the type 
iJ r,r, + !A 2.0)' +A 0.2)' JB r,r, - ! C 2.0(r -J' ) 

I,b I I I 2 lIb I I I 

+ C 0.2(r -J') ) B r,r, + 2A 2'°0 + I)B r,r, . 
I 2 2 lV, 2 I I, + IJ, 

+ 2A 0.20 + I)B r,r, - 2C 2.0(r + I-J')B r,r, . 
2 2 I,J, + I 2 I I I, - I J, 

_2C O•2(r +1-J')Br,r, =cr,r'_A r,r,. 
2 2 2 I,J,-I lIb I,], 

(9.6) 

We have used the convention that any B's withjl(j2) < 0 or > rl(r2) are zero. For each B, r l +r2 = 3. This system, subject to the 
usual conditions on the A's, is integrable. For general m there will be ~(m + 1)(m +2)(m + 3) such equations. 

6 

We note that there is no problem concerning the commensurability of either A's or Cs since the coefficient of any iJ is never 
zero. 

10. DIRECT TRANSFORMATION APPROACH 

We do not wish to repeat the detail ofSecs. 5 and 6, but 
it is worthwhile noting that the direct transformation ap
proach applies equally well for higher dimensional prob
lems. We illustrate the point with the backwards method. 
Let 

93 

=~( q i+q ~+P i+p D+ 2:A ;;;"(1 )q~'q1P ~,-Jp ;,-J" 
3 
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(10.1) 

(10.2) 

(10.3) 

Qz = q2 + r I 2: C ;;;"(1 )q. .. qi2P~' - jp;, - j" (10.4) 
2 

PI =PI + 2: 2: 2: D ;;;"(t )q~'q1P ~,-Jp ~d" (10.5) 
2 

(10.6) 

where ~3~~ is 

and ~2~~ starts with r l + r2 = 2. 
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Applying the standard criterion that the description of 
the motion must be equivalent in either coordinate system, 
we find that the transformation coefficients satisfy the sys
tem of equations 

Ii ~~k':" + (k, + 1) B I:.'';l,k' + (k2 + 1) B 1:.:1:.'+ I 
-( m, + l-k,) B l:.'fTl1,k, 

- (m2 + 1 - k 2) B 1:.:1:.'- I - D I:.,t, 

=(m, + l-k,) A I:.k~ l.m,+ L V,S,-i"I) 
1 

iJ m,m'+(k + 1) D m,m, +(k + 1) D m,m, k,k, 1 k,+l.k, 2 k,k,+l 
-( ml + l-kl) D 7:,'f11Lk, 

- (m2 + 1 - k2)D 1:.:1:.'- I + B 7:,,,7' 

(10.7) 

(10.8) 

together with similar equations for the Cs and E's. In ~1' 
il +}1 ranges to k, + 1, i2+}2> to k2,'1 +s, to m, +2 and '2+S2 
to m 2• In ~2' the limits are reversed. The comparative sim
plicity of Eqs. (10.7) and (10.8) is due to the simplicity of ii 
and use of the backwards approach. The forward approach 
yields a more complicated nonhomogeneous term. If 
ml +m2=m, the number of equations for each valueofm is 2_ 

) 

(m - 3)(m 2 + 9m + 2). The number of arbitrary constants is 
reduced by the six Poisson Bracket conditions 

[Q1>P1] = I, [Q1>Q2] =0, [Ql'P2] =0, 

(10.9) 

11. INTEGRALS OF THE MOTION 

From the examples of two-dimensional Hamiltonians 
considered in the previous two sections, we see that the 
structure of the differential equations determining the coeffi
cients of the transformations is not significantly different 
from those for the one-dimensional problem. We assert that 
this will be the case for the general n-dimensional problem. 

Weare able to establish the formal existence of integrals 
of the motion by choosing 

_ n 

H(Q,P)=! L (Qt+ P ;). (11.1) 
;=1 

It is well-known that ii possess n2 
- 1 constants of the mo

tion linearly independent of ii. These constants may be writ
ten in compact form as an invariant matrix (cf. Leach9

) 
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(11.2) 

where J is the 2n X 2n symplectic matrix. The invariants 
have the form Q ;Qj +P ;P j or Q jP j -QjP;. In terms of 
the original coordinates (q,p), the n2 constants of the motion 
(including ii) will be invariants of the motion described by 
H (q,p,t) provided that the transformation equations ar~con
vergent. If they are not, truncation may provide approxi
mate integrals as was noted by Gustavson" for the time
independent problem. Finally, we note that, if H is indepen
dent of ti~e, it is a constant of the motion not necessarily 
equal to H (q,p,t). In this case it would appear that there are 
n2 + 1 constants of the motion although possibly H is some 
combination of the I ij(q,p,t ). 

12. COMMENT 

We have seen that there are three ways of approaching 
the transformation from one polynomial Hamiltonian to an
other. We emphasize that the transformations are formal 
and that problems of convergence could cause considerable 
difficulty. In much of this work we took Ii to be the Hamil
tonian of a simple harmonic oscillator to simplify the alge
bra. It may well be that, in a practical application, even ifthe 
transformation is convergent, the number of terms required 
for useful approximation is prohibitive. Better results may be 
obtained if the coefficients of if are chosen to be the mean 
values of the time-dependent coefficients of H. This is a dis
tinct possibility if these coefficients are periodic functions of 
time. 

The transformation method adopted depends upon our 
intention. A knowledge of the invariants may be more infor
mative than a formal solution. It is possible that a knowledge 
of the generating function will be of use in the study of the 
corresponding problem in quantum mechanics. It has been 
shown (cf. Boon and Seligman,16 Leach,s and Wolfl7) that, 
for linear transformations, a solution of the Schrodinger 
equation. 

Ht/!=ifl at/! 
at 

may be obtained from 

IiijJ=ifl a ijJ 
at 

(12.1) 

(12.2) 

by means of an integral transform. The kernel of the trans
form depends upon the generating function of the corre
sponding classical transformation. We suggest that there 
could be a similar result for nonlinear transformations. As 
this work on nonlinear transformations has shown, any cal
culation is complex. The problem is currently under 
investigation. 
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Towards an invariant for the time-dependent anharmonic 
oscillator 
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The Hamiltonians H=(1!2)(p2+q2)+A(t)q3 and H=(1!2)(p 2+Q2)+Q3, where ~(t)=I, are 
related by time-dependent polynomial canonical transformations. Formulas are constructed for the 
generating function F2( q, P, t) as well as for the direct relations between (Q, P) and (q ,p). These 
formulas are expressed fairly concisely in terms of time integrals. The form is seen to be applicable to all 
polynomial transformations of time-dependent anharmonic oscillator systems. 

1. INTRODUCTION 

The motion of a charged particle in a time-dependent 
electromagnetic field is of interest in plasma physics. 
One of the simplest problems, that in which the field is 
axially symmetric, can be reduced to a discussion of 
the Hamiltonian (cf. Lewisl) 

(1. 1) 

where p and q are canonically conjugate coordinates. 
The Hamiltonian (1. 1) and its invariant have received 
considerable attention elsewhere. 2,3 

More generally, there are terms of order higher than 
q2 and the Hamiltonian is 

(1. 2) 

where V(q, t) is at least Q(q3) as q - O. An adiabatic 
invariant series may be constructed for H(1. 2) using 
Kruskal's method. 4 However, no one has seen a way 
to apply his method to find an exact invariant, nor is 
the Hamiltonian amenable to treatment by the use of 
time-dependent linear canonical transformations. 3,5 

However, the extra potential V(q, t) can have an im
portant bearing on the boundedness of the motion, hence 
the relevance to plasma problems. 

It would be of interest to see if the explicit time de
pendence in V(q, t) has any effect on the boundedness of 
the motion and for that purpose it would be of value if 
an invariant could be found for H(l. 2). In this paper we 
investigate one method of searching for such an invari
ant. A Hamiltonian which can have unbounded motion is 
one which contains a term in l and so we shall discuss 
the Hamiltonian 

H=~p2+~W2(t)q2+A(t)q3 (1.3) 

[the sign of A(t) is immaterialj. It is not necessary to 
discuss as general a system as (1. 3) Since, under the 
linear canonical transfor mati on 

Q=p-lq, P=_pq+pp, 

where p(t) is any solution of 

(1+ w2(t)p=p-3, 

(1. 3) reduces to 

H =p-2(~p2 +~Q2 + p5 AQ3). 

If the change of time variable 

(1. 4) 

(1. 5) 

(1. 6) 

(1. 7) 

is made, Hamilton's equations become 

Evidently the discussion of the problem of H(1. 3) is 
equivalent to that of the Hamiltonian 

H=Hp2+(2)+ /\(til. (1. 9) 

It is this Hamiltonian which will be treated here. 

The method used is that of polynomial time-dependent 
transformations. 5 Since such transformations must be 
considered as infinite series, difficulties with conver
gence are to be expected. Although, in theory, 6 there 
exists a transformation between any two Hamiltonians 
of the same number of degrees of freedom, series rep
resentations of such transformations need not be uni
versally convergent (cf. Leach7). An a p viori method to 
minimize the possibility of nonconvergence is to select 
a transformed Hamiltonian which as closely as possible 
resembles the original. To this end we assume that 
A(t) has a mean value of unity and, without specifying 
the nature of its time variation, presume that it is of 
limited variation about the mean value. Under these 
circumstances we take the transformed Hamiltonian to 
be 

(1. 10) 

The Hamiltonian (1. 10) is time independent and, if it 
can be expressed in terms of the original coordinates 
q,p, will provide an invariant for H(1. 9L As a first 
step we show how to constructy. generating function for 
the transformation from H to H. The form of the gen
erating function suggests a form for a direct trans
formation between (q, j)) and (Q, p). This form is veri
fied and the canonicity of the transformation is demon
strated. Despite the simplifications in expression 
which we have been able to make, the series remain 
infinite and formidable. It may be that in a truncated 
form they will be of some use. 

2. THE GENERATING FUNCTION 

Using a type two generating function F 2(q, P, I) so that 

aFz p=-, 
aq 

we write 

'" 
F 2(q,P, t) =qP + :0 

r:::3 

r o AW) qi p r
-i . 

i=O 

(2.1) 

(2.2) 
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By making the leading term the identity transformation, 
in effect we are requiring that the A's vanish when A(t) 
= X(t) = 1. Substituting (1. 9), (1. 10), and (2.2) into 

- ) ( ) a~ H(q,P, t =H q, P, t + at 

we obtain 

£ {Aiqipr-i + jAiqi-lp1'+l-J _ (r _ j) AjqJ+lp1' -1-'1 
= (1- A) q3 + ~£I;{(r _ jXs - i) ql+lp1'+S-2-1-1 

_ ijql+J-2proS-I-J} AiA: + 3 £ (r _ j)AiqI 02p,.-1-J 

+ 3~ £(r- j)(s _ i)A'jAfq i+J+lpT+S-2-i-J 

(2.3) 

+ BB I;(r - j)(s - i)(u - k)A'jAf A :qi+j+kpr+s+U-3-i-J .... , 

(2.4) 

where each summation sign indicates summation as in 
(2.2). Equating coefficients of like powers, (2.4) is 
equivalent to 

(2.5) 

where D=d/dl, I is the (r+ l)x(r+ 1) identity matrix, 
Man (r+ 1)x(r+ 1) matrix with the only nonzero ele
ments being 

M i +l ,i=-(r+1-i), Mi,i+l=i, (2.6) 

A" an (r+ 1) vector formed from the Ai, j = 0, r and v" 
an (r + 1) vector whose elements come from the non
homogeneous terms. In particular 

r~(l-,)m· (2.7) 

In general, v" contains A's, but of index lower than r. 

The coefficients Aj are found by the integration of 
the system of equations (2.5). A general solution for 
any r will contain (r+ 1) arbitrary constants from the 
solution of the homogeneous part of (2.5). As these will 
feed into the equations for higher indices (through v), 
they could represent a considerable complication in 
practice. Since we are dealing with a generating func
tion, all of these arbitrary constants may be set at zero 
without affecting the canonicity of the transformation. 
Hence we only concern ourselves with the particular 
solution for the nonhomogeneous part of (2.5). 

3. SOLUTION OF THE EQUATION 
(ID+M)Ar=v r 

The matrix M is skew-centrosymmetric, i. e., 

L-IML=-M, (3.1) 

where the elements of L are zero except for those 
along the secondary diagonal which are all unity. There 
exists a diagonal matriX D such that 

(3.2) 

where N is symmetric. The nonzero elements of Dare 
given by 

(3.3) 
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and those of N by 

N I +1,j ={ (r + 1- jUP /2 =NJ ,1010 (3.4) 

The matrix N is of known type8 and its eigenvalues are 
±r, ± (r- 2),"', [± 1 or 0]. Hence the characteristic 
values of the system of differential equations (2.5) are 
±ir,±i(r-2),"', [±i or 0]. 

The solution for the nonhomogeneous part of (2.5) may 
be determined by the method of variation of parameters. 
It is 

1'/2 
Ar = ao(t) + .0 [~j(t) cos2jt + b2J (t) sin2jt] (3.5) 

j =1 

for r even and 

("_~/2 
A 1' = 0 [~J+1(t) cos(2j + 1) t + b2J +1(t) sin(2j + 1) t] 

j=O 

(3.6) 

for r odd. The vectors a j and b j satisfy the requirements 

Mao(t) =0, 

Maj + jb j = 0, j '" 0, 

Mbj-jaj=O, j"'O, 

(3.7) 

and 

a + B (il.zj cos2jt + b2i sin2jt) = v", r even 

D[a2J+l cos(2j + 1) I + b2i +1 sin(2j + 1) t] =v, r odd. (3.8) 

From (3.7) it is possible to write down recurrence 
relations for the elements of the a's and b's. In their 
general form they are not particularly simple and do 
not suggest an easy method for solving (3.8). However, 
the solutions of these equations for the first few values 
of r when substituted into (2.2) suggest that the generat
ing function has the form 

F 2(q, P, t) 

= qP +,.~ j~ [t L'j(t' )[p sin(t' _ t) + q cos(t' _ t»' 
o 

x{p cos(1' - t) - q sin(t' - OY-j dt'. (3.9) 

The value of to is that value of t for which A(t) = 1. We 
note that 

aF2 __ >~ 0 rtf) ip1'-j 
- - '-J U /'i q at 1'=3 j.o 

+ 1'~ i~ ft l'W'){ - j(p sin(t' - t) + q COS(t' - t)] i-I 

o 

X [p COS(t' - t) - q sin(t' _ t)] r+1-i 

+ (r - j)[p sin(t' - t) + q COS(t' - t) Ji +1 

X [p COS(t' - t) - q sin(t' - t)] 1'_I_j} dt' . (3.10) 

It is merely a matter of routine algebra to show that 
this expression for F 2(q, P, t) satisfies (2.3) and in fact 
(2.3) reduces to the definition of l'j given by (2.4) and 
(2.5). 

4. DIRECT SOLUTION 

Although it is informative to have the generating func
tion of the transformation, it is more convenient to 
have (q,p) in terms of (Q, P, t) or vice versa. For the 
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purposes of this discussion we shall see how the in
variant H(Q, p) may be written in terms of (q,p, t). We 
formally define (Q, p) in terms of (q,p, t) as 

~ r 
Q=q+.0 .0 B'j(t) qjpr_ j, (4.1) 

r:2 j:O 
~ r 

P=P+6 6 Cj(t) qjpr-j. (4.2) 
r:2 j :0 

Differential equations for the B's and C's are obtained 
by requiring that the time development of the system is 
equivalent in both (q,p) and (Q,p) coordinate systems. 
Proceeding in the usual way, we obtain the systems of 
equations for the coefficients B~ and Cj, 

(ID + M) Br 
_ Cr = ur

, 

(ID + M) Cr + BY = vr
, 

(4.3) 

(4.4) 

where the notation is consistent with that used in Secs. 
2 and 3 above. Here r=2, 3,···. In particular, for 
r = 2, the nonhomogeneous terms are 

u'~ m, ~~_3(1-,)m ' (4.5) 

Equations (4.3) and (4.4) may be combined into a single 
system 

(ID +K) Er =w, (4.6) 

where [M" -rl [Br] [ur] 
K' = r, M' J' E

r = Cr , W = vr (4.7) 

We note that, although we shall not discuss the form for 
p and q in terms of (Q,P, t), the equations have the 
same structure as given here. 

5. SOLUTION OF THE EQUATION 
(ID + K) £r = 0 

In contrast with the generating function, the trans
formation equations (4.1) and (4.2) must satisfy the 
requirement that 

[ Q , P jp B (q ,P) = 1. (5.1) 

Consequently ab initio we cannot ignore the contribution 
of the homogeneous part of the solution of (4.6). 

The eigenvalues of K are either pure imaginary or 
zero. This follows from the transformation 

[~_1 ~_1] K [~ ~] =i [~iI ~] =iR (5.2) 

where D and N are defined by (3.3) and (3. 4). As N is 
real symmetric, the matrix R in (5.2) is Hermitian and 
has real eigenvalues. Thus those of K are pure imagi
nary or zero. The values which the eigenvalues take 
may be found as follows. Suppose 

RZ=AZ, 

where A is real. Writing ZT =(xT,f"), 

Nx + iy = Ax, - ix + Ny = Ay. 

Eliminating y, 

(N - A/)2 x - X = 0 

<=:::·[N - (A-1)I][N - (A+ l)I]x=O 
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(5.3) 

(5.4) 

(5.5) 

which has nontrivial solutions provided 

!N-(A-1)[!=0 or !N-(A+1)[!=0. 

Hence the eigenvalues of K are \ given by 

(5.6) 

Ak = i(A" ± 1), (5.7) 

where the AN are the eigenvalues of N. For a given r, 
AK takes the values ± (r+ 1)i, ± (r- 1)i(2),''', 
[± i or 0](2) where the (2) indicates multiple eigenvalues. 

The solution of the homogeneous part of (4.6) will be 
of the form 

E2r = a2r+1 sin(2r + 1) t + C2r+1 cos(2r + 1) t 
r-1 

+ .0 ([B.:!J+1 + bzJ+1t] sin(2j + 1) t 
J :0 

+ [C2j+1 + d2J+1i] cos(2j + 1) I}, (5.8) 

E2r+1 = a2r+2 sin(2r + 2) t + C2r+2 cos(2r + 2) t 

+ t{[a2j +b2j tl sinzjt+ [C2j + d2jt]cos2jt} 
j :1 

+ Co + dot, (5.9) 

for r greater than or equal to one. The constant co
efficient vectors satisfy the requirements that 

K mam+1 - (m + 1) Cm +1 = 0, 

( 1) K m 0 m=2r, 2r+ 1, m + am+1 + Cm+1 = , 

Kb j +1 - (j + 1) dJ+1 = 0, 
0"'-'<:" 

{j + 1)bj +1 + KdJ+1 =0, 'J ·m, 

Kaj +1 - (j + 1) C j +1 = - bj +1, 

(j + 1) aj +1 + KC j +1 = - dj +l> 

K2r+1 do= 0, 

K2r+1 Co = - do. 

O<j<m, 

(5.10) 

(5.11) 

(5.12) 

(5. 13) 

As the rank of the system (5.10) is two less than its 
order, a m +1 and Cm+1 are describable in terms of two 
parameters. For (5.11), it is four less and each pair 
bj+l> dj+1 is describable in terms of four parameters. 
The same applies for the homogeneous part of (5.12). 
For (5.13), two parameters are required for do and two 
separate ones for the homogeneous part of Co. Thus 
for a given r, 4r+ 2 parameters are required. How
ever, the system (4.6) requires only 2r + 2 constants 
of integration. The cause of the discrepancy is found in 
the inconsistency of the sets of equations (5.12) and 
(5.13). A consistent solution is found only if all b's and 
d's are identically zero. By way of example we indicate 
the proof of this for the simplest case which is that of 
(5.13). 

Suppressing the subscript, the first of (5. 13) is 

<-=>(M2+I)d1=0, d2 =Md1. 

The nonzero elements of M2 + I are 

(M2 +I)j,j = (1- 2j) r+ (2/- 4j + 3), 

(M2 +I)j,j+2 =j{j + 1), j=1,2,'" 

(M2 + I)j+2 ,J = (r - j)(r + 1 - j). 

P.G.L. Leach 
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The equation relating the odd and even elements of d1 

constitute separate sets and we may write 

d1 =ae+bf, 
where a and b are parameters and 

e2i+2 = 0, 12i+l = 0, j = 0,1, .... 

Using (5.16) it is a simple matter to show that 

e2i+l=(r-lh/2Jjl, 

121+2 = (r - Ih/21 jl, 

where 

j=o, 1,···, 

{
I, j=O, 

(r-lhi = (r-l)(r-3)···(r-I-2j), jotO. 

Furthermore 

(5. 17) 

(5.18) 

(5.19) 

(5.20) 

d2 =Md1 = - af + be (5.21) 

so that 

d=a Lef ] +b [~] . (5.22) 

Again suppressing the subscript, the second of 
(5. 13) is 

[~~]c=-a[;]-b[~]. (5.23) 

Operating from the left with the nonsingular matrix 

(5.23) becomes 

(5.24) 

The matrix M2 + I has rank two less than its order. The 
first two rows may be reduced to zeroS by elementary 
row operations. This is achieved by the nonsingular 
matrix U which has first and second rows, 

1· 3 1· 3· 5 
1 ° - ° r(r- 2) ° r(r - 2)(r - 4) l' 

3 
0 

3·5 

° ° 1 ° 1'-2 (1'- 2)(1'- 4) 

The other elements are Uij = Oji' i,j > 2. The effect of 
U on the right side of (5.24) is to produce as first 
element 

( 
11'-1 3·5 (r-l)(r-3) ••. ) 

a 1 +"2 -r- + 2·4 1'(1'- 2) , 

and as second element, 

1+---+- ... b ( 
3 r-l 3·5 (r-l)(r-3) ) 
2 r-2 2·4 r(1'-2) . 

Since both terms in parentheses are positive, (5.24) is 
consistent only if a = 0= b. The proof for the systems 
(5.12) is along similar lines. 

Thus the solution of the homogeneous part of (4.6) is 
r 

E2r = E [S-:!i +1 sin(2j + 1) t + C2J+1 cos(2j + 1) t] 
i =0 

(5.25) 

and 
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r+1 
E2r+l == 6(~J sin2jt + C2J cos2ji) + Co (5.26) 

i=1 

for the even and odd cases respectively. 

6. SOLUTION OF THE EQUATION 
(/0 + K) £r = w r 

Again the method of variation of parameters may be 
applied to the solution of the nonhomogeneous equation. 
From (5.25) and (5.26) the solution will have the form 

r 

E2r == E[S-:!i+l(t) sin(2j + 1) t + C2i+1(t) cos(2j + 1) t] 
J=O 

(6,1) 

and 
r+l 

E2r+l = Ef a2J(t) sin2jt + C2J(t) cos2jt] + co(t) (6.2) 
i =1 

for r even and odd respectively. The vector functions 
aJ{t) and c/t) satisfy the equations 

ja/t) + Kc/t) = 0, 
. j=I,··· (6.3) 

Kai(t) - Jci{t) = 0, 

Kco(t) = 0, (6.4) 

E [~J+l (t) sin(2j + 1) t + C2J+l (t) cos(2j + 1) tl = wr, l' 

even, 

(6.5) 

This system is very similar to that of (3.7) and the 
Similarity suggests that an analogous form of solution 
exists. An examination of the first set (that for l' == 2) 
indicates that the nonhomogeneous contribution to the 
series portion of (4.1) is 

r 
E G B~qjpr-j 

r=2 i=O 

~ r 

= B 0 C dt'[u;ct') cosCt' - t) - 1';<1') sinU' - t)] 
r=2 j=O .to 

X [p sin(t' - t) + q cos(I' - t) 1 i[ P cosCt' - t) 

_ q sinCt' - t)] r-i 

and that of (4.2) is 

(6.6) 

G t Cjqjpr-i 
r=2 j =0 

~ r 

= B 6 f dt'[t4(t) sin(t' - t) + l'j(t') cosCt' - III 
T=2 i=Q to 

X [p Sin(t' - t) + q cos(t' - t)] i[p cos(t' - t) 

- q Sin(t' - i)] r-J. (6.7) 

That this is so may be verified directly by substitution 
into the original equations defining the B's and C's. 

7. CANONICAL REQUIREMENT 

The full solution of the transformation equations from 
(q,p) to (Q,P) coordinates is composed of the non
homogeneous parts given in (6.6) and (6.7), a homo
geneous contribution plus the identity. The homo
geneous part contains arbitrary coefficients which feed 
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back into the 1/'S and v's of higher order nonhomo
geneous terms. We shall see that the transformation 
will still be canonical if these arbitrary coefficients 
are all set at zero, i. e., only the terms in (6.6) and 
(6.7), together with the identity, are necessary for the 
transformation. 

The transformation is canonical provided 

[Q, P]PB (. ,P) = 1. (7.1) 

In an earlier papers we showed that if a time-dependent 
transformation is canonical for some time t = to, then 
it is canonical for all time. Writing the transformation 
as 

r 

Q = q + 0 0 Bjqipr-i, 
r=2 i =0 (7.2) 

r 

P=P+0 'BCjqipr-i, 
r=2 i =0 

where the summed terms are given by (6.6) and (6.7) 
respectively, it is immediately apparent that (7. 1) is 
satisfied at t = to. Hence the transformation is canoni
cal for all / and the homogeneous part may be ignored. 

8. DISCUSSION 

The expressions obtained here for both the generating 
function and the direct transformation equations are not 
simple, but at least they can be written down in a fairly 
concise form. It may be that some other method would 
yield a more closed solution, but, perhaps pessimisti
cally, we doubt it. We note that the solutions given here 
are valid in form for any Hamiltonian 

(8.1) 

provided V(q, t) has a Maclaurin expansion whose first 
term is cubic in q. In fact we may as well say V(q,p, t). 
All that happens is that the vectors u and v have more 
complex defining relations. 

The value of the transformations obtained here de
pends upon whether they converge. For time-independent 
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problems, the convergence of similar series appears 
to be exceptional (cf. Mose r9 and the references cited 
therein). We have endeavored to minimize the possi
bility of divergence by using the mean value of H for H. 
The work of GustavsonlO encourages us to believe that 
truncated series may be of some use for sufficiently 
small values of H (i. e., the invariant). However, the 
form of the transformation equations suggests that if 
AU) has a rational period, the transformation will blow 
up in time as at least one term in the transformation 
will be monotonically increasing in time. 
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Percolation theory on multirooted directed graphs 
D. K. Arrowsmith 

Department of Mathematics. Westfield College. University of London. London NW3 7 ST. England 
(Received 31 August 1977) 

The multiroot connectedness p., of a directed graph G between the vertex u and the collection of vertices 
v = I vl ..... vnl is the probability that there are (directed) paths from u to each of the vertices Vi' i = I • 
...• n. when each edge and vertex has a given probability of being independently deleted. The properties 
of the coefficients in the expansion 

p.,(G) = l:A'CAa.,(G·)naEA'Pa n"",vpw' 
where A and V a;e the arc and vertex sets of G respectively. Pa(Pw) is the probability that an arc a 
(vertex w) is not deleted. and G' is the arc set A' together with its incident vertices V'. are 
considered. The values of a.,(G) are characterized as follows: a.,(G) is shown to be nonzero if and only if 
Gis coverable by paths and has no directed circuit. For this case a.,(G·) = (_I)'.,+n = (_I)"(G>, where 
t., is the maximal number of independent directed paths between u and the set v. and t., is shown to be 
equal to v( G) + n. where v( G) = 1 £1-1 J1 + I is the cyclomatic number of G. 

INTRODUCTION 

This paper generalizes the results in Ref. I on two root
ed directed graphs to directed graphs with many roots. The 
weights associated with such graphs and their properties 
proved here are required in a forthcoming paper2 on percola
tion theory in a gas. The result ;t,,(G) = (- 1)v(G) is also 
used in developing a relation between graphical expansions 
and renormalization for the percolation problem. 3 

Many of the proofs of the results given here follow those 
given in Ref. 1 and so they are omitted. Only the differences 
will be emphasized between the many-root and two-rooted 
situations. 

A completely different proof of Theorem 5 on the di
rected-undirected d weight relation is given' in contrast to 
the inductive proof in Ref. I. 

Consider a graph G with input vertex u and output ver
tices v = {vt. ... ,v n} and suppose that a subset of the edges 
and vertices is deleted. G is sometimes denoted by G u v if we 
wish to emphasize the root points of G. Let S u.v, be the set of 
all self-avoiding paths (following the arrows if G is directed) 
from u to Vi on G. For sES U,t', define the indicator random 
variable 

{

I, if s is open, 
r(s) = 

0, if s is closed, 

in a given state of multilation of G. Now 

rl= L (-I)s,+IIIr(s) 
'" cs <:;:s" SES, 

(2.1) 

is one or zero according as there is at least one open path or 
no open path from u to Vi' The pair-connectedness is there
fore given between u and Vi by 

Pu,V,=<ri)= L (-I)ls,l+l<IIr(s». 
'" CS, ~S,,' SES, 

Now let g ( S i)' V (S), E (S), A (S) be the graph, the vertex 
set, the edge set, and the arc set obtained by taking the union 
of the paths in Si' Thus if Pais the probability that element a 
is not deleted, then 

< II y(s»= II P v· II P e' 
SES, VEV(S,) eEE(S,) 

since this is the probability that all the paths in Si are open. 
The result may be expressed as a sum over subgraphs of G by 
grouping together all Si for which E (S) = E', and g(S) = G/; 
thus 

where the "d weight" is given by 

d ".t' (G/)= 
'" CS, <:;:s" , 

g(S,)=G' 

For the directed case read A for E and d for d. 

The extension to many outputs is now straightforward. 

P",t' = probability that there is a path from u to all of the 
output vertices 

n 

=<IIr i)= L d ",v(g/) IIp v IIp e (2.2) 
i= 1 E' <:;:E t'EV' eEE' 

where 

du,v(G/)= IT L (_I)IS,I+l. (2.3) 
i=l", cs,~s", 

n 

If there does not exist S = u S i such that g(S) = G/, 

then d
u 

vCG/) =0 from (2.3). i~1 
To establish a contraction-deletion rule for d uv 

weights let P a = 1, P w = 1 in (2.2). Then 

r U v(G)= L d u v(G/) , (2.4) 
A'<:;:A 

where the connectedness indicator r u v( G) is 1 if there are 
paths from u to each V i of G u v and zero otherwise. 

Since the set of all subsets of the arc set A form a lattice, 
(2.4) may be inverted2 to give 
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duiG)= I (-I)YhA'l rUV(G'). (2.5) 
A' ~A 

Now consider a particular arc aEA and divide the sum 
according as aEA I and aM I. We get 

A' ~A 

aEA' 

A' ~A 

aiA' 
(2.6) 

Let GYbe the graph G contracted along the arc a; that is, 
GY is the graph G\ {a } with the adjacent vertices of a identi
fied. Also we define Gb to be the graph G with arc a deleted. 
If G' is a subgraph of G, we define GY to be the graph with the 
arc and vertex set of G' with arc a contracted, and Gb

' to be G' 
less the arc a. 

Thus if we ensure the arc a is oriented out of u it is clear 
that r u v< G') =r u V<GY) when aEA'. This true even if the 
arc a has a root Vi as an adjacent vertex if we assume that 
when u = Vi' then u and Vi are connected. Furthermore in the 
second summation G' does not contain the arc a and so 
ru v( G') = r u v( Gb') since G' = GS

. 

It follows that 
..... -+ ..... s 
du..(G)=dul,(GY)-dul,(G ) (2.7) 

subject to a being oriented out of u. 

Remark: When u=vion contr~ction, duiGY)=dU/,' 
(GY), where v' =v\ {vJ if we define yuu(GY) = 1. 

2. STATEMENT OF RESULTS 

As stated above the d weight of a graph which is not 
coverable is zero. The fohowing theorems apply to the d 
weight of a coverable multirooted graph G. 

Theorem 1: The directed d weight is + 1 or O. 

Theorem 2: The directed d weight is zero if an only if G 
has a circuit. 

Definition: A collection C(f = {1TJ= 1, ... ,n} of (direct
ed) paths on a coverable directed graph Guv is said to be 
independent if the matrix M = [mlj] has maximal row rank 

I 
where 1Ti= Im ija j' 1T,EC(f, and ajj= 1, ... ,1 is the collection 

j~\ 

of arcs in G u v' and mijEQ. Such a collection C(f is said to be 
maximal if every path not in C(f is dependent on the elements 
of Y;. Obviously the number of paths in such a class is an 
invariant of G u V' We will call such a set a maximal indepen
dent set (MIS) for G u v' 

Theorem 3: If the directed graph has no circuit, then 

duv(G)=( _1),,,,+n 

where t U/J is the order of a MIS for G uv 

Theorem 4: t'or a Uln:neo grapn 17 With no circUit 
t u v=v(G)+n, where v(G)=\E1-IJ1+ 1 is the cyclomatic 
number for G. 

Noted u v(G)=( -1) ",G) follows from Theorems 3 and 
4. 

Theorem 5: The undirected d weight of G is equal to the 
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sum of the directed d weights of G over all possible orienta
tions ofG. 

3. Remarks and proofs of results 

The basic graph which is the terminal stage of the re
duction process using the contraction--deletion rule which 
was described in Sec. 1 is the multiroot parallel graph: Every 
arc is adjacent to the input root point u and one of the output 
root points of v. 

Proof of Theorem I: First of all is it assumed that v, the 
set of output root points, contains sinks and at each stage in 
the reduction process the arc [u,w] is chosen so that w is not a 
sink. The theorem then follows since the reduction process 
ensures that d u v( G) = 0 or I d u v( G) I = I d u vo( G') I, 
where G' is a parallel graph with input u and output 
v",= {vi" ... ,vd, the set ofsinks in v. Therefore, 
Id uV<G)1 =+1 orO. 

For the purposes of calculationlhe assumj>tion that 
v koFrJ is no real restriction because d u v( G) =d u v( G e) 
where Ge is the union of G with a single arc b attached to a 
root point Vi where viis replaced by veas the root point, andb 
is oriented from Vi to Ve' 

It can be further seen that if G does not have any root 
points which are sinks then there is a directed circuit in G 
~nd so the first part of Theorem 2 applies which will result in 
d uv(G)~. 

Proof of Theorem 2: This proof follows the correspond
ing Theorem 3 in Ref. 1. The only essential difference is that 
if [u,w], the arc upon which the contraction--deletion rule is 
applied, is such that w is a root, then 

{1T ,'}~U{1T i };U{1T i01T ;};'/ 

is a covering for Gb
. 

Proof of Theorem 3: As in the proof of the first part of 
Theorem 2 (-++), we can apply the contraction--deletion to an 
arc a of G with vertices u and wand contain two cases: 

(l)duv(GY)=duv(G),GY has no circuit, 

(2)d u v( Gb)=-d u v(G), G b has no circuit, 

where GY and Gb are both coverable. When w is not a root 
point it is easily shown, as in Theorem 4, I that number of 
independent paths in G and GY are equal and differs from the 
number independent paths in G8 by one. 

If w is a root point say VI, then there is a natural one-one 
correspondence between paths on GY and the set of paths on 
G not including the root path 1T consisting ofthe (contracted) 
arc a between u and VI' 

A maximal independent set of contracted paths C(f Yon 
GY gives rise to an independent set C(f' on G using the 1-1 
correspondence. 

We claim that C(f = C(f 'u{ 1T} is a maximal independent 
set for paths on G. The set CC is independent because if 

1T=~7~lai1Ti' 1T iECC',a ,EQ, then on the contracted graph 
GY, 1TY =~7~ la i1T;; but 1TY =0, the 1T; are independent, and 
not all the a/s are zero since 1ToFO, so we have a 
contradiction. 
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To show that Yl is maximal on G suppose there exists a 
path 1To(:r!=1T) such that YlU{1To}iS independent. However the 
contracted path 1Tb must be a linear sum of the MIS for GY, 
that is 

n 

1Tb= Laj1Tr, 1TrECY, a,EQ, ai=¥=O, for some i. 
j~1 

For the cases aE1To, af.1To the coefficients a j at the vertex 
w sum to 1 and 0, respectively, therefore 

n 

1To= Laj1Tj, and so we have a contradiction. 
j~1 

Thus when w is a root point the number of independent paths 
in G and GY differ by one. 

The other cases follow as in Theorem 4. I 

Repeated application of the contraction-deletion pro
cess results in a parallel graph H of the following type: 

Note there will in general be only k of the original n roots, 
say Vi ={vh ... ,Vk }, the set of sinks which is non empty by the 

no-circuit property. Moreover duv(H)= + 1 =( _I)t"., +k, 
where tUI" (=k) is the number of independent paths in H. 

Furthermore in the reduction process from G to H the 
number of independent paths has changed by one: (a) for 
every reduction by deletion, (b) for every reduction by con
traction of a root point. 

Therefore, the total change in the number of indepen
dent paths tU,,-tUI" =(n -k)+ # of deletions 

and hence the number of sign changes in the d weight for the 
sequence of graphs from G to H is 

tUI,-tuv, -en -k), 

since n - k is the number of roots contracted. 

Therefore, 

dul.(G)=( _I)t"" +k+t",. -t"" -(n-k) 

where tUI' is the number of independent paths in G. 
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ProofofTheorem 4: Let ll={1Tj l i= 1, ...• 1} beaMIS for 
G. The generalization required here is that Go be a subgraph 
of G consisting of a subset {1Tj 1 i = 1, .. .• n } of II covering all 
the root points. We can always take Go to be a tree. 

The order of a MIS for Go is n = Ivl. Moreover it is easy to 
check that d u v( G) =+ 1. Let Pl .... ,p k be paths in II which 
are not in Go. 

Define a sequence of sub graphs Gi=Gou{uJ= IP). For 
the sequence Gj define p( G) = lE,j -I v,j + 1 + n. We note 
p( Go) = n which is the number of paths in a MIS for Go. 

The argument now closely follows Theorem 51 and we 
obtain p(G)=p(Gk)=tUl" Now p(G)=v(G)+n. where 
v( G) is the cyclomatic number.s Therefore, 

duvCG )=( _I)t".+n=( _I)v(G)+n+n=( _I)v(G). 

Proof of Theorem 5: Let G be an undirected graph and 
~ (G) be the set of graphs obtained by directing G in all 
possible ways. Now consider the paths on Gas directed from 
u to Vi' Any subset of Sj which covers G either covers some 
gE~ (G) or g(Sj) has at least one loop of length 2. Let 2' (G) 
be the set of graphs obtained from g by directing it in all 
possible ways and replacing at least one edge by a loop of 
length 2. Thus 

duu,(G)=_L L (_I)lsJ+1 
gE//(G) "'CS,~S",. 

g(s,)=g 

x _ L L (-IfJ+I. 
gE:/(G) "'cs,~s,,, 

g(s,)=g 

But for gE2' (G). 

L (-If,I+I=O 
"'CS,~S,,,. 

g(s,)~g 

(4.1) 

(4.2) 

since it is the d weight of a directed graph with a loop and the 
result follows by substituting (4.1) with condition (4,2) in 
(2.3). 
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We integrate the partial differential equations on the accelerations in predictive relativistic mechanics by 
means of integro-functional equations. We investigate some problems concerning the Hamiltonian 
formulation of this mechanics: Poisson brackets of position variables of each particle, Hamilton-Jacobi 
equations, and Hamiltonian formulation of the separation of the external and internal motions. 

INTRODUCTION 

Contrary to the mechanics of particles interacting 
through propagating fields, a description involving an infi
nite number of degrees of freedom, PRM (predictive relativ
istic mechanics) restricts itself to systems of second-order 
differential equations; this means that initial positions and 
velocities suffice to predict the motion, hence the predictive 
qualificative to this mechanics. This is completed by the re
quirement of in variance under the Poincare group; this 
means that, given a set of integral curves of the system in a 
Lorentz frame, the equation of these curves has the same 
form in any other Lorentz frame; or, in other words, the 
corresponding accelerations are the same functions of posi
tions and velocities in any Lorentz frame. 

Finite predictivity and relativistic in variance imply 
very restrictive nonlinear conditions on the accelerations; in 
Sec. IA we give them for a formalism in which the predic
tiveness is manifest, the given conditions then guaranteeing 
the invariance, and in Sec. IB for a formalism in which the 
invariance is made manifest at the start by the use of 4-vec
tors, the conditions then guaranteeing the predictiveness. 

Predictivity and invariance are two general require
ments, and an ingredient is necessary to characterize a spe
cific interaction. We thus call upon field theories and use 
relations such as the Lienard-Wiechert formulae for electro
magnetism as boundary conditions to integrate the equa
tions given in Sec. IB. This leads to coupled integrofunc
tional equations which can be solved step by step by 
developing accelerations in power series of a parameter such 
as a coupling constant. An approximation then character
izes the first term of the series, subsequent terms bringing in 
successive corrections to this first approximation. The ex
plicit method of Sec. 2A uses the uniform motion approxi
mation and yields accelerations explicitly in terms of posi
tions and velocities. The semi-implicit method of Sec. 2B 
uses the relativistic uniformly accelerated motion, and yields 
accelerations in terms of positions, velocities, and accelera
tions themselves, thus implying a final inversion to get the 
accelerations in explicit form. This last approximation being 
closer to real motion, this method yields better results as 
illustrated on two particular examples. 

Section 3A recalls the Hamiltonian formulation of such 
a mechanics, in which all symmetry transformations-pre
dictivity and special relativity-are canonically represented. 

It is well known that in such a frame particle positions 
cannot be canonical variables. However, we show in Sec. 3B 
that Poisson brackets of position variables of each particle 
(not between different ones) vanish up to first order in the 
coupling constant as a direct consequence of the existence in 
field theories of one variational principle per particle, respec
tively admitting the position variables of each particle as 
private Lagrangian coordinates. 

The Hamiltonian formulation of Sec. 3A naturally ex
hibits one Hamiltonian per particle. In Sec. 3C we construct 
first the corresponding Lagrangians, and then one common 
variational principle with a variation procedure of its own. 
The concept of canonical transformation leads to the theory 
of Hamilton-Jacobi (HJ) whose principal feature is the exis
tence of as many equations on the same generating function 
as particles; these HJ equations offer an interesting prelude 
to quantum mechanics. 

At last, in Sec. 3D, we define the Hamiltonian formula
tion of the separation of external and internal motions. This 
begins by the introduction of the external variables: the total 
linear momentum ofthe system, and a conjugate, the center 
of spin, generalizing at the relativistic level the characteristic 
properties of the Newtonian center of mass. Then we find the 
equations to integrate to obtain the internal canonical 
variables. 

1. EQUATIONS ON THE ACCELERATIONS IN 
PREDICTIVE RELATIVISTIC MECHANICS 

A. Manifestly predictive formalism 

PRM contemplates a fixed number of n point particles 
whose evolution is governed by a system of second-order 
differential equations I 

dx~ i 
--=V a , 
dt 

du ~ _ i (j k.) ---aa Xb,uc,t 
dt 

(1.1) 

which is invariant under the ten-parameter Poincare group. 
Let us define precisely this invariance': Let 

j k 

x~=ip~(x ,u ;t), (1.2a) 
o hOc 

with 

(1.2b) 
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be the equations of n integral curves of (1.1) and consider the 
following n parametrized curves in Minkowski space M.: 

. . j k 0 
x~=(j7~(x ,u ;t), xa=t. (1.3) 

o b Oc 

Invariance under the Poincare group means, using the 
active point of view, that for any transformation of this 
group whose ten parameters are denoted by A i, j = 1,2, ... ,10, 
there exists functions 1 ~ and g ~ 

'i -I i (j k. A i) x (J - a X b ,v c ,/1 , (1.4) 
000 

such that the equations of the transformed curves use the 
same (j7 ~ 

. . j k 
x'~=(j7~(x' ,u' ;t), x'~=t. 

This requires 

aa i 
__ a =0 
at ' 

aa i 

€b __ a =0, 
aX1 

o b 0 c 

'(ka ka)i i k € kj X a--+ u a-- a b =€ kja b' 

ax ~ au ~ 

[(x aJ -x bj) u ~~+( u ~U aj 
aX~ 

(1.5) 

(1.6a) 

(1.6b) 

(1.6c) 

(1.6d) 

where €a 1, {j; is the Kronecker symbol, and € ijk is the 
Levi-Civitta symbol. 

These conditions were given for the first time indepen
dently by Currie) and Hill4 as necessary conditions, and BeF 
proved their sufficiency. 

Consider the following ten vector fields: 

H=_ui~_ai~ 
a ax i a au i ' 

a a 

a 
P=-€ -

a axi ' 
a 

J'- i(ja ja) k-€kj x u --. +u a --. , 

ax ~ au ~ 

(1.7) 

K=- . i~ ( i:i_ i _ i)~ J X UJ U a . + € a U j U a U aj X aja a .. 
ax ~ au ~ 

Conditions (1.6b, c, d) are equivalent to requiring that the 
preceding generators satisfy the usual commutation rules 
characteristic of the Poincare Lie algebra 

[Pi,H]=O, [ji,H]=O, [Ki,H]=P i, 

(1.8) 
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They are then called the generators of the realization of the 
Poincare group induced on the phase space of the system 
(positions and velocities). 

In this formalism, predictivity is manifest in Eq. (1.1), 
since initial positions and velocities suffice to predict the mo
tion. Invariance under the Poincare group is guaranteed by 
Eqs. (1.6). 

B. Manifestly invariant formalism 

Consider the following system of second-order differen
tial equations on M.: 

dx ~ _ a d1T ~ _ a f3 r 
d)' - 1T a , d)' - e a (x b ,1T c ) (1.9) 

and require that the family of its integral curves be the same 
as that of (1.1). There is no unique way to do this. One wat 
adopts the 1T ~ 1T aa as first integrals, thus offering the possi
bility of identifying them with minus the square of the 
masses rna' This implies the following conditions·: 

1T~e au =0, 

ae a 

€b __ a =0, 
ax~ 

({j~ 1] /UT -{j~ 1] Au) (x ~~+1T~~)e~ 
ax~ a1T~ 

(1.lOa) 

(1.10b) 

(1. 10c) 

(1.lOd) 

These conditions are equivalent to saying that the following 
lO+n field vectors: 

a 
P A =€b--' 

ax~ 

j Ap = ( {j ~ 1] /[(7 - {j ~ 1] Au) 

(1.11) 

called the generators of the complete symmetry group, satisfy 
in addition to commutation rules characteristic of the 
Poincare Lie algebra (trivially) 

[P A'P p 1 =0, 

(1.12) 
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the following ones: 

[Ha,P,,] =0, [Ha,j"IJ =0, 

[Ha,Ha,] = 0, 2"(Ha)~1Taa = O. 
(1.13) 

One important consequence' of (1.10d) is that if 

(1.14a) 

with 

(l IJ y a f3 y 

X = <P ~(x ,1T ;0), 1T = IF ~(x ,1T;O) (1.14b) 
OU Db Dc Oa Db Dc 

is the general integral of (1.9), then any element of it 

(l {3 y u f3 y 

X' = cP ::(x ,1T;A ), rr' = IF ~(x ,1T;A ) (l.15) 
Ou ObOcOa Oa ObOcOa 

is a possible set of initial conditions for the same curves; 
moreover 

-" _ Illll( 'f3 'Yo 1 1) 
'II a - Y' a X b,1T c,A-A a . 

o 0 0 
(1.16) 

Invariance of (1.9) under the Poincare group is manifest 
in this formalism through (1.IOb,c) which integrate immedi
ately, and which say that the ec: should be space-time trans
lation and rotation invariant 4-vectorial functions ofx~ -x~, 
and 1Th. Finite predictivity is seen through (1.lOd). 

Both the manifestly predictive and manifestly invariant 
formalisms are locally equivalent, and connection is 
biunivocally given by 

where, in O~, we set 

x~=t, 1T;)=mbv~(1-v~t'l2, 

rr~=mb(l-vD-'I2,u~-V;)Vbl' 

(1.17) 

(1.18) 

This shows that 1T;; is m a U ~ , where u ~ is the usuaI4-veloc
ity, and that A can be interpreted as m;; 17 a' where 7a is the 
usual proper time elapsed from the initial configuration to 
the present one. 

The following system 

dx" dUll 
a _" a -A "( f3 Y) ---U a , --- a Xb,U(, , 

d7 d7 
(1.19) 

where A ~ =m ~20~(X~,1T~ =m cU n has the same inte
gral curves as (1. 9). The predictivity conditions then read 

(
u a'll~+A a'a~ '-4 ~ =0. 

ax;;, au ~,r 
Note at last that (1.9) can also be stated as 

dx (l d1T" 
__ u -8" " __ u -8 b O"( I, l') dA - a 1T h , dA - a h X (' ,1T d 

h b 

(1.20) 

(1.21) 

the general integral being 

f3 y f3 y 

x::=<P~(x ,rr ;Aa)' rr~=IF~'(x ,1T ;Aa)' (1.22) 
ObOe ObOe 
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The manifestly predictive formalism is more funda
mental, while the manifestly invariant one is more conve
nient for calculations. 

2. INTEGRATION OF THE EQUATIONS OF THE 
MANIFESTLY INVARIANT FORMALISM 

A. Integration in explicit form7 

Assume equations of motion of the form 

= '" ,0* (l ( IJ _ fl. ret 1T y 1T "'.ret 0 S. ret ) L f-1 au a X (J X (J , a' a 'a 

" 

(2.1) 

coming from field theories such as long rangeS scalar or vector 
interaction. The,uaa' are arbitrary constant numbers (that are 
equal to 1 in the purely retarded case, and to ~ in the time
symmetric case). These formulas are used as boundary con
ditions for integrating (1.1 Od) by means of integrofunctional 
equations as follows: 

O~ = I,u "a.e;;(a';I)+(i-,u aa') O~(a';-I), (2.2a) 
,,' 

0;: (a';E) =R a'[ A aAE) ]0* ~ (x ~ -x ~.,1T ~,1T ~.,O f.) 

+1,1· .(E) a 
dAR .(,.1.,)8'/.-_, Oll(a';E), 

a a J1T a ,." a 
(2.2b) 

where Ra' acting on any functionfis defined by 

R ,,(A )f~~,1Tn=f(x~ +8~A 1T~,1Tn. (2.3) 

In the first term of (2.2b), Ra' acts also on the arguments of 
o ~.;E is + I (resp. - I) when in (2.1) a' is in retarded (resp. 
advanced) position with respect to a; the A aa.(E) are solu
tions of the isotropic conditions 

(2.4) 

where x ~", x ~ -x ~ .. Thus 

A a,,·(E) =( 1T~1T aat'{1T"X aa'" +E 

(2.5) 

Equation (2.2b) can be solved by expanding accelera
tions in powers of appropriate parameters. For example, if 
0* ~ (x ~a·,1T t ,rr ~.,O f) contains the charge product e ae a' in 
factor, and is expandable in power series of 0 ~., we will 
postulate 
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o~=fo~, 
n=l n 

(2.6) 

where 0 ~ has a product of2n charges in factor. For n>2 the 
n 

computation of 0 ~ requires only the knowledge of 0 ~ , 
n m 

l<m<n-l: 

(2.7a) 

(2.7b) 

where e ~ is the term of order n in the expansion of 
n 

Ra' [Aaa·(E)]O *~(X~a·,1T~,~·,O ~.). To first order, (2.7a) holds 
with simply 

Interpretation of 0 ~(a';E) is obvious: it is the retarded (:E= I) 
1 

or advanced (:E= -1) part of the acceleration of a due to a' 

as if, for each configuration (~,,1T~'), a' were in uniform mo
tion. It happens that, for scalar and vector interaction, 

O~(a';E) is independent of E. The subsequent O~, n>2, bring 
1 n 

successive corrections to this first approxiation. 

In this method, the uniform motion thus constitutes the 
basic approximation for integrating the predicitivity condi
tions, and we obtain the accelerations explicitly in terms of 
thex's and 1T'S. This form is appropriate for the Hamiltonian 
formulation of Sec. 3. 

B.INTEGRATION IN SEMI-IMPLICIT FORM 

In this method we look for accelerations as functions of 
positions, velocities, and accelerations themselves 

du~ a f3 y {j 
--= Wa(xb,ucA d)' 
dru 

(2.9) 

Of course, this does not mean that accelerations are part of 
the initial conditions. It does correspond to a second-order 
mechanics, only implying that one should invert 

(2.10) 

to obtain the accelerations in explicit form, namely as func
tions of positions and velocities. 

Equations of type (2.9) could be suggested by the very 
presence of the accelerations as arguments in the Lienard
Wiechert type formulas 

dua 
_u_= '" II .A *a(xf3 _xf3,ret uY u8 retA S ret) d".,.a -7'r-aa a a a 'a' a' a' 
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(2.11 ) 

A possible theoretical advantage is that it might not al
waysbepossibletoobtain explicit accelerations in closed form. 
A very peculiar example, that of the one-dimensional asym
metric electromagnetic interaction, shown exactly solvable by 
Hill and Rudd,. supports this conjecture: we do know the 
equations ofthe integral curves of the system under the form: 
t a =J a (x a; first integrals); we thus have all we need to ob
tain the accelerations in explicit form by differentiating twice 
and eliminating the first integrals; however, the presence of 
transcendental functions inJa prevents us from achieving this 
idea. 

The true motivation is that we can expand the W~ in 
power series, and that these semi-implicit series contain 
more information, at equal number of terms, than the explic
it series, as illustrated by two examples. The semi-implicit 
form comes to nothing more than regrouping differently the 
terms of the explicit series. 

The predictivity conditions to be integrated will now 
read 

(
u a'a~+A a'a~+A u,,,_a_)Wf3 =0, (2.12) 

ax ", ax ", aA ". () a a u 

where A ~. is dA ~./ dr u', and is obtained by inversion of 

(
u a'''~+A a'a~+A u'((~)WP=A (J.. (2.13) 

a a au J'A" au :x a' U a' a' 

The corresponding basic approximation is now the relativis
tic uniformly accelerated motion 

dA:,_ 2 a 2- f3 
---A a'ua, (A a,=A a.A a'f3)' 

dO' 
(2.14) 

Integration ofthis equation serves as a definition of the oper
ator Sa" replacing Ra' of the preceding section. Let 
(x ~ ,u ; A ~) be an "initial" configuration. Let particle a' 
evolve according to (2.14), and freeze all other particles. Let 
0' be the proper time measured along the trajectory of a', 
elapsed from the initial configuration. Then Sa' is the identity 
on x ~ ,u ~ A ~, and 

S a.(O') x~. =X ~,(O'), SAO') u ~. = u ~.(O') , 

S a ,(0') A ~. =A ~.(O') . (2. 15) 

SAO') A ~. is of course not to be confused with S AO') W~ .. 
Note that 

(2.16) 

aa' ua·a~+Aa·a~+A~.u,/a~. 
ax ~. au ~. aA ~. 

Let O'aa,(E) position the point of the trajectory of a' 
which is in retarded (E= 1) or advanced (E= -1) position 
with respect to a: 
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S a,[a aAE) ]x ~a'X aa'" =0. 

Important properties are 

a a,a aa,(E) = -I, 

S u,[a au,(E) ]a uu,(E)=O, 

S a-Cal) S a,(a,)=S a'[ a l +S a (al)a,j . 

Write (2.12) as follows: 

a ,w"=-(A#-A 2,u#)_a_W " 
a a a a (J aA a'f3 a ' 

(2.17) 

(2.18) 

(2.19) 

and, since computations must eventually end up by the in
version of A ~: = W~ , integrate rather this equation 

a ,W"= -(A #,- W 2,ufJ,)_a_W " 
a (J a a (J JA u'[3 a 

(2.20) 

as follows: 

W~ = L,uua' W~(a'; 1)+(l-,uau') W~(a';-I), 
u' 

(2.2Ia) 

a W"(' ) x --, a a;E, 
aA a(J 

(2.2Ib) 

As in the explicit formalism, Eq. (2.21) can be solved step 
by step in powers of ga(/ eaea ,: that is why, on going from 
(2.19) to (2.20), we replaced A ~, which, before inversion, 
does not contain theg's, by w3, which does. We thus 
postulate 

xc 

W;:= L W~. 
,\' I .v 

(2.22) 

A nice thing about the semi-implicit formalism is that A *~ 

contributes only to W:;, though in the explicit formalism, 
I 

e *~ contributed to all terms of the series since its argument 
e ~;, also had to be expanded in power series. For electromag-

netism, we remark that W~(a';I)= W~(a';-I). 
I I 

Let us proceed to show that this method provides the 
same accelerations as the explicit formalism. First invert 
A-a - W"(X(i ui',A-") to get A-a(x(i uJ) and define 

a - a h' c d a h' c ' 

A-"(a'·c)(xfJ Ul) as bel'ng equal to wa(a"c) [X(3 uY,A-b(X' u~')] u ," h' c a ,,, h' cdc' I 
We want to show that A~(a';E)=A ;;(a';E) [A ~(a';E) is ob-

tained from e ~(a';E) of Eq. (2.2) according to the rule 
(1.19)]. Then evaluate (2.21) for A ~'=A~, and set a' in re
tarded (E= 1) or advanced (E= -1) position with respect to 
a which makes aaa,(E) =0 and yields 

A-"(a'·c)(x(3 uJ)-A *"[x(J ul' U" ,A-E (x!.' u11)] a ," b' c - a aa', a' a' a' d' e 

(2.23) 
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Next set A ~ =A~ in (2.13), and compare with the re
~It of applying u u'r:....(a/ax~.)+Aa'(J(a/au~.) on 
A;;, = W~,( x ~ ,u ;:,A ~) to get 

A~[x;:,u:'·,A~(x:,u})] 

=(u a'~~+Aa'!:~)A(3,(X Y U "') 
ax ;, au ;, a b' c • 

u u 

(2.24) 

X W~(a';E)=O (2.25) 

[of which (2.21 b) is the integration] for A ~ =A~. This yields 
with the help of (2.24) 

~(!} X W~(a';E)(x~,U;:,A~)=O (2.26) 
aA u' 

or 

(2.27) 

Then postulate an expansion in powers of the coupling 

constant for A ~(A ~ = LA~) and proceed by recurrence by 
" 

supposing that A;;(a';E)=A ~(a';E) has been proved up to 
order n (this is obviously true for n = 1); thus, by linear com
bination, A ~ =A ~ is true up to the same order. Then the 
(n + 1 )st order term of (2.23) and (2.27) tells us that 

A ;;(a';E) and A ~(a';E) are equal since they satisfy the 
1/ t I n+l 

same equation with the same boundary condition. They are 
thus equal to all order 

A"(a"E) = W"(a"E)(x(J uY,A-'\)=A "(a"E) 
a' (J' h' c d a' 

and, by linear combination 

1'''- W"( (J Y,A-")-A (l 
a - (J Xh'U c d - a" 

(2.28) 

(2.29) 

First application: when two charges of opposite sign 
(g= ele, < 0) and equal masses m interacting according to 
Wheeler and Feynman electrodynamics describe the same 
circle, the radius of this circle is given in terms of the com
mon velocity v=(3c byl°: 

g 
r= ---P(f3), P(f3)= 1-(3'+ 5(34 .... 

4mv' 
(2.30) 

Using A :; for the acceleration A ~ allows to find correctly 
I 

only the first term of P (f3) which thus could have been more 
simply obtained through nonrelativistic mechanics. The first 
relativistic correction [second term of P (f3)] requires the 

computation of A ~ + A ~ in the explicit formalism, though of 
I 2 

only W~ in the semi-implicit formalism. 
I 
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Second application: The one-dimensional and equal 
masses static case (acceleration for the special configuration 

V1=V2=0) shows that with terms only up tog2 (W~+ W~) 
I II 

we correctly obtain the acceleration up to order g3 4: 

(2.31) 

3. SEVERAL QUESTIONS IN HAMILTONIAN 
FORMULATION 

A. Review of Hamiltonian formulation of RPM in 
manifestly invariant formalism (Ref. 11) 

To give a Hamiltonian formulation of a Poincare invar
iant predictive system is to find a symplectic form 11, namely 
a 2-form defined on the phase space of the system, regular 
(detl1=¥=O), closed (dl1 = 0), and invariant by the 10 + n vec
tor fields A=P -<, j-<Il' H a: 

'¥(A)I1=O, (3.1) 

where g ( ) is the Lie derivative. We know that to each such 
A leaving 11 invariant, we can associate a function A =F (A) 
defined on the phase space, up to an additive constant, by 

i(A)I1= -dA, (3.2) 

where i ( ) denotes the inner product. We then can prove 

g(A;)Aj=[Ai.A j ], 

(3.3) 

dF{[A i,A j ])=d [A ;.A j]' 

where [A i.A j] is the Poisson bracket of Ai andAj according 
to 11 ~nd [A i ,A j] the Lie bracket of Ai and Aj" Let 
p -<' J. -<I" H a be the functions associated to 
P -<' J -<Il ' H a' (One can prove that all a~ditive constants 
can be fixed). From (3.3), P-< is a 4-vector, J -<I' a 4-tensor, 
and Ha scalars, and their Poisson brackets are homomorphic 
to their Lie brackets. Note in particular 

(3.4) 

For free particles, we have 11 =dx~ I\d1T~ and weob
o 

tain for A: 
o 

P -< = L 1T a-<' j -<I' =X a-< 1T ~ -x a~l1T ~, 
o a 0 

Requiring: 

lim n R a(A )11=11 
k.- x a 0 

entails: 

lim n R a (A )A = A 
A- .---oc a 0 

(3.5) 

which helps identifying P-< and jAil' respectively, with the 
energy-momentum 4-vector, and the generalized angular 
momentum 4-tensor of the system, when interaction is pre-
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sent, It can be proved that Ha = - 1~1Taa' or, numerically 

speaking: Ha = lm~. 

The zero-interaction l2 theorem indicates that in a 
Hamiltonian formulation invariant by the complete symme
try group, particle positions x ~ cannot be canonical varia
bles, except for the case of free particles. 13 

A particular set of canonical coordinates up to first or
der in the charge product gaa' is provided by 

(11 = dq~ 1\ dp~), (3.6a) 

p;= r- oc dARa(A )B~, 
)0 1 

q; = _ r- 00 dARiA )p~, 
1)0 1 

(3.6b) 

giving 

A • A A A. A 

P -< = LP a-<' J -<Il =q a-<P:' -q allP J,.. (3.6c) 
a 

One can make a canonical transformation from this set to 
another set: ( q ; ,p ; )_( q ; ,P ;) ; then 

P -< = L P a-< , j -<Il = q a-<P :, - q al'P J,. , (3.7) 
a 

and Ha is - 11T; 1T aa' where 1T; is reexpressed in terms of 
/3 d r qb an Pc' 

B. Poisson bracket of position variables of each 
particle 

From the zero-interaction theorem we cannot have al
together when interaction is present 

(3.8) 

However we can ask if we can have the less restrictive 
conditions 

(3.9) 

up to first order ingaa,. Inverting (3,6a) up to that order, (3.9) 
means 

[ ~a ~a ~/3 ~/3]_ 
qa -~a,qa -~a -0 (3.10) 

or 

J J ~ 
~J a/3 aa-~J aa a/3=O 1T 1 1T 1 

(3.11) 

which guarantees that functions~ a (x ~ ,1T n exist such that 
1 

Let us introduce L a by (with Da -~ JIJxaa) 
1 

La =Da~a 
1 1 
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(3.13) 

It is then easy to see that 

(3.14) 

but these equations are precisely the Euler equations at the 
order considered of the following private variational 
principles: 

o u f L a dA a = 0, L a = !1T ~ 1T aa + ~ u ' (3.15) 

where oa means that only x ~ (and 1T~) are varied, x ~,,1T~', 
being kept fixed. 

In other words, the nullity of Poisson brackets of posi
tion variables of each particle up to first order implies the 
existence of private Lagrangians up to first order admitting 
particle position x~ as private Lagrangian variables. 

Conversely, n such private Lagrangians La being giv-

en-satisfying (~ala~a)L a = L a and DoL 0 = 0 to guar-
I I I 

antee, respectively, ~eaa = 0 and Da,e ~ = O--one can car
I 

ry out n private canonical transformations from 
A A. 

x~, Paa = aLala~a to new variables q~, p~ which will be, 
up to first order, canonical variables for the common sym-

A A. 

plectic form n = dq~ 1\ dp~ since they are built to satisfy 
A A. "" 

£(Hb)q~ = oatPt" £(Hb)P~ = 0, implying £(Hb)n = 0: 

a Aa a a 2: 
Xa-tJa =Xa +-- a' 

a1T~ I 

A. a 
P -p -P ---2: aa aa - aa a aa a ' 

X I 

where .I a is defined by 
I 

(3.16) 

We thus have not only [x ~ ,x~] =Obutalso [x ~ ,p~] =0 a(J 

and [p ~ ,p ~ ] = 0, these Poisson brackets being computed up 
to first order according to the common symplectic form. 

The interest of this question is that one meets the above 
properties for scalar and vector interaction, of short or long 
range, because we do have in the corresponding field theories 
one variational principle per particle, admitting particle po
sition as private Lagrangian variables, and providing La
grangians L a through the uniform motion approximation 
for particles not varied. Let us illustrate this on electromag
netism, for which field theory gives 
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+(1-.) ea'1T~~ )]dA =0 
!laa l(x~_x~,adv)1T~~1 a 

(3.17) 

and for which we get 

e ae a'1T~ 1T a'a 

L a = !1T ~ 1T aa + I [ 2 2 + ({3 )']112 
a' -X aa,1T a' X aa,1T a'f3 

(3.18) 

C. Lagrangians, canonical transformations, and 
Hamilton-Jacobi equations 

These three simple notions are reconsidered in the 
frame of the Hamiltonian formulation of PRM where we 
have one Hamiltonian per particle. We start by introducing 
one Lagrangian per particle, but these are not to be confused 
with the ones of the preceding subsection. 

The canonical equations of motion, coming from the 
in variance of n by the Ha 

dr/f, aHa 

dAa = ap~' 

dp~ aHa 

dAa ar/f, 
(3.19a) 

are compatible in virtue of [H a ,H a'] = 0, and their solution 

gives q ~ and p ~ as functions ofthe initial conditions q ~: and 
o 

p ~ and of the n parametersAa ; the solution is thus a n-hyper
o 
surface tangent to the n field vectors H a . 

For each value of the index a invert (3.19a) to get If, in 
terms of q~ and dq~/dAa' The expressions p~a){3(q~, dq~/dAa> 
obtained for different a, are not the same, but they of course 
become equal functions of the A'S when the q~ are replaced 
by their expressions in terms of the initial conditions and the 
A'S. 

(3.20) 

Then construct the Lagrangians La' Legendre transformed 
of each Hamiltonian 

L q{3 ~ =p(a)b~_H (q{3.p(a)c) 
( 

d Y) d f3 

a b ' dA (3 dA a b' Y • 

The La satisfy 

aLa 

a a 

and (3. 19b) implies 

D. Hirondel 
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aLa 

a(dqf,) 
dAa 

d (3.23) 

The proposed extremum action principle has the form 
8A=0 with 

(3.24) 

A depends on the functions q;(A b ) chosen to evaluate it, but, 
presenting itself as a curvilinear integral in the space 
(A"Az, ... ,An), it depends also a priori on the chosen integra
tion path Aa(A ) parametrized by one parameter A varying 
from an initial value Ai to a final value A;' we set 
Aai::::AaCA),AapAiAf)' The action variation 8A due to vari
ations 8q;(A b ) and 8Aa(A ) is 

+ I JdA 8q f3 [_aL_a __ d ___ aL_a_] 
a a b aq ~ dA a a (dq ~ ) 

dA a 

J (dL a' dL a) + I 8Aa dAa' --- . 
a,a' dA a dA u' 

(3.25) 

Now supposethatthe variation 8q ~ (A b) occursaboutasolu
tion q ~ (A b) of (3.23), and that both types of variation van
ish at the end points 

(8q~)(Ab) = (8q~)(Acf) =0, 

(3,26a) 

(3.26b) 

then, in virtue of(3.22b) and (3.20),p~)b=p~')b=p% and the 
first term of 8A integrates to P'!J5qf,~ and vanishes by virtue of 
(3.26a). The second term vanishes by virtue of (3.26b), and 
the third one is zero by (3.23), At last [Ha,Ha'] =0 gives, 
using (3.22a), (3. 19a), (3.20), and (3,22b) 

111 

aH a aH a' aH a' aH a 
0=-- ----- --

aq ~ ap % aq f ap % 

aL a dq~ aL a' dqf 
=-----+--

aqf dA a' aqf dA a 

(

aLa dq~ aLa 

=- aq~ dA a ,+ a(dq~) 
dA a' 
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= _ dL a + dL a'. (3.27) 
dA a' dA a 

In other words, 8A is zero for a variation 8q ~ -vanishing at 
the end points-of the solution q ~ and for the variation of 
any integration path A a (A ) with the same end points since, 
finally, from (3.27) which is an integrability relation, A is 
path independent. 

The converse goes as follows: Some L a ( q ~ ,dq ~ / dA 0) 
being given, require that they define the same moments 

aL a aL 0' 

a (dq~) 
dA a 

(3.28) 

This constitutes a set of 4n (n -1) relations among the 
4n + 4n 2 variables of the ( q ~ ,dq ~ / dA c) space, Thus the en
tire motion must lay on a (4n + 4nZ) - 4n(n - 1) = 8n-dimen
sional hypersurface. Then write 8A = 0 with (3.26). The first 
two terms of (3.25) vanishes as before. The fourth term 

dq f aL a' dq ~ aL a d Z q f 
-- ----- --+---=--'--
dA a aq ~ dA u' aq ~ dA a dA a' 

X(a(a_d~~"~) a(~q"~)t 
a dA a 

(3.29) 

must be restricted by p ~')b =p ~)b, thus implying that the 
Hamiltonians H a , Legendre transformed of the La' should 
have vanishing Poisson brackets. Finally Euler equations 
follow from the third term: it is easy to see that they respect 
the constraints (3.28), and entail Eq. (3.19). 

Now two points (q ~i' A bi) and (q ;f' A bf) being giv
en in the 5n-dimensional evolution space ( q ;, A b) , there is 
in general only one n-hypersurface q ~ = f~ (A b) satisfying 
(3.23) and passing through these two points. Let us use it to 
evaluate the action which we know to be independent of the 
integration path A,,(A). The variation undergone by 

A (q ~i' q ~f' A hi' A hf) when both end points are varied is 

whence, with obvious notations 

aA _ H ( (3 C) -;v:-- - a q bf'P 11 
af 

(3.30) 

(3.31 ) 

(3.31 ) 

We thus have constructed a common solution to the n equa
tionsH a( q~,aA/ aq n+aA/ aA u =0; it actually is a com
plete integral depending on 4n parameters q ~;. The n param
eters Aa; are irrelevant since, owing to the Ha being first 
integrals, A depends on A af and A hi only through the differ
ences A af-A ai' 

Now one can carry out a canonical transformation in 
phase space as usual: S being a function of q ~, p f, A c' 

define new canonical variables through 
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The new Hamiltonian are then 

and are shown to satisfy 

aK a aKa' 
[Ka' Ka,]+---=O. 

aA a' aA a 

(3.32) 

(3.33) 

(3.34) 

Hamilton-Jacobi equations are obtained as usual by 
asking that the new Hamiltonians Ka be zero, a choice triv
ially satisfying (3.34) 

H a q b' -- +---0. 
( 

fj as) as_ 
aq;~ aA a 

(3.35) 

This set of HJ equations constitutes a system of n first-order 
compatible partial differential equations on one function S of 
the 5n variables q ~, "lb' Thus a complete integral depends 
on 5n -en -\)=4n + 1 arbitrary constants, one of which is 
purely additive since S itself does not appear in the system 

s = S(q~, Ab,a,) + a, j = 1,2, ... ,4n. 

Writing as laq~ = p~, as laa, = b' defines 

q~ = f~(A b,a" b j), p~ = g~(A b,a "b j) 

(3.36) 

(3.37) 

and these functions are easily shown to satisfy the systems of 
characteristics of the system of HJ equations, namely the 
canonical equations (3.19). Naturally, inversion of (3.37) 
yields functions a j and bi of q ~ , f~, A c satisfying: 

[a"aJ l=O, [b i ,b i l=O, [b i,ajl=8), 

(3.38) 

so that, as expected, S is the generating function of a canoni
cal transformation from q~, ~ towards ai, b

j that are first 
integrals. Furthermore 

dS dq~ as as 
-=--+-
dAu dAa aq~ aAa 

(3.39) 

Thus 

S = f La dA a + constant, (3.40) 

wheref~ is ~(Ac,aj,b j) and where, after integration, the bj 

are expressed in terms of q~, Ab' ai. 

Since the H" are numerically equal to 1m ~, a separation 
of variables is always possible under the form 

Seq ~ ,A h)= W(q ~)- I !m ~A a' (3.41) 
a 
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where W is solution of 

H (
{3 aw)_ I 2 

a q b' --J' -2m a' 

aq c 

(3.42) 

If we consider these equations as an approximation of 
geometrical optics of a quantum mechanics to be built, we 
see that we should expect n evolution equations on the same 
n-point dependent wavefunction 

" 2 Half/=!malf/· (3.43) 

To first order in the coupling constant, such a mechanics has 
been built independently by Bel. 14 

D. Canonical formulation of the separation of 
external and internal motions 

This separation is made in the manifestly predictive for
malism. Let us indicate first how to go from the Hamiltonian 
formulation in the manifestly invariant formalism to the one 
in the manifestly predictive formalism. II 

Let a bar denote the restriction on the hypersurface of 
equation 

x2=0, 1T~=mav~(l-v~tll2, 1T~=ma(1-v~)-II2, 
(3.44) 

where the rna are fixed. The restriction of fl=dq~ I\dp~ is 
.I = ii = dif:, 1\ dfl:x . .I can be shown to be invariant by the 10 
vector fields H, Pi' jp Kk given in (1. 7), the associated func
tions through .I being, respectively, given in terms of the 
functions PA' JAil associated to PA, jAil through fl by 

- -'k 
H= -Po, Pi=Pi, Ji =!8( Jjk , Ki= -JiD. 

(3.45) 

The 2n constraints x ~ = 0, 17' ~ 17' all = - m ~ show that there 
exist 8n - 2n = 6n independent functions q ~ and pJb of x ~ , 

v ~ and me such that .I =dq ~ 1\ dp f . 
The separation of external and internal motions con

sists first in choosing some new canonical variables, called 
external variables, whose motion is trivial and which gener
alize at the relativistic level some characteristic properties of 
the Newtonian center of mass. It is well known that Pi' the 
total linear momentum and 

Q' 
Hh (H+h) 

the center of spin, I' form such a pair: 

[Qi,QJ1=O, [Qi,Pjl=8j, [Pi' P;1=O, 

[ Q i j j ] = E i jk Q k, [P i j j 1 = E ij k P k , 

[Qi,Hl=H- l p i
, [Pi,H]=O. 

Then define the internal symplectic form by 

a=.I-dQi I\dP,. 

(3.46) 

(3.47) 

(3.48) 

.I is of rank 6n; computation shows that there are six inde
pendent vector fields P, and kJ whose interior product with a 
vanishes 
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kj=Kj-QjH -(H+htIE/IPkjl' 

i(Pi)O"=O, i(k)O"=O. 

(3.49) 

Thus 0" is of rank 6(n -1); and it is closed (dO" = 0). From 
Darboux' theorem there exist 6(n -1) independent func
tions q/~ and P '~, called the internal variables, such that 0" 

can be written as 

O"=dq/~l\.dp'f, a=2,3, ...• n. (3.50) 

From (3.49) and (3.50), the internal variables are thus solu
tions of 

g'(P)q/~=O, g'(P)p '~=O 

Ji'(k)q/~=O, g'(k)p '~=O, 

(3.51a) 

(3.5Ib) 

to which we add the condition that they should behave as 
vector components under the rotation group (which is com
patible with the preceding relations) 

.¥(j)q/i = _Ei.n'k £(j)ip Ii = _Ei.n Ik 
J G JI<'1 G' J G Jkr a' 

This allows 

ji=E/(QjPk+q/~ 'n. 

(3.5Ic) 

(3.52) 

The general solution of(3.5Ia,c) is easy to write. To find the 
boundary conditons to integrate (3.51b) we start from 
~ = dq~ I\. dpf. Let a bar now denote the restriction to the 
hypersurface Pi=O. To do this, particularize arbitrarily one 

n 

particle, say particle 1, by writingp; = - L p~; we obtain 
a=2 

~=d (fla-q;) I\. dF/. 

On the other hand, the restriction of 
~=dQil\.dPi+dq/~l\.dp 'f, a=2,3, ... n, gives 

X=dij'~l\.dp'f· 

(3.53) 

(3.54) 

The boundary conditions are thus, comparing (3.53) and 
(3.54): 

(3.55) 

One can integrate (3.5Ib) by means of integrofunctional 
equations respecting the above boundary conditions. 

One shows at last that the internal Hamiltonian defined 
as h = (H 2 - P ipyl2 is independent of Qi and Pj> and is a 
rotation-invariant function of the internal variables. Thus 

H(Qip Ik I ) , j>q a'P ab 

_ [Pip +h 2( Ii' 'i I Ik I )]112 
- i q aq bi,q 'JJ dj>P eP pk • 

4. CONCLUSION 

(3.56) 

The equations of PRM have been integrated in a semi
implicit form by means of coupled integrofunctional equa
tions which respect the boundary conditions offered by field 
theories. They allow to compute the accelerations step by 
step, by postulating an expansion in powers of a parameter, a 
coupling constant for example. Inversion yields the accelera
tions of the explicit formalism; but two examples show that 
one obtain better results, at equal number of terms, than in 
the explicit formalism. 
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In the Hamiltonian formulation of PRM, in which the 
complete symmetry group is canonically represented, parti
cle positions cannot in general be canonical variables. How
ever [x~, x~] vanishes at the two lowest orders in the cou
pling constant as a consequence of the existence in field 
theories of private variational principles each admitting the 
position variables of a particle as private Lagrangian 
variables. 

For a solution of the problem, the action, which pre
sents itself as a curvilinear integral, does not depend on the 
integration path, and is stationary with respect to a variation 
of the solution. 

The theory of Hamilton-Jacobi leads to as many com
patible partial differential equations on the same generating 
function as particles existing in the system. 

The interest of the separation of external and internal 
motions is to isolate six canonical external variables whose 
motion is simple since the system as a whole behaves as a free 
particle, thus leaving 6 (n - 1) nontrivial internal canonical 
degrees of freedom. 
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An analog of the Fourier-Plancherel transformation is developed which maps to themselves the "square
traceable" operators in the von Neumann algebra generated by a quantum-mechanical canonical pair (p.q). 
The role of translation-invariant integral is played by the trace. The Fourier transform is given formally 
by 

X(p' ,q') = sinatrp•q e ,alpp' ,qq')X(p,q), 

where a is a fixed parameter in the interval of (O,7T). Comparisons are made with other Fourier-type 
transformations associated with a canonical pair. 

1. INTRODUCTION 

Let p and q be a canonical pair of quantum-mechanical 
momentum and position operators, that is, self-adjoint oper
ators satisfying the Weyl relation 

e isp e ilq = e iSI e ilq e isp (s,tER). (Ll) 

By the von Neumann uniqueness theorem, the von Neu
mann algebra N (p,q) generated byp and q (that is, the von 
Neumann algebra generated by the unitary operators 
l eisP: SER land l eilq: tER l) is isomorphic to the algebra 
B (L l(R» of all bounded operators on the Hilbert space 
L '(R), under a canonical isomorphism v mapping each eisp to 
eilp" and each eilq to eitq, , where po and qo are the Schrodinger 
canonical pair, that is, Po = - id/ dt and qo is mUltiplication 
by the coordinate variable t. In particular N (p,q) is thus a 
type I factor and possesses a faithful normal semi-finite trace 
7 which is unique to within rescaling. 

For arbitrary a and bER, the operatorsp+a and q+b 
form a second canonical pair which generate the same von 
Neumann algebra N (p,q), and hence there is an 
au tomorphism Ta.1> of N (p,q) mapping each eisp to ei'(p + a) and 
each eilq to eil (q-I h l. We call Ta•b translation through (a,b ). 
Since every automorphism of the type I factor N (p,q) is in
ner, for arbitrary XEN (p,q) we have 

7(Ta,lr¥)=7X, 

that is, the trace 7 is translation-invariant. 

Our purpose in this work is to develop an analog of the 
Fourier-Plancherel transformation on VCR) which acts in 
the Hilbert space L '(p,q) of "square-traceable" operators in 
N (p,q) [that is, pre-images under the canonical isomorphism 
of Hilbert-Schmidt operators on B (L '(R»], in which the 
trace 7 plays the role of the translation-invariant Lebesgue 
measure on R. For suitably restricted XEV(P,q) the trans
form of X is given by 

X=sina7\exp[ -ia(p ®p+q ® q)]X ® 1. 

Here a is a fixed parameter in the open interval (0,17), and 7\ 
denotes the "partial trace" from N (p,q) ® N (p,q) to N (p,q) 
(this is defined in Sec. 2). Abusing notation, we may write 
this in the form 

X (P' ,q') = sina tr p.qexp[ - ia(pp' +qq')]X (p,q), 

where p' and q' form a (mutually commuting) copy of the 

canonical pair p and q, and the functional notation indicates 
membership of the corresponding von Neumann algebra. It 
will be shown that the transformation so defined extends 
uniquely to an isometry F a from L l(p,q) o~o itself, and that 
its inverse is given, for suitably restricted XEV(P,q), by 

A 

X (p,q) = sinatrp~,exp[ia(pp' + qq')]X (P' ,q'). 

In a series ofwork~I.J it has been shown, in effect, that 
the map from suitably restricted operators in N (p,q) to func
tions on R l

, 

X---+E E(s,t ) = (y/217}rexp[ -iy(sp+tq)]X 

(here y is a fixed real nonzero parameter), extends to a 
unique isometry U y' the Fourier-Plancherel- Weyl transfor
mation, from L '(p,q) onto L '(JIll), whose inverse acts on suit
able functions on R' as 

E---+X = (y/2l7) f exp[iy(sp+ tq) ]E (s,t) ds dt . 

It will be shown that the canonical Fourier-Plancherel 
transformation Fis related to the Fourier-Plancherel-Weyl 
transformation by 

Fa=U:;l(F®F) U y 

where F ® F denotes the classical Fourier-Plancherel trans
formation on L l(R'), 

F ® FE (s,t )=(217t'f exp[ -i(ss' +tt') ]E(s',t')ds' dt', 

and the parameters a and y satisfy a certain relation. 

A canonical analog has been formulated of the Wiener 
transformation,4 which, in the case of one degree of freedom, 
is a unitary operator W f3 acting in the Hilbert space H f3 
obtained by completing the space offormal polynomials in a 
canonical pair p and q with respect to the inner product 

<X,y)=wIYX*), 

where for X = !,j.k C j.kPj q k , 

w f3(X)=trI. c j,kP~q ~p f3' 
j.k 

pf3=trexp[ -!p(p~+q~)] exp[ -!p(p~+q~)]. 
(1.2) 

Here f3 is a fixed positive number. We shall show that if a and 
f3 are related in a certain way, then 
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(1.3) 

where Vp is the unitary extension of the isometric map 

L C j,kPj q k -++ L C j,kP1:n ~p )(2 
j,k j,k 

to Hp and Fa is taken to map L 2(po,qo) to itself. Thus for 
suitably related a, fl, and y, the diagram 
L2(R2) F .. F V(R2) 

commutes. The relation (1.3) is an analog of the classical 
relation 

F= MilWM d' whered= (~: )112, 

between the Fourier-Plancherel transformation F on L 2(R), 
the classical one-dimensional Wiener transformation W, 
and the isometry Md from V(R,dy) onto VCR ) which con
sists of multiplication by the square root of the density 
dy I dx of the normal distribution dy on R. In this connec
tion, the nonexistence of an infinite-dimensional analog of 
Lebesgue measure which forces the replacement of the 
Fourier-Plancherel by the Wiener transformation in infi
nite-dimensional spaces has its analog in the fact that the 
representations of the canonical commutation relations as
sociated with the infinite-degree-of-freedom analog of the 
states UJp (extremal universally invariant states5

) generate 
type III factors which possess no nontrivial traces and which 
therefore cannot support a Fourier-Plancherel type trans
formation. By contrast the canonical Wiener transforma
tion, like its classical counterpart, can still be defined. 6 

2. THE CANONICAL FOURIER-PLANCHEREL 
TRANSFORMATION 

Let N be a type I factor with faithful normal semi-finite 
trace -r. Let N ® Nbe the von Neumann algebra tensor prod
uct of N with itself, which is also a type I factor equipped 
with the trace -r ® -r for which -r ® 1'(X ® Y) = 1'(X)1'( Y). De
note by N. the class of traceable elements of N (which is 
canonically isomorphic to the predual of N). FixXEN. and 
KEN ®N. For arbitrary Y®N.,X ® Yis a traceable element 
of N ® N and, since the traceable elements form an ideal, so 
also is K (X ® Y). Moreover, 

i(-r®-r)(K(X® Y»I<IIKII(-r®-r)IX® 11 
= IIKII(-r ® -r)1XI ® 111 
= IIKII-r< IX! )-r( 111)· 

Hence Y-++(-r ® -r)(K (X ® Y» is a bounded linear functional 
on the Banach space N ., and so there exists an element ZEN 
such that 

(-r®-r)(K(X® Y»=-r(ZY). 
We call Z the partial trace of K (X ® 1). 
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Now let N = N (p,q) be generated by a canonical pair p 
and q satisfying (1.1). We wish to define the unitary operator 
exp[ia(p ®p+q ® q)] for real a. We recall that the Fourier
Plancherel transformation Fin L 2(R) intertwines the 
Schrodinger operators: 

Fpor'=qo, Fqor'= -po· (2.1) 

Hence, formally, 

(1 ®F)(Po®po+qo ®qo)(l ®F')=po ®qo-qo ®po. 

ByidentifyingL 2(R) ® L 2(R)withL 2(R2), the latter "angular 
momentum" operator can be defined rigorously as the infini
tesimal generator of the coordinate rotations in L 2(R2), so 
that exp[ia(po ® qo-qo ® Po)] acts onfd 2(R2) as 

exp[ia(po ® qo-qo ® PoW'(s,t) 

=f(cosa s+sina t,-sina s+cosa t). (2.2) 
We now defiQe e[ia(p .. p+q .. q») as 

e[ia(p .. p+q .. q») 

=(v®vt'(l ®Ft'exp[ia(po®qo-qo®po)](l ®F), 

where v is the canonical isomorphism from N (p,q) onto 
BU2(R». 

Now let a be a fixed real number in the intervaIAO,1T). 
For XEN. =N.(p,q) we define the Fourier transform XEN as 
the partial trace of sina e-ia(p .. p+q .. q)X ® 1. [The normal-
ization factor sina is convenient if the trace in N(p,q) is nor
malized so as to transform into the standard trace on 
B (L 2(R » under the canonical isomorphism, as we shall as
sume to be the case.] Similarly, we define the inverse Fourier 
transform X of X as the partial trace of 
sina eia(p .. p+q .. q)X ® 1. 

We observe that 

IIXjI<IIXII" 11%l1<IIXII" (2.3) 

where II II, is the trace norm in N .(p,q). 

We denote by S(p,q) the space of elements of N(p,q) 
which are pre-images under the canonical isomorphism vof 
Hilbert-Schmidt operators in B (L 2(R» whose kernels (as in
tegral operators) lie in the Schwarz space S (R2) of infinitely 
differentiable rapidly decreasing functions on R. If for 
XES (p,q), vXhas kerneltES (H2) thenXEN.(p,q) and 1'(X) is 
given by 

1'(X)= J t(t,t) dt. 

We shall prove that the mapping X _% maps S (p,q) iso
metrically (in the sense of the L 2 trace norm) onto itself and 
that its inverse maps XES (p,q) to its inverse Fourier trans
form x: Since S (p,q) is dense in L 2(p,q) [because S (R2) is 
dense in L 2(R2)], the Fourier transform mapping on S (p,q) 
can thus be extended uniquely to an isometry Fa from L 2(p,q) 
onto itself whose inverse is an extension of the inverse 
Fourier transform mapping on S (p,q). By the boundedness 
relations (2.3) and the facts that convergence in the trace 
norm in N.(p,q) implies convergence in L 2 norm and that 
convergence in L 2 norm implies convergence in operator 
bound norm, it is clear that Fa and its inverse map arbitrary 
elements of N.(p,q) into their Fourier and inverse Fourier 
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transforms respectively. Thus we shall have proved the fol
lowing Theorem. 

J:heorem X The mapping from N(p,q) into N(p,q) 
X-X, where X is the Fourier transform of X, 

X=sina 7Ie-ia(p'i'Jp+q®q)X 181 1 

extends uniquely to an isometry Fa from L 2(p,q) onto itself, 
the r~striction.s>fwhose inverse to N.(p,q) is the mapping 
X-X, where X is the inverse Fourier transform of X, 

V' 

X=sina 71eia(P®P+q®q)X® 1. 

Proof It is convenient to identify p and q with the 
Schrodinger canonical pair. Thus, let XES (p,q) =S (po,qo) 
have kernelsES (E2), so that, for fa 2(E), 

Xf(s) = J s(s,t)f(t)dt. 

Forf, ga2(E), we denote by g*fthe operator h--<g,h)f 
Then we have, for arbitrary f, gES (E), 

(g'xJ> = trXg*f 

=sina trexp[ -ia(po ®po+qo ®qo»)X ®g*f 

=sina tr(1 181 Ftlexp[ -ia(po 181 qo-qo 181 Po)] 

(I®F)X®g*f, (2.4) 

where tr denotes the standard trace inB (V(E». Now X 181 g*f 
is the integral operator in V(E2)=L2(E) 181 V(E) whose ker
nel is 

SI(SI>S2,tl>t2) =s (Sl>t l)f(S2)g(tJ . 

I t is clear that slES (E4). From this it follows successively that 
the kernel of 1 181 FX 181 g*f is 

A 

S2(SI,Shtl,t2)=S (Sl>t 1)f(S2)g(t2) , 

where!is the Fourier transform off, the kernel of 
exp[ -ia(po 181 qo-qo 181 Po)](1 ®F)X ®g*fis 

SlSI,s2,t l,t2) 

=s(cosa sl-sina S2,t l) 

x!(sina Sl +cosa s,)g(t2) 

[making use of (2.2)], and that the kernel of 
(1 181 Ftlexp[ -ia(po 181 qo-qo 181 Po)](1 181 F)X ®g*fis given by 

S4(SI>S2,tl,t2)(1/v' 21T ) f exp( is2s ~)SJ(Sh S ~,tht2) dS'I' 

Moreover, each kernel belongs to S (E4). Since in particular 
s4ES (E4), it follows that the trace in (2.4) can be evaluated as 

f S4(SI>S2,SI>S2)dsl dS2 

= 1/v' 21T f f f exp( is2s ~)slsl> S ~,SI>S2) ds ~dSI dS2 

= 1/v' 21T f f J exp( is~ ~)SJ(Sh S ~,ShS2)ds2ds ~ ds 
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= J Js(Cosasl-sinas~,sh)!(SinaSI 
+cosa s~) g( s~) dS2 dS'I' 

the change in order of integration being justified since the 
integrand is in S (EJ). Making the change of variables 

t=sina SI +cosa s~, s= -S 2' 

we obtain 

= f J s (cotat+ cscas,cscat+ cotas)!(t M( -s) ds dt 

= J i s (s,t)!(t H( -s) ds dt , 
\1(,,) 

(2.5) 

where, for a real 2 X 2 matrix M, R M is the operator in L 2(E2) 

RMf(s,t )=f«s,t )M) 

and M (a) is the matrix 

~csca cota). 
M(a) 

cota csca 

Using the Plancherel identity in V(E2), the relations 

F®F R M=R (M,)·,F®F (2.6) 

g=g, 
whereg(s)=g( -s),andthefactthatM(a)(=M(a), we write 
(2.4) as 

(g,Xf) = f i
M

,,,)_,F®F5(S,t)f(t)g(S)dSdt. 

This being the caseJ>f arbitrary f and gES(E) shows that the 
bounded operator X is the Hilbert-Schmidt operator whose 
kernel is 

(2.7) 

Since both F 181 F and R M (a)' are isometries in L 2(E2) ma~
ping S (E2) onto itself, we deduce that the mapping X-X 
maps S (p,q) isometrically onto itself in the sense of the L 2 

norm, as claimed. 
v 

Our argument is applicable to the mapping X---->-X by 
replacing a by - a; in particular if X has kernelsES (E2), X 
has kernel 

t=R M(_a),F®Fs. 
v 

Hence the kernel of Xis given by 

R M(_a),F®F R M(a),F®FS 

=F®F R M(_a)R M(a)F®FS 

=F®FR_~®Fs 

=(F®F)-IF®Fs 

=s, 
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where we make use of the relations (2.6), 

M( -a)= -M(a), 

and 

F®FR_1=(F®F)-I. 
v 

A similar argument shows that X'X and the theorem is 

proved. 

The isometry Fa is called the (canonical) Fourier
Plancherel transformation. 

3. THE CONNECTION WITH THE FOURIER
PLANCHEREL-WEYL TRANSFORMATION 

For XEN.(p,q) the Fourier-Weyl transform 

E'(s,t)=(y/V 21T )1'e -iy{sp+lq) X (3.1) 

(where y is a fixed nonzero real number) is a well-defined 
bounded continuous function on JR2. [Boundedness follows 
from the inequality 

IIE'II sup~(s,t )I=sup I y 1'e -iy{Sp + Iq) X I 
S,IE R S,lE R V 21T 

.;; sup Irl lie -iy(Sp+lq) 111'( fXI) 
s,IERV21T 

and continuity is easily deduced from the strong continuity 
of the operator-valued function on H 

(s,t )-exp[ - iy(sp + tq)] = exp[( - i!y2st) 

xexp( -iysp)exp-iytq).] 

We identify p and q with the Schrodinger canonical pair 
and consider XES (p,q) = S (Po,qo) having kernel SES (H2). U s
ing the action in L 2(H) of exp[ -iy(spo+tqo)], 

exp[ -iy(spo+ tqo)](u) I 

=exp[ -iyt(u-!ys]f(u-ys), 

the kernel of exp( -iy(sp+ tq)]X is found to be 

Sl(u,v)=exp[ -iyt (u - !ys)]S (u -ys,v). 

(3.2) 

Since SIES (H') the trace of this operator can be evaluated as 

fS1(u,U)dU = fexp [ -iyt(u-!rs)]S(u-rs,u)du 

=yJe -iIU'S(y1u'-!rs,y1u' +!s)du', 

making the substitution u' = r(u - !ys). Hence the Fourier
Plancherel-Weyl transform of X is given by 

E'=(l ®F)RK(yt, 

where K (r) is the matrix 
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K(r)=(-!y !Y). 
yl yl 
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(3.3) 

Since 1 ® F and R K (y) are both isometries from L '(H ') on to 
itself leaving S (H') invariant, the Fourier-Weyl transform 
mapping maps S (p,q) isometrically onto S (H ') in the sense of 
the respective L' norms. Moreover, its inverse maps an ele
ment E'ES (JR2) into the Hilbert-Schmidt operator with 
kernel 

S (s,t )=RK(YJ",(1 ®FtlE'(S,t). 

It may be verified using (3.2) that this is the operator-valued 
integral 

X=(rN 21T ) f exp[ -iy(spo+ tqo)]E'(s,t )dsdt, 

but we shall make no use of this. 

The Fourier-Plancherel- Weyl transformation Uy is the 
unique isometry from L 2(p,q) onto L '(H2) which extends the 
mapS(p,q)3X--+E', whereE'isgivenby(3.3).1t may then be 
shown that Uy maps arbitrary XEN.(p,q) according to (3.1), 
and that its inverse acts on arbitrary EEL '(H)nL 1(H2)accord
ing to (3.4).7,8 

Let us now consider the map U;- l(F® F)U/romS(p,q) 
to itself. If X has kernel S, then, using (3.3) we see that u;- 1 

(F ® F) U yf has kernel 

RK(y)' (1 ®F)-l(F®F)(1 ®F)RK(yt 

=RK(y) , F®FRK(y)S 

=RK(YJ"' R(K(y),) , F®FS 

=R(K(Y)'K(y»)' F®F, 

using (2.5). Evaluating the matrix (K (r)'K (r»-l as 

(K (y)'K (y»)-l = (r -, + iy' - r -, + iY') 
-y'+iy' y'+iy' 

and comparing with (2.7), we see that the operator 
U-l(F ® F)U X coincides wihFaXfor all XES (p,q), and hence 
for all XEL '(p,q), provided that 

csca=y'+!y, cota=y'-!y, 

that is, 

(3.5) 

We have proved the following: 

Theorem 2: Provided that the parameters a and rare 
related by (3.5), the canonical Fourier-Plancherel transfor
mation Fa' the Fourier-Plancherel-Weyl transformation 
U". and the Fourier-Plancherel transformation F ® F on 
L '(H') satisfy 

Fa =U;-l(F®F) U y' 

4. THE CONNECTION WITH THE CANONICAL 
WIENER TRANSFORMATION 

A canonical analog of the Wiener transformation9.10 has 
been formulated,1I which, in the case of one degree of free
dom, assumes the following form. Consider the Weyl algebra 
sf' of formal polynomials in elements p and q satisfying the 
Heisenberg commutation relation 
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pq-qp= -i. (4.1) 

Equip .9£ with the involution * for whichp=p* and q=q*. 
The map pmqn _p;;'q~, where po and qo are the Schr6dinger 

canonical pair andp;;'q~ has domainS (R ), extends to a repre
sentation 1To of (.9£,*) in the sense ofPowers,12 and the 
formula 

wrJA )=tr1To(A )Pf3 

where f3 is a fixed positive number and Pf3 is given by (1.2), 
defines a state wf3 of (.9£, *) analogous to a normal distribu
tion. 13 It can be shown l4 that 1To(A )Pf3 is traceable. Since the 

elements V2p ® 1 =F il ® p and V2 ® 1 =F i 1 ® q of the alge
braic tensor product .9£ ® .9£ satisfy (4.1), there are unique 
isomorphisms 'TJ '" from .9£ into .9£ ® .9£ which map p and q 
into these elements. We may abuse notation by writing 

A (V2p ® 1 =F 1 ® p, V2q ® 1 =Fit ®q) for the image of 
A =A (p,q), under 'TJ",. The Wiener transform of an element 
AE.of is the element A = wf3.1 'TJ- A, where wf3,l is the linear 
mapping from .9£ ®.# to .of for which wf3.I(A ® B) 
=wrJA )B. Formally 

A(p,q)=trp",q"A (V2Po-ip, V2qo-iq)Pf3' 

It can be shownls that the mappingA-Ais bijective on.9£ 
and isometric in the inner product <A,B)=wrJBA *), and 
hence extends uniquely to a unitary operator Wf3, the canoni
cal Wiener transformation on the completion Hf3 of the inner 
product space .of, The inverse Wiener transformation acts 
on.9£ as wf3,I'TJ., so that formally, 

Wi IA (p,q) = trp",q,A (V2Po+ip,V2qo+iq)Pf3' 

It can be shownl6 that the mapping .9£ 3A-1To(A )ilf3' 
where il f3=p)l2, extends uniquely to an isometry Vf3 from H 13 

onto the Hilbert space L 2(po,qo) of Hilbert-Schmidt operators 
on L 2(R). 

Theorem 3: If 

tana = sinh(W), (4.2) 

then 

F,,= Vf3 Wf3 V 13- 1
• 

Proof We introduce elements H m,n of .9£, analogous to 
Hermite polynomials, by means of the generating function 

G (u,v)=exp[i(up + vq)+ !u2(u2 + V2)] 

00 

= L H m,n u m V n , 
m,n=O 

where 

u2=coth(W)=csca (4.3) 

I so that l
? 

tr exp[i(upo+vqo)],of3=exp[ _!u2(U2+V2)]}. (4.4) 

The Wiener transforms of the elements H m,n are found from 
the formal calculation 

W f3G(u,v) 
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=trpOoqoexp{i [u(V2po-ip)+v(V2qo-iq) 

+ !u2(u2+v2)1l 

= I trpOoqoexp [i( V2upo+ V2vqo) ]p f3} 

X exp[up+vq+ !u2(u2+ V2)] 

=exp[up + vq - !u2(u2+ V2)] =G (-iu, -iv) 

using (4.4). From this it follows that 

W f3H m.n =( -i) m+n H m,n' (4.5) 

Now let h m,n betheimageofH m,n under Vf3. We show 
that the hm,n are eigenvectors of F a with eigenvalues 
(_i)m+n. We introduce the generating function 

g(u,v)= f hm,numv n 

m.n=O 

= exp[i(upo + vqo) + !u2(u2+ v2)]ilf3. 

Now the kernel;o of the operator ilf3 is given4 by 

;o(s,t ) = 1T- I12 exp[ - !coth(W)(s2 + t 2) + csch(W)st ] 

=1T-
I12exp [ -!(s,t)M(atl C)], 

using (4.2). Using the action of exp[i(upo+ vqo)], 

exp[i(upo+ vqoW'(s) = exp[iv(s + !u)V(s+u), 

we deduce that the kernel of g(u,v) is given by 

;(s,t;u,v) = exp[!u2(u2 + V2)] exp[iv(s+ !u)] 

= exp[!u2( - u + v2) + !iuv] 
X exp[ivs + u( csca s - cota t )] 

X exp [ - !(s,t)M (at { :) ] 

(4.6) 

(4.7) 

using (4.2) and (4.3). Since this kernel is in S (R2), we may 
apply (2.7) to (4.6) to obtain that the kernel of Fag(u,v) is 
given by 

;(s,t;u,v) = exp[!u2(u2 + V2)] 

xexp[ -iu«csca s-cota t )+!v)] 

xR M(a)F®F;o(s-v,t) . 

Now the Fourier transform of the quadratic exponential 

;o(s,t) = 1T- I12 e xp [ - !(s,t)M (at\:) ] 

is obtained by inverting the matrix of the quadratic form; 
thus 

F®F;o(s,t )=1T-I12 exp [ -!(s,t)M (a)e)]. 

From this we see that 

RM(a),F®F;o(s,t) 

=1T- I12 exp [ -!(s,t )M(atIM(a)(M(atl)I(:)] 

=;o(s,t) 
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(Thus f1 p is its own canonical Fourier transform.) Using 
this fact together with (4.3), we obtain 

'" ;(S,liU,V) = exp[!u2(u2
- V2)_ !iuv] 

X exp[vl-iu(csca s-cota I)] 

X 1T-!l2exp[ -!(s,1 )M(at1C)] 

=; (s,l; -iu, -iv) 

by comparison with (4.7). From (4.8) we obtain that 
Fag(u,v)=g( -iu,-iv) and hence that 

F ah m,n =( -i) m+n h m,n 

as claimed. 

Comparing (4.5) with (4.8) and recalling that 

(4.8) 

(4.9) 

h m,n = V pH m,n' we see that the unitary operators W p and 
Vii IF a V p inH p both have theelementsH m,n aseigenvec
tors, with the same eigenvalues (_i)m+n, Now inspection of 
the generating function G (u, v) shows that H m,n is of the form 
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where J m,n is a polynomial in p and q of degree less than 
m+n. It follows that the elements Hm,n span the space.sf. 
Hence the unitary operators W p and V Ii IF a V p possess a 
total set of eigenvectors on which they have the same eigen
values. Hence they are coincident. From this it follows that 
Fa = V {3 W {3 V Ii 1, and the theorem is proved, 
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New exact solutions of the vacuum Einstein field equations are constructed which describe the collision of 
plane gravitational waves. These solutions generalize those of Szekeres by relaxing the requirement of 
collinear polarization. 

I. INTRODUCTION 

Penrosel discovered that in the field of plane gravita
tional waves null rays are focused on certain hypersurfaces 
where the Riemann tensor takes divergent values. Another 
situation where such focusing effects appear explicitly is the 
collision of two gravitational plane waves where each wave is 
focused by the field of the other and the resulting configura
tion possesses a space-time singularity. All these properties 
are verified by the exact solutions of Einstein equations giveq 
by Khan and Penrose2 for colliding impulsive waves and 
Szekeres3

•
4 for shock waves. These solutions, describing the 

collision between plane gravitational waves with constant 
linear polarization enable us to study the details of this focus
ing. It is natural to ask how the focusing properties and the 
resulting space-time singularity are modified when we intro
duce new degrees offreedom into the problem. For this pur
pose we have recently presented a new solution of the vacu
um Einstein field equations which describes colliding 
impulsive gravitational waves with linear but not necessarily 
collinear polarizations. 5 This implies that the colliding plane 
waves are still linearly polarized but their directions of polar
ization are out of phase by a constant phase parameter. We 
have pointed out that certain features of the problem are 
modified; for example, the collision results in giving an angu
lar momentum as well as a mass aspect to the gravitational 
field in the interaction region. The physical space-time sin
gularity on the other hand, although undergoing minor 
modifications by this additional degree offreedom, is still 
present. Furthermore Szekeres' conclusion that the space
time singularities arise inevitably for arbitrarily weak incom
ing gravitational waves remains valid in this new situation as 
well. The general problem which takes into account the ef
fect of arbitrary polarization has been considered by Sbytov6 

who showed without giving explicit solutions that the phys
ical singularity appears even when the effect of arbitrary po
larization is taken into account. The. singularity in these so
lutions of Einstein's equations results from the assumptions 
of planar wave fronts as pointed out by Penrosel a long time 
ago. 

In this paper we shall present a family of exact solutions 
which generalizes the family of Szekeres to the case of non
collinear polarizations. The first member of this family (i.e., 
impulsive waves) has already been given in Ref. 5. The plan 
for this paper is as follows: In Sec. II we shall review the 
Szekeres' solutions and cast them into a form where the col-

liding waves initially have a constant phase difference be
tween them. Our method for obtaining the new solutions is 
based on the theory of harmonic mappings of Riemannian 
manifolds due to Eells and Sampson.7 The application of this 
theory to general relativity8-1O proved to be a useful technique 
that facilitates the solution of many problems. For the paper 
to be self-contained we shall briefly present the necessary 
tools for applying the theory of harmonic maps. 

In Sec. III using harmonic maps we cast the basic field 
equations of this problem into a form similar to Ernst'sll for 
axisymmetric fields. The solutions is then immediate, and we 
adapt a solution which involves two arbitrary constants. One 
of these constants which corresponds to the relative polar
ization angle of the incoming waves is an analog of Kerr's 
rotation parameter. The second constant on the other hand 
is a Taub-NUT like parameter which has no immediate 
physical interpretation for the colliding wave problem. Fur
thermore, there are other solutions of the field equations 
which include a Weyl-Tomimatsu-Sato parameter, but 
these solutions must be excluded as they do not reduce to the 
desired incoming and outgoing plane wave solutions. While 
in the family of Szekeres' solutions there are two indepen
dent parameters, we have been able to generalize them only 
for the case when these two parameters are equal. Finally in 
the Appendix we calculate the Newman-Penrosel 2 curva
ture components which manifests the singularities of these 
solutions. 

II. COLLIDING PLANE GRAVITATIONAL WAVES 

Grvaitational plane waves are described by the metric 
for Pop waveslJ 

ds2= 2duUv' -dx'2-dy'2_2H(x',y',u')du'2, (1) 

where H (x' ,y' ,u') is the real part of an analytic function in 
x' + iy' and an arbitrary function of u'. For plane waves with 
constant linear polarization H (x' ,y',u ') takes the form 

H(x',y',u')=h (U')(y'2_X'2), (2) 

where h (u') is given in the case of Szekeres' family of solu
tions by 

h (u')=u'n~lt5(u') 

n(l-n)(2-lIn)1I2u(u') 2(n~ I) () (u(u'» 
+ 8(1- u 2n (u'W (u(u') ) 2 

(3) 
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where u' is the harmonic coordinate appearing in the canoni
cal form of the line element (1) while u is the Rosen coordi
nate whose relation to u' is given below. Here, () denotes the 
Heaviside unit step function and the integer n satisfies the 
condition n> 1. We notice here that, for n = I, h (u')=!5(u') 
which corresponds to impulsive waves while for higher val
ues of n it corresponds to shock waves. For discussing the 
problem of colliding waves it is necessary to obtain a C' form 
of the metric, we therefore transform to the Rosen form 

ds2=2e -M dudv-e - U [e v cosh W dx2 

+ e - v cosh W dy2 - 2sinh W dxdy ], (4) 

where M, U, V, and Ware functions of the null coordinates 
(u,v) only. For the case of Szekeres' family Rosen form is 
accomplished by the transformation 

x' = (1-un () )1/2-KI2(1 + un (:J) 1/2+KI2X, 

(5) 

x {x> [K-U n()(u)] [I +u n()(u»)K!2 

where K is a real parameter related to n by 

K2=2-l/n (6) 

and the Rosen form of the metric is given as 

ds2=2[ I-u 2n () (u)](I-l/n)/2dudv- [I-u 2n () (u)] 

x{[ I-u n()(u)] -K [I +u n()(u»)"dX' 

+ [1 + un e (u) ]-K [ 1 - un () (U)]K dY' }. (7) 

The metric (4) represents the most general form for plane 
waves with arbitrary polarization. In the case ofIinear polar
ization we have the simplifying feature that W =0, but in this 
paper we shall investigate the collision of linearly polarized 
plane waves with a relative phase difference which require 
two mutually non orthogonal Killing vectors fx and fY- So we 
shall now introduce a new parameter which measures the 
angle of polarization of the gravitational wave within the 
coordinate system under consideration. For convenience we 
choose this parameter to be the angle of rotation of (X, Y) 
coordinates in accordance with 

(8) 
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a being a real parameter. Now we obtain the metric (7) in the 
form 

ds2 = 2(1-p2) (l-l/n)/2dudv _ (1-P 2 ) 

2P 

x {[ I + F + (I - F) sinaK] dx2 

+ 2cosaK( F - 1 )dxdy }, 

where 

p= (I-P )K, p=unO(u). 
I+p 

(9) 

Let us note that with this choice of the rotation angle the 
choice aK=1T/2 results in Eq. (7). In order to discuss colli
sion of gravitational plane waves, it is convenient to consider 
space-time manifold in four disjoint patches as in Fig. 1. Let 
us consider two gravitational plane waves travelling in +z 
and -z directions. Prior to the collision of these waves the 
space-time region between them (region I) is Minkowski 
space while region II is given by the nonflat metric (9). We 
obtain region III from region II by replacing u ...... v and 
a <c-+ {3 everywhere. In region II we shall employ the follow
ing null tetrad, 

I =(I_p2) (1 -1In)!28 0 
11- p~ , 

(10) 

II ill 
I 

Flat 

v u 

v 
FIG. I. Space-time diagram for colliding gravitational plane waves. 
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and we find that 

). =nK un -Ie (u){l-p') (1/"-3)12, 

t/!4 =Kn (l __ p2) 1111-- 3 [(l-n) u n-2_U n- \5(u)], (11) 

are the only nonvanishing Newman-Penrose (NP) quantities. 
The metric (7) represents a type N field. Similarly for the 
region III the nonvanishing NP quantities are u,p, and t/!o. 
We shall now consider the space-time geometry in the inter
action region using these solutions as boundary conditions. 
The resulting space-time in the interaction region (region 
IV) becomes algebraically general. 

The Einstein field equations for the metric (4) are well 
known, but as in Ref. 5 we shall use of Eells and Sampson's 
theory of harmonic mappings of Riemannian manifolds to 
cast the problem into a simple form. We consider two 
Riemannian manifolds (M,g) and (M' ,g') with dimensional
ities n,n' respectively and a map fM -----+ M'. Eells and 
Sampson's energy functional, which in local coordinates is 
given by 

Elf)=Jg' alA alA gik \g\ l12d"x, (12) 
AB ax! axk 

defines an invariant functional of the mapping. We shall be 
interested in those maps for which the first variation 
vanishes 

/jElf)=O, (13) 

i.e., harmonic maps. We had shown earlier that the Einstein 
field equations for the metric (4) are obtained as harmonic 
maps where M is a flat two-dimensional manifold with the 
metric 

ds2 = 2dudv (14) 

and M' has metric 

ds"=e- u(2dM dU +dlP-dW'-cosh'W dV2) (15) 

If we vary the energy functional formed from these two met
rics, we obtain the Einstein field equations first obtained for 
this problem by Szekeres who used a different approach 
based on the Newman-Penrose formalism. 

III. NEW FAMILY OF EXACT SOLUTIONS 

We shall now derive a new family of exact solutions of 
the Einstein's field equations which correspond to the colli
sion oflinearly polarized plane gravitational waves with dif
ferent phase parameters. These will generalize exact solu
tions for collinear polarizations given by Khan-Penrose and 
Szekeres. For this purpose we shall consider the metric for 
M' manifold. As we noted earlier the 2-section of this mani
fold spanned by Vand W coordinates is a space of constant 
curvature, but in order to change this line element into the 
normal form we first imbed this 2-section in a three-dimen
sional flat manifold. The imbedding coordinates are given by 
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a = cosh V cosh W + sinh W, 

{3 = cosh V cosh W - sinh W, 

Y= sinh V cosh W, 

subject to the constraint 

a{3-y'= 1. 

(16) 

(17) 

The relevant part of the metric becomes dad{3-dr'. 
Now let us choose a new parametrization which satisfies the 
constraint Eq. (l7) by letting 

a=cosv sinhw+coshw, 

(3= -cosv sinhw+coshw, 

r=sinvsinhw, (18) 

the metric of M' then takes the form 

ds "=e -U(2dM dU+dU'-dw2- sinh'w dv'), (19) 

which is the required form. Once we have cast the metric of 
M' into this form we introduce a complex function 1] which is 
defined by 

- 1 W n=elV"tanh_ ., 2K' (20) 

where K is a constant so that the metric of M' becomes 

(21) 

where the bar denotes complex conjugation. Varying the en
ergy functional constructed from the metrics (14) and (21) 
with respect to M, U, and 7j, we get the field equations 

(22) 

(23) 

(24) 

There is an analogy between Eq. (24) and the Einstein's 
equation for stationary axisymmetric gravitational fields in 
Ernst's formulation 

(25) 

Note, however, that the definition of 1] in Eq. (20) is entirely 
different from Ernst's t. The crucial point here is the follow
ing: We want the coupled partial differential equations to be 
a familar set of equations so that we can directly write their 
solutions, but the choice of dependent as well as independent 
variables are further restricted by the requirement that the 
reSUlting solution should have the proper boundary condi
tions. These considerations suggest that we search for a co
ordinate transformation so that we can pass from the patch 
l U,v 1 to another patch [r,ul which has properties analo
gous to prolate spheroidal coordinates. This transformation 
is given by 
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U=u n (1- V 2n)'/2+ V n (I-u 2n )'12, (26) 
where n> 1 is an integer. Under this change of coordinates 
the metric of M is transformed into 

(27) 

where the conformal factor [) is irrelevant because it does 
not enter into the energy functional in Eq. (12). The useful
ness of these new coordinates will appear when we rewrite 
the differential operators in the field equations using the 
( T,U J coordinate patch. First we note that in region IV 

e - U = l-u 2n _ V 2n =(l-r)'I2(I-u2)1!2 (28) 

and two useful identifies are given by 

2¢ uv - U v ¢ u - U u ¢ v 

=[) (T,U) ( [(1-r) ¢ r] r - [(1-u2) tP (7](7 J, (29) 

tP uX v + tP vX u 
=[) (T,U) ((l-r) tP TX T -(l-u2) ¢ o-X 0-1. (30) 

where tP and X are any two functions which are at least twice 
differentiable. It is straightforward to show that Eq. (24) in 
the coordinate patch (T,U 1 is given by 

(7]ft - 1)! [(1 -T
2)7]T] T - [(1-u2)7]a] a 1 

(31) 

which is the familiar Ernst's equation. It is well known that it 
admits a solution of the form 

7] =ei
[(u+PlI2) [ TCOS (a~/3)+iU sin( a~/3)], (32) 

where the arbitrary constants a and/3 are chosen to be polar
ization parameters in regions II and III respectively. Taking 
into considerations the boundary effects of the different 
space-time regions, we letu - uO (u) and v _ vO (v) so that 
the solution (32) is equivalent to 

7]=e ia pw+e if3 qr, 

where 

(33) 

Comparing the solution (32) with that given by Ernst for 
axisymmetric gravitational fields we immediately notice 
that (a -/3)/2 plays the role of a rotation parameter while 
(a +/3)/2 is the Taub-NUT parameter. Using this solution 
in the (u,v J patch [i.e., Eq. (33)J, we shall proceed to con
struct the space-time metric and show that it has the correct 
boundary values. This amounts to the determination of M, 
U, V, and W. From the definition (20) and (33) we read the 
solutions for OJ and v, 

. v 1 (. 'nffi 
Sm - == -- pw slOa+qr Sh'l-'h 

K [7][ 
(34) 

sinh~=~. 
K 1-[7][2 

(35) 

The original metric functions Vand Ware given in terms of 
OJ and v by 

2V cOSOJ+sinv sinhOJ 
e = , 

coshOJ - sinv sinhOJ 
(36) 

sinhW=cosv sinhOJ. (37) 

In order to determine M, we integrate (23), so that the final solution for the metric functions is given as follows 

e - U =t2 = l_p2_ q2, (38) 

(39) 

where nand K are related by (6). This solution may be expressed in terms of a null tetrad defined as 

I =e -M12 8° 
Ji f.-L' 

n =e - MI2 t> I 

" " ' 

(40) 

(41) 

m,,=te-Ul2 [e Vl2(isinh tw- cosh tW)8 ~ +e -VI2(sinh!W-i cosh !W)8!]. (42) 

Now let us show that in the second region limit the solution (38)-(41) coincides with the Rosen form (9). For this purpose we set 
q=O and obtain the solution 

e - U _ (2 = 1 _ p2 , 
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sinh W=!COsaK[C=~ t -C~~ t], 
e 2V = (1 +p) 2K +(1-p) 2K + sinaK [(1 +p) 2K -(l-p) 2K] 

(1 +p) 2K +(1-p) 2K -sinaK[(l +p) 2K -(1-p) 2K]' 

(45) 

(46) 

which gives the metric (9) so that the boundary conditions are satisfied. For n =K= 1 our solution (38)-(41) takes the form 

(47) 

(48) 

sinh W = 2(pw cosa + qr cosfl) 
(2+2p2q2_2pqrw cos(a-(3) , 

(49) 

1 +p2W2 +q2r2+ 2pqrw cos(a -(3) + 2(pw sina +qr sinj3) 

1 +p2W2+q2y2+2pqrw cos(a -(3)-2(pw sina +qr sin,B) , 
e 2V = 

(50) 

p=uf}(u), q=vf}(v), 

which is the solution reported in Ref. 5. In the limit a =(J=1T/2 this solution reduces to the solution by Khan and Penrose, 

(51) 
(58) 

(52) 

W=o, (53) 

v r+q w+p e =----. (54) 
r-q w-p 

Finally, in the limit Ka=(JK=1T/2 for n=2, K=(3/2)112 the 
solution (38)-(41) reduces to 

which corresponds to the solution given by Szekeres. We 
have therefore generalized Szekeres' family to the case of 
linear but noncollinearly polarized plane gravitational 
waves for the case when Szekeres' parameters n1 and n2 are 
equal. In another publication we shall show that gravitation
al wave and stationary axially symmetric fields can be treat
ed in a unified manner,14 where the solution of one class 
enables us to derive solutions to the other class and vice
versa. This procedure can be extended to Einstein-Maxwell 
fields as well. 

(rw) -)12 

e- M =t5 
, 

(pq+rw») 

W=o, 

(55) 

(56) 

(57) 
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APPENDIX: SINGULARITIES 
In order to see the physical singularities of our solutions, we calculate the curvature invariants which are as follows: 

u ,,-IV n-I \ -pqrw «(2+2p2q2) cos(a-(3)-2pqrw) 
Re¢'2=n2 f} (u)fJ (v +K2 , 

rw t (1-11712)2 
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+ :~; [r(1-2q2)- p~ (1+2r)COS(a-p)-7z2(~~P _ K;: + (~~;~~1;1)] 

2 , sin v sinhliJ·coshliJ 
-KqW 

1 +cos2vsinh2liJ 
}) ], 

Imr,b4= - Kn [([ (n -1) u "~2e (u)+u n~ 18(u) ] (2COSVCOShliJ Z 
2~171(l +cos'vsinh2liJ) 1_1171' 

qw sinvsinhliJsin(a-p) ) +n u 2(n~ I) e (u){ 2cosv·coshliJ [r(1-2q2)- pqw 
1171 1_11712 r' 

_ Kq
2

w
2 

cosv sinhliJ·cosh2liJ sin'(a-p)- 4KqW sinv·coshliJ sin(a-p) Z I)], 
r 117 1 J r 117 I' 

where 

K+ -K 
Z =pr(1-2q2)+qw(1-2p')cos(a-p) and cosv=~, 

21171" 
2coshliJ = ( 1 + 117 I )K _ ( 1 - 117 I )K 

1-1171 1+ 1171 

are to be substituted into these expressions. We observe that r=w=O are singular surfaces expected from the focusing proper
ties of the incoming waves. Same singularities arise from the roots ofl17I=O. This is equivalent to 
p' +q2_ 2p2q2 = 2pqrwcos(a -P), other roots of which depend on (a-p). The spacelike singularity t '= 1_u2n _v2n =0 reap
pears in the above invariants as well. We notice further that another singularity is provided by 1_1171' = 0, which is equivalent to 
t 2=2pq[rwcos(a-p)-pq], which gives additional singularities depending on the values of a and {3. For example, the choice 
a-{3= (2n -1)1T12 gives t '= _2p2q2 which is satisfied for two symmetric hyperbolic branches starting at (u = 1, v=O) and 
(v = 1, u = 0) and going in the increasing u,v directions so that it lies beyond the main singularity t 2 = O. The singularity t 2 = 0 
seems to be the essential feature of colliding plane gravitational waves. 
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Convergence of the Oebye expansion for the S matrix a) 
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The convergence of the Debye expansion for the scattering of a scalar wave by a homogeneous sphere of 
complex refraction index. or. equivalently. of two particles interacting via a complex rectangular well (or 
barrier) potential. is considered. The interest of the results lies mainly in their applicability to 
hadron-nucleus and nucleus-nucleus collisions. 

1. INTRODUCTION 

Almost ten years ago, Nussenzveig showed the useful
ness of the Oebye expansion of the scattering matrix in the 
explanation of the atmospheric phenomena known as "rain
bow' and "glory."l He considered a scalar wave of wave 
number k, incident on a transparent sphere of radius a and 
refraction index N. Using adimensional wave numbers, 

a=ka, (3=Nka, (1.1) 

for the exterior and interior regions of the spherical surface, 
the component of angular momentum I of the S matrix can 
be written as 

S,(k) = ah i
2

). (a»),(/3) -(3h i2)(a»)~(/3), 
ah il) (a»),(/3)-{3h il)(a)iJ({3) 

(1.2) 

where)" h il), and h i2 ) are the familiar spherical Bessel and 
Hankel functions and the primes stand for derivatives with 
respect to their arguments. By denoting, as usual, 

A=l+~ 

and with the notation introduced by Nussenzveig,) 

[z J =J~ (z)IJ A (z), 

[lz J=H\I)"(z)IH~)(z), 

[2z J =H\2)'(z)IH \2) (z) , 

(1.3) 

(1.4a) 

(l.4b) 

(l.4c) 

for the logarithmic derivatives of the cylindrical Bessel and 
Hankel functions, Eq. (1.2) can be put in the form 

S(k) __ H\2)(a) [2aJ-N[{3J (1.5) 
, - H\I)(a) [IaJ-N[{3] 

The Oebye expansion of the S matrix arises when reflec
tion and transmission coefficients on the interior (index 1) 
and exterior (index 2) sides of the spherical surface of radius 
a are defined according to 

R - [ la J - N [ 1{3 J Rn = _ 
11- - [la J-N[2/3J' 

r2a ] -N [2/3] 
(la ]-N [2{3] , 

(1.6) 

(1.7) 

a)This work has been supported by Instituto de Estudios Nucleares. 

and used in Eg. (1.5). We obtain 

(1.8) 

where 

P=R 11 H \1) (f3)/H~2) (/3). (1.9) 

Expanding (l_p)-l in a geometrical series, we arrive finally 
to the Oebye expansion of the S matrix 

(l.1O) 

Each term of this expansion has a very clear physical inter
pretation in terms of multiple reflections of the wave in the 
interior of the sphere. l 

The precedent formulation can be applied equally well 
to the nonrelativistic quantum mechanical scattering of a 
particle by a potential or of two particles interacting via a 
rectangular potential well or barrier, 

V(r) = VoB(a-r), 

if one identifies the refraction index with 

N = (1- 2m VolfP k 2)1 12 , 

(1.11) 

(1.12) 

m being the mass of the particle or the reduced mass of the 
system of two particles. 

The Oebye expansion method has been extended by 
Khare and Nussenzveig2 to electromagnetic scattering. As 
suggested by Nussenzveig,' the Oebye expansion can also be 
applied to problems of interest in nuclear physics, such as 
scattering of hadrons by nuclei or scattering between heavy 
ions. This has been done recently by Anni, Renna, and 
Taffara.3 Also, in a different context, the Oebye expansion 
has been used to explain the occurrence of resonances in a 
velocity-dependent potential! 
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The usefulness of Eq. (1.10) lies in the possibility of 
approximating the S matrix by the first terms of its expan
sion, that is, in the convergence of the Debye expansion. 
Such convergence has been proven by Nussenveig l in the 
case of a real refraction index (a real potential in the nuclear 
case) and conjectured by Anni, Renna, and Taffara3 in the 
case of a complex refraction index (a complex potential in 
the corresponding nuclear case). Since the optical potentials 
in nuclear physics are necessarily complex, it has seemed to 
us worthwhile to analyze the convergence of the Debye ex
pansion in the case of N complex. This is the purpose of this 
paper. In what follows we investigate, for different energies 
of the incident wave, the regions of the complex N plane for 
which 

Ipl< 1 (1.13) 

and, therefore, the Debye expansion is convergent. We start 
with consideration, in Sec, 2, of particular regions of the N 
plane, namely the real and imaginary axes and the region far 
from the origin. Section 3 is devoted to the analysis of Eq. 
(1.13) in the case of very small and very high energies. In Sec. 
4, numerical results corresponding to intermediate energies 
are reported. Finally, in Sec, 5, a discussion of the results is 
carried out. 

It is interesting to notice that, in view of the relations 
(see Ref. 5, Eq. 9.1.39) 

H~!)(z expl 17i!) = -exp[ -).tTi!H~2)(Z), 

H~2)(Z exp! -JTi!) = -expfAJTi/H~I)(z), 

one can write 

-z[l( -z)]=z[2z], -z[2( -z)]=z[lz], 

and hence, for A half-integer (l physical), 

p(l,k; - N) = 1/ p(/,k;N). 

(1.l4a) 

(1.14b) 

(1.15) 

(1.16) 

This reflection property tells us that if Eq. 0.13) holds at a 
given point, N, of the N plane, for the same angular momen
tum an? energy we have I pi > 1 at the symmetrical point, 
- N, WIth respect to the origin. So, it suffices in our discus
sion to consider only the right half of the N plane. 

In the subsequent analysis, besides Eq. (1.15), the 
relations 

z[lz] =z[2z], z[2z] =z[lz], ). real, 

obtained from (see Ref. 5, Eg. 9.1.40) 

H\I)(Z) =H~2)(Z), H~2)(Z) =H~')(Z), A real, 

wilI prove to be useful. 

(1.17) 

( 1.18) 

2. SPECIAL VALUES OF THE REFRACTION 
INDEX 

The convergence of the Oebye expansion in the case of 
real N has already been considered by Nussenzveig. In fact, 
he has proven l that Eg. (1.13) holds at all energies not only 
for physical values of the angular momentum, but for any 
real value of A. In this section we shalI discuss the two cases 
of pure imaginary N and of IN I ~ 1. 
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A. Positive pure imaginary refraction index 

For a pure imaginary refraction index, the Hankel func
tion H ~2)(j3) corresponding to odd angular momentum 
(A. = odd + 4) vanishes at a certain energy,6 making singular 
the quotient H~VJ)IH~2)(j3)and the denominator of R ll • 

The form Eq. (1.9) is not suited for this case, as it would 
appear undetermined at such energy. Instead, we prefer to 
use the equivalent expression. 

p-l = 1- 2J", (j3)1 H~l)(/3) 

4i 
(2.1) 

JT[ H ~1)(j3)] 2 [a [la] -(3 [1(3 ] j' 

obtained from Eq. (1.9) by replacing (see Ref. 5, Eg. 9.1.4) 

H ~2)(z) = 2J", (z) - H ~l l(Z) (2.2) 

and recalIing the value of the Wronskian of the two Hankel 
functions (see Ref. 5, Eg. 9.1.17), 

WI H ~1)(Z),H~2)(Z) 1= -4i/tTz. (2.3) 

Let us start with the particular case of very low ener
gies, that is, 

(2.4) 

We assume A. > 1, the case A =! being considered in Sec. 4. 
From the ascending series expansions of the Bessel and Han
kel functions (see Ref. 5, Eq. 9.1.10) it is easy to obtain, 
retaining only dominant terms, 

=(-i/JT)F(A)(zI2Y"', Iz\--+O. (2.6) 

Replacing Eqs. (2.5) and (2.6) in Eq. (2.1), it becomes 

p-l= 1 _ 2JTi (/3/2) 2'" [rcA) ]-2 

x (1/,1 - 2/\ a [la] -/3 [ 1/3 ] J). 

The convergence of the Debye expansion, Eq. (1.13), 
requires 

(2.7) 

i(/312)2,{Re(1I). -2/[ a(1a] -(3[1(J] j) < O. (2.8) 

Being ,1=1+4 (/= 1,2,3, ... ), we can use (see Ref. 5, Eqs. 
10.1.1, 10.1.16 and 10.1.17) 

I 

X L. (A ,n)( - 2iz) -/I , (2.9) 
11-=-0 
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I 
X L (4 ,n)(2iz) -It , 

n=O 
with 

(4,n)=(1 +n)!In!(/-n)!, 

to obtain the exact expressions 

z[lz]= -!+iz 

I 
+ L (-n)(4,n) (-2iz) -/1 

n=O 

( I )-1 
X n~0(4,n)(-2iz) -/1 , 

z[2z] = -!-iz 

I 
+ L (-n)(4,n)(2iz)-n 

11=- 0 

( I )-1 X L (4,n)(2t"z)-n . 
" 0 

In the case under consideration, we can approximate 

(2.10) 

(2.11 ) 

(2.12) 

(2.13) 

Re)a[la]-f3[1/31l~a2(1+1N12)1(2/-1), a---..O, (2.14a) 

1m) a[la]-f3[lf3] 1 =Im)a[la]j 

~a2/\1/[(2/-1)!!F, a---..O. (2. 14b) 

Equation (2. 14a) shows that the last factor in the left-hand 
side ofEq. (2.8) is negative independently of the value of N. 
The condition Eq. (2.8) becomes equivalent to 

i 21 t 2 > 0, (2.15) 

which is satisfied for odd values of I. So, we can conclude that 
in the case of positive pure imaginary refraction index, at low 
energies, the Debye expansion for an odd I-wave converges, 
no matter which value ImN takes. For even I-waves we find 
I pi > I and the expansion becomes nonconvergent. 

Now, let us examine the possibility of having Ipl= 1 for 
IN 1---" ° at intermediate values of the energy. Since V3i ---> 0, 
Eq. (2.7) remains still valid. The condition Ipl= 1 becomes 
approximately equivalent to 

Re(l/4 - 2/) a[la] -13[1/31 \)=0. (2.16) 

From Eq. (2.12), it is evident that, to the orderofapproxima
tion retained, we can replace 8(1{3] in Eq. (2.16) by its ap
proximate value, -4. Then Eq. (2.16) reduces to 

la(la]I=4. (2.17) 

By repl~c;ng the real and imaginary parts of a[1a] by their 
exact expressions,4 Eq. (2.17) can be put in the form 

s= ± (2/+ I-n) (2/-n)!(2/-2n)! (4sr l 

" () n![(l-n)!)2 
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X 
~ n (2/- n)!(2/- 2n)! L. .:......:.-.::....:....~~~ (4s) It-I, 

/1=0 n![(l-n)! )2 
(2.18) 

where 

(2.19) 

represents an adimensional energy parameter. It is immedi
ate to check that Eq. (2.18) has only one solution for positive 
s. 

Finally, let us consider what happens when the energy 
reaches very high values. More precisely, let us study the 
case a ---.. 00, V3i being finite. From Eqs. (2.12) and (2.13) we 
obtain the approximate expressions 

z[lz]-iz-!, izj---.. 00, (2.20) 

z[2z] - -iz-!, izj --> 00, 

The first of these expressions, replaced for a[ 1a] in 

R,,=- a[la]-f3[lf3], 
a [Ia ] -8 [28 ] 

(2.21) 

(2.22) 

allows us to conclude that R w-+ - 1 as the energy increases. 
If we are interested in the intersection of the line Ip I = 1 in 
the complex N plane with the positive imaginary axis, we 
ought to search for imaginary values of 13 satisfying 

(2.23) 

which can be written, using Eqs. (2.9) and (2.10), in the form 

I 

exp) -2y 1= L (A,n)( -2y) " 
/I () 

or, equivalently, 
I 

exp! -2yj = L (4,I-n)( -2y)" 
11 0 

X (± (A,/-n)(2YY ) 1 

11 () 

where we have denoted 

8=iy, 

(2.24) 

(2.25) 

(2.26) 

y being positive. It is easy to see that Eq. (2.25) has only one 
solution for odd 1 and no solution for even I. 

The present results allow us to draw conclusions about 
the convergence of the Debye expansion for positive pure 
imaginary refraction index, as the energy varies from zero to 
infinity. For 1= 1,3,5, ... , the expansion is convergent at zero 
energy for all values ofImN. This result remains valid, as the 
energy increases, until the value given by the solutio nof Eq. 
(2.18) is reached. Then, the expansion is convergent for ImN 
above a point which, starting from the origin at the energy 
quoted, goes up as the energy increases, stops and reverses its 
motion, approaching asymptotically the origin as the energy 
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becomes infinite, in such a manner that aImN tends to the 
constant given by the solution of Eq. (2.25). For 1 = 2,4,6, ... , 
the expansion is nonconvergent at zero energy for any ImN. 
As the energy increases, the expansion becomes convergent 
for ImN above a point that, coming from infinity, goes to
wards the origin and reaches it for an energy given by the 
solution ofEq. (2.18). For higher energies, the expansion is 
convergent for all values of ImN. 

B. Very high complex refraction index 
In the case IN 1-00 it turns out IPI-oo and we can 

use Eqs. (2.20) and (2.21), for P(1P] and P[2P] in Eq. (2.22), 
to obtain 

a[la]-ip+! 
a[ 1a] +iP+!' 

It is clear that 

IPI-oo. 

Rll-1 for IN 1-00. 

(2.27) 

(2.28) 

The convergence of the Debye expansion is in this case deter
mined mainly by the quotient of the two Hankel functions, 
which can be approximate in the form 

IH)I)/H)2) I-exp[ -2aImN}, IP 1-00. (2.29) 

In view of Eqs. (2.28) and (2.29), we can conclude that the 
line 

Ip/=l, (2.30) 

delimiting the convergence region, tends asymptotically to 
the real axis as ReN -- + 00 . It is not difficult to see that the 
line/pl= 1 is tangent to the real axis from below. It is evident 
from Eq. (2.29) that, far from the real axis, the Debye expan
sion is convergent in the first quadrant and nonconvergent in 
the fourth one. The separation line between the convergence 
and nonconvergence regions must lie, for ReN - + 00, be
low the real axis, since the entire real positive axis belongs to 
the convergence region. 

In conclusion, for points N far from the origin, the 
Debye expansion is convergent in the first quadrant. The 
rapidity of the convergence can be inferred from Eqs. (2.28) 
and (2.29). 

3. EXTREME VALUES OF THE ENERGY 
In this section we consider the convergence of the 

Debye expasion for any complex N in the two limiting cases 
of very low and very high energies. 

A. Case of very low energy 
Let us suppose that a - 0 and, hence, ~ _ O. We can 

use approximate expressions for the Bessel and Hankel func
tions appearing in the definition of p, Eq. (1.9). It is conve
nient, however, to put p in the form 

129 

-1 2/ ),(,/3) 
p- - H~2)(f3) 

4i +------.:..;,,-----
1T [H~2)(f3)J2{a [la] -P [2P] l' 
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(3.1) 

obtained from Eq. (1.9) similary to Eq. (2.1). Let us assume 
A. > 1, the case A. =! being considered in Sec. 4. Replacing 
Eqs. (2.5) and (2.6) in Eq. (3.1), it becomes 

P"'"' 1 + 21Ti[r (A. )J-2(f3/2)2A(1IA. -2/( arIa] -P[2P]j). (3.2) 

Bearing in mind Eqs. (2.12) and (2.13), we can approximate 
further Eq. (3.2) to obtain 

P"'"' 1 + 21Ti(A. -l)[F(A, )]-2(a/2)2A-2N2A/(1_N2). (3.3) 

It is evident from Eq. (3.3) that the convergence at low 
energies is very slow Q pl~ 1) and requires 

Re[-iNu /(l-.N2)J <0, (3.4) 

which implies 

Im[Nu /(1- .N2)J < 0, (3.5) 

or, equivalently, 

Im(Nu -I.N2IWlA 
- 2) < O. (3.6) 

Denoting 

M=/NI, 8=argN, (3.7) 

the condition Eq. (3.6) can be written in the form 
F(M,8) sin(U8)-Msin[(U-2)8J<0. (3.8) 

In the analysis ofEq. (3.8) it is convenient to consider in the 
first quadrant of the N plane 21 regions Aq, q= 1,2, ... ,2/, de
fined in the form 

A 2p _ l : (p-1)1T/(2A.-2)<8 <P1T/U, p=1,2, ... ,I, 
(3.9a) 

Azp: p1T/U<8<P1T/(U-2), p=1,2, ... ,I, (3.9b) 

It is then obvious to check the following results: 

(i) region A 2p-l: 

(a)p odd; F(M,8) <0 

for M > sin(U8)/sin[(U - 2)8J, 

(b)p even; F(M,8)<0 

for M < sin(U8)/sin[(U - 2)8J, 

(ii) region Azp: 

(a)p odd; F(M,8) <0 for all M, 

(b) p even; F (M,8 ) > 0 for all M. 

(3. lOa) 

(3. lOb) 

(3.lla) 

(3.11b) 

As far as F (M,8) is an odd function of 8, it is evident that F 
presents in the fourth quadrant the opposite sign of that in 
the complex conjugate quadrant. For a better visualization 
of the results, Eqs. (3.10) and (3.11). we have represented 
them in Fig. 1 for the particular case 1=4. 

Of course, our precedent analysis is valid only for points 
not far from the origin. Otherwise, the assumption 16l-- 0 
should not be valid and we could not make use of Eqs. (2.5) 
and (2.6). Far from the origin. the analysis made in Sec. 2 B 
would stand. 

B. Case of very high energy 
Now, let us assume a _ 00. Of course, we have also 

16l- 00, and the approximate expressions Eqs. (2.20). 
(2.21), and (2.29) can be used. We so obtain 
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FIG. I. Low energy limit ofthe convergence and nonconvergencc regions of 
the Debye expansion for scattering of a scalar wave, of angular momentum 
1=4, by a homogeneous sphere of complex refraction index N. The expan
sion is nonconvergent in the shadowed regions. The curves delimiting the 
convergence regions become tangent to the dashed straight lines. The real 
axis belongs to the convergence region. 

Ipl~exp( -2almN)I(l-N)I(l +N)I, (3.12) 

At high energy, the Debye expansion becomes conver
gent in all the first quadrant and, in the fourth quadrant, 
above a line which starts at the origin, goes right and down
wards, presents a minimum at ReN~l and goes right and 
upwards, to be asymptotically tangent to the real axis from 
below. 

4. INTERMEDIATE ENERGIES 

At intermediate energies we cannot use aproximate ex
pressions for the Bessel and Hankel functions, and a discus
sion of Eq. (1.13) becomes difficult. In the case 1=0, howev
er, such functions have a very simple form, which allows us 
to write 

p=exp(2Ip)(1-N)/(l +N), (4.1) 

and, therefore, 

Ipl=exp( --2aImN)I(l-N)I(1 +N)\. (4.2) 

The convergence region in the case I",," ° shows the aspect we 
have just described above, at the end of the precedent sec
tion, in the case of very high energy. 

For 1=;1=0, we have done a numerical analysis of Eq. 
(1.13). Our results are reported in Fig. 2. We can see in there 
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~~~~ 
l.~" .. ~_"j L ..... , ....... ,J 

FIG. 2. Convergence and nonconvergence (shadowed) regions for waves of 
angular momenta I = 1,2,3, and for different values of the energy parameter 
5=0.1, 1.0, 10.0, 100.0. The divisions of the real and imag\tlary axes corre
spond to the unit. 

the evolution of the convergence region, as the energy in
creases, from the situation described in Sec. 3 A, to that of 
3 B: The loops delimiting the convergence region reduce 
their size. The behavior on the imaginary axis described in 
Sec. 2 A, is now made clear by the counterclockwise rotation 
of the loops as the energy increases. 

5. DISCUSSION 

As pointed out in Sec. 1, one of the most interesting 
applications of the Debye expansion is in the study of nucle
us-nucleus and hadron-nucleus collisions. Our analysis of 
the convergence of such expansion has been limited to a 
(complex) square well potential. In fact, the Debye expan
sion has not yet been generalized to potential shapes differ
ent from the square well, although some of the conclusions of 
our precedent analysis would remain valid in the case of 
more realistic potentials, such as Saxon-Woods potentials. 

In the case oflow energies (more precisely, in the case of 
low values of the external wave number times the range pa
rameter), the convergence of the Debye expansion becomes 
very sensitive to the precise values of the parameters of the 
potential. Furthermore, since 11'\= 1 in all the N plane, the 
convergence would result very slow and many terms of the 
expansion should be retained in order to obtain an accept
able accuracy. 
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At intermediate energies, the Debye expansion be
comes rapidly convergent for strongly absorptive (IroN> 0) 
potentials and divergent for strongly emissive (IroN < 0) po
tentials, as it should be expected. For weakly absorptive or 
emissive potentials, the convergence depends on the particu
lar values of the parameters involved. 

At high energies, the expansion is convergent for ab
sorptive potentials and divergent for emissive potentials. 
The rapidity of the convergence can be conjectured from the 
approximate relation 

Ipl-exp( -2alm<N». (5.1) 

where a represents the product of the external wave number 
times the range parameter of the potential and <N) stands 
for all average value of the refraction index. 

The extension of our study of the convergence of the 
Debye expansion to potentials with a Coulomb tail would 
present, in principle, no difficulty. It would suffice to replace 
the Whittaker functions for the Hankel functions in the Cou
lombian region. 
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Relativistic scattering of particles belonging to an irreducible representation (irrep) of the II-parameter 
Weyl Lie algebra w is studied. The irrep of w is realized on a manifold R 3 X T where T = [0,71']. From 
the corresponding wavefunctions a local relativistic field is constructed which is coupled to itself in such a 
way that w is respected. Scattering is studied in the Born approximation. 

INTRODUCTION 
If hadrons are composed of constituents then hadron

hadron interactions is a manybody problem for which we do 
not know the fundamental interaction. However, even 
knowledge of this fundamental interaction between the con
stituents might not be of much use in predicting the outcome 
of hadron scattering experiments at present, due to compu
tational difficulties as in QeD. In view of this it might be 
useful to find other appoaches to the problem. We could, 
e.g., consider the fundamental interaction to create in the 
first place the bound states of the system, i.e., essentially 
determine the mass spectrum and then secondly study scat
tering of these bound states on each other. Along these lines 
one could then first try to solve the bound state problem, by 
using a mass spectrum generating relativistic Lie algebra 9 
( = containing the Poincare Lie algebra) and look for a Poin
care partially integrable irreducible representation of 9 with 
nontrivial mass content. Over the carrier space of such an 
irreducible representation (irrep) we could then construct a 
Fock space and an associated free field. This field should 
then be coupled to itself in such a way that the interaction 
respects the Lie algebra 9 so that 9 can be realized as a charge 
algebra in terms of the interacting field. It could then be 
hoped that already low order perturbation theory would give 
relatively detailed information about cross sections, particle 
widths, resonances, etc. 

This paper is devoted to a realization of this program 
for a simple model, hence the particles are called model par
ticles. We will study scattering of particles belonging to an 
irreducible representation of the II-parameter Weyl Lie al
gebra Ill. Here III acts as a spectrum-generating Poincare inte
grable Lie algebra1.2 and an irreducible representation of III 
corresponds quantum mechanically to an elementary object. 
The subspaces in the decomposition of such an irrep of III into 
irreps of the Poincare group corresponds to different types of 
elementary particles. The irreps of III are realized on a Hil
bert space E of functions over a four-dimensional manifold 
R 'X T, where T = [0,1T]. T represents the manifold for the 
inner structure of the particle and to each vibrational mode 
of the object with "length" 1T there corresponds a particle 
with mass mok (where k= 1,2,3 .. ·). This representation can 
be mapped into a Hilbert space JY'(XO) endowed with a time 
parameter xO. The functions in JY'(XO) are the positive energy 
solutions to the wave equation dJ-m~~)rp (x,q) =0 (xER 4, 
qET). In the Fock space r<JY'(XO» over JY'(XO) we can define 
fields $(x,q) fulfilling a field equation of the same form as 

the wave equation in JY'(XO). This field equation and the 
Fock space representation of III can be derived from a La
grangian .Sf' ° by applying a variational principle on the cor
responding action. 

We then introduce interaction by adding an extra term 
to the action integral. This term can be chosen in such a way 
that the (local) Weyl algebra symmetry is preserved. Starting 
from the action, we can set up expressions for the eleven 
generators of the Weyl algebra satisfying the appropriate 
commutation relations. In this model scale invariance is 
broken intrinsically since the dilatation generator is not inte
grable to an operator for finite dilatations. 

Finally we set up the perturbation expansion for the S 
matrix and give the corresponding Feynman rules. As an 
example we apply this technique on the problem of two-body 
scattering and calculate the S-matrix element in lowest order 
Born approximation and then we determine explicitly the 
high energy behavior for two different interaction terms. 

THE "BOUND-STATE PROBLEM" 
The Weyl Lie algebra III has the structure 

III = (t4 E9 so(3, 1)) (f R.. (2.1) 

III is spanned by the Poincare generators P" and W-v and the 
dilatation generator D. Besides the ordinary commutation 
relations between P" and W-v these generators satisfy 

[D,P") = -iP", 

[D,Mllj = 0. 

(2.2a) 

(2.2b) 

Let E be the Hilbert space L 2(R "d lX) ® L 2(T,dq), where 
T = [0,1T), and let a function g(x,q)EE have the Fourier 
resolution 

g(x,q) 

! ( d3p (21Tt 312(1T/2t l12 e ipx sinkq g kef). 
k=l JR' 

(2.3) 

The operator V= -.1-m~~ is positive on the subspace 
Y(R 3) ® C(T)6 in E, where we let C (T)~.m, ... denote a set of 
k times continuously differentiable functions on T such that 
their I th, mth, etc., derivatives vanish at q = ° and q = 1T. 
Then for g(x,q)EY(R 3) ® C(T)6 we can define a positive op
erator V Jl2 via spectrality, i.e., 
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(V 1/2g)(X,q) = If d lp (21Ttll2eipx sinkq 
k 

(2.4) 

Similarly we can define the operator V-112 on all of E since it is 
bounded. 

Letting g(x,q)ES= f(R 1) ® C(T)(f.1,2,4.6 .... ' we can set 
up a representation of Itl as follows: 

POg(x,q) = V I I2g(X,q) , 

Pg(x,q) = -iVg(x,q), 

Jg(x,q) = -ixXVg(x,q), 

Kg(x,q)=( - VII2X_! V- I12V)g(x,q), 

Dg(x,q)=y(xV+vx+qaq+a~)g(x,q), 

whereJi= -!Eik,M"1 and Ki=Moi. 1 

(2.Sa) 

(2.Sb) 

(2.Sc) 

(2.Sd) 

(2.Se) 

Theorem I: (a) The operators pi, M/l. V and D defined 
above are symmetric on S. 

(b) pi, Mil", and D map S into subs paces on which they 
all are symmetric. 

(c) The commutation relation of Itl are fulfilled on S. 

Proof (a) po and K are symmetric on .Y(R 1) ® C(T)f) 
since V is positive on that domain. P and J are symmetric on 
.Y(R 1) ® L 2(T,dq) and D is symmetric on Y(R 1) ® C(T)b. 
Hence we conclude that pi, Mil", and D are symmetric on S. 

(b) pi and Mi" map Y(R 1) ® C(T)(f.2.4 .... into itself and 
D maps f(R 1) ® C(T)(f.1 into f(R 1) ® C(T)o' Hence 
P',M,ll' and D map S into subspaces of E on which they all 
are symmetric. 

(c) It is trivial to verify that the commutation relations 
of Itl are fulfilled on S. 

Definition 1: A representation of Itl is "weakly" Schur 
irreducible if every bounded operator A that commutes 
strongly with P' and M/l. V and weakly with D is a multiple of 
the identity operator. 

Theorem 2: The representation of Itl defined in (2.Sa)
(2.Se) is "weakly" Schur irreducible. 

Proof Consider a bounded operator A which commutes 
strongly with P' and Mill'. A is then a multiple of the identity 
on every eigenspace of the mass2 operator 
M 2=PIIP

,
I= -m~a~. Hence A =21 a"Jk , where!k projects 

on the eigenspace on which M 2 = m~k 2. Assume now that A 
commutes weakly with D, i.e., 

if;(AD-DA )g) = 0, for allf,gES. (2.6) 

Inserting the Fourier expansions (2.4) of I and g and using 
the definition (2.Se) for D, we obtain 

,&(ak-a l ) f d1p]:(ji)Fklgl(j)=0, 

where 

F kl =2!1T (1r sinkq !i( qa q +a q) sinlq dq Jo q 
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(2.7a) 

{

( _1)k+l+ 12k! 
= k 2_!2 *0, for k*! 

~ furk=! 

(2.7b) 

(2.7) implies that a,,=a{ for all k and I and hence A is a 
multiple of the identity and the theorem is proved. Q.E.D. 

We have thus found an irrep of Itl in E with mass spec
trum mo,2mo,3mo, .. •• This mas spectrum corresponds to the 
choice g(x, 0) = g(x, 1T) =0 of the boundary conditions in this 
Sturm-Liouville problem. Other choices are possible, but 
this one corresponds to the "reflecting walls" of an infinite 
square-well potential which we prefer on physical grounds 
and also because of simplicity. 

Next we shall set up an equivalent representation ofltl in 
a Hilbert space JY'(XO). With each vector g(X,q)EE we can 
associate a new vector 

cp(X,q) = G (XO)g(x,q) = 2- 112 V-I/4e-iX
O

V"'g(x,q). 

(2.8) 

The operator G (XO) can be extended to all of E since it is 
bounded relative the norm in E. Then we define a new scalar 
product for the new vectors (2.8), 

(CPI;CP2)xC = (gl;gl)' (2.9) 

The set (2.8) offunctions and the scalar product (2.9) defines 
a new Hilbert space JY'(XO) and G (XO) is an isometric trans
formation from E to JY'(XO). Now let cp(x,q)ES (XO) = G (XO)s. 
We can then set up the following representation ofltl on S (XO) 
in cW'(XO) which is equivalent to the representation (2.Sa)
(2.Se) of Itl in E: 

pOcp (x,q)=G (XO)V I12g(x,q) = VII2cp (X,q) = iaocp (x,q), 

(2.1Oa) 

Pcp (x,q)=G (XO)( -iV)g(x,q) = -iVCP (x,q), (2.1Ob) 

Jcp (x,q)=G (XO)( -ixX V)g(x,q) = -ixXVcp (x,q), 

(2.1Oc) 

Kcp (x,q) = G (xo)(VI12X-! V- 112V)g(x,q) 

=( _XVII2_ix OV)cp (x,q) 

= -i(xOV +xa")cp (x,q), 

Dcp (x,q) = G (xOHi(xV + vx +qaq +a~)g(x,q) 

=!i( -2ixOVII2+xv+vx+qaq+a~-I) 
Xcp (x,q) 

=i(x/l.a/l.+qaq+~)cp (x,q). 

(2.1Od) 

(2.1Oe) 

Because of the third equality of(2.1Oa) we find that the func
tions cp(x,q)EdY'(XO) are the positive energy solutions to the 
generalized Klein-Gordon equation 

(D-m~a~)cp(x,q)=O. (2.11) 

We also find that the scalar product (2.9) in JY'(XO) can be 
expressed as a generalized Klein-Gordon scalar product 
since 

(CPI;CP2)XO = (g1;g2) = f g;g2d lX dq 
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(2.12) 

The construction of the ro-representation in E instead of the 
more natural one in jY(XO) has been done since it is only by 
direct or indirect reference to the representation in E that 
Theorems 1 and 2 can be proven. 

3. FIELD THEORY 

In Sec. 2 we set up (equivalent) representations oho in E 
and ,7((XO). In this section we shall construct the analog re
presentation in the Fock space r(E) over E. We then show 
that the representation in HE) is equivalent to a representa
tion derived from a Lagrangian free-field theory. 

We start by defining the symmetric Fock space r(E) 
over E:-6 

r(E) = E' 0) ffi E' I ) ffi E' 2) ffi "', 

where 

Ifn)=o-(E®E®E® ... )=o-(E"n), 

(3.1a) 

(3.1b) 

and where 0- is the symmetrizer. We let T(E) have the natu
ral scalar product induced by the scalar product in E. 

Let \p,k) denote a one-particle state with momentump 
and mass mok and with the following normalization 

<fj,k iJ5',k')={P(j5 -P')8kk" (3.2) 

Let at (jJ) be the creation operator of such a state and a k(Pl 
the corresponding annihilation operator. Then 

(3.3) 

Next let \ x,q) denote the state of a particle localized at (x,q) 
and let l/l(X,q) and t/J(x,q) be the corresponding creation and 
annihilation operators. We get 

tb(X,q) = 2, f d 3p (21Tt'/2(1T/2tl/2eiPx sinkq ak(Pl 
k 

(3.4a) 

and 

[t/J(x,q),1jl(X' ,q')] =8'(x -x')8(q -q'). (3.4b) 

We can also introduce smeared field operators. For gEE let 

t/J(g)= f d 3X dq g*(x,q)t/J(x,q), (3.4'a) 

and then 

(3.4'b) 

where ( ; ) is the scalar product in E. 

In Sec. 2 we defined operators P' MJ-l", and D on S in E, 
(2.Sa)-(2.Se), which according to Theorem 1 spans a repre
sentation ofto. We now set up the corresponding lifted oper
ators d rep'), dr (Mil') and dT(D) on the dense subspace 
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r(S)cr(E). Letting \ a)EF(S), we obtain 

dr(p)\ a)= f d 3x dq t/J+V1/2~ a), 

drcP)\ a)= f d 3x dq t/J+( -iV)~ a), 

(3.5a) 

(3.5b) 

dr(J)\a)= J dJxdqt/J+(-ix><v)~a), (3.5c) 

dr(K)\ a)= J d'x dq t/J+( - V1I2X-1V-ll2v)~a), 

(3.5d) 

dT(D)la)= J dJxdqt/J+ ~ 

x(xv+VX+qJ q +J qq)~ a). (3.5e) 

Theorem 3: The operators (3.5a)-(3.5e) are exactly the 
operators, (2.5a)-(2.Se) lifted to Fock space. 

Proof: The operators (3.5a)-(3.5e) do not change parti
cle number. Hence it is enough to consider their properties 
on the n-particle sectors Sn)cIfn). Furthermore, we can 
limit ourselves to the set of vectors I a) = t/J+(gl)···t/J+(gn)\ 0) 
with g,EeS' I) since these span Sn). Then let 
1(3) = t/J+(f;) ... t/J+(j,,)\ 0) withf.E£' I ). Then using (3.4b) and 

V1 12(x,q )83(x - x')8(q - q') 

= V1 12 (X' ,q')8J(x - x')8(q - q'), (3.6) 

we obtain 

perm 

(3.7) 

where the sum is over permutations of il, ... ,in andjh ... j". 
Hence it is obvious that dr (PO) is exactly the operator po in 
(2. Sa) lifted to the F ock space r (E). The other operators can 
be treated in a similar way and it is obvious that the operators 
(3.Sa)-(3.Se) fulfill a theorem corresponding to theorem 1. 

Q.E.D. 

The next step in our construction will be to set up a 
Lagrangian free-field theory which in form will be very close 
to the representation (2. 10a)-(2. lOe) of \tJ in dY'(XO). We in
troduce fields <P(x,q) as fonows: 

<I>(x,q) = <1>' + )(x,q) + <1>' - )(x,q) 

= G (XO)1/J(x,q) + G (-XO)1/J+(x,q), 

so that 

<I>'+)(x,q)= 2, J dJp (21TtJ121T -1/2 

k 

Xexp[ -i(ji'+m ~k2)!l2XO+ipi] 
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and 

<P' - '(x,q) = [<P(+ '(x,q)]*. (3.8c) 

We also introduce conjugate fields 1T(X,q) 

1T(X,q) = d> (x,q) = 1T' + '(x,q) + 1T' -'(x,q) 

= _iV I12G (xO)tf;(x,q)+iV l12G (-xO)tf;+(x,q'/.3.9) 

The fields <P and 1T fulfill canonical commutation relations 
(CCR) 

[<P(xO,X,q),1T(XO,X',q')] = -ilP(x-x')8(q-q'), (3.10) 

and the fields <P(x,q) satisfy a generalized Klein-Gordon 
field equation of the same form as the wave equation (2.11) in 
JY'(XO) , 

cD-m 6a~)<P(x,q)=O. (3.11) 

This field equation can be derived via a variation principle 
from an action integral 

I[ <P ] = f d4x dq 2'0' (3.12a) 

where 

2'o=!{J,,<P)2_!m '6(Jq<PY. (3. 12b) 

This action is locally invariant under ttl, i.e., it is invariant 
under infinitesimal tll-transformations but not necessarily 
under finite to-transformations. Guided by Noether's theo
rem (which, however, is not valid here, at least not in the 
usual formulation), we can set up the following representa
tion of the generators of the Weyl algebra: 

P~=: f d1xdq [!1T2+!(V<P)2+1n'6(Jq<P)~:, 

P L =: f d1x dq 1T( - V)<P :, 

j L =: f d1x dq 1T( - xX V)<P :, 

KL =: f d1xdq 

(3. 13 a) 

(3.13b) 

(3.13c) 

(3.13d) 

D L = J d1x dq I XO [!1T' + !( V<P )2 + 1n '6( J q <P )~ 

(3.13e) 

We shall now prove that the operators (3. 13a)-(3. 13e) 
fulfill the commutation relations of ttl, first in a straightfor
ward but formal way (Theorem 4), and then by explicitly and 
in detail showing that the operators P ~, M ~v, and D L in 
(3.13a)-(3.13e) are identical to the operators dr(p'), 
dr (M"), and dr (D) in (3. 5a)-(3. 5e) in r(E) (Theorem 5). 
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Theorem 4: Assume that partial integrations can be per
formed as often as needed and that outintegrated terms van
ish.1t can then be proven thatPf, Mfv, andD L in (3. 13 a)
(3. 13e), evaluated at the same time xO, fulfill the commuta
tion relations of ttl. 

Proof The normal ordering changes the operators only 
by an additive constant. Hence we can neglect the normal 
ordering in this proof since such constants do not affect the 
commutators. 

We start by considering the commutator between D Land <P 
at equal times. Using the CCR (3.10), we find 

[DL(xO), <P (XO,x,q)] 

= -i f d1x' dq' 81(x-x')8(q-q') 

X [X01T(X°,x' ,q') + (x'V' + q' J q' + f)<P (x°,x' ,q')] 

(3.14) 

Performing partial integration (cf. the assumption in the 
theorem) and using the field equation (3.11), we obtain for 
the commutator with 1T 

[DL (xO),1T(XO ,x,q)] 

=i f dlx'dq'[xO(V'<PV'+m'6Jq,<PJq') 

= -i[xO(v2+m 6a~<P+( vx+J qq-+)1T] 

= -i(XflJfl +qJq++)1T· (3,15) 

Utilizing (3.14) and (3.15), we can now consider the commu
tation relation between D Land P 2 : 
[DL (xO),p2 (XO)] 

= -i f d1x dq[1T(XflJ,,+qJq+ +)1T 

=-i f dx1dq 
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This last expression is simplified by partial integration. We 
then obtain 

[D L(XO),P~(xO)] 

=-i J d'xdq 

+m 6iJ q cp a q 1T+!m ~(X-9 +qJ q ++)( J q CP)~ 

=-i Jdlxdq[(-~-!+~)X01T2 
2 2 

= -iP2 (XO). (3.17) 

This is in accordance with (2.2a). In a similar manner it can 
be proven that Pi, M ~v, and D L fulfils also the other com
mutation relations of \1). Q.E.D. 

Theorem 5: The Lagrangian operators Pi, M iV, and 
D L' defined in (3. 13a}-(3. 13e), are identical with the opera
tors dr (JP), dr (W,,) and dr (D), defined in (3.5a)-(3.5e). 

Proof Let the vectors I a)ESn) and I {J)ESm) be defined 
by 

I a) = l/l(gl)"'l/l(gn) \ 0), 

I {J) = l/l(f.)"'l!l(f,,,) I 0), 

(3.ISa) 

(3.1Sb) 

where g,ES andfES. As in the proof of Theorem 3 we shall 
use (3.6) and similar formulas, like, e.g., 

(- Vl/2X_ V- II'-9)8'(x-x')8(q-q') 

=( -x' V' 1/2+ V' V' -ll2)83(X -x')8(q-q'). (3.6') 

Now consider the matrix element <J3\P~< \a). For the case 
n = m we obtain 

(3.19a) 
perm 

where 

(3.19b) 

To evaluate (3.19b), we insert the defining expressions (3.Sa) 
and (3.9) for cP and 1T which expresses these operators in 
terms of t/J and t/J+. The terms in P~ which are quadratic in t/J 
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or t/J+ do not contribute in (3.19a) and (3. 19b). After perform
ing normal ordering we find 

+(\7G (-XO)t/J+)(VG (XO)t/J) 

+( J qG (-XO)t/J+)(J qG (XO)t/J) ld'x2 dq2 

(3.20) 

Using the commutation relation (3.4b) between t/J and t/J', we 
then obtain 

A;J= f d lXl dq, d lx 2dq, d 'x, dqJ~(xl>q,) 

(3.2\) 

We then use (3.6) to change variables in the differential oper
ators in front ofthe 8 functions and perform the integral over 
x, and q,. 

Ai,j= f d 'x, dq, d lXl dq/;(Xl,ql) 

(3.22) 

Next we perform partial integration in order to have the 
differential operators operating on!; and gj instead of on the 
8 functions. Here we observe that sincej"gjES we then obtain 

AiJ=(f;;VJl2g). (3.23) 

The terms in P~ which are quadratic in t/J are nonvan
ishing, and are the only ones which are so, only when 
m = n - 2, which case we shall now consider. We shall make 
use of the following formal identities: 

(/J" }(x,q) = G (XO)t/J(x,q) = t/J(G (xO)8l>q)' (3.24a) 

1T(' }(X,q) = -iV 112G (XO)tf;(x,q) = t/J( - iVJ/'G (xO)8}5q)' 

(3.24b) 

Then 

<J3\P~ )a)= f d lX dq(O\ t/J(f.} .. t/J(fn-2) 
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= LId 3X dq U;,;g)'''U;" ,;gj" ,) 
perm 

(3.25) 

To simplify this expression, we first perform partial in
tegration in the scalar products between the braces in order 
to move the differential operators from the {) functions to the 
functionsg j • The out-integrated terms vanish as before since 
g,-ES. We then perform two integrations to eliminate the {) 
functions and obtain 

<P IP~ la)= L (jj,;g)"'(jj" 2; gj" ,) 
perm 

To simplify further, we integrate partially once more and, 
after using the defining identity V = - A - a ~, we find that 
the matrix element vanishes in the case m = n - 2. 

In the case m > n the only possibly nonvanishing terms 
in <P I P ~ I a) are those which are quadratic in 1/1+ and they 
contribute only when m=n+2. It can, however, be proven, 
in a similar way as before, that the matrix element vanishes 
also in this case. 

Inserting (3.26) in (3. 19a), we conclude that 

<PjP~ ja) 

! "" (r.. V 1I2g .)1+ ;g. ) .. .1 r. ;g. ) 
_ .£.., V iI' Jl V i2 12 V in j,,' 
- perm 

0, 

ifm=n, 

if m=l=n. 

(3.27) 

Comparing (3.27) with (3.7) we find that P~ =dF(PO). The 
other operator identities in the theorem can be proven in a 
similar way. Q.E.D. 

This theorem shows that the assumption in Theorem 4 
are reasonable. 

4. SCATTERING OF MODEL PARTICLES 

In this section we introduce dynamics into the model by 
adding an interaction term, which is locally invariant under 
ttl, to the action (3. 12a). Let (for simplicity) 

.Y 1= _Aqno(a~'<p )(a~'<p )(a~'<p). (4.1a) 

Then the contribution from (4.1a) to the action is ttl-invar
iant if 
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nO=nl +n2+nl-l' for n 1,2,3 =0, 1,2,3,. .. 

since then the action has no scale dimension. 

(4.1b) 

From the total action we derive the following field 
equation for the interacting field: 

(D-m~)4> = -A (-IY'a~'[qn"a;'4>a;'<p] 

(4.2) 

Guided by Noether's theorem applied on the total action, we 
obtain the following generators: 

P~=: I d'xdq[~n-2+~(v<P)2+1m6(a~<p)2 

(4.3a) 

P L =J d'x dq 11"( - V)<P:, (4.3b) 

J L =J d'x dq 11"( - XXV)<P:, (4.3c) 

(4. 3d) 

(4.3e) 

Theorem 6: Assume as in Theorem 4 that partial inte
gration can be performed as often as needed and that outinte
grated terms vanish. Then it can be proven that P't, M'tv , 
and D L as defined in (4.3a)-(4.3e) fulfill the commutation 
relations of ttl. 

Proof The theorem is proved in the same way as Theo
rem 3. 

Next we shall study scattering and calculate S-matrix 
elements and cross sections. We recall that in the noninter
acting case we have set up representations (3.5a)-(3.5e) of ttl 
onthesubspaceF(S)CF(E).HerewenotethatthePoincare 
part of the representations are not integrable to a representa
tion of the Poincare group on these subspaces. However, on 
F«R') ® C(T)0,2,4 . ..) C F (E) the Poincare generators are in-
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tegrable. We shall now stay in the Poincare integrable do
mains and tum to the study of the S-matrix. Perturbation 
theory can be brought over to this case with minor changes 
and the deductions are very similar to those in the usual case 
(see e.g., Ref. 7). 

First we shall make some changes towards a more 
manifest covariance. We change to a new normalization of 
the states. Let 

(4.4a) 

and hence 

(4.4b) 

Let b / (Pl and bk(Pl be the creation and annihilation opera
tors associated with these states. Then 

(4.5) 

where Gk(Pl is the annihilation operator of the state \ft,k). 
We also have 

Xexp[ -i w k(ji)xo+ijix 1 sinkq b k(ji)· (4.6) 

This is in complete analogy with Ref. 4, Eq. (7:72a). 

The following reduction formula can be derived (cf .,e.g., 
Ref. 7): 

/j"k ,: ... ;out \ p' "k' ,; ... ;in>c 

The expression for the r-functions will be 

r(x"q,;···) 

--<0 I T(<!> (xl;q,)-··) I 0) 

(4.7) 

<0 \ T( <!> in(Xt>ql)···exp[ -i S: 00 dt H A <!> in,1Tin) ]) \ 0) 

<01 T< exp[ ( -i S"'- co dt H I( <!> in,tTin) ]) 10) 

(4.8) 

Wick's theorem will be as usual and only connected graphs 
contribute. The propagator will be 

(0 I T<<!>in(X"q')<!>in(X2,q2» I 0) 

=iL1 F(X,-x,;q, -q,) 

xe-ip(x,--x,) sinkq, sinkq" (4.9) 
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All these formulas can be summarized in the following 
Feynman rules: 

(1) For each in-line write (2tT)"Jll tT-lI'e -'p,x, sink ;q;. 
(2) For each out-line write (2tT)"Jl2 tT-'l2e'P,x, sinkfJp 

(3) For each internal line write iL1 F (x,-X2; q,-q,). 

(4) For each vertex write 
(- iA )S d 4xdq qn'a:,( ... )a~{ .. )a~'("l 

As an example we shall now consider two-body scatter
ing and calculate S-matrix elements to second order. Let 

S (2) 1;;- k - k 1- k - k .) I R (2) fi = \l-'J, J; p., .; out PI> I; P2, 2; 10 = + fi' 

Then 

R (2)
fi -

where 

perm 

11,&1'1 

an: . k 'all'an"[G( ') X q' sm Iq q q' s; q,q 

+G(t;q,q')+G(U; q,q')] J, 

G ( 
. ') _ ~ sinkq sinkq' 

z, q,q - L 2 2 ' 
k=! z-m ok 

(4.10) 

(4. 11 a) 

(4. 11 b) 

and where p f is the sum of the 4-momenta in the final state 
andpjis the sum ofinitial4-momenta, s, t, and u are the well
known Mandelstam variables, 

Using the following formulas' 

~ coskx ___ 1 __ tT cosa(tT-x) (0 ) 
L.. <x<tT, 

k 0_ ! k' - a' 2a' 2a sinatT 

f coskx 
k=! k '+a' 

tT cosha(tT-x) 

2a sinhatT 2a' 

we can sum up ( 4.11 b) and obtain 
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min [ (zl m6) II2( rr - q) J sin { (zl m6)'l2q' J 

2m~(zl m6) 112 sin [(zl m6)1/2rr J 

rr-q' 

G(z; q,q')= 2m~ 

minh [( _zlm~)1I2(rr_q) J sinh [( -zlm6)1I2q'] 

2m6( -zlm 6)11l sinh [( -zlm6)'l2rrJ 

This expression is valid when 0 < q' < q < rr. The values of 
G (z; q,q') when ° < q < q' < rr are obtained from the same ex
pression but with q and q' interchanged. 

Inserting (4.13) in (4.11), we obtain an expression for 
R ~2) which can be useful, especially when one is interested in 
asymptotic behavior, e.g., S--4OO, t = O. In the low-energy re
gion, it is, however, probably more convenient not to sum up 
the propagator expressions but instead perform the q and q' 
integrations first to obtain weights on the terms in the propa
gator sum. We then get 

R )?) = L { - 2-'rr-sAW (p f -Pi) f F k .. k"k F k.k"k. 
perm k= 1 

X + + , ( I II)} 
s - m 6k2 t - m 6k2 

U - m 6k2 
(4.l4a) 

where 

(4.l4b) 

The integral (4.14b) cannot be explicity solved since no is 
always half-odd. One can express the integral in the incom
plete r function (where the arguments will be imaginary), 
but this does not help us very much. However, by expanding 
F in an asymptotic series in powers of 11k (for k-+ 00) and 
using Riemann and Lebesgue's lemma one can derive the 
asymptotic behavior of the weight functions F. For small k 
some other approximation scheme must be used. In this way 
one can, in models of this kind, calculate R 5P and then scat
tering cross sections. These quantities can then be compared 
with the appropriate data to discriminate between different 
models and different interactions. 

Before we proceed, we observe that the propagator sum 
in (4.14a) has single poles at z=m~k 2 (k= 1,2,3, ... ) and 
hence R <j) (S,I,u) has the same singularities. Accidentally in 
this model there happens to be a pole exactly at the kinemati
cal threshold in the s channel (i.e., s=4m~), which is awk
ward. This is due to the fact that this model is chosen for 
simplicity and will not occur in more refined models with 
more realistic mass spectra, or by choosing other boundary 
conditions for the mass spectrum problem which was treated 
in Sec. 2. We shall now exemplify the discussion above, 
studying the interaction with 5t' [= _Aq-ll2¢ J and specializ
ing to the case kl = k2 = k3 = k. = 1. We shall only consider 
the asymptotic behavior in the1imits~oo, 1=0. (4.1la) with 
(4.13) inserted will for this case be 
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(z>O), 

(z=O), 
(4.13) 

(z < 0). 

(4.15) 

where D is the triangle in the qq' plane spanned by the points 
(0,0), (rr,O), and (rrrr). The s-depending term in (4.15) is best 
expanded in an asymptotic series in powers of S-ll2 (when 
S--4 00) by integrating partially and using Riemann and 
Lebesgue's lemma to neglect higher terms. The first term in 
this expression will be proportional to S-I and the second 
proportional to S-312 cot(slm 6)112. The singularities in the sec
ond term are due to the fact that the masS eigenstates are 
sharp. In higher orders of perturbation theory we expect that 
the singularities in the second, i.e., those in the factor 
cot(slm ~)IJ2, will vanish. Hence we assume that the second 
term is nonleading. 

Since we have chosen 1=0, the t term will be propor
tional to a constant. 

Finally we consider the u term. There we approximate 
sinh [( - ulm 6) '12a J with exp [( - ulm ~)1/2a J when u-+ 00 . 
The resulting integrals cannot be calculated explicitly, but as 
before we can expand them in an asymptotic series by using 
partial integration. The leading term will be proportional to 
a constant. 

Since the leading terms in the t and u terms do not can
cel, we obtain 

R <j) ~constAW( P r-P i) (S--400, f=O), (4.16) 

Hence, in this limit, we obtain for the scattering cross section 

(4.17) 

As a second example we will study the interaction with 
.!t' [ = - Aq11l2( a ~ ¢ )3. Then using (4. I 1) the R matrix will 
be, if we specialize to k, =k,=k 3=k.= I, 
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where 

ao k4 sinkq sinkq' 
G,(z; q,q') = 2: 

k=l z-m'fjk2 

(4.18a) 

(4. 18b) 

When the insert (4. 18b) in (4. 18a), the first term in 
(4. 18b) will only give rise to a constant since we can use the 
well-known identity s+f+u=4m 6 to eliminatez. Then we 
can calculate the other terms in a similar manner as in the 
first example. We obtain that the leading term in the s term 
will be proportional to s. The t term will naturally be a con
stant since we consider only t = O. Finally the u term will give 
a term proportional to u2 and this term will dominate the 
behavior of the R matrix when S-oo and t=O, i.e., 

(4.19) 

and the cross section will in this limit be 

(4.20) 

4. DISCUSSION 

We begin by clarifying some properties in the construc
tion of our model. This model is based on local Weyl algebra 
symmetry. This symmetry is local in the sense that the model 
is based on a representation of the Weyl algebra that cannot 
be exponentiated to a representation of the Weyl group. The 
representation of III in t:W'(XO) was verified on the subspace 
S (XO). This subspace is not invariant under the action of the 
generators of Ill, for instance it is then not invariant under 
time development. Hence, to detect the Weyl algebra sym
metry of the system we must prepare a state [belonging to 
S (XO)] and perform the measurements at the same time. 
However, if we prepare the system in a state belonging to the 
subspace .9'(R 3) ® C (T)0,2.4 .... in dY(XO), we have full 
Poincare group symmetry since the system stays in this sub-
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space under Poincare transformations since this subspace is 
invariant under the action of the Poincare generators. 

One could argue that a model like the one discussed in 
this paper is not possible, according to the no-go theorem of 
Coleman-Mandula,o They, however, only mention a case 
like ours in a footnote and seem not to have observed the 
possibility of two domains of definition, i.e., one on which 
the non integrable Weyl algebra symmetry is realized and 
another on which the Poincare algebra is integrable. Indeed, 
in our model the operator DL in (4.3e) does not satisfy 
Lemma 1 of Ref. 9. 

The model described in this paper is intended as a first 
example of a new class of models, and we have primarily 
been interested in showing that it is indeed possible to con
struct such a model, in what sense it is possible, and how it 
can be done. 

Now that these problems have been clarified it can be 
interesting to study the renormalizability of this type of 
models, self-energy corrections, etc. It is also natural to ask 
for a more realistic model. Such a model could, for instance, 
involve a representation of III with an infinite multiplet of 
fermions (with different masses) coupled to a representation 
with an infinite multiplet ofbosons (and to the electromag
netic field etc.) Representations of this kind, which might be 
adapted to a model of this kind, have indeed recently been 
found by one of us.'o 
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Summation of partial wave expansions in the scattering by 
long range potentials. II. Numerical applications8

) 

c. R. Garibotti b ) and F. F. Grinstein c) 

InslilulO de Fisica Teorica, Rua Pamplona ]45, 01405, Sao Paulo, Brasil 
(Received 8 February 1978) 

The numerical application of a sequence transformation method proposed in a previous work is considered 
for the calculation of differential cross·sections corresponding to processes where long range interactions 
are important. The advantages of the approach, as a summation algorithm for the partial wave expansion 
of the scattering amplitude, are shown for the cases of scattering by the Lennard-Jones, repulsive 
inverse square, and Coulombic potentials, and for the scattering of electrons by helium in the 
intermediate energy range. Furthermore, the method proves to be a regularizing procedure for divergent 
and oscillating partial wave expansions. 

1. INTRODUCTION 

Most ofthe interactions proposed to explain atomic and 
molecular collision phenomena are of the long-range type. 
Because of this fact, and depending on the particular process 
and of the energy involved, there may bean important con
tribution of the high order phase shifts in the partial wave 
expansion of the scattering amplitude. When this is the case, 
the latter is poorly convergent and can even be divergent or 
oscillating. 

There are various methods able to deal with some of 
these situations, based on semiclassical approximations. I 
However, an interesting approach is to formulate a general 
calculation scheme, which avoids physical approximations 
and intends to resume efficiently the available quantum in
formation. With this purpose, the Punctual Pade Approxi
mants were introduced in a previous paper. 2 A set of theo
rems were proven regarding their asymptotic rate of 
convergence, when summing the partial wave expansions of 
the scattering amplitude and total cross section, correspond
ing to long-range potentials. In this work, we deal with a 
numerical study of the method, showing its practical impor
tance. In Sec. 2 an outline is made of the approach, and its 
particular use in the case of scattering problems is consid
ered in Sec. 3. Numerical applications in the calculation of 
elastic differential cross sections, corresponding to the 
scattering by usual potentials in atomic and molecular colli
sion processes, are described in Sec. 4, while the general dis
cussion of the results is given in Sec. 5. 

2. TRANSFORMATION OF SERIES AND 
SEQUENCES 

Consider the formal infinite sum 

C(I)= f b r 
r=O 

(2.1) 

and its associated infinite sequence of partial sums f C m J , 

a)Research supported by FINEP and FAPESP. 
h)Present address: Instituto de Fisica "Dr. J.A. Balseiro" Centro At6mico, 

8400 Bariloche, Argentina. 
c)Present address: Instituto de Fisica, UFF, Caixa Postal 296 24000 Niteroi, 
RJ, Brasil. 

defined by 

(2.2) 

Clearly, (2.1) can be seen as a particular case of the power 
series 

C(z)= I b rzr (2.3) 
r=O 

corresponding to z = 1. Conversely, a formal expansion (2.3) 
can be associated to any given infinite sequence I Cm I, by 
defining bo=Co and bm=Cm-Cm_ 1 for m> I. This equiv
alence allows one, in principle, to consider power series sum
mation methods and procedures intended to approximate 
the limiting values of sequences, without further distinction. 

In order to deal with slowly convergent or divergent 
sequences [Cm L Shanks l introduced the nth order En(Cm) 
transformation. It is nonlinear, and defined as a formal gen
eralization of Aitken's.::F-extrapolation formula, which cor
responds to n = I. The.1 2 scheme can be interpreted geomet
rically in a two-dimensional space as a linear extrapolation 
involving the vectors (Cm+k , Cm+k+ I) with k=O,l. Like
wise, it is possible to visualize En(Cm) as an hyperplane ex
trapolation in a (n + 1 )-dimensional space, involving the vec
tors (Cm +k , Cm +k + l , ... , Cm+k +n) with k=O,I, ... n" 
Furthermore, it can be shown that these transformations are 
simply relat~d with the Pade approximations (PA) to the 
series C (z),' by 

En(Cm) = [n,n+m]C(l)' (2.4) 

where [n,n +m]C(l) is the Punctual Pade Approximant 
(PPA) to the power series (2.3), forz= I. In this way, one has 
a new interpretation for the approximants in the Pade table. 
Its nth row, composed by the [n,n+m] with fixed n, can be 
viewed as an nth order Shanks' transformation of the origi
nal sequence [O,m]=Cm, i.e., of the first row the table. 

Like PA, the E n ( C m) are given in a compact form by 
determinantal quotients, not readily computable for large n. 
To overcome this difficulty Wynn6 proposed the E algorithm, 
which allows for a recursive calculation of the E n ( C m) . In 
this scheme, a table of magnitudes E ~m) is generated with the 
recurrence formula 
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(2.5) 

and the boundary values£~nl =0, £~m) =C m' Then, one has 

while the £ ~=~ 1 are auxiliary quantities without any direct 
meaning. By successive application of(2.5), and eliminating 
the £ ~~)j I' Wynn found the so called "missing identity of 
Frobenius"'·7: 

([n+ I,m]-[n,m])-I-([n,m]-[n-I,m])-I 

=([n,m+ 1]-[n,m])'I-([n,m]-[n,m-I])'I, (2.6) 

which allows one to generate the Pade table recurrently, 
starting with the boundary conditions [O,m] = C m' 

[-l,m]= 00, and [n,-I]=O. 

The main difficulty in the use of Eq. (2.5) and (2.6) 
arises when reaching convergence, and comes from the pres
ence of small differences in the denominators. A more stable 
variant, from the computational point of view, is Bauer's TJ 
algorithm. 8 It is nonlinear series transformation working 
only with the coefficients b r of the series (2.1). In this 
scheme, one constructs the table 

TJg 

TJ6 TJ~ 
TJl TJ~ 

TJ5 TJ~ TJ~ 
TJT TJ~ 

TJ6 TJ~ 
TJi 

by using the recurrence formulas 

( m ),1_( m+I)'1 ( m )-1+( m+I)-1 TJ 2n + 2 - TJ 2n + 1 - TJ 2n + I TJ 2n , 

with the initial values TJ~n= 00 and TJ7'=b m . Then, 

m-I 2n+ I 

En(Cm) = [n,n+ml C (1)= I TJ}+ I TJ'!:, 
k~O k~ I 

E n+l( C m-I) = [n+ I,n+m lC(1) 

m-I 2n+2 

= I TJ~+ I TJ'!:, 
k~O k~1 

(2.7) 

(2.8) 

(2.9) 

where the first sum should be omitted when m =0, and 
C _ 1 = 0. It should be noted that when the so-called forward 
application of the algorithm is considered, it is sufficient to 
store the last determined upper sloping diagonal of the ar
ray (2.7). Furthermore, inspection of Eqs. (2.8) and (2.9) 
shows that when calculating [n,n +m]C(1)' the information 
contained in the first m terms of the series C (1 ) (or of the 
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first m members of the sequence ! C m l) is resumed in 

and the transformation E n ( C m) is actually operating 
with the following terms. From the practical point of view, 
this has the advantage that, by selecting appropriate values 
for m, one can concentrate on using the transformation 
technique over the terms of the series for which some kind 
of monotonous or asymptotic behavior is present. In this 
way, allowance is made for faster converging resulting 
sequences. 

3. SUMMATION OF PARTIAL WAVE 
EXPANSIONS 

In atomic and molecular collision processes the interac
tions are frequently represented by central potentials with a 
long-range behavior 

A 
VCr) ~ --, a) -I, 

r a + 2 
(3.1) 

where a is an integer and A a constant. Depending on the 
particular process and of the energy involved, this deter
mines that even very high angular momentum partial waves 
will give an important contribution in the expansion of the 
scattering amplitude 

1 00 

1(0)= -.- I (2L+ I) [exp(2i b L)-ljP L (cosO), 
21k L~O 

(3.2) 

as well as in that of the total elastic cross section 

417' oc 

Q= - I (2L+l) sin'b L' 
k' L~O 

(3.3) 

where k is the magnitude of the wave vector, the bL are the 
phase shifts, and the P L are the Legendre polynomials. Be
cause of this fact, the expansions in Eqs. (3.2) and (3.3) are 
slowly convergent, and in certain physical problems it is nec
essary to deal with thousands of phase shifts! For these 
cases, the exact computation of all the b L is prohibitive, and 
different approximations are used for the high order ones. IO 

However, the numerica! work can still be considerable. An 
example is the empirical determination of an interaction po
tential. A usual method, II is to start with a potential given by 
an analytical expression dependent on parameters, to which 
approximate values are given. Then the bLare calculated 
and a comparison is set between the theoretical and experi
mental cross sections. Repeating the procedure for different 
values of the parameters, they are determined by "trial and 
error," by seeking an accurate fit. Since each step requires 
the determination of the corresponding phase shifts, it is 
clear that the numerical efforts will be very important when 
many partial waves are necessary in the calculations. 

In this work, the methods of Sec. 2 are applied for the 
summation of expansion (3.2). In a precedent paper,1 the 
formal asymptotic convergence properties of the PP A were 
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studied when dealing with this type of application. It was 
shown that for a potential with a long-range tail, as that 
given by Eq. (3.1), the PPA [n,n +m] to the expansions of 
f(O) and Q, have, for fixed nand m-+ 00, the following as-

ymptotic behaviors. 

K (a-2)In l 
[n,n+m][(o)-f(O)+ " , (a)2), 

(n+a-I)!M a- 1 (3.4a) 

(-1) N+I K(sinO) 2(tl-N)-II2zN- 2n (2a+2N-I)!!N! (sinA m+n) 2(2N-n)+1 
[n,n +m]f(tJ)-f(O) +---------------------'--'----

(21T)112(2a -I)!!(sinO/2)2tl+ IM a+2N+ 1/2 
(3.4b) 

(-1) ",, 1K (a+n-l)!n! + (a) 1), 
22n+l(a_I)!Ma+2n 

[ 1 Q 
K' (2a)!n! 

n,n + m - + - ---'---'--
Q 2a (n+2a)!M 2a (a) 1), 

(3.4c) 

(3.4d) 

whereK= Aka-II cr' A j =(j+ I)O-1T/4, M=m+ 112; 
N=n/2 for even n, N=(n-l)/2 for odd n, 
K' =21TA'k2a-2I~, and 

1T 
for a=O 

2 

1,,= 
(a-I)!! 1T 

for even a > 0 . 
a!! 2 

(a-I)!! 
for odd a 

a!! 

The conditions imposed on a in Eqs. (3.4) are the usual ones 
to assure that expansions (3.2) and (3.3) are convergent. A 
comparison can be set between the asymptotic rates of con
vergence given by Eqs. (3.4a)-(3.4c) for n > 0, with that of 
the sequences of partial sums of the corresponding expan
sions, i.e., the [O,m If (o)' It is seen that when going to the nth 

row of the Pade table (n > 0), the rate of convergence is in
creased, relative to the first (n =0), by factors of the order of 
(a -l)n!l(n +a-l)! (0=0, a)2), (11m)" (0 < 0 < 1T, a)O), 
and (lIm)2n(0=1T, a) 1). Furthermore, the behavior of the 
[n,n +m]Q is essentially similar to that of[n,n +m][(O) [cf. 
Eqs. (3.4a) and (3.4d)]. 

The discussion above concerns asymptotic properties, 
and motivates the use ofPP A. In the next section, their prac
tial significance is investigated. 

4. NUMERICAL APPLICATIONS TO PHYSICAL 
PROBLEMS 

In this section, the numerical application of the trans
formation procedures outlined in the preceding ones is con
sidered for the summation of slowly convergent, divergent 
and oscillating partial wave expansions of the scattering am
plitude. Four cases are studied. They are representatives in 
the field of atomic and molecular processes, of those in 
which the calculation of the scattering amplitude from the 
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Ipartial wave expansion is troublesome. They are: 

(A) The elastic e-He collision in the range 100-400 eV; 

(B) The scattering by a Lennard-Jones potential; 

(C) The scattering by a repulsive inverse square 
potential; 

(D) Coulomb scattering. 

For these cases, the rows of the Pade table, i.e., the ap
proximants [n,n +m] with fixed n, were calculated by means 
of the rt algorithm. Other sequences of the table could be 
considered. One of these could be the usual near diagonal 
PPA [n,n+m] with fixed m. However, the numerical work 
involved in calculating a [n,n +m] from the partial sums, by 
using the rt algorithm, increases as n'. This suggests keeping 
n as low as possible, although, the numerical evidence indi
cates that the accuracy of the PPA increases with n, as pre
dicted by the asymptotic estimates [cf. Eqs. (3.4a)-(3.4c)]. 

100 100 

60 120 8 (deg.) 

FIG. I. Case (A) elastic e-He scattering. Number of partial waves required 
to obtain the elastic differential cross section within an accuracy E, by using 
different PPA; solid line: partial wave sums ([O,O+m)); dashed line: 
[2,2+mj; dash-dotted line: [5,5 +mj. The scale on the right corresponds to 
the partial wave sums. 
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TABLE I. Electron-helium scattering at 100 eV. Number of partial waves 
required to obtain, by using PPA, the forward cross section with the indicat-
ed accuracies. 

E [O,O+m] [1,I+m] [2,2+m] [3,3+117] 

10 ' 300 160 110 RO 

10 ' 3000 1580 1040 780 

Here, the main interest is to compare the efficiency of 
different PPA when calculating the differential cross sec
tion. The efficiency measure of an approximation has been 
taken as the number of partial waves required to obtain a 
given accuracy. It is assumed that a sequence A 11/ is approxi
mating the value A within an accuracy E, by using ma partial 
waves, if ma is the least integer such that ~ 11/ - AI/~I < E for 
m > mo. The method used for the determination of the refer
ence "exact" value A, will be indicated for each particular 
interaction. 

A. Elastic electron-Helium collision 

The phase shifts given by the extended polarization 
method studied by La Bahn and Ca\lawat have been used 
for energies in the range 100-400 e V. The asymptotic behav
ior of the interactions involved is of the electron-induced 

dipole type [V(r) - Air 4}. Then, the asymptotic theorems 

[Eqs. (3.4)} are valid in this case. 

The reference values were calculated with higher order 
[n,n +m} PPA, n ranging from 10 to 200. In this way, it was 
possible to obtainJf( 8 )1' with four and eight significant figures 
for 8=0 and e*o, respectively. 

In Fig. 1, the number of partial waves required to attain 
accuracies E = 10-' and 10-5, with the low order PP A 
[2,2 +m} and [5,5 + m], is plotted as a function of the scatter-

--- -, ----,----- - . --T---

1 
I 

1 
1,00 

(/l 

E 

FIG. 2. Case (B) scattering by a Lennard-lones potential. Captions as in 
Fig. 1, E= 10 2

• 
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FIG. 3. Same as in Fig. 2, f= 10 '. 

ing angle, for the energy E= 100 eV. A comparison is set 
with the corresponding curves for the partial wave sums. 
Results for the critical case e = ° are shown in Table I. Simi
lar behaviors are obtained for the other energies. 

B. Scattering by a Lennard-Jones potential 

The scattering of particles with a reduced mass f.1 by a 
(6,12) L-J potential 

can be parametrized by means of the de Boer parameter 
{l=hl(2f.1 Voa')112 and the reduced energy e=EIVo• The cal
culation was performed in the range {l < 0.3, where rainbow 
scattering occurs'2 and where the covergence of the partial 
wave expansion is worst. In this range, the phase shifts are 
well represented by the semiclassical JWKB approxima
tion,' J and were calculated by using a Gauss-Mehler quadra
ture' as proposed in Ref. 12. 

The reference values were determined as in the prece
dent application. In Figs. 2 and 3 the case {l=O.l, e=2 is 
studied for relative accuracies E= 10-' and IO- J

, respectively. 
Similar results can be found for other values of the param
eters, in the {l range considered. For fixed e, the number of 
partial waves increases considerably when {l decreases and 
(or) e increases. 

By inspection of the figures, it can be seen that the rela
tive error of the partial sums is a strongly oscillating function 
of e. This behavior is closely related to the interference ef
fects which, in turn, are responsible for the high frequency 
quantum oscillations of the scattering amplitude, typical for 
this kind of potentials. The relative error curves for the PP A 
show a considerable attenuation of the oscillations, which 
increases with n. The plots have been made with a 0.5 degree 
step in the rainbow scattering range (15°_60°)12 and a four 
degree one elsewhere. Further oscillations between the suc-
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60 120 S (d eg.) 

FIG. 4. Case (C) scattering by a repulsive inverse square potential. Captions 
as in Fig. I. The number of partial waves involved in the calculations with 
the partial sums, have been determined by recurrent use ofEq. (3.4b). 

cessive angles considered do not modify the comparative 
analysis of the approximations. 

C. Scattering by a repulsive inverse square 
potential 

For the potential V(r)=glr 2 (g> -i) the exact phase 
shifts are energy independent, and are given by 

{) L =~(L+!-[(L+!)2+gpI2J. 
2 

The reference values off«()) can be obtained with any re
quired accuracy by a method described in a previous paper. 14 
The caseg= 1 is considered. The general qualitative features 
of the results do not change by increasingg. In Fig. 4 signifi
cant curves are shown for this potential. For ()=o the exact 
f«()) has a branch point, no rational approximation can be 
accurate, and the partial wave expansion diverges. This ex
plains the unbounded increase of the relative error curves of 
the PPA as e-D. For ()= 17' the partial wave sums forf«()) are 
oscillatory and do not definef(17-),I4 then, their error curves 
go to infinity as ()-HT. The PP A give finite and accurate 
values for f(1T), illustrating their power as a regularizing 
mechanism. 

D. Coulomb scattering 
The scattering amplitude for the potential 

V(r)=2/3/r 

can be characterized by the parameter y=/3lk, where k is 
the magnitude of the wave vector. This is a very interesting 
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case because the PP A approach proves again to be a power
ful regularizing method. The amplitudef( ()) is well defined, 
for ()=I=O, by 

f«())= -yz exp(2il7o-iyln[(I-cos())/2Jj. 
l-cos() 

However, the expansion 

f«()) == I~ f (2L+ 1) exp(2i l7 L) P L (cos()), 
21 L=O 

where l7 L = argF(L + 1 + iy), is divergent, and is only a for
mal representation of the amplitude. 

In Fig. 5 representative results are shown for y= 1. 
Again, changes in the value of y preserve the general qualita
tive behavior of the approximations, and only affect the 
number of partial waves involved for each (). The conver
gence of the PP A is fast over all the angular range, except for 
()_O. For cos() = 1 thef«()) has a branch point and the ration
al approximation scheme fails, as in the preceding 
application. 

5. DISCUSSION 

In Sec. 4 it has been shown, that the number of phase 
shifts required to obtain the differential cross section with a 
prescribed accuracy, can be remarkably reduced when the 
PP A approach is used as an alternative summation method 
to that of the partial wave sums. We have not found fixed 
rules allowing one to select the most efficient PP A for a given 
application, although some hints can be obtained from the 
numerical results. In general, it can be seen that, as shown by 
Figs. 1-5, the error curves corresponding to PPA with dif
ferent orders n, tend to overlap as the accuracy requirements 
decrease. This fact suggests that low order transformations 

100 

50 

200 

100 

\ \ 
\ \ 
. \ 

\ '" '" "'" \ "'--. ~ 

"'-- -----. ---- . - "'---'_._._'.-:::, 
I 

60 120 0 (deg.) 

FIG. 5. Case (D) Coulomb scattering. Captions as in Fig. I. 
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FIG. 6. Phase shifts 0, as functions ofanguiar momentum L for the cases 
considered. 

should be preferred when relatively low accuracies are 
sought. 

As noted by the end of Sec. 2, the calculation of the 
[n,n +m] PPA is equivalent to starting to transform the 
original series from its mth term, and it can be of advantage 
to have criteria for selecting a proper least value for m. In 
order to discuss this possibility, for the applications here 
considered, the corresponding phase shifts 0 L have been 
plotted in Fig. 6, as functions of L. For cases (A), (C), and 
(D), where monotonous 0 L are involved, no special least val
ue for m has been found. In principle, the PP A transforma
tions can begin from the first term of the partial wave expan
sion, although keeping n as low as possible. For the 
Lennard-Jones potential [case (B)], the PPA give conver
gent results, when the number of phase shifts employed in 
the calculations is greater than L h the inflection point of the 
function or- =o(L ). By adding up the firstL, partial waves of 
the expansion, and transforming the series from there on, the 
convergence of the PP A is fast, particularly in the rainbow 
scattering region. It is to be noted that the information used 
in this way is similar to that required by the semiclassical 
approximation methods. I' 

Numerical convergence is attained quite before the or
reach their asymptotic Massey-Mohr expression.' This fact 
shows that one of the conditions used to obtain Eqs. (3.4) is 
not actually necessary to assure the convergence of the PPA. 
This stresses the importance of the approach from the practi
cal point of view. 
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Regarding the behavior of the error curves as a function 
of the scattering angle 8, the results agree, qualitatively, with 
the asymptotic predictions ofEqs. (3.4a)-(3.4c), when these 
apply. The relative error displayed in the figures is essential
ly given by 

E~2IRef(8)1 IRef(8) -Re[n,n+m ][((1) (5.1) 
If(8) 12 

since the contribution of the error ofIm[n,n + m]J(8) is negli
gible compared to that of Re[n,n + m]J(8)- To simplify the 
discussion, consider 8=FO, and n even. Then, using Eq. (3.4b) 
in (5.1), 

(5.2) 

with a;;;'O. When n =0, i.e., for the partial wave sum, the 
factor [sin2(8/2) sine]-112 predicts an increase of E for 
cos8--++ 1, and a minimum at em = 120°. The curves corre
sponding to cases (A) and (C) show these general features. A 
slight shift in the position of the minimum can be easily seen 
tobeduetothefactor R (8) =IRef(8)llIf(8)12. Incase(B),R (e) 
is also responsible for the fast increase of the curves for 
8;;;.em . This fact can be traced down to a strong cancellation 
between the contributions to the scattering amplitude com
ing from the partial waves for L <Lo and those with L > Lo. 
Furthermore, the strong oscillations of R (8) disguise the ex
pected minimum of the curves. 

For n=F0 in Eq. (5.2), the factor (siney-1/2 
.(sin28/2)-n-1/2 decreases monotonously with increasing e, 
consistently with the results obtained for cases A and C. This 
is expected on physical grounds, i.e., as 8 increases the con
tribution of the waves with large angular momentum should 
become less important. For the Lennard-Jones potential, 
the slight increase at e - 8m followed by an essentially flat 
behavior, can be explained as due to the factor R (8) and the 
indefinite sign potential. 

A remark should be made regarding the importance of 
the PPA approach as a regularizing procedure for divergent 
and oscillatory partial wave expansions, as seen in applica
tions (D) and (C) (for (}=1T), respectively. Many of the gen
eral features discussed above also apply to these cases. This 
suggests that the convergence domain of the PPA is actually 
larger than that given by the convergence theorems. 16 More
over, the PPA may be well behaved even for values of cose 
outside the physical interval [ - 1,1], and hence be a power
ful method for the analytical continuation of the scattering 
amplitude into the complex cos() plane. 
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On the matrix representation of closed linear operators: 
An extension of the Von Neumann's theory 
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The general theory of the matrix representation of operators in scalar product space is examined. It is 
proved that an extension of the Von Neumann's theory on the matrix representation of closed symmetric 
operators in Hilbert space is possible for a larger class of closed operators. A necessary and sufficient 
condition for the existence of a matrix representation of operators in "Von Neumann's sense" is given. 

1. INTRODUCTION 
The problem of the matrix representation of an opera

tor A with domain D A in a separable scalar product space D 
consists essentially of two parts: 

(a) To find, for a fixed orthonormal basis (ev ) in D, a 
matrix (A "V) which allows to determine for any vector 
q?='L':= 15 ,c vEDA its image t/J=Aq?, i.e., the components 
17 I' of the vector t/J. 

(b) To determine the exact relation between the opera
tor A and the matrix (A 1lV>' so that it is possible to obtain 
the operator A from the matrix (A Ill') and the basis (eJ. 

The part (a) has been solved, relatively to any orthonor
mal basis chosen in the space, for the operator l of B (H) and 
for those2 of CD by means of the generalizated closure equa
tion or using the weak3 continuity of the operators. 

The part (a) of the problem is also solved for any opera
tor A, defined in a separable scalar product space D, which 

admits an adjoint A * with D A nD A' =D, relatively to any 
basis chosen in D A nD A' by means of the generalizated clo
sure equation.' 

We prove in this paper that in the last case part (a) can 
be solved using the continuity of the operator A in some 
suitable weak topologies that is equivalent to the existence of 
the adjoint operator. 

The matrix (A Il'') in all cases is determined by the 
relations 

AIl,.=(Aev,e ll ), !1,v=1,2,· ... 

Problem (b) is more complicated. The complication 
consists in the fact that, even if it is possible to construct a 
matrix (A Il,.)' in the sense of problem (a), the domain of this 
matrix is different from that of the operator A because the set 

D(A,,,)={q?= '~15vevED:Il~llv~IAIlV5v 12<OO} 

is generally larger' than D A' Hence A and (AIlJ are different 
operators and there is no general connection between these 
operators. 

It is obvious that these pathologies do not arise if the 
domain of the operators is the whole space, as it happens for 
the operators of B (H) and for those of CD' 

u)Work supported by CR.R.N.S.M., Istituto di Fisica-Universita di 
Palermo. 

Hence it is clear that ifit is easy to give a definition for 
the matrix representation ofthe operators of B (H) or CD' it is 
not equally easy for other operators. 

These difficulties have been overcome by von Neu
mann,6 for the closed symmetric operators in Hilbert space 
H, introducing a suitable definition of matrix representation. 
He observed that if A is a closed symmetric operator, densely 
defined in a separable Hilbert space H, and (eJ any 
orthonormal basis in D A' letting Allv=(Aev , e,J, the closure 
of the operator R defined by the matrix' on the linear enve
lope! evJ L is generally a restriction of A, i.e., if c;;;,A. Von 
Neumann proved that there exists an orthonormal basis in 
D A for which if =A. In this case von Neumann said that the 
matrix (AIlJ "represents" the operator A relatively to the 
basis (e,.). 

We have proved in this paper that the von Neumann's 
theory can be extended to a larger class of closed operators in 
a separable Hilbert space H. This class, obviously, includes, 
the closed symmetric operators. 

We have also given a necessary and sufficient condition 
in order that a closed operator in H admit a matrix represen
tation in von Neumann's sense. 

2. MATRIX REPRESENTATION OF UNBOUNDED 
OPERATORS IN SCALAR PRODUCT SPACE 

Definition 1: Let E, Fbe two linear manifolds of a scalar 
product space D. We say that E is endowed of the F-weak 
topologyB if the topology in E is determined by the set of 
seminorms 

! q?-j(q?,t/J)Vq?EE l vEE' 

If both E and F are dense in D the topology is a Hausdorff 
one. 

Theorem 1: Let E, F be two dense linear manifolds of D 
and A an operator with domain D A =E; the following pro
positions are equivalent": 

(i) A is continuous for the topologies u(E,D )-a(D,F) 

(ii) There exists the operator A* (adjoint of A) with do
main D A' ;JF. 

It is obvious that (7(D,D A') is the strongest of the (7-

topologies in D for which A is continuous. It is also obvious 
that A* is continuous in the topologies 
u(DA,D)--'>u(D,D A")' 
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From now on, we assume that the scalar product spaces 
that we consider are separable. 

Theorem 2: Let A be a linear operator in a scalar prod
uct space D, with domain D A' which admits an adjointA* 
such that..d =D A nD A' is dense inD, let (e,) be an orthonor
mal basis in D for which e"E..::3, (v= 1,2",), Letting 

A ILl' =( Ae v' e ,J for rp=2;':'~ 15 "e v ED A and 
I/1=Arp= 2;':'= 17] "e v' we have 

7] I' = f A I'v5 l" 

v=1 

ProofO: Since we consider here both the norm topology 
defined by the scalar product and the weak topology ofDefi
nition 1, we use in this proof the symbols "s" (strong) and 
"w" (weak) to indicate the limits in the first and second to
pology respectively. 

Let (e v> be the fixed orthonormal basis, since the restric
tion of the norm topology in D A is stronger than o{ D A' D) 
we have 

'rJ rpED A 

x n 

rp= I 5 "e v = lim sIs "e" 
\'= I n--oo v= 1 

n 

= lim W I 5 ve " 
fI--+r:£; 1'=1 

Then'rJ rpE D A CArp )" 

= (Arp, e ") 

=( A }ir:! w'~1 5 "e ", e ") 

= lim I 5 ,,(Ae ," e ,,) 
/J--"'CC v = J 

= f S,A
"
". 

\,-;;:1 

We have made use here of the linearity of A and of its con
tinuity in the topologies o{D A,D )-o{D,D A')' 

Since A * (which also has dense domain) is continuous in 
the topologies o{D A"D )-o{D,D A") we can, in an analo
gous way, prove that 

(A *rp ) f1 = f 5 vA ;,v = ! 5 vA vI' 
v=l v=l 

'rJrp= f s "e "ED A" 
\'=1 

The matrices obtained by the operators A and A * are the 
adjoints of each other and satisfy the relations: 

Notice that only with an operator which satisfies the 
conditions of Theorem 2 can we associate a matrix in the 
sense of point (a) of the Introduction, because the proof of 
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this theorem emphasizes that the basis must belong to 
D AnD A' and the operator must be continuous in the sense of 
Theorem 1. 

We will now consider point (b) of the Introduction. 
This problem is solvable only for some closed operators de
fined in complete scalar product space (Hilbert space). 

Definition 2: Let (A,,") be a squarable matrix, i.e., a ma
trix for which 

and ! Vl"J2 < 00. 
,,~ I 

Let (e,) be an orthonormal basis in Hand R the operator 
defined by the matrix (AI") on the basis vectors letting 

Re,,= f AJl"e
" I' I 

and extending by linearity to the linear envelope ie, 1 L of 
(e,), and Rits closure, We say that Ris the operator yielded 
by the pair matrix basis! (A,,,), (e,) J. 

In an analogous way, we can introduce the operator if' 
yielded by the pair matrix basis I (A ;,,), (e,) I. Generally the 

operator R' is not the adjoint of the operator R. 
Definition 3: Let A be a closed densely defined operator 

in H which admits an adjoint A * such that..d =D4nD A' is 
dense in H. We say that the basis (e,) is a basis for a matrix 
representation of the operator A if: 

(i) the elements of the basis belong to..d, 

(ij) letting A,,,.=(Ae,,, e,,), the operator R, yielded by 
the pair matrix basis I (A,,,), (e) I, coincides with A. 

Theorem 3: Let A be a closed operator in H which ad
mits an adjoint A * such that Ll =DAnDA • is dense in H, and 
(e,.) a basis in Ll; the following two propositions are 
equivalent: 

(i) 'rJ rpEDA there exists a sequence 1 rp" J ~ I e,Y such 
that rp,,-+rp and ACPn-Acp . 

(ii) The basis (e,.) is a basis for a matrix representation of 
the operator A. 

Proof We prove first that (i)=>(ii), 

LettingA,,,.=(Ae,,, e,)andA;" = (Ae
"

, e,),wecande
fine the operator T' by the relation 

x 

T'·'·- " 1/.1- L TI,·e" 
,. I 

with 

TIl' = ! A.",s, 
,. I 

on the set D I" of all vectors W = 2,": 15 ,e, for which 

}:'I I '!I A.,,s, 12 < 00 
we prove that A * = T', 

In fact, it is obvious that A * ~ T', We show now that 
T'~A *. 

Let wED!,,> with 1/1= 2,,,,~ 15"e", we have 
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(Aew I/J)= i [,cAe", e)= i Avl,t". 
t'e" I v= I 

On the other hand we have 

(T'I/J,e,J= i ;(,,5,,. 
l'=. J 

Hence we obtain 

(Ae", if;) = (T'if;,e,J = (e,l' T'if;) 

by linearity, it follows that 

(A J,l/J)=(J,T 'l/J) V' fEI etl L, l/JEDT '. 

If cpED A' by the hypothesis, there exists a sequence 
I cp" I k ( e t' I L such that q? n ~cp and Aq? n ~Acp; then we have 

11 ~'x n--+oo 

= lim (cp",T'l/J)=( lim q?",T'l/J) 
f1 ~ if: n • oc' 

=(cp,T'l/J). 

Hence l/JEDA • and A *w=T'if;, i.e., T'kA *. 

In order to complete this part of the proof, we consider 
the operator R. It is obvious that R * exists and R * k T '; we 
have then 

R *"dA *=T', R *kT'=A*, 

i.e., R * =A * and, since the space H is complete, if =A. 

Conversely, suppose that (ii) is satisfied. The operator 
ifis defined, as it is known, from R adding to DR = I e" I L all 
those elements of DR which are limits of sequences 
I /" I k DR generating convergent sequences RfM and requir-

ing that iff= lim R/,,; i.e., (ii)=>(i). 

We shall now prove that the matrix representation is 
possible only for a special class of closed operators. 

Definition 4: LetA be a closed operator which admits an 
adjoint A * such that Ll = D AnD A • is dense in H. We say that 
A is aLl-minimal operator iffor every closed operator B such 
that 

we have A = B. 

Theorem 4: Let A be a closed operator which admits an 
adjoint A * such that..! = D AnD A • is dense inH. In order that 
there exist a basis for a matrix representation of the operator 
A, it is necessary and sufficient that A be aLl-minimal 
operator. 

Proof We prove first necessity. We suppose that there 
exists a basis (e,) for a matrix representation of A. Let B be a 
closed operator for which 

A "dB "dAILl. 

By definition, if =A. But, on the other hand, B is a closed 
operator andR kB, hence RkB, so that B=A, i.e., A is aLl
minimal operator. 
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Now we prove the sufficience. In H Ell H we consider the 
graph of the operator A, that is, the set 

G A = U cp,Acp I/cpED A}' 

It is known that G A is a subspace of HEll H. We consider now 
the graph of AI Ll, which we call G', 

G' = U cp,Acp I/cpELl}. 

It is obvious that G' is a linear manifold of GA' We prove that, 
in our hypothesis, G' is dense in GA' In fact, if G' is not d~nse 

- -
in G A' we have G' eGA' so that G' is the graph of a closed 
operator Band DB"dLl. Hence 

and so A is not a Ll-minimal operator, in contrast with the 
hypothesis. We conclude that G' must be dense in GA' 

Then in G' it is possible to find a basis for GA' We call it 
q 1", AI" J); consequently, 11" I is dense in Ll and hence in 
H. In order to obtain a basis satisfying the condition (ii) of 
Theorem 3 it remains only to orthogonalize the sequence 

I 1" I· 
It is evident that a closed symmetric operator A with 

dense domain D4 is a D4-minimal operator; hence the von 
Neumann's theory is a particular case of this theorem. 

Definition 5: Let A be a closed operator which admits an 
adjoint A * such thatLl = D AnD A* is dense inD. We say that 
A is aLl-maximal operator iffor every closed operator B such 
that 

A =B results. 

We say that the operator A is Ll-simple if it is both Ll
minimal and Ll-maximal. 

It follows from the Definitions 4 and 5 that the operator 
A is Ll-maximal iff its adjoint is Ll-minimal and that a closed 
operator is Ll-simple iff its adjoint is also Ll-simple. 

It is easy to prove, using Theorem 4 and Definition 5, 
the following: 

Theorem 5: LetA be a closed operator, which admits an 
adjoint A *, such that Ll = D AnD A • is dense in H. In order that 
there exist a basis (e,) for a matrix representation of A and a 
basis for a matrix representation of A *, it is necessary and 
suffficient that A be a Ll-simple operator. 

The last theorem does not imply that if A and A * admit 
a matrix representation in the sense of Definition 2, the basis 
for this representation is the same for both. This appears 
clear from the following: 

Theorem 6: Let (e,) be a basis for a matrix representa
tion of the Ll-simpie operator A. The basis (e,) is also a basis 
for a matrix representation of the operator A * if, and only if, 
one has 

T'=T*, 

where the operator T ' is what we have defined in the proof of 
Theorem 3 and the operator T is defined in an analogous 
way, II exchanging the matrix (A ;,v) with the matrix (A ''',), 
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Proof If (eJ is a basis for a matrix representation of 
both A and A * we have, by Theorem 3 

A*=T' and A =T 

and since T', T, A, A * are closed it follows that 

T*=A*=T'. 

If T' = T*, since A admits a matrix representation with 
respect to the basis (e v )' it follows, by Definition 2 and Theo
rem 3, that T'=A*, hence T*=A*; i.e., T=A. Now, if we 
call R' the operator defined by the matrix (A;J on the lin-

ear envelope [ e v 1 L, R' CA* . But, since, as one sees imme
diately, (R')* C T, it follows that 

(R')** ~ T* =A*, i.e., R' ~A* .. 

Hence R' =A* and, by Definition 2, the matrix (A ;v) re
presents the operator A * with respect to the same basis (eJ. 

Since, generally, a closed symmetric operator A is not 
Ll-simple, there does not exists a basis for a representation of 
A *. In fact a closed symmetric operator is Ll-simple iff it is 
self-adjoint; in this case it follows easily by the last theorem 
that 

T'=T. 
It is obvious that the matrix representation of a Ll-mini

mal operator A (Ll =D AnDA*) leads, generally, both for the 
operations and for the change of basis, to the same 
pathologies that von Neumann pointed out for the closed 
symmetric operators. Hence these pathologies make the use 
of matrices unsuitable for the study of unbounded operators. 
Notice that the use of the matrix representation does not 
present difficulties if they belong to CD 
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APPENDIX 

Let us give a proposition which supplies a practical way 
to construct a Ll-simple operator which is, generally, neither 
bounded nor self-adjoint. 12 

Theorem 7: Let M I , M" ... ,M;,,· be a sequence of sub
spaces of a Hilbert space H which are mutually orthogonal 
and such that 

oc 

H"-'$M,. 
/:...:l 

If/Ell, we call/; its projection of Mi' 

Let A i be a given linear bounded operator invariant in 
Mi (i= 1,2, .. ·) and A ; its adjoint inM i . 

Then for 

.:l =V= i~fiEll:i~IiA ifiW< 00 

and i~ I/A ;Iill'< 00 } 

there exists one, and only one, closed operator A, generally 
unbounded, which is Ll-simple and coincides with A i on each 
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Mi' Its domain is the set of the elementsfEll such that 

filA "/iI1 2 < 00. 
i=1 

and for these I 

AI= fAJi' 
i=1 

Proof It is obvious that the operator A is linear and its 
domain is dense in H, because it contains all the sums of the 
form 

I Ii' j,EM;. 
i=1 

We show, first, that the operator A is closed. In fact for 
rp r-({J «({JrEDA) and A({J r-¢ with 

({Jr= f ({Jr,' ({J= I ({Ji and ¢= I ¢i 
;=1 i=1 i=1 

one has 

= lim(Aj({Jr/ gj)=(¢j' gj). 
r~"X 

Since ({Jr-rp, ({Jr,-rpj results and, by the boundedness of 
Aj in Mi' A#r,-A/pj , 

and hence 

}~n;,(Aj({Jr,g) =(}~n;Ajrpr,' gj) 

which implies that 

I IIAi({Jill'=I II¢iW<oo; 
;=1 i=l 

hence ({JED A and Arp = ¢, so that A is a closed operator. 

The fact that the operator, with dense domain, is closed 
implies, in a Hilbert space, that it admits an adjoint. 

We define the operator T by the relations 

TI= I A;li 
;=1 

we show that T=A*. 

It is obvious that the domain of T is dense in Hand 

besides D A nD T =H. 

For/EDA andgED T 
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(AJ,g)= i: (A Ji' g i) 
i=1 

= f U;, A ;g) =(J, Tg), 
i=1 

so that T~A*. 

Conversely, for fED A and gED A*' by 

(AJ,g) = (f,A *g) 

it follows that 

I(AJi' g;)=i:<fi' (A*g) i)' 
i=1 i=1 

If, particularly, we choosef=Jj, i.e.,J~, we have 

(fj' A;g)=(Ajfj' g)=(fj , (A*g»); 

henceA*g=~i': IA ;g i' i.e., A*~ T, that is, A*= T. 

It remains to prove that the operator A is .d-simple. If B 
is a closed operator such that 

A:2B:2AI.d, 

it is obvious that each element ~7= Ji belongs to DB and 
n n 

B Ifi=A Ifi' 
1=1 i=1 

IffEDA , 

n 

f= lim Ifi 
n-----+ 00 j= I 

and 

since B is closed, 

fEDB and Bf=Af 

so thatB=A. 

In analogous way we can prove that A * is .d-minimal 
and so A is a .d-simple operator. 

In order to complete the proof, it remains only to prove 
the uniqueness of the operator A. 

Let A' be a .d-simple operator which coincides with Ai 
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on Mi' Since A I is closed it is necessarily defined for all the 
elementsfsuch that the series ~i':lA' fi is convergent and 
the sum of this series is equal to Af. 

Since AJ;=Af,. and the convergence of a series of ortho
gonal elements is equivalent to the convergence of the series 
of the squares of their norms, the set of these vectorsfcoin
cides with D A and 

AJ=AJ, 

i.e., 

A/~A. 

The statement follows from the .d-maximality of A. 

'E (H) is the well known "-algebra of bounded operators in Hilbert space H 
For the matrix representation of its operators see, for instance, (a) N.r. 
Akhiezer and LM. Glazman, Theory of Linear Operators in Hilbert Space 
(Ungar, New York, 1961), Vol. I. (b) V.I. Smirnov, A Course of Higher 
Mathematics (Pergamon, New York, Oxford, London, 1964), VoL V. 

'C" is a "-algebra of unbounded operators. For the definitions and proper
ties of CD' see: R. Ascoli, G. Epifanio, and A. Restivo, Commun. Math. 
Phsy. 18, 291 (1970); Riv. Mat. Univ. Parma 3, 21 (1974); G. Lassner, 
Rep. Math. Phys. 3, 279 (1972) [the "·algebra CD is called L.(D) by 
Lassner]. The theory of matrix representation of operators of C" has been 
given by one of the authors of this paper in G. Epifanio, 1. Math. Phys. 17, 
1688 (1976). 

'We call weak topology of the space H (or D) the topology defined by the set 
of semi norms 

I CP-'!(cp,if;)f!t/!EH (or D) I· 
'See, for instance, M.H. Stone, Linear Transformations in Hilbert Space 
(American Mathematical Society, New York, 1966), Chap. III, § 1, Theo
rem 3,1. 

'See, for instance, Ref. 4, Chap. III, § I, Theorem 3.3. 
"See 1. von Neumann, Math. Ann. 102/1,49 (1929); 1. Math. 161,208 
(1929). Various books report the von Neumann's theory of matrix repre
sentation of closed symmetric operators. See, for instance, Ref. I(a), Sec. 
47 and Ref. I(b), §3. 

'The operator R is defined on the basis vector by the relations 
Rel'= ~,; ,A,,,.e,, and extended by linearity to the linear envelope I e,l l

. 

'One uses for this topology the notation a(E,F). 
"For the proof see N. Bourbaki, Elements de Mathematique: Espaces Vec
toriels Topologiques (Hermann, Paris, 1965), 2nd ed., Chap. II, §6, Prop. 5 
and corollary. 

,·,It is known that the proof of this theorem is usually made by means of the 
generalized closure equation. Hence this is a confirmation that the exis· 
tence of the adjoint operator is equivalent to the continuity stated in the 
Theorem 1. 

"Both the operators Tand T' are closed. See Ref. 4. Chap. Ill, Theorem 
3.2. 

"This theorem reduces to that ofRiesz and Lorch if A is self·adjoint. See F. 
Riesz and B. Sz. Nagy, Lec,ons d 'analyse fOllctionefle (Gauthier. Villars, 
Paris, 1972), Chap. VIll, n. 120. 
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Wigner coefficients for SU(6):) SU(3)0SU(2)a) 
s. I. So and D. Strottman

b
) 

Department of Physics, State University of New York, Stony Brook, New York 11794 
(Received 7 March 1978) 

A technique for evaluating the Wigner coeficients for SU(6) with the physically interesting subgroups 
SU(3)I8ISU(2) is outlined. Coefficients appropriate for coupling a single quark to a many quark 
wavefunction are tabulated for functions of nine or fewer quarks. 

I. INTRODUCTION 
The SU(6) nonrelativistic quark mode}! has proven to 

be remarkably successful in organizing the hadronic parti
cles into multiplets and accounting for many of the observed 
decay rates. The SU(6) group also appears in some relativis
tic quark models, such as the bag model,2.) in those cases in 
which the quarks are assumed to be S wave and their total 
angular momentum is only the intrinsic spin. The calcula
tion of masses and the decay channels of multiquark and 
quark antiquark states may require Wigner and recoupling 
coefficients which are the generalization to SU(6) of the 
well-known Wigner (Clebsch-Gordan) and Racah coeffi
cient of the rotation group. These coefficients have not pre
viously been calculated, save for a very few special cases. ).' 

Ideally, closed, analytic expressions would be available 
for the SU(6)~SU(3) ® SU(2) Wigner coefficients, as in the 
familiar case of the rotation group, or for the SU(3):::> SU(2) 
groupY However, severe mathematical difficulties make 
this prospect at the moment merely a pious hope. The unique 
specification of a state belonging to an irreducible represen
tation of a unitary group SU(n) requires !n(n - 1) labels in 
addition to the n - 1 quantities which specify the irreducible 
representation. These latter quantities may be chosen as the 
eigenvalues of the n-l invariants, of which the first is the 
familiar Casimir operator. 

In the so-called canonical chain of groups, viz., 

SU(n):::>SU(n-l):::>···:::>SU(l), (1) 

the additional labels are given by the labels of each of the 
subgroups, and as a whole comprise the Gel'fand-Tsetlin 
pattern. 7 When the subgroups are not those of the canonical 
chain, the subgroups do not provide an adequate number of 
labels with which to specify a state uniquely. Two examples 
of non canonical chains familiar to physicists are SU(4) 
:::>SU(2) ® SU(2) (the Wigner supermultiplet modeJi) and 
SU(6)~SU(3) ® SU(2). A third possibility is 
SU(8) ~ SUe 4) ® SU(2), which might arise were a 
charmed quark added to the three more usual quarks. 

The mathematical difficulty is clear if one considers la
belling a state which is an irreducible representation of 
SU(2m):::>SU(m) ® SU(2). A state belonging to an irre
ducible representation ofSU(2m) requires m(2m - 1) labels. 
The SU(2) subgroup provides two labels, namely the total 
angular momentum or spin S, and its projection on thez axis. 

')Partially supported by ERDA Contract AT(II-I)-3001. 
b)Present address: Theory Division, Los Alamos Scientific Laboratory) Los 

Alamos, NM, 87545. 

The SU(m) subgroup provides an additional m -I labels 
which specify the irreducible representation ofSU(m) plus 
the !m(m - 1) labels from the subgroups ofSU(m), or a total 
of !(m+2)(m-l) labels. Hence, the subgroups ofSU(2m) 
provide in total only !(m + 2)(m - 1) + 2 labels, and one 
must find 2, 8, and 17 additional operators in the case of the 
SU(4), SU(6), and SU(8) groups, respectively. 

The two additional operators in the SU(4)~SU(2) 
® SU(2) example have been found by Moshinsky and Na
gel, 9 but they do not lend themselves easily to calculations, 
being quadratic and cubic functions of the generators of the 
group. It is unlikely one might find eight simple operators for 
SU(6)~SU(3) ® SU(2). 

An additional complication occurs because the Kron
ecker product of two representations of SU(6) is in general 
not simply reducible. In the product 

fft] X Lh]= L n I[f), (2) 
[f] 

which for the SU (2) group is just the Clebsch-Gordan series, 
n I is the outer multiplicity and may be greater than one, 
although this never occurs if either fft] or Lh] represents a 
single quark or antiquark state. The resulting states belong
ing to the irreducible representation (f] are not automati
cally orthogonal. It is conceivable that an orthogonal combi
nation may be chosen using a generalization of a technique 
suggested by MoshinskylO for the SU(3) group; such an ap
proach is assuredly involved and not amendable to analytic 
calculations. 

Because of these difficulties, it appears inappropriate to 
attempt a purely analytic solution for the Wigner and Racah 
coefficients ofSU(6)~SU(3) ® SU(2). [The simpler case of 
SU(4)~SU(2) ® SU(2) has been investigated by Hecht and 
Pang H); the reader is advised to refer thereto to grasp the 
magnitUde of the difficulties, even in the case of the simpler 
SU(4) representations,] Instead, a recursive approach is pro
posed which is amenable to numerical calculations, but has 
the disadvantage that it is purely numerical and as such in
volves often arbitrary choices of phases (although the 
Young-Yamanouchi choice of phases is maintained) and ar
bitrary orthogonalization of basis states in those cases where 
there is outer multiplicity. 

In Sec, 2 the SU(6)~SU(3) ® SU(2) Wigner coefficient 
is defined and necessary notation introduced. In Sec. 3 the 
method of calculation is presented, and in Sec. 4 questions of 
phase and the construction of antisymmetric wavefunctions 
are explored. Examples are given in Sec. 5. 
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2. THE SU(6)::) SU(3) ® SU(2) WIGNER 
COEFFICIENT 

The technique used in this paper exploits the intimate 
relationship between the unitary groups and the symmetric 
groupl' and is a generalization of the technique used by 
Jahnl' to evaluate coefficients offractional parentage em
ployed in calculations using the nuclear shell model. An N
quark wavefunction characterized by an irreducible repre
sentation ofSU(6) describes the symmetry of the wavefunc
tion under the permutation of the quarks. It is, therefore, 
simultaneously a representation of the symmetric group S N' 

An irreducible representation ofSU(n) will be denoted 
by the n labels [h tl = [h I ···h n] which characterize a Young 
partition of N with at most n rows. Since a column of n boxes 
transforms as a scalar under SU(n), it is more convenient to 
label the irreducible representations using the n - 1 labels 

I, =h ,-h i+" i < n. 

For SU(2), this leaves one label, 

j; =h l -h 2=2S; 

for SU(3), the two labels 

A=hl-h" /1=h,-h , 

(3) 

(4) 

(5) 

will be denoted by (A/1). The dimension of a representation of 
SU(3) is 

g(Afl)=!(A+ 1)<11+ 1)(A +/1 +2) (6) 

and the more familiar (to particle physicists), but nonuni
que, notation is regained. The representations ofSU(6) and 
Sn will be given by (flz··/s) and [h l ···h 6], respectively, where 

N= I hi = I ifi +6k, k=integer. (7) 
'~I iccl 

Expressions for the Casimir operator ofSU(n) are given in 
the Appendix. 

A state belonging to an irredudible representation 
[j; .. /s] ofSU(6) will be denoted by 

SU(6)_ 

SU(3) X SU(Z)-

[j; .. /s ] ) 
(A /1) SUJ 

IIzYm s 

(8) 

where m s is thezprojection of the spin S and I,I z' and Yare 
subgroup labels of SU(3). If the SU(3) group in Eq. (8) de
scribes the flavor degrees of freedom, then I, I z, and Yare 
the isospin, its z projection and hypercharge, respectively. 
The Wigner coefficients of SUe 6)::> SU(3) ® SU(2) are inde
pendent of the subgroup labels of SU(3) and SU(2) and any 
convenient choice may be made. Obviously, the SU(6) coeffi
cients are also independent of whether the SU(3) group in 
the state (8) describes color, flavor or some other degree of 
freedom. The label UJ denotes the eight additional quantum 
numbers necessary to uniquely specify the state; as these are 
not known, we shall allow UJ to run from 1 to r, where r is the 
degeneracy which would otherwise result. The quantity UJ is 
first needed in the five quark system with SU(6) representa
tion [311]. 
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The SU(6)::>SU(3) ® SU(2) Wigner coefficient reduces 
the product of two states such as (8) above to a third state 
which also belongs to an irreducible representation of 
SU(6)::> SU(3) ® SU(2): 

10~~: : } [ [I'" l) [1::' l) t,":'~ s: 

(9) 

I 
((((I) ] (((2)] 

I ~~)SUJ ) 
(A,I',)S,w,) (A J/L I)SIUJ I (A-;Jh)S2UJ 2 
("\"")S",,, 

I (A J/L I) (A J/.l 2) I (A,u) ) x 
IIIlzYI I, I 2z Y, 1 I z Y p (10) 

P I, I" y, 

I; 12 ~ Y1 

The label p distinguishes orthogonal states in those 
cases in which there is outer multiplicity as may occur in the 
Kronecker products of two SU(6) or two SU(3) representa
tions, Eq. (2). 

The second and third factors in Eq. (10) are the SU(3) 
Wigner coefficients6

,14 and the SU(2) Wigner (Clebsch-Gor
dan) coefficients, respectively. The first factor is the so
called SU(6)::J SU(3) ® SU(2) isoscalar factor and may be 
identified as the SU(6)::J SU(3) ® SU(2) Wigner coefficient. 
In Eq, (9) the product state is coupled to an irreducible re
presentation ofSU(3) and SU(2), but not SU(6). It will form 
the basis of much that follows. In this paper we shall calcu
late the SUe 6) Wigner coefficient for the coupling of a single 
quark with representation (10) 1/2 to an N - 1 quark state. 
The calculation may then be extended to the coupling of 
several quarks to several quarks or anti-quarks in the usual 
manneL I

' 

3. THE EVALUATION OF THE COEFFICIENTS 

As mentioned in Sec. 2, the calculation exploits the inti
mate connection between the representations of SU(6) and 
the symmetric group on N objects S N' The properties of the 
symmetric group are well documented. 12

,16. Of essential in
terest herein is that the operator 

N '" p = L.., Pi)' (II) 

where P 'i permutes particles i andj, is diagonal between 
representations of S N' and has the eigenvalue 
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«h l ,,·h6 JIPNI [h' I···h' 6]) 

=![~ h 7-J; h7 ]8( [h i ],[h' i ])-C([h i])' (12) 

In Eq. (12) [h ;] is the conjugate representation of[ h ;] and 
is found simply by interchanging the rows and columns of 
the Young diagram for [h i ]. From the preceeding discus
sion it is evident that pN is also diagonal in SU(6). Hence, to 

obtain the Wigner coefficients of SU(6) ~ SU(3) ® SU(2), it 
suffices to diagonalize pN in a basis labeled by representation 
ofSU(3) and SU(2); the components of the resultant eigen
vectors will be just the desired Wigner coefficients. 

It remains to calculate the matrix of pN in the basis 
specified by the state of Eq. (9) in the case for which [( I) ] 
represents an N - 1 quark state and [((2) ] = [I], a state of a 
single quark. 

( 
N-l [h(l)] . [I] . (A) I" piN-I [h(l)] [I] '(A )S{t))-8 -8 -8 -IC( [h(l)]) 

q (AI/lI)SI{t)1 X q (10) -!' f.L S{t) i":J ij q (ilfil)SI WI X q (10) r f.L - ;[,;[, /.',/." 'v,W, I 

(
[h(I)] [I] [h(I)] [I] ) 

+(N-I) (A I/l I)SI{t) I X (l0)! ; (Af.L)S{t) /P,,--I.n /(ilfil)SIWI X (1O)! ; (Af.L)S{t) . (13) 

Note that the states in Eq. (13) are labelled by the representations of S N' which are, however, simply related to the SU(6) 
representations in a one to one manner through Eq. (7). 

The matrix elements of the transposition operator P" __ I.n in the second term of Eq. (13) may be evaluated by using 
SU(6) ~ SU(3) ® SU(2) Wigner coefficients to decompose a state of N -I quarks into the product of state of N - 2 quarks and a 
single-quark state, and recoupling the SU(2) and SU(3) representations separately: 

(

[((I) ] [ I ] [((l) ] [ 1 ] ) 
(AI/lI)SI{t)1 X (10)! (Af.L)S{t) /Pn-l,n/(ilfil)Slwl X (l0)!; (Af.L)S{t) 

X(-I) HS'+S'{~: ~" -!~ }(_I);['+11,+X'+i['f-;[+!l+;["+I''' U[(IO)(A"f.L")(10)(Af.L);/C,fiJ(AI/lI) ]. (14) 

In Eq. (14) U(···) is a unitary Racah coefficient6 for the SU(3) group. Analytic expressions for the SU(3) Racah coefficints 
needed for evaluating Eq. (14) may be readily obtained by using 

U[(IO)(A "f.L ")(Af.L)(IO);(A1/l2)(A I/l I)] =( -1);[" +11
" +;[+,1 +.1, +", +.1, +1', 

X L U [(A "f.L")(IO)(Af.L)(IO);(A1/l2)(A23/l23) 
(A,,!'l' ) 

(15) 

Expressions for the Racah coefficients appearing on the right-hand side ofEq. (15) have been given by Vergados. 17 The resultant 
Racah coefficients are given in Table I. 

The matrix of P n,n _ I may be constructed using Eq. (14) for a specified (Af.L) Sand [f I)] using all possible (A I/lI)SI belonging 
to [( I) J which will connect with (Af.L) S. The matrix is then diagonalized; the resulting eigenvectors which are-up to a phase
just the required SU(6) ~ SU(3) ® SU(2) Wigner coefficients may be identified with the appropriate irreducible representation 
of Sn, and hence SU(6), by virtue ofEq. (12). It is apparent that this procedure defines a recursive procedure; to calculate the 
Wigner coefficients for a state of N quarks, it is necessary to calculate the coefficients for N -1 quarks, and so on. However, it 
does have the virtue that it resolves the problem of the multiplicity. Ifa Jacobi diagonalization procedure is used, eigenvectors 
corresponding to degenerate eigenvalues are automatically orthogonal. This is a nontrivial advantage; the multiplicity is 
already six for the nine-quark state [531 ](22)3/2 and increases rapidly with an increasing number of quarks. 

An alternative, but equivalent procedure would have been to diagonalize the Casimir operator ofSU(6), an approach 
which would closely parallel the technique of Bayman and Landel

! to evaluate fractional parentage coefficients for IN and/v 

configurations of fermions. 

4. CONSTRUCTION OF TOTALLY 
ANTISYMMETRIC WAVEFUNCTIONS;CHOICE 
OF PHASES 

The expansion ofa totally antisymmetric wavefunction 
of n fermions as a sum over the product a state of n - 1 fer
mions and a one-fermion state was introduced by Racah,19 
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and the coefficients in the expansion were known as coeffi
cients offractional parentage. In the case that the n-fermion 
state is labelled by irreducible representations of some 
group, then the coefficients of fractional parentage may be 
identified with the Wigner coefficients of that group. 

It will be assumed for convenience that the quark wave-
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TABLE I. The SU(3) Racah coefficients necessary for the evaluation ofEq. (14). 

U[( I O)(.-lp )(.-l: Il')( I O);(A 1>J.l12)(A 1"u,,)] 

(A-I Il+ I) 

(A+l Il) 

A+I 

y' A(A+2) 

A+I 

y' (A +Il + 1)(A+Il+3) 

A+Il+2 

(All-I) 

Il+ I 

y' 1l<ll+2) 

}L+I 

Other allowed coefficients: U[ ... ] = + 1. 

function is specified by the irreducible representations of 
SU(3)fand SU(6)::J SU(3)c ® SU(2), where the subscripts! 
and c denote flavor and color, respectively. If quarks carry
ing other quantum numbers such as charm or beauty are 
included, then SU(3) f must be generalized to a larger uni
tary group. This would not affect any of the discussion below 
save for Eq. (18a). The totally antisymmetric state of n 
quarks is 
l/I(qn[h l .. ·h6 ](..1 c,uJSwAv,(Af,uf)I IzY) 

=( n A) -II2I <P (q n [h l • .. h6 ](..1 c,u J 
(r) 

XSwEAv,(r))x(qn(Aj,uj)I I z Y,(r». (16) 

The summation is over the nh Yamanouchi symbols (r) al
lowed by the irreducible representation [h l .. ·h6] of S n; nh is 
the dimension of [hl· .. h,]. 

A sufficient condition that the total wave function be 
anti symmetric is for rp and X to transform contragradiently 
with respect to one another under permutations of the n 
quarks. [Note that this differs from certain authors, e.g., 
Hammermesh,16 who assume rp and X transform in the same 
way; in this case one must insert an additional phase of 
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(A-l 1l+1) 

y' A (A+2) 

A+I 

A+I 

y' (A +Il+ 1)(A+Il+3) 

A+Il+2 

(A-I Il+ I) 

y' 1l<ll+2) 

1l+1 

}L+ I 

(-) P,,, into Eq. (16).] The requirement that (A j,u f) be 
conjugate to [h l .. ·h 6]: 

immediately gives the restrictions 

h;<3, i=1-6, 

g;<6, i= 1,2,3. 

(17) 

(l8a) 

(I8b) 

The first of these restrictions, Eq. (18a), is only ture in the 
event that SU(3)fis the group conjugate to SU(6). IfSU(3)jis 
enlarged to encompass further quantum numbers, then the 
restriction is correspondingly less severe. For this reason no 
restriction on the h ; was imposed (for less than nine quarks) 
when the SU(6) Wigner coefficients were calculated. 

The decomposition of ljJ into a product of an (n - 1)
quark wavefunction and a one-quark wave function may now 
be performed by applying the relevant Wigner coefficients 
on rp and X separately. The SU(3) Wigner coefficients may be 
taken from the tabulations of de Swart l4 or calculated with 
available computer routines. 20 The SU(6) coefficients are 
those of Table II. 
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TABLE II. The SU(6):::JSU(3)@SU(2) Wigner coefficients. The SU(6) representations are arranged in order of descending value of C{[hJ), Eq. (12) 
and the SU(3)@ SU(2) representations in descending order of the SU(3) Casimir operator and ascending value of S. 

q'--q' [2] [11] 

(20)1 (01)0 (20)0 (01)1 
[3] 

(30)~ I 0 

(lIH 1/Y2 IN 3 

[21] 
(30)! I 0 -I 0 

(11)1 1/Y2 -IN 2 IN 2 I/V2 

(11)2- I 0 0 -I 
2 

(OOH 0 I 0 I 

[ IIIJ 
(II)! I/V2 -I/V2 

(OO)%- 0 I 

q4->qJ [21] [III] 

(30)! (II)! (ll)~ (OO)! (11)4 (00)2-
2 

[22J 
(40)0 I 

(21)1 I/V2 I/V3 I/V3 

(02)0 I 

(02)2 I 

(10)1 I/V3 -I/V3 -I/V3 

[211] 
IN2 (21)0 -IN2 -I 

(21) I I/V2 -IN 2 I 

(02)1 I/V2 -I/V2 -I 

(10)0 +I/V2 -I/V2 -I 

(10)1 +V2/3 +IN 6 + IN 6 IN 3 - v'2/3 
(10)2 I I 

[IIIIJ 
(02)0 I 

(10)1 V2/3 V 1/3 
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TABLE II. (Continued) 

[4] 
(40)2 

(21)1 

(02)0 

[31] 
(40)1 

(21)0 

(21)1 

(21)2 

(02)1 

(10)0 

(10)1 

(40)2 

[5] 
(50)~ 1 

(31 )". 
2 ~ 

(12H 

[41] 
(50); 1 

(31H 

(31)~ V3!2 

(31 ); 1 

(12)1 

(12) ,_ 
2 

(20)1 

(20);-

(O!)! 

1 

VI/3 

I 

V2!3 

I 

[4] 
(21)1 

V3/2 

V3/5 

1 

_1 
2 

V2!5 

1 

1 

1 

[3] 

v2/3 
1 

I 

- VI/3 

I 

I 

1 

(02)0 

V2!5 

- V3/5 

I 
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(40)1 

-I 

- V 1/3 

I/V 12 

0 

-

-

-

-I 

-1/\12 

I/V6 

(21)0 

- V 8/15 

0 

I/V3 

IN30 

[21] 

-

-

-

- V 1/2 

- V2!3 

-I/V2 

I/V2 

(21) I 

- V2!15 

- V 5/6 

-I/V3 

-V2!15 

V 3/10 

[31] 
(21)2 

I/V12 

-I 

0 

-I/V3 

I/V3 

- -

- -

- -

IN6 

-I 

-I/V2 

I/V2 

I/V2 -I/V2 

(02)1 (10)0 (10)1 

I/V3 

-V 8/15 

-I/V2 I/V6 

- V2!3 

I/V 5 -I/V5 -V 3/5 
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-U1 
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<0 
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Q. 
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:J 

-U1 
<0 

TA BLE II. (Continued) 

q'~rt 
(40)1 

[32] 
(SOH I 

(31H 1/v'6 

(31)~ 
2 

I v' 5/12 
I 

(l2H i 
I 

(12)". 
2 

(12)% 

(20H 

(20)~ 
2 

(OIH 

(Ol)~ 

(21)0 (21)1 

-Vs/i2 v' 5/12 

1/v'6 

1/v'6 v'2!3 

v' 5/12 

v' 5/12 

v'3/8 

[31] [22] 
(21)2 (02)1 (10)0 (10)1 (40)0 (21)1 (02i!)_ «(\'}\') (10)1 

I 

- v'3/8 - v' 518 

Vs/i2 I 

1/v'6 1/2 v'312 

1/v' 6 - v' 5/12 - v' 5/8 -v3/8 

I I 

112 1/v'3 - v' 5/8 v'3/8 

- v' 5112 - v' 5/24 1/4 v'15/4 

1/v'2 1/v'2 -1/2 - v'3/2 

1/2 v'3/2 -v5/8 v'3/8 
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?" 
-0 
::T 
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III 
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CD 
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TABLE II. (Continued) 

q'---.q' (40)1 

[311](31H IN 2 

(31).1.. IN 2 
2 

(I2)! 

(l2)f 

(20H 

(20H 

(20).1.. 
2 

(20)+ 

(OIH 

(01).1.. 
2 

q'---.q' 
(40)0 

[221] 
(31)1 V5/8 

(l2)! 

(l2)~ 

(20)4 

(20)~ 

(01)! 

(Ol)~ 

(Ol)-?-

----- - ---_.-

[31J 

(21)0 (2\) \ (21)2 (02)1 

-IN20 - V 9120 

-I/V2 

I/V2 -IN 2 

V 9120 -IN 2 I/V20 

!V315 -V3/5 

V2/5 l/VIO 

V5/8 1/2 

) 

V3/10 

V3/4 

[221 
(21) 1 (02)0 (02)2 

- V3/8 

v3;2 -112 

V3/8 - V S/8 

V3/8 

V 15/4 

V 312 

V3/8 

1 

- - - - _.- -_. - --_. _. -

[211J 

(\0)0 (10)1 (21)0 (21)1 (02)1 (10)0 (10)1 (10)2 

V3!2 I -2 

\ 

V3/10 V2/5 V3/10 

-1/2 V3/2 

-112 0 -112 - V 3/20 V3/5 

0 -I/V2 -IN 2 V2/5 VI/10 

IN 8 V1/8 V5/8 -112 

I 

- V3/10 VZI5 I/VZ I/V2 

-112 - V1/2o V 9/20 I/V2 

(211) 
(10)1 (21)0 (21)1 (02)1 (10)0 (10)1 (10)2 

-1/2 - V 3/2 

-I/V2 IN 2 

- V 3/2 -1/2 

V 5/8 1/2 -I/V3 - V5/12 

-1/4 V 5124 -V3/8 -vS!12 

-1/2 1IV6 -IN 6 -V2/3 

V5/8 - V5/12 - V 5/12 IN 6 

-I 
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TABLE II. (Continued) 

q'---+q' 
(21)0 (21)1 

[2111] 

I/VS -V3/5 (l2H 

(20H I/V2 +I/V6 

(20)%- V2/3 

(O!)! 

(01).1.. 
2 

[11111] 

(OIH 

[2l1] [I 1lJ] 
(02)1 (10)0 (10)1 (10)2 (02)0 (10)1 

+I/VS 1 

I/V30 v3/W 1 

1,1\1'3 -I 

I/V3 -1,1\1'3 1,1\1'3 -V3/5 -V2/5 

v'8;l5 -V2/l5 I/V3 I 

V2/5 -V315 



                                                                                                                                    

(1) 
I\) 

~ 

~ 
~ 
?" 
"U 
::r 
'< 
!" 

< 
~ 
I\) 

9 
z 
9 

<
II> 
::J 
c: 
II> 
-< 
<D ...., 
<D 

V> 
CIl o 
II> 
::J 
C. 

!=l 
~ o 
~ 
II> 
::J 

(1) 
I\) 

TABLE II. (Continued) 
--

q'-->q' 
(50)~ 

[6] 
(60)3 I 

(41)2 Y 1/5 

(22)1 

(03)0 

[51] 
(60)2 1 

(41)1 

(41)2 Y 4/5 

(41)3 1 

(22)0 

(22)1 

(22)2 

(30)1 

(30)2 

(03)1 

(11)0 

(11)1 

[5] I (31)f (12)4 (50)L 
2 

Y 4/5 

2/3 Y5/3 

I 

-I 

1 -1/2 

- Y 1/5 Y 1/20 

1 

Y 5/3 -2/3 

1 

1 

1 

1 

1 

1 

-- -

[41] 
(31H (3I)L 

2 
(31)~ 

2 
(12H (12)2.. 

2 
(20H (20)2.. 

2 
(Ol)! 

-5/6 - Y 1/18 

- Y9/10 Y 1/20 

-1 

- Y 5/3 -2/3 

Y5/6 - Y 5/18 -2/3 Y5/6 

- Y 1/18 -1/2 -5/6 

1/6 Y2/3 - Y2/3 Y 1/12 

1/2 -Y3/2 

-2/3 - Y 5 /3 

3/8 - Y 15/32 5/8 

-1/24 Y 5/6 - Y 5/96 - Y 5/12 -5/8 



                                                                                                                                    

TABLE II. (Continued) 

q'---+q' [41] 
(50)~ (31)4 (31)~ (31)~ (12)4 (12)i (20H (20)+ (Ol)! 

[42] 
(60)1 I 

(41)0 I 

(41)1 1/2 -1/2 v'212 

(41)2 v' 9/20 v'1/1O v' 9120 

(22)1 - v' 8/13 v' 5/13 

(22)1 v'13/6 v' 25/234 v' 20/117 v'13/6 

(22)2 v' 2/2 1/2 -1/2 

(22)3 I 

(30)0 v'2/5 v'3/5 

(30)1 v' 9/20 v' 2/15 v' 5/12 

(30)2 v'2/5 - v'9/2O - v' 3120 

(03)0 I 

(03)2 I 

(11)0 5/8 v'15/32 3/8 

(11 )1 - v'9120 - v' 8/15 -v'1/60 

(11)1 5/8 - v' 1/20 v' 3/160 v' 3120 -5/8 

(11)2 1/2 v' 3/2 

(00)1 I 
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TABLE II. (Continued) 

q"->'!, 
(31H 

[411] 
VB!3 (41)1 

(41)2 

(22)0 2/3 

(22)1 V 8/9 

(22)2 

(30)0 - V 4/15 

(30)1 - V 50/423 

(30)1 - V 32/2115 

(30)2 

(30)3 

(03)1 

(11)0 

(11) 1 

(11) I 

(11)2 

(00)0 

(31)~ (12)! 

-1/3 

I 

-V 5/3 

5/9 V40/9 

-1/3 

V 16/423 

-V 125/423 

VI/IS 

-V 5/3 

- V 5/24 

- V 51252 

V 25/504 

_. -- --

[311] 
(12).l.. 

2 
(20)1 (20n (20).l.. 

2 
(20)~ 

2 
(OIH (Ol)~ 

V 819 

V 8/3 

-V8/15 -V1/5 

V 25/47 - V200/1269 V196/1269 

V 161235 V 338/705 V20/141 

V4/5 - V2I15 

I 

2/3 

- VI/12 V 1/2 - V 5/24 

- V289/1008 VI/14 - V 16/189 -V 25/1512 - V 125/252 V 25/1008 

-V 51126 -V 5/28 -V 5/42 V 5/21 - VI/56 - V5/14 

- V 1/48 V 1/8 V 1/3 V 25148 

-I 



                                                                                                                                    

TABLE II. (Continued) 

q' [41] -->q 
(31 )2- (l2)~ (20)~ (50); (31H (31)~ (l2)! (20H (OIH 

2 2 2 

[411] 
y'l/2 - y' 1/18 (41)1 -2/3 

(41)2 y'1/2 - y'1/2 

(22)0 2/3 - V5!3 

(22)1 y'1/2 - y'1/2 

(22)2 2/3 - y'1/2 y'1/18 

(30)0 v'3/5 -VVs 
(30)1 - y' 36/47 - v'2sII4I y' 8/141 

(30)1 y' 47/90 - y' 5/423 - y' 16/705 - y' 125/282 

(30)2 y'3/5 y' 3/10 y'1/1O 

(30)3 I 

(03)1 y' 5/3 -2/3 

(11)0 Vi5/32 -1/4 - y' 15/32 

(11)1 - y' 9/28 v'8I21 - y' 25/84 

(11)1 y'175/288 y' 5/126 - y' 5/336 - y' 5/42 y' 7/32 

(11)2 y'3/2 -1/2 

(00)0 I 
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TABLE II. (Continued) 

q'--q' 
(50)~ 

[42] 
(60)\ 1 

(41)0 3/5 

(4\)1 -2/5 

(41)2 

(22)1 

(22)1 

(22)2 

(22)3 

(30)0 

(30)\ 

(30)2 

(03)0 

(03)2 

(11)0 

(11)1 

(11)1 

(11)2 

(00)1 

(31)1 (3\)~ 

4/5 

4/5 -Y1/5 

1 

Y4/13 

Y 16/117 vl3/45 

-Y1/5 

- Y215 

-3/5 

Yl/25 

(32] 
(l2)! (12)+ (12)-~- (20H (20)~ 

2 
(OIH (01)+ 

- Y5/13 Y 4113 

Y 256/585 Y 161117 

4/5 -2/5 

1 

-Y3/5 

YS/15 Y8/75 

Y 24/25 

1 

4/5 3/5 

-1/2 Y3!JO - Y9120 

3/10 Y9/S0 Yl/30 Y 121/600 - Y9/20 Y9/80 

1/10 -Y1/5 - Y3/10 Y 615 -YI120 -Y1/5 

-YI/400 -3/5 Y3/40 3/4 

-Y1/5 -Y4/5 



                                                                                                                                    

TABLE II. (Continued) 

q'->q' 
(50H (31)1 (31)~ 

2 
(l2)! (I2)~ 

2 

[32] 
(I2)~ 

2 
(20)! (20)~ 

2 
(Ol)! (Ol)~ 

2 

[33] 
(60)0 I 

(41)1 V 115 V 16/45 V2/3 

(22)0 2/3 V 5/3 

(22)2 2/3 V 16/45 V 115 

(30)1 V2/9 - V8!45 -V1I3 V4/15 

(03)1 V 5/3 2/3 

(03)3 I 

(11)1 V 5/6 -5/12 V 116 V 5/24 112 114 

(1)2 V9/80 -V1I5 V3/8 -V 5/4 

(00)0 I 
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T ABLE II. (Continued) 

q6---+q' 
(SOH 

[321] 
(41)0 4/5 

(41)1 415 

(22)0 

(22)1 

(22)1 

(22)2 

(30)0 

(30)1 

(30)1 

(30)2 

(03)1 

(03)2 

(I 1)0 

(l1)0 

(11) 1 

(11 )1 

(J 1)1 

(11)2 

(II )2 

(11 )3 

(00)1 

(00)2 

(31H (31)-'-
2 

(I2)! 

-3/5 

1/15 - V 16/45 

V 513 -2/3 

4/5 -2/5 

V 5/3 -4/15 2/15 

V 16/45 

V3/5 

V 72/175 

V7!9 V 16/315 

V 24/25 

2/3 

V 3/2 

V 137/180 

[32] 
(12)~ (I2)%- (20H (20)-'-

2 
(OIH (01)-'-

2 

-V1/5 

- V 16/45 

-1/15 -4/5 

-V2/5 

V 41105 V 289/525 

V2/21 - V 8/105 

- 1/5 

-V 5/3 

3/5 -4/5 

V3/5 V2I5 

V1/lO - V3/20 

- V549/1096 V 676/25071 - V305/1644 - V 1800/8357 V 4761/66856 

V 27/61 - V2I61 - V 32/61 

V 16/1233 - V 25/822 - V338/2055 V 1/548 - V 4/137 

- V 25/59 - V 30/59 - V 4/59 

V \77/200 V 24/1475 - V 49/1180 V 27/472 

I 

V4/5 -Vl/5 

1 



                                                                                                                                    

en 
CD 

TABLE II. (Continued) 

q'-.q' [311] 

~ 
(31H (31 )~ (12H (I2)-~ (20)1 (20)! (20); (20)-~ (Ol)! (01 )~-

2 

~ 
~ 

[321] ::T 

-0 (41)0 -I ::T 
'< 
Y' 

-YS/3 < (41)1 --1/3 
~ 
I\) 

-- Y 5/3 P (22)0 -2/3 
z 
9 
~ (22)1 - Y 256/405 - Y 8/405 219 Y 121/405 -
<-
D> 
OJ 

(22)1 - Y 1/45 - YS/45 - Y 16/45 c 213 D> 
-< 
~ (22)2 -YS/3 -1/3 
"-.J 
CD 

(30)0 YI/15 Y2/15 -Y4/5 

(30)1 Y 128/315 - Y20/63 Y 4/35 - Y 128/945 - Y 5/189 

(30)1 Y 1/63 YS/63 Y2/7 Y4121 -Y8/21 

(30)2 Y4/15 -Ylls - Y S/15 

(03)1 -2/3 -Y 5/3 

(03)2 -I 

(11)0 YV2 -YV2 

(11)0 - YI/12 Y5/6 - YI/12 

(11)1 - Y 1690175213 Y1525/9864 - Y 3600/S357 Y 9Soo/225639 - Y61/14796 - Y 22090175213 Y30625/601704 

(11 )1 - Y 45/122 - Y 4/61 - Y 24/61 Y125/1098 Y32/549 

(11)1 Y125/4932 Y169/1233 Y 1/274 - Y 64/411 - Y 200/411 - Y 5/548 - Y 25/137 
rn 
(fl (11)2 Y 25/59 
0 

Y 24/59 - Y9/59 YI/59 
D> 

- Y 32/177 Y 625/416 OJ (11)2 Y 49/1416 - Y 81/236 c.. 
!=l 
g: (II )3 -1 
(3 

~ (00)1 -213 -Y5/3 
D> 
:J 

(00)2 -I 

en 
CD 
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TABLE II. (Cofllinued) 
-~ -

q'--q' 
(31)1 

[321] 
(41)0 I 

(41)1 ~I 

(22)0 ~V1!5 

(22)1 

(22)1 V513 

(22)2 

(30)0 V3/5 

(30)1 

(30)1 -V7/5 

(30)2 

(03)1 

(03)2 

(11)0 

(11)0 

(11)1 

(11) I 

(11) 1 

( 11)2 

(11 )2 

(II )3 

(00)1 

(00)2 

(l2H (l2)} 

V4/5 

-V4/5 V1!5 

V 4/45 V 16/45 

-I 

-V4/5 -V1!5 

I 

V2/5 

V 3/20 

V 1800/8357 - Y 4761/66856 

V2/61 V 32/61 

- V 1/548 V 4/137 

Y 4/59 

- Y 27/472 

-

[221] 
(20)~ (20)~ (OIH (01)+ (Ol)i 

V2/5 

-- V 20/21 V1!21 

V 6/175 V 24/35 

-I 

V3/5 

- YI!IO V3/2 

- Y 8836/25071 V 6125/100284 - V160/8357 - V 137/488 

Y 25/183 V 64/915 - V 8/2745 - Y 128/549 

- Y 3/274 - V 30/137 - V 405/548 

V 6/295 Y 1296/1475 - V 49/1475 

y' 125/236 y' 3/472 y' 24/59 

-I 

2/3 -V 5/3 

3/5 4/5 



                                                                                                                                    

:::f. 
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"1J 
:J 
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C/l 
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3 
I» 
::> 
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TABLE II. (Continued) 

q'--.q' I 
(31)! 

[311 \] 
(22)1 Y20/9 

(30)0 y2i3 

(30)1 213 

(30)2 

(03)0 

(11)0 

{l1)1 

{II )1 

(11)2 

(00)1 

[3111] 

(31)+ (l2l! 

- Y40/9 1/9 

Y2/3 

y2i3 

Y5/24 

Y 37/72 

q6~q~ 

{l 2l! 

(22)1 -I 

(30)0 

(30)1 

(30)2 

(03)0 I 

(\ 1)0 - Y 15/32 

(11 )1 Y 125/592 

(lJ)! Y 9/1184 

(11)2 

(00)1 

[311] 
(m~- (20)1 (20)1 (20): (20)~ 

2 
(Ol)! (OJ)~ 

Y20/9 

-Yl/3 

YI127 Y8127 

YI/3 

YI/12 Ym Y5124 

Y 225/592 Y8/37 - Y3/37 Y 75/296 - Y 20/333 Y49/5328 

- Y 512664 - Y 5/148 - Y245/1998 - Y 5/3996 Y 2512664 Y845/2664 

Y 25/48 -Y1/8 YI/3 -v1/4s 

Y 5/3 -213 

[2111] 
(20H (20)+ (Ol)! (Ol)~ 

2 

1 

- Y2I3 YI/3 

-I 

Y 1/16 - Y 15/32 

Y 491888 - Vi 25/444 - Y 3125/5328 YI21/1332 

- Y 605/1776 - Y 40/111 - Y 25/1184 - V' 10137 

112 -Y3!2 

- Y 5 13 -2/3 



                                                                                                                                    

TABLE II. (Continued) 

q6 __ q~ [221] 
(31H (l2H (12); (20H (20}~ (OIH (Ol)f (Ol)~ 

[222] 
(22)1 2/3 -1/3 -2/3 

(30)0 V2/5 - V3/5 

(03)0 I 

(II) I 1/2 -1/4 VI/6 V 5124 -V5/6 5/12 

(II )2 V 5/4 V3/8 - V9/80 -V1/5 

(00)1 V 5/3 2/3 

(00)3 I 

[221 \] 
(22)0 V4/5 VUs 

(30)1 V18/5 V 1/75 V4/15 

(03)1 V 1/5 -V4/5 

(11)0 V 9120 - V3/10 -1/2 

(II)! V9/32 -VI/3 V5/48 V9/32 

(\ I) 1 VI12 VI/32 - V 27180 VI/IO V 1/32 

(\ 1)2 3/4 --- V 3/40 - 1120 3/5 

(00)0 

(00)2 4/5 -3/5 
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TABLE II. (Continued) 

q'->q' [2111) [11111) 
(l2H (20H (20)~ 

2 
(OIH (Ol)~ 

2 
(OJ)! 

[2211) 
(22)0 -I 

(30)1 VI/3 V2/3 

(03)1 

(11)0 3/8 - V 15/32 -5/8 

(11)1 V 45/128 V 25/192 -VI/6 V 45/128 

(II) I - V 5/128 V27/8 - V5/i28 -VI12 

(11)2 V312 1/2 

(00)0 -I 

(00)2 

[21111) 

(11)0 5/8 V"i5/32 -3/8 

(II )1 5/8 -v'5!% V5/12 -1/24 -V 5/6 -1 

(00)1 2/3 -V 5/3 

[111111) 
(00)0 

x! q> (q n-I [h' ,···h' 6](..1' cll'JS'lU'),p «1OH) «.Il.)S [X (q n-'(A' rll'r)I'Y ) X( q (lO)iY ) H ,Y 

="(n'/n ),I2(A'rll 'r) (1O)I( Arll r»)([h""'h'6] [1] l[h""h 6 ] ) 

L h h I' Y iy I Y (A' cll'JS' (1OH (A ell JSlU 

Equation (19) expresses the desired separation of tP into 
a series of anti symmetric wavefunctions of n - 1 quarks and 
a single-quark function. 

It remains to affix the phases of the SU(6) Wigner coef
ficients subject to the condition that,p([h ]) transform contra
gradiently with respect to X( A rll r) . The ambiguity in phase 
arises because there are, in general, several [('] of n - 1 
quarks to which a single quark may be added to obtain the 
representation [(] of n quarks. For given [f(I)], [f2)] 
= [1] and [j](AIl )SlU in the Wigner coefficient of Eq. (9), the 
relative phases of coefficients with different (AJ/l,)S,lU, are 
uniquely determined by the requirement that it be an eigen
vector of the matrix <P), Eq. (13). An over-all phase of each 
eigenvector is undetermined. 

A simple example will make this more clear. The SU(6) 
representation [21] is important since it contains a color 
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(19) 

I 
singlet, and the SU(3)[representation conjugate to [21] is 
(11), or the octet of baryons. The representation [21] may be 
obtained by adding a quark to either [2] or to [11]. The rel
evant Wigner coefficients are derived by diagonalizing two 
different matrices, and hence one has no information on the 
relative phase of the coefficients 

(
[2] 

(A 'Il')S' 
[1] 1[21]) d 
(10)4 (AIl)S an 

(
[11] 

(A 'Il')S' 
[1] 1[21]) 
(1OH (AIl)S' 

The relative phase of these two coefficients may be de
termined by the requirement that [21] transform in a contra
gradient fashion to the SU(3)[representation (11). 

The transformation properties of the SU(3) Wigner co
efficients may be determined by the symmetry relations of 
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Ref. 13. Under particle permutation, particles in the same 
row of the SU(3) Young tableaux are symmetric; those in the 
same column are anti symmetric. The representations of 
SU(6) must be opposite. Hence, 

p n-I."rp ([h l···h6](r» = -rp ([h](r» 

or 

if nand n - 1 are in the same row or column, respectively. If 
nand n - 1 are neither in the same row nor column 

P n-I.nrp ([h](r» = -(l/a)rp ([h ](r» 
-(1-l/a')ll2rp ([h1(r'», (20) 

where (r') is the Yamanouchi symbol obtained by inter
changing nand n -1, and a is the "axial distance," or num
ber of boxes in the Young tableux [h] between nand n - 1. 

If (r) is not identical with (r'), then removal of the n'th 
quark results in two different [h'], and Eq. (20) may be used 
in conjunction with the recurrence relation 

/[1'] [1] I [f] ) 
\(A'tt')S'w' (10)1 (Ap)SW 

x<[J](r)~" 1,,,I[I'](r'» 

[1] I [f] ) 
(10)1 (Ap )Sw 

/[1'] 
X \(A" fl ")S" w" 

[f] 1[1'] ) 
(10)1 (A 'fl ')S'w , 

(21) 

to determine the relative phase between the representa
tions [h (I) ] and [h(2)] of n -1 quarks. An over-all phase 
remains, and this was fixed in the following (arbitrary) 
manner. The representations [h j • .. h6] were arranged in or
der of decreasing value of ([hJ), Eq. (12). Similarly, the 
(Afl) were order by decreasing value of the SU(3) Casimir 
operator; the values of S were, however, by increasing val
ue. For a given [h](Afl)SW the first nonzero coefficient 
coupling a quark to [h'](A'fl')S w' was taken to be positive. 
The phases of all other coefficients leading to [h ](Afl )Sw 
are now determined. 

This prescription has one unfortunate property. The re
presentations [h, .. ·h6] and [hI + 1 h,+ 1···h6 + 1] are equiv
alent under transformations ofSU(6). Hence SU(6) Wigner 
coefficients connecting [hI + 1.··h 6 + 1] to [h' 1 + 1···h' 6 + 1] 
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should be identical to those involving the SU(6) equivalent 
representations [h, ... h6 ] and [h' I· .. h' 6]' Using the above 
phase convention, the coefficients, although identical in 
magnitude (assuming no multiplicity), in general differ, by a 
phase. The only disadvantage apart from esthetics is that this 
requires the tabulation of a few additional numbers. 

In the actual evaluation of the Wigner coefficients, the 
labels of the subgroups of SU(3) (>$I SU(2) never enter, but 
they must be specified in any physical applications. There 
are several equivalent ways to specify the three sublabels of 
representations ofSU(3). The more familiar method uses 
hypercharge, isospin, and its z projection, i.e., the labels of a 
U(1) subgroup (hypercharge) and an SU(2) subgroup (iso
spin) and its subgroup label, 1 z' These are the canonical 
subgroups ofSU(3) and, hence, there is no multiplicity. The 
scheme used in Eq. (16) to label the subgroups ofSU(3) c is in 
complete analogy. The quantum numbers used were E, A, 
and v with A, v analogous to 1, 1z and E analogous to hyper
charge. The allowed values of E, A, and v for an SU(3) (Afl) 
are 

E=p+q- ; (2A+tt), 

A = !{J.i+p-q), (22) 

v=r-A 

with the integers p, q, and r restricted by the conditions 

O<;P<;A, 

O<;q<,p, 

O<;r<,p+p-q. 

(23) 

An alternate scheme for SU(3)c is to define the Carte
sian quantum numbers nh n" and n,: 

nl = :-(N-A )+r-~-fl+q, 

n,=: (N-A )-r++fl+p, 

n,=: (N+2A+fl)-P-q, (24) 

with N the total number of quarks. The n i specify the num
ber of quarks of each color. It is immediately clear that for a 
color singlet, (Afl) = (00), the number of quarks for each col
or is l/3N. 

5. AN EXAMPLE 

In this section a brief example of the application of the 
SU(6) Wigner coefficients will be given. A possible excited 
state of the nucleon may be constructed from four quarks 
and an antiquark, q4q, Among the many possible SU(6) and 
SU(3)c representations of q4 configuration is 

I 
[31] (10)/ 1 Y 1 z ) ( a~ 
(10) c S q=O n,n,n3 . 

It is essential that the SU(3) c representation of the four
quark state be (lO)c as the q state has representation (01) c 

and the total state must have representation (OO)c' The 
choice of the SU(3) / representation (lO)fis dictated by the 
requirement that it be conjugate to [31]. 

To calculate the decay probability of a q4q state into a 
baryon and a meson, one decouples a single quark from the 
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four quark state ofEq. (25) by using the SUe 6) Wigner coeffi
cients and then recouples this quark with an anti-quark to 
form a meson. This latter step involves only Racah coeffi
cients and will not be dealt with here. 

Using the coefficients from the table, one has 

I q.[ 311 (lO) 1 I Y I z) 
(10) c 0 E A v 

( 
nf' )1!2(!f'1 [1] 1 [31)) 

= fr ~ (A'fl') cS' ® (lO)! (10)0 

(
A'fl') (10) j(10»)(~Xf>1 (10)/1(10)/) 

X E'A' EIAI EA I Y iy IY 

[I J [1'1 (X0 / )1 [1) (110)/)]JYJlE. 
X q (,i'fl') c S' q (10) c 

2 J ,v 

(26) 

The physics requires (,i'J.l')c to be a color singlet, (00). The 
only SU(6) representation of three quarks which contains a 
color singlet and will connect with [31] is [21]. The SU(3) 1 

representation is then (11) I' or an octet. Hence, one has 
immediately the selection rule that the state, Eq. (25), will 
not decay into the decuplet plus a quark. Equation (26) 
becomes 

/2 v'l/~!}f (10) 1(10)/) 
-V 3 2 \[ Y iy [Y 

X[jq3[21) (ll)/)jq [1) (10)/)]JYEJI 
(OO)c! (lO)c! 1

0
,' 

+ terms with (,i'fl')c=F(OO)c 

The SU(3) Wigner coefficients which determine the decay 
rates to the various members of the baryon octet are easily 
evaluated. 14.,0 

Although the above example is straightforward, more 
involved problems may be performed in an identical manner 
with the use of the SU(6) Wigner coefficients tabulated here. 
Similarly, calculations involving several quarks coupling to 
several antiquarks may also be done by constructing several 
particle fractional parentage coefficients from the ones tabu
lated here. 15 

APPENDIX 

Jaffe has obtained an equation with which to evaluate 
the expectation value of the Casimir operator Cl6) ofSU(6). 
It requires a knowledge of the reduction ofSU(6) into its 
subgroups SU(3) ® SU(2), and is a generalization of the tech
nique used by Frobenius21 for the symmetric group. The ex
pression obtained by Jaffe is unsatisfactory in many cases as 
it involves a summation over all the representations of 
SU(3) ® SU(2), of which there may be many, and which may 
not be known, although from the present work the reduction 
is complete for the cases of nine or fewer quarks. 
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We derive here in the standard manner an expression 
for the quadratic Casimir operator ofSU(n). In terms ofthe 
n2 -1 generators ofSU(n), the Casimir operator is 

where C a/3 are the traceless generators ofSU(n): 

- 1 
C a/3 =C a{J -- 8 ali Tr( C (1("). 

n 

The C a/3 may be divided into three categories: 

raising a </3, 
lowering a > (3, 

weight a =/3. 

(AI) 

(A2) 

Acting on a state of highest weight, the raising operators give 
zero, and the weight operators 

CaaIHW)=Caa)[};"-!n J)=/a)[j;-··/" J), (A3) 

where the HW indicates a state of highest weight. Hence, 

c,(n)IHW)={~ (Ca..,)2+ a~fI C afiC fla }IHW) 

(A4) 

by virtue of the commutation relations. Thus, we obtain 

[n/2J 

+ L (n+1-2a)(f,,-!n+l_a)I), 
..,=1 

where [nI2] is defined to be the integral part of ni2. 

Using Eq. (AS), one obtains immediately: 

SU(2): S=!(};-j;), C,(2)=2S(S+ 1); 

SU(3): ,i=j;-!2' 

fl=j;-j;, 

C2(3) = ~-(A2+J.l2+Afl + 3A + 3fl); 

SU(6): C,(6) = I!~ -~,( If,J2 
a 

+ 5(j; -h) + 3(j;-j;)+ j; - /.. 

(AS) 

To obtain Jaffe's value for C,(6), one must multiply the 
above expression by 4. 
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Geometrical optics in dispersive media is rigorously derived from Maxwell's equations by employing the 
two-timing method. An effect analogous to Faraday rotation is found for the polarization plane of the 
wave. with the vorticity of the medium taking the place of the magnetic field. 

INTRODUCTION 

Geometrical optics describes radiation propagating 
through a medium in terms of rays along which the energy
flux propagates (at least in isotropic media).' In its essence 
geometrical optics consists of three basic assumptions: 

(i) The existence of a congruence of curves called 
"rays." 

(ii) A conservation equation for the fields square ampli
tude along the rays. 

(iii) A transport law for the "polarization vector" of the 
field along the rays. 

In the case of radiation propagating in vacuo the transi
tion from Maxwell's equations to geometrical optics is easily 
achieved with the help of an expansion in terms of asymptot
ic waves. 2 A similar result can be derived in the case of a 
purely refractive (non dispersive) medium by using the so
called "optical metric. 2J

" 

In the case of dispersive media no such rigorous transi
tion was available. An early attempt to overcome this diffi
culty is due to Madore: However Madore's approach is not 
based upon a systematic approximation procedure, but is 
heavily dependent on a definition of plane wave in a curved 
space which seems "ad hoc." The problem was recently con
sidered by the authors in the case of an electromagnetic wave 
propagating in a simple dispersive medium.' In this paper we 
extend our previous results and treat in a detailed and com
prehensive way a more general case. 

In Sec. 2 we explain the basic mathematical technique 
which is essentially the two-timing method. Then we discuss 
in detail the case of a plasma that can be treated as a perfect 
fluid (a case which is frequent in astrophysics). Finally we 
solve the oscillatory initial value problem for the fluid coup
led to the electromagnetic field. This final result shows the 
mathematical reliability of the method. 

In Sec. 3 we turn our attention to the physical interpre
tation of the results. First of all we show how to derive the 
laws of geometrical optics from the transport equations for 
the zeroth order fields. A new result appears in connection 
with the transport equation for the polarization vector. It is 

found that the polarization plane rotates by an amount de
pendent on the fluid's vorticity, an effect which could be 
important in astrophysical situations. Also we compare this 
result with what is known in the case of purely refractive 
media. 

Finally we show how the standard Faraday rotation 
can be easily incorporated in this formalism. We note that 
the topics treated in the present paper are not of a purely 
academic interest, but have some bearing on astrophysics. 

In fact the propagation of radiation in relativistic dis
persive media occurs quite naturally when dealing with ra
diative transfer in accretion discs around black holes. 6 

1. NOTATION AND CONVENTION 

Space-time j( is assumed to be a four-dimensional 
pseudo-Riemannian manifold with metric signature +2. 
Latin indices a,b,.··, etc. run from ° to 3. \J a' d and fj denote 
the operators of covariant derivative, exterior derivative, 
and exterior coderivative, respectively. A * means taking the 
adjoint, e.g., * Ba= (1!3!)7Jabefibed where '7abed is the volume 
element 4-form. 

2. GENERAL FORMALISM 

In this paper our considerations are purely local. By 
introducing the electromagnetic field 2-form F, F=Fab 
X dx Q 1\ dxb

, Maxwell's equations in the presence of charges 
and currents write 

dF=O, 

d*F=j, 

(1) 

(2) 

wherej is a 3-form representing the electromagnetic 4-cur
rent. Equation (2) can also be written in the form 

fjF=y, 

-t 

where y= • j. 

(2') 

Now we construct a suitable model for the medium. We 
make the following assumptions: (i) the medium consists of 
two noninteracting components, the ion and the electron 
component; (ii) the energy-momentum for the electron com-
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ponent is that of a perfect fluid, i.e., 

Tab=/1UaUb + p(galJ + U,Pb)' (3) 

where /1, ua
, and p are the energy density, 4-velocity, and 

pressure of the electrons; (iii) because of the larger proton 
mass the ionic component remains unperturbed in the pres
ence of the wave. 

From assumption (i) it follows that the electron and ion 
number are separately conserved. 

Assumption (ii) means that we neglect any dissipative 
effects in the electron fluid. In particular the heat conduction 
term is omitted in the energy-momentum tensor. r is given 
by 

Ii' = 41Te( nu (/ -'ll ,u~), (4) 

where e is the electron charge, n " U f are the ion number 
density and 4-velocity, and n is the electron number density. 

The final equations are (1) and (2) with r defined by (4), 
together with the equation of motion for the electron 
component, 

(5) 

where the electron number conservation equation, 

(6) 

To these we must add the normalization condition on the 4-
velocity uo, 

(7) 

Now we linearize equations (1)-A) around an unper
turbed state with F = O. In the next section we show how a 
background electromagnetic field can be incorporated in 
this formalism. If we denote by F, n, ii,p" andft the perturba
tions to the electromagnetic field, number density, 4-veloc
ity, energy density and pressure, the linearized equations 
give 

dF=O, 

OF=41TY, ya=e[niia+nu u
], 

D Tah +en Fab u =0 
Va u , 

(8) 

(9) 

(0) 

(11) 

(12) 

Now we look for solutions ofEqs. (8)-(12) in the form 
of asymptotic waves. We adopt the so-called two-timing 
method which has been amply expounded in the literature' 
and used in relativity by MacCallum and Taub. 8 

This method consists of assuming that, in a given co
ordinate system (XU), the equantities pb, n, iib, ii, pare of the 
following form: Fab =Fub( eX' ,(1/£)0 (lOX c», 
n =n(Ex C ,(1k)0 (eX '», etc. The (unperturbed) back
ground fieldsg"b' n, ua,p, /1 are assumed to vary on the slow 
scale, i.e., their dependence on the spacetime coordinates 
(x a

) and the scale ratio e is assumed to be of the form 
g ab( XC ,e)= G abe eX C) , n( XC ,E) =N (eX a) , 
U a (X h ,E)= U a (eX b), /1(x,E)=M(£x),p(X,e)=P(U), 

where Gab' M, N, P, UO are functions 0 (1) of the respective 
arguments. 
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It is convenient to use the auxiliary variables X a = lOX a , 

e=(lIE)e(lOXa
). For fixed lO> 0 theXa can be interpreted as 

"slow" spacetime coordinates. The small parameter £ then 
measures the ratio of the fast length scale to the slow one. If 
we write/=/(X",e) and define 

_ a/ . a/ 
/a=-' 1= -ae' . ax a 

then 

a/ . 
- =£/ a +1,,/, ax" . 

where 

ae a0 
/ =:-=.-=0 

(J ax{} ax" .a 

is the normal to the wavefront e=const. 

For the connection coefficients r a be (x d ,E) , with re
spect to the coordinate system (xa) we have 

r a 
hc =£ fa be' 

fa he =~Gad( G db.c +G de.b -G be.d)' 

whence r a he = 0 (£). Henceforth a semicolon will indicate 
the covariant derivative computed with respect to the slow 
variables xa, i.e., 

A b;u :=A b.a - r e ha A c' 

~lso it is convenient to define the exterior derivative operator 
d relative to the slow variables xa, i.e., 

dw =w· .. dX a /\ d%" /\ ... /\ dX" 
It···( ",a , 

Similarly let us denote by 8 the exterior coderivative opera
tor relative to the slow variables. 

Then the basic equations (8)-( 11) read in terms of the 
slow and fast variables, with l=de, 

- 1 • 

• (//\ *F)+e8F=41T y, 

I a Tab +e Tab;a +en Fab u a =0, 

-1 

• (1/\ *r) +£ 8 y=O. 

(13) 

(14) 

(15) 

(16) 

Now we assume that the following formal asymptotic expan
sions hold: 

oc 
~ '" q~ /1 = ~ e /1 (q) , (17a) 

q=D 

00 

~ '" q~ n= ~ e n (q)' 
(l7b) 

q=O 

07c) 

cc 
'a '" q' a U = ~ £ U (q) , (l7d) 

q=O 

F
ab = f lOqF(q)ab. (17e) 

q~O 
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Substituting into Eqs. (13)-(16) we obtain at the zeroth 
order: 

1/\ F =0, 
(0) 

*(1 /\ *F)+41T Y =0, 
(0) (0) 

;.. ab ,.. ab 

I aT +en F U a =0, 
(0) (0) 

·(1/\ *"r)=0, 
(0) 

and for the higher orders one gets: 

I /\ F (q +. 1) +d F (q) =0, 

*(1 /\ *F(q+ 1»-8F(q) +41TY=0, 

I aT (q+ I) ab + T (q) ab:a +en F (q+ I) ab u a =0, 

*(I/\*r(q+I»+8Y(q)=0. 

(18) 

(19) 

(20) 

(21) 

(22) 

(23) 

(24) 

(25) 

Now we assume the following explicit dependence on 0 

F (0) ab = 1/1 (0) ab cosO, 

F (q) ab = 1/1 (q) ab cosO + .p (q) ab sinO, q> 1 

T(q)ab =S (q)ab cosO+S (q)ab sinO, 

i1 (q) a = V (q) a cosO + V (q) a sinO, 

ii (q) =N (q) cosO+N (q) sinO, 

/1 (q) =M (q) cosO+M (q) sinO, 

p (q) =P (q) cosO+P (q) sinO. 

(26a) 

(26b) 

(26c) 

(26d) 

(26e) 

(26t) 

(26g) 

Assumption (26a) corresponds to a linearly polarized wave. 

Our first aim is to derive a dispersion relation from the 
consistency requirements for Eqs. (18)-(21). Equations 
(18)-(21) can be rewritten, since *(1/\ *()))=Ia())a where ()) is 
any form, 

1/\1/1(0)=0, 
b - b - b 

-I a 1/1 (0) a + 41Te [n V (0) + N (0) u 1 = 0, 

I as (0) ab +en 1/1 (0) ab u a =0, 

I as (0) ab =0, 

nl a ViOl a +N(O)il=O, 

nl a V (0) a +N (O)il=O, 

(28) 

(29) 

(30) 

(30') 

(31) 

(31') 

where il=u)a is the local frequency of the wave relative to 
an observer at rest with the medium. Also from Eq. (12) we 
have 

uaV(O)a=o, uaV(O)a=o. (32) 

From (29') contracting with Ua we find N(o)=O, V(O)a=o. 
From (28) we have 

(33) 

where B(o) is a I-form determined up to the transformation 
B(o)-+B(o)+AI. We can always choose A such that 

B (O)a u a =0 (33') 

because one has il=laua*O everywhere. Therefore, Eqs. 
(29) and (30) can be rewritten as: 
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-/ 'B(O)b +1 b(B(o)aIJ 
- b - b 

+ 41Te [n V (0) + N (0) u 1 = 0, 

I as (0) ab +enil B (0) b =0, 

where, 

S (0) ab = (u + p)[ V (0) a U b + u a V (0) b 1 

(34) 

(35) 

Consistently with our Ansatz (ii) we assume the adiabatic 
law. Letf=(u+p)!mn be the specific enthalpy,J=(lIm)v, 
where v is the chemical potential. Then the adiabatic hy
pothesis requires 

/1=mfii, p=mnf 

At the zeroth order Eq. (36) can be written 

M(O) =mfN(o)' 

(36) 

(36') 

By contracting (35) with Ub one rederives the standard con
servation law, Eq. (31'). Then (35) can be rewritten as 
follows: 

mfnil V (0) b + P (0) (il u b + I b) + enil B (0) b = 0 

and substituting back into (34) we obtain 

[
m ]- b [(2 - -] h -;- jf2 - 41Ten V (0) + -;;; P (0) + 41Te N (0) U 

[
m - a il - ] b - -flaV(O) + -p(O) I =0. 
e en 

Contracting Eq. (38) with U b yields: 

(37) 

(38) 

U+il') P (0) + 41Te'n N(o) +mnfil (I a ViOl a)=o. 

Now, for any reasonable equation of state we have 

p=Kii, 

(39) 

(40) 

where K is some scalar function of the unperturbed state. At 
the zeroth order (40) reads 

- -
p(O) =K N(o)' (40') 

From (31 '), (39), and (40') it follows that in order to have 
nontrivial solutions for laV(o)a and N(o), 

K (I' + il') + 41Te'n - mfil' = o. (41) 

Equation (41) can be written in the orthonormal Lorentz 
frame at a given spacetime point. Then 1'= -il'+ L~ (I,')' 
in this frame. It follows, dividing by il::j::O, that 

L3 (I )' 4 ' 
K 1 I' -mf+ ~=O. 

il il' 
(41') 

Now we take the high frequency limit of Eq. (41 '), il-+ 00 • 

We know that in this limit the rays are null geodesics, i.e., 
L i (I,Y = il' . It follows that 

K=mf (42) 

which, after substituting back into (41) yields 
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I' = _ 41Te
2
n . 

mf 
(43) 

Again, substituting back into (38) we find 

(81Ten) V(O) b =0, 

which yields VIOl h =0, leading in its turn toN (0) =0. There
fore, we reached a contradiction which can only be resolved 
by assuming that Eqs. (31 '), (39), and (40) admit only trivial 
solutions, i.e., 

I"V(o)a=o, N(O) =0, p(O) =0. (44) 

Finally, from (44), (38), and the requirement V (0) b we reob
tain (43) as a dispersion relation, i.e., 

/2 = _ 41Te'n. 
mf 

(45) 

Remembering that la=e,a' Eq. (4S) is then the exact analog 
of the eikonal equation. Likewise, it can be solved by the 
method of characteristic curves. Let us define the rays 

d:,a =Ia =gabe ,b' (46) 

Then one has, for the rate of variations of e along the rays, 

de = _(41Te
2 )!!..- (47) 

dr m f 
which can be solved for e once the initial value has been 
assigned on an initial hypersurface ~ transverse to the rays. 

Now we are ready to derive the transport equations for 
the field quantities. For this we resort to Eqs. (22)-(25), 
which read, after having substituted (26a)-(26g): 

-I A lJI(q+l) +dif;(q) =0, 

1 A .p (q+ I) +d IJI (q) =0, 

-I a IJI (q+ I) ab +.p (q) ab;a 
- b - b 

+41Te[nV(q+l) +N(q+I)U ]=0, 

1 a .p (q + I) ab + IJI (q) ab ;a 

+41Te [n V (q+ I) b +N (q+ I)ll b] =0, 

-I as (q+ I) ab +05 (q) ab;a +en .p (q+ I) ab u a =0, 

I as (q+ I) ab +S (q) ab;a +en tp (q+ I) ab u a =0, 

- n 1 a V (q+ I) a - N (q + 1) f} 

+ [n V(q) a +1V (q)U a La =0, 

(48a) 

(48b) 

(49a) 

(49b) 

(SOa) 

(SOb) 

(SIa) 

n1aV(q,l)a+N(q+l)fl+ [n V(q)a+N(q)ua1:a=O. 

(SIb) 

The solutions to Eqs. (48) can be written in the form 

tp (q+ I) =d A (q) +1 AB (ql I» (S2a) 

.p (q+ I) = -d B (q) +1 AA (q+ I)' (S2b) 

where A (q) B (q) are I-forms, with A (0) =0. We recall that 

IJI(O) =1 AB(o), .p(0) =0. 

Now we prove the following proposition. 
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Proposition: We can always choose A (q)' B (q) such that 
10 A (q)a =IG B (q)a =0. 

Proof: We proceed by induction. A (0) and B (0) verify 
the above condition, that is easily seen by contracting Eq. 
(37) with I h' Suppose that A (q» B (q) verify 
la A (q) u =1 a B (q) a =0. Then A (q+ I) and B (q+ I) are defined 
up to the transformations 

A (q+ I)-~A (q-t-I) +,.1./, B (q+I)-·-+B (q II) +,.1./. 

Because l' = gab 1 a I h *0 we can always choose A such that 

IUA(qtl)=I GB(qtl)=O. Q.E.D 

Then Eqs. (49) yield for q>O 

2DA (q) h +I";"A (4)h _Ih A (q)G;a -[2 B (4+ I) h 

. B h;a B a;b 
-t- (q_ I) ;a - (q·-I) ;a 

- b - b 
+41Te [n V(q+l) +N(q+I)U ]=0, (S3a) 

2 DB (q) b + 1 a ;a B (q) b 

1 b B a + l' A b +A a;b - (q);a (q+ I) (q-I);a 

-A (q_l) boa ;a +41Te [n V (q+ I) b +N (q+ I)U b 1 =0, 

(S3b) 

where D=)a is the derivative along the rays and we set 

B( ... I)=A( 1)=0. 

Now we consider the zeroth order equations. The zeroth 
order quantities are: 

VIOl a =0, 

V- a e B a 
(0) =- - (0) 

mf 

N (0) =N (0) =M (0) =M (0) =0, 

A (0) a =0. 

(S4a) 

(S4b) 

(S4c) 

(S4d) 

From (50 and (51) we obtain V (I) ,N (1)' V (1),N (1) in terms of 
A (o»B (O),A (I) ,B (I)' Then, Eq. (S3a) gives an identity 
whereas (53b) yields, after some manipUlations, 

(jJ2 

2 D B (0) h + 1 a ;a B (0) b - f~ B (0) a (jJ ab 

+ term parallel to u hand 1 b = O. (5S) 

By contracting Eq. (5Sd) with B (0) b we obtain the transport 
equation for the square of the amplitude 

B (r) 2=B (O)"B (0) h 

DB(o)2+la;aB(0)2=0 (S6) 

which is the standard amplitude-area law of geometrical 
optics . 

. b B b 'h bIb' h Now we wnteB (0) = (O)e ,WIt ebe =.e 1St e 
polarization unit vector of the wave. Also, at each spacetime 
point we introduce an orthonormal tetrad 
! u a ,V" ,e (I) a ,e (2) a l, v" is the wave's propagation unit vec
tor in the fluid's rest frame, 
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la+11u a 
v"= , 

(12+112)112 
(57) 

e (1) a and e (2) a are two spacelike unit vectors, orthogonal to 
each other and to u a ,ya. At each point e (1) a and e (2) a are 
defined up to an orthogonal transformation. We exploit this 
arbitrariness in the definition of e (I) a and e (2) a by choosing 
them to satisfy 

e(2)aDe(l)u =0. (58) 

Since e a lies in the 2-plane spanned by e (I) a and e (2) a we 
write 

e (a) = cos qt e (1) a + sin qt e (2) a • 

Then, contracting Eq. (55) with e (I) a and using the condi
tion (58) yields 

2 Dqt + .!....- W eb e (2) ee (I) b =0. 
11/ 

(59) 

Equations (56) and (59) determine B (0) b completely once 
the initial conditions are assigned on a hypersurface L, 
which is transverse to the rays. In this way we can solve the 
initial value problem for the set of Eqs. (8)-(12). We assume 
that on the hypersurface L' A(q) and B(q) have been given 
with q>O, together with the initial value for the phase e. 
Now we determine B (0)' e in a neighborhood, !:lJ, of L 
where the rays do not intersect (absence of caustics) by inte
gration of (47) and (59). 

Finally we solve (53) recursively for A (q) and B (q) in 
terms of A (q_l) and B (q_I)' That this is possible is shown in 
t~e aPeendix~ where it is also shown how N (q)' V (q) , M (q)' 

N (q)' V (q) , M (q) are known in terms of A (q)' B (q)' There
fore, we have obtained a solution to the system (8)-(11) in 
terms of a formal series. 

3. FARADAY ROTATION AND CONCLUSIONS 

In this section we take into account Faraday rotation. 
In many astrophysical situations the background plasma is 
also endowed with a magnetic field. Equation (10) is then 
replaced by 

'Va Tab +e n F ab 
U a +en ftab u a +en F ab U a =0, (10') 

where 

(60a) 

with 

(60b) 

Now we assume that the magnetic field is so weak that it does 
not affect the dispersion relation (43). That is 

enF'b=O(E) 

we take this into account explicitly by rewriting Eq. (10') as 
follows: 

'Va Tab +en ftab u a +E(enBrb) U a =0. (61) 

In this way we obtain a modified set of Eqs. (8), (9), (61), 
(11), (12) which we subject to the same analysis as before. Of 
course we reobtain the same dispersion relation (43). The 
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propagation equation, however, reads 

2 B 2 
b b W P ab e W P ab 

2DB(O) +la.aB(o) --B(O)a w + ---I B(O)a 
11/ m11f 

+ terms lying in the 2-plane spanned by u a and 1 a . 

(62) 

Again, contracting (62) with B (0) b we obtain the usual 
conservation law (56). 

Now we introduce the tetrad [ u a ,ya ,e (I) a ,e (2) a 1 as in 
Sec. 2. Let a be the angle between the vorticity vector 
wa =!17 abed U bW ed and the unit vector v". Similarly, let ip be 
the angle between the magnetic field B a and v" . Proceeding 
as in Sec. 2, Eq. (62) yields: 

W 2 W 2 
D qt - _P- W cosa = W B _P- coS!p, 

211/ 211/ 
(63) 

where W B =eB/m is the Larmor frequency, and 
W = (W

U 
Wa )112 is the vorticity scalar. 

From (63) we see that the effect of vorticity on the po
larization angle is analogous to that of Faraday rotation. 
More precisely, the effect of the vorticity vector is equivalent 
to that of a magnetic field forming the same angle a with the 
propagation direction and of strength B = (m/ e )jw. 

In a realistic situation both the "vorticity effect" and 
Faraday rotation would be present. The ratio of these two 
terms is 

W/ 
W B 

and for the vorticity effect to be important a high angular 
velocity and an ultrarelativistic fluid (w~ I,.!> 1) are re
quired. This situation might occur near a rapidly rotating 
black hole. The equivalence between the vorticity and mag
netic field is easily understood in simple physical terms in the 
case/= 1. In fact, in an electron gas imbedded in a magnetic 
field, the electrons revolve around the field lines with an 
angular velocity W B' Therefore, a right-handed circularly 
polarized wave sees a different refractive index than a left
handed one. This is the physical cause of Faraday rotation. 
Of course the same effect would be achieved if the electrons 
were constrained to revolve around the same lines with the 
same angular velocity W =W B' in the absence of a back
ground magnetic field. 

Now we give a simple example. We consider a homo
geneous electron fluid in special relativity. We assume that 
the medium is endowed with a uniform rigid rotation W 

around the z axis and that the wave propagates in the xz 
plane. In the absence ofa background magnetic field Eq. (63) 
reads 

dt/J =(~) cosa, 
da 211/ 

where a is defined by 

dx a 1 __ =_I a • 

da W 2 
P 
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Therefore, for propagation perpendicular to the angular ve
locity vector there is no effect. For a wave traveling in the z 
direction the effect is maximum. In this case 

~=!!-.-N 
dO" {V; , 

whereN =(1- (V;/f]2)112 is the refractive index of the medi
um. After the wave has traveled a distance L, its polarization 
plane is rotated by an angle tJI/J which is, in physical units, 

tJI/J=(~)_1 (w;). 
c 2fN fl2 

We see that the effect is likely to be important for sources 
attaining relativistic speed, V - wL - c. Finally we compare 
our results with those derived by Pichon in a completely 
different context.9 Pichon treats the propagation of weak dis
continuties in a purely refractive medium, thereby excluding 
any dispersion. Let us define a phenomenological refractive 
index N=(1 + Nfl2

)If2. Then Pichon's propagation equa
tions n.(lQl) reads 

2K"V"e b -e G(Va K b -VbK ,,)=0, 

where 

If, proceeding as in Sec. 2, we write 

I" =costJIe(l) a +sin tJle(2) a' 

(64) 

where e (I) a and e (2) a are both orthogonal to each other and 
u G, I G , and furthermore e (2) b KG Vae (1) b =0, then (64) 
yields 

2K (1 'If I' cb 0 Va'Y+ ---(J) e(2)<-e(l)h= • 
fl 

(65) 

which is formally analogous to our Eq. (59). The only differ
ence is that in Eq. (65) the vector K a appears in place of I a • 

This occurs because dispersive effects are neglected in Pi
chon's analysis. In fact, when dispersive effects are taken 
into account, albeit in a phenomenological way, 6 the relation 
between the rays' tangent vector K G and the phase gradient 
I (1 is given by 

KG =1" +(N'-I)fl u G +N aN fl 2 u a (66) 
afl 

which, in the particular case N' = 1- (V; / fl2 gives 

K" =Ia 

Finally we conclude with a remark on some cosmological 
applications. The theory developed in this paper could possi
bly be applied to the microwave background radiation prop
agating in the cosmological plasma in a rotating Bianchi uni
verse, thereby obtaining an estimate of the resulting 
polarization in the microwave background. From the obser
vational upper limits on the amount of polarization one 
could then infer upper limits on the present vorticity of the 
universe. 

APPENDIX 
Theorem: The system of Eqs. (53) together with the ini-
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tial conditions A (-I) a =B (-I) a =A (0) a =0 can be solved 
recursively. 

Proof For the sake of simplicity we limit ourselves to 
the case when the matter can be described by dust, i.e., 
Tab =f.1 U aU b' The extension to more generalforms of mat
ter is straightforward. First of all we express V (p+ I) a, 

IV (p+I)' V(P+I) a, N (p+I) in terms of A (q) a, B (q) a, q<p+ 1. 
From Eqs. (50) after some manipulations we obtain: 

V b 1 { s- ae b 
(p+I) =--U e (P) 'a U 

f.1 fl ' 

- ah - ab 
+S (P) ;a +en tJI (p+ I) U a ), 

V- b 1 { S ae b 
(p+I) =- -- U c (P) 'a U 

f.1 fl ' 

+s (P) ab;a +en tJI (p+ I) ab u G)' 

and from Eqs. (51): 

N (p+ I) = ~ [ -n I a V (p+ I) a 
fl 

- 1-
N(p+l)=- fl [nlaV(p+!)G 

(AI) 

(A2) 

(A3) 

(A4) 

Further manipulation of (A 1 )-(A4) together with repeated 
use of (50) and (51) yields: 

V b 1 { V- G b a V- b en 
n (p+1) = fl n (P) U ;a +n U (p);a +--;;; 

(AS) 

{ V- Gel a V- C I en 
X n (P) U ;a e+ nu (p);a e+--;;; 

X [u aB (p)c;uI e -u aDB (p)a 

(A6) 
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- b 1 { a b av b ~ n V (p+ I) = - il n V (p) U ;a +n U (p);a + m 

A a'b A b'a +il B b X[U a (P)' -U a (P)' (p+1) 

- I vaN a] I 
N(p+I)=- il [n (P) + (P)U ;a+7P 

{I a c a V c en 
X c V (P) U ;a + n U (p);a + --;;:; 

(A8) 
Let us indicate by 6 (P) a quantity containing terms of the 
kindA (q) ,B (q)' withq<ponly. Then, by inspection of(AS)
(A8) one finds: 

n V(p)b=: [A (p)b_ ~ Ib(A(p)a ua ) J+6(P-I),(A9) 

N(p)= ~/2(A(p)uua)+6(p-I), (AID) 
mil' 

n V(p)b= : [_B(p)b+ ~ Ib(B(p)a ua ) ]+6(P-I), 

(All) 

- en P -
N (P) = - -- (B (P) au a)+O(P-l). 

m fJ2 

SUbstituting into Eq. (S3b) yields 

2 DB (P) b +la ;a B (P) b _lb B (P) a;a 

41Te - a b a - b 
+ n [n V (P) U ;a +n u V (P) ;a] 

41Te
2
n( n b;a n a;6) + -- U«'-'(p) -u«'-'(p) 

mil 

(Al2) 

P I b ( a) 41Te - 0- (P I) 0 + - A (p+ I) U a + --.::: (P) + - =, 
il n 

with 

E(p)=[n V(pja+N(p)ua];a 

183 

- ~ [uaB(p)c;al c -uaDB(p)a] 
mil 

en /2A a 
+ - (p+I) u a • 

il 
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(A 13) 

(A14) 

Let us define 

W (P) :=A (P) bUb' Z (P) - B (P) bUb' (AlS) 

Now we contract Eq. (A 13) with U b and get, after some 
algebra, 

2DZ (P) -2B (P) b Du b +I a ;aZ (P) -ilB (P) a;a 

12 41Te;: 0- (P 1)-0 + W(p+I)----(p)+ - -. 
il 

(AI6) 

Contracting (A 13) with / b yields 

- 2 B (0) b DI b - f2 B (P) a ;a + 4~e 

[
en Bob I en I D b e X - - (P) U ;0 b + - b U +-
m m m 

X (~ f2 Z (P») u a + ~ B (P) b I b;a U a - _e - U a DI 0 J 
il ;a m mil 

41Te
2
n [ aB bl DZ aD + mil - U (P) b;a - (P) + B (P) U a J 

14 __ 
+ il W(P+lj +41Te.:::(p) +O(p-l)=O. (Al7) 

Equations (AI6) and (AI7) can be solved for W (p+I) and 
E (P). After substituting into Eq. (AI3) one gets, having used 
(A9), 

(AI8) 

where G is a quantity linear in B (P) a and containing terms 
like Z (pj.a . 

Therefore, in order to solve (AI8) we must determine 
Z (p)' In order to do this we consider Eq. (S3a) for the value 
p - I of the suffix. By contracti!lg with U b we get Z (P) in 
terms of quantities which are 0 (P - 1). Substituting back 
into (A 18) we can then solve for B (P) b along the rays, in 
terms of the initial values of I and of quantities of the kind 
6 (P - 1). An analogous argument can be applied to Eq. (S3a) 
and leads to similar results. 
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Exact occupation statistics of two- and three-dimensional 
lattices of mixed single particles8

) 

Eizo Miyazaki 

Department of Chemistry. Tokyo Institute of Technology. O-okayama. Meguro-ku. Tokyo 152. Japan 
(Received 20 June 1978) 

General expressions are derived which exactly describe the ensemble average number of two or three
dimensional structures per arrangement. created when mixed single particles are arranged on a pure or a 
mixed lattice. The expressions obtained are applied to the calculation of the number of various mixed 
nearest-neighbor pairs which are important for various phenomena in multicomponent systems. 

I. INTRODUCTION 

It was shown in a previous paper I thatNz' the exact total 
number of partial structures created when q indistinguish
able single particles are arranged in all possible ways on a 
lattice of N equivalent sites is given by 

Nz=a z (
N-Z) 
q-a 

(N-z)! 
=a , 

z (N-q-z+a)!(q-a)! 
(1) 

where a denotes the number of particles included in the par
tial structure consisting of z sites and az is the number of 
distinguishable ways of placing such a structure on the lat
tice. Thus the exact ensemble average number of the struc
ture per arrangement, nz is obtained as 

(2) 

These quantities are required for a statistical treatment of 
various phenomena and have recently been applied to a 
problem of the heat of adsorption of gas molecule on two
dimensional lattices. 2 

The purpose of the present paper is to derive further 
general expressions which describe the exact ensemble aver
age number of the structures created when mixed particles of 
distinguishable single particles are arranged in all possible 
ways on a pure lattice consisting of indistinguishable sites or 
a mixed lattice consisting of distinguishable sites, i.e, of dif
ferent kinds of several sublattices. The expressions obtained 
are then applied to the calculation of the number of mixed 
nearest-neighbor pairs which appear on two- or three-di
mensionallattices. This knowledge is also required for a sta
tistical treatment of various phenomena of multicomponent 
systems such as alloys, adsorption of mixed gas molecules, 
and catalytic chemical reactions on multicomponent solid 
surfaces. 

II. GENERAL EXPRESSION FOR MIXED 
PARTICLES ON PURE LATTICE 

As described previously, I when q indistinguishable par-

")This work supported in part by RCA Research Laboratories. Inc. 

ticles are arranged in all possible ways on a lattice of N equiv
alent sites, a given structure consisting of a particles plus 
z-a vacant sites and occupying a particular position on the 
lattice occurs (.\" --z ) times because the (q - a) remaining parti-

q " 

cles can be arranged in all possible ways on the remaining 
N -z sites. Now, we consider a system composed of two 
kinds of single particles whose numbers are given by ql and 
q2' When ql particles are arranged in all possible ways on N 
sites, a given structure consisting of al particles plus z-al 
vacant sites and occupying a particular position on the lat
tice occurs (.v '.). times. When q2-a2 particles are arranged 

q, (l 

on the remaining N -z- (ql -al) sites, further 

(
N-Z-(ql-a,) ) 

q,-a2 

distinguishable ways occur for each of the C :J arrange

ments. Hence, the total number of the structures consisting 
of a l +a2 particles plusz-(a l +a2) vacant sites and occupy
ing a particular position on the lattice created when q, +q, 
particles are arranged in all possible ways on N sites is given 
by 

(
N-Z )(N-z-(ql-a,) ). 
q,-a, q,-a, 

(3) 

From the similar arguments, when q mixed particles of v 
kinds are arranged in all possible ways in a lattice, the total 
number of given structures of z sites composed of a particles 
plus z - a vacant sites which appear at a particular position 
in the lattice becomes 

X(N-Z-(ql-al)-"'- (q v_l-a ,,1») 
q,,-a v 

(4) 

where q = "L<. Iqj and a = L<=c laj, There are a z distinguish
able ways of placing such a structure on the lattice and the 
quantity (4) is independent of the position for the present 
case of single particles, i.e., A. = 1, where A. refers to the num
ber of contiguous lattice sites occupied by a particle. There
fore, N z , the total number of such structures created when q 
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mixed particles of v kinds are arranged in all possible ways 

on N equivalent sites is 

_ v (N-z-jf (qk-ak») 
Nz -O"zI1 k~ I • 

j~1 qj-aj 

(5) 

On the other hand, W, the total number of distinguish
able ways in which q mixed particles of v kinds are arranged 
in all possible ways on a lattice of N equivalent sites is given 

by 

N! 
W=-----

v 

(N-q)! I1qj! 
j~1 

v (N- jf q k) 
= II k=1 . 

j=I qj 

(6) 

Thus the exact ensemble average number of the structures 
per arrangement, nz, is 

Nz n =-
z W 

which leads to 

n z =0" z [q,(q,-1) ... (q,-a , + 1) ] [qz(qz-ql)'" 

X [N(N-1)(N-2)···(N-z+ 1) J- 1 

v 

for N=I= Iqj' and 
j=l 

X[N(N-1)(N-2)···(N-z+l) J- 1 

v 

for N= Iqj' 
j=1 

III. MIXED NEAREST-NEIGHBOR PAIRS ON 
PURE LATTICES 

(7) 

(8) 

(9) 

In this section we consider the ensemble average num
ber of several mixed nearest-neighbor pairs per arrange-
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ment, created when mixed single particles are arranged in all 
possible ways on a two-dimensional (R xS )-rectangular lat
tice and a three-dimensional (R XSX T)-rectangular para
llelelpiped lattice whose three axes are composed of R, S, and 
Tsites. 

A. Mixed nearest-neighbor pairs on (R X S)
rectangular lattice 

O"z for a similar (rXs)-rectangular structure forming on 
the lattice is given by! 

0" z =(R -r+ 1)(S-s+ 1)+(R -s+ 1)(S-r+ 1) (10) 

for r=l=s. Hence, for instance, the exact ensemble average 
number per arrangement of mixed first-nearest-neighbor 
pairs of different kinds of particles 1 and 2 (n!J, numbers of 
the mixed third-nearest-neighbor pairs with (n1l2) and with
out (n 10Z) intervening particle created when q mixed particles 
of v kinds are arranged in all possible ways may be derived 
respectively by setting [r=2, s= 1, aj=az= 1, aj=O(j=3, 
4, ... v»),[r= 3, s= 1, al =2, az= 1, aj=O(j=3, 4,. .. ,v)] and 
[r=3, s= 1, al=az= 1,aj =O(j=3, 4,. .. ,v») in Eq. (8) and 
(10) with N=RS and z=rs, as 

n 12=2(2RS-R-S) qlqZ, (11) 
RS(RS-l) 

nl =2(2RS-2R-2S) ql(q,-l)qz , (12) 
lZ RS(RS-I)(RS-2) 

and 

nO =2(2RS-2R-2S) qlqz(RS-q) (13) 
1 z RS(RS-l)(RS-2) , 

where the factor 2 prior to the brackets in (11)-(13) arises 
from interchangeability between the particles 1 and 2 in the 
mixed nearest-neighbor pairs. 

Further, the O"z for a linear array of r contiguous sites 
along diagonals is given byl 

O"z=2(R-r+l)(S-r+1). (14) 

Thus, n '12' the exact ensemble average number of the sec
ond-nearest-neighbor pairs (i.e., the first-nearest-neighbor 
pairs along a diagonal) per arrangement is obtained by set
ting [z=r=2,a ,=az=l,a j =O(j=3,4,. .. ,v) 1 in (8) and 
(14) as 

(15) 

The ensemble average numbers of these nearest-neigh
bor pairs per site (n/N) corresponding to the (11)-(13) and 
(15) lead to 4()J)2, 4() T, 4()1()2(l-(), and 4(),()Z, respectively, 
in the limit as Rand S approach infinity, where () denotes 
surface coverage defined by () = q / RS and () j = q j / RS. 
These limiting quantities have been used in the term of 
"Langmuir-Hinshelwood mechanism" for kinetical analy
sis of catalytic reactions involved in several kinds of ad
sorbed species on a solid surface. Now I have derived the 
exact relations which are particularly useful for the analysis 
of surface reactions on crystalline lattices so small that the 
sites of corners or edges in the lattices cannot be neglected. 
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B. Mixed nearest-neighbor pairs in a (R X S X T)
three-dimensional parallelepiped lattice 

First we consider the U z for a (rxs X t )-parallelepiped 
type structure forming in a similar type of (R X S X T)-paral
lelepiped lattice. In this case, there are 
(R -r+ 1)(S -s+ 1)(T -t+ 1) distinguishable ways ofplac
ing the structure in the lattice, of which (R -r+ 1) are of one 
kind along an axis among the three axes, and (S - s + 1) or 
(T -t+ 1) the other along the second or third axis. Thus, 

U Z =(R -r+ l)(S-s+ 1)(T -t+ 1)+(R -s+ 1) 

X(S-r+I)(T-t+I )+(R-r+I)(S-t+I) 

X(T -s+ I)+(R -t+ l)(S-s+ I)(T -r+ 1) (16) 

uz=(R -r+ 1)(S-r+ 1)(T -t+ 1)+(R-t+ 1)(S-r+ 1) 

X(T -r+ 1)+(R -r+ l)(S-t+ I)(T -r+ 1) (17) 

for r=s=l=t, and 

u z =( R -r+ I)(S -r+ I)(T--r+ 1) (18) 

for r=s=t. Hence, the exact ensemble average number of 
the mixed first-nearest-neighbor pairs of particles per ar
rangement, nW_12' created when q particles of v kinds are 
arranged in all possible ways in a (R XSX T)-superlattice 
(i.e., N ="'iJ,~ Iq) is obtained by setting [r=s= 1, t=2, 
a,=a2= 1, aj=O U=3,4,.··,v)] in Eqs. (9) and (17) with 
N=RSTand z=rst as 

n //l.12 =2(3RST -RS-RT -ST ) RST(~~zT -1)' (19) 

Further, the U z for a linear array of r-contiguous sites 
along diagonals through the second- or third-nearest-neigh
bor sites in the lattice is obtained respectively as 

U z =2 [(R--r+ I)(S-r+ I)T 

+(R -r+ 1)(T -r+ I)S 

+(S -r+ 1)(T -r+ I)R (20) 

or 

U z =4(R-r+ I)(S-r+ I)(T -r+ 1), (21) 

where the factor 2 or 4 arises because there are two or four 
distinguishable directions of the diagonals respectively in the 
lattice. Thus, the ensemble average number of the mixed 
second-and third-nearest-neighbor pairs (i.e, first- and sec
ond nearest-neighbor pairs along diagonals) are derived by 
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setting [r=2, a, =az= 1, aj=O U=3,4,. .. ,v)] in Eqs. (9), 
(20), and (21), respectively as 

n 1lI_12=4[3RST -2(RS+RT +ST) 

and 

n ;I!.12 =8(R-I)(S-I)(T- +) 

(23) 

where the interchangeability between the particles 1 and 2 is 
also taken into account. These quantities (19), (22), and (23) 
lead to ¢q,q2/N when R, Sand 1).1, where ¢ denotes the 
coordination number of the corresponding nearest-neighbor 
site. 

IV. GENERAL EXPRESSION FOR MIXED 
PARTICLES ON MIXED LATTICE 

In this section we derive a general expression which 
describes exactly the ensemble average number of the struc
tures created when q mixed particles of v kinds are arranged 
in all possible ways on a lattice composed of K different kinds. 
This is closely associated with order-disorder problems in 
alloys. 

When N j is the number of sites of the sublattice of ith 
kind and qiJ the number of particles ofjth kind which occupy 
the sublattice of ith kind, W (the total number of distinguish
able ways in which q such mixed particles of v kinds are 
arranged in all possible ways on the lattice consisting of K 

sub lattices) is given by 

W= II'- ___ N~j! __ _ 
v v 

j = I (N -" )' II ., i £. q i.j· q lJ' 
j- I j= I 

" v (Ni-jf qi.k ) =IIII kl . 

I ~ Ij~ I q I.k 

(24) 

From the similar arguments to those described in Sec. II, the 
total number of given structures composed of z sites ap
peared in such Warrangements is obtained as 
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v-I ... (N. -z. - ,~, (q •. , -a •. ,)) 

q K,v -a K,V 

( 

j-I ) 
K v N·-z· "'(q'k-a'k) 

II II 
1 1 ~ I, I, 

=0' z k=1 , 

i=1j=1 q jJ -a iJ 
(25) 

where Z; denotes the number of sites in the structure which 
occupy the sublattice of ith kind and a iJ is the number of 
particles ofjth kind contained in the Z; sites, therefore 

z= Iz jand a= I i a ;J' 
;=1 ;=lj=1 

Thus, the ensemble average number of the structures of 
z sites per arrangement in this case is expressed by 

X(q;J -a i,j + I)] [(N; -q ;)(N; -q; - I) .. · 

X(N;-q;-zi+ai+ I) ][Ni(Ni-I) ... 

X(Ni-zi+I) rl, (26) 

where q i = iq ;Jand a i = i a iJ' and when N;=qi (i= I, 
j=1 j=1 

2, .... K). (26) leads to 
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K V 

a z II II [ q ;J ( q ;J - 1 ) ... 
;=li=1 

x ( q iJ - a iJ + 1) ] [ N ; ( N ; - I) ... 

X(N;-z;+I) r l
• (27) 

Now we apply the expression (27) to a binary alloy ofa 
NaCl type rectangular (R XSX T)-parallelepiped. In this 
case the ensemble average number of the mixed first-nearest
neighbor pairs of particles per arrangement is obtained by 
setting [K=v=2. NI=Nz=v/2. and (al,1 = a 2,2 = I. a 1,2 
=a2,1 =0) or (a l .2=a2,1 = 1. au =a2.2 =0)] in (27) withO'z 
= 3RST-RT-ST-RS as 

(3RST -RS-RT -ST) (q IA 2,2 + q 1,2q 2,1). (28) 
NlN2 NINz 

Ifwe introduce the term "degree oflong range order" s'. then 
we have 

(I +s') q 1,1 q 2,2 
and 

2 Nl N z 

(I -s') q 1,2 q 2,1 

2 Nl N z 

Using these relations. (28) leads to 

(3RST - RS - RT -ST)(I +s'2)/2. 

(29) 

(30) 

which is the exact expression of the ensemble average num
ber of the mixed first-nearest-neighbor pairs of particles de
rived within the framework of random distribution. The 
quantity (30) gives 3N (1 +s'2)/2 in the limit as R. S. and T 
approach infinity. which is equivalent to the value derived 
previously by approximate method, J 

'E. Miyazaki and I. Yasumori, J. Math. Phy. 18,215 (1977). 
'E. Miyazaki, Proc. 7th Intern. Vac. Congr. & 3rd Intern. Conf. Solid 
Surfaces (Vienna, 1977), 1, 807 (1977). 
'For instance, R. H. Fowler and E. A. Guggenheim, Statistical Thermody
namics (Cambridge. U. P., Cambridge, 1960). 
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Multi.pole wavefunctions for photoelectrons in crystals. IV. 
The Irregular functions and the matching to an impurity8) 

G. Strinati 

Department of Physics. University of Chicago. Chicago. Illinois 60637 
(Received 8 May 1978) 

Extension of the meth~ of partial waves to scattering by an impurity center in a crystal requires the 
construction of energy eIgenfunctions of the unperturbed crystal that are irregular at the center. These 
Irreg~lar .solutions of a nonseparable problem are constructed by utilizing the expansion of the Green's 
fun~t\On mto the regular solutions symmetry-adapted about the impurity center, which have been obtained 
earher: The wavefunctio~ within an impurity can thus be continued throughout the surrounding crystal by 
matchmg It at the Impunty boundary to a superposition of regular and irregular solutions. This procedure 
IS compared to the current EXAFS treatment of photoabsorption. 

I. INTRODUCTION 

This paper develops a mathematical framework for 
matching the wavefunctions of a localized impurity and of 
its surrounding unperturbed crystalline medium. The 
matching constitutes the interface for connecting atomic 
and band properties. Our method extends to crystals the par
tial wave expansion which is familiar for spherical symme
try. This paper deals with certain aspects of the solutions of 
the Schrodinger equation with potential fields that possess 
point group symmetry about an impurity center as well as 
translational crystal symmetry except for the presence of 
this center. 

We divide the crystal into an internal region where the 
perturbing potential is effective, and an external region 
where the crystal is unperturbed. In previous papersl"" we 
considered a complete set of solutions in the external re~ion, 
symmetry-adapted to the point group, which remain bound
ed when continued into the center of the internal region. For 
this reason we call them regular multipole wavefunctions. 
However, the matching of an impurity wavefunction and of 
its normal derivative at the boundary of the internal region 
requires also the knowledge of the corresponding set of irreg
ular multipole wavefunctions, that is, off unctions which 
would become singular when continued into the center of the 
internal region. The construction of these irregular functions 
constitutes the main task of this paper. 

The regular multipole wavefunctions result from a uni
tary transformation of the Bloch waves with real k vectors/ 
analogous to the construction of the spherical Bessel func
tions by superposition of plane waves. Irregular multipole 
wavefunctions could then be constructed by analogy to the 
corresponding construction of the spherical Neumann func
tions, namely, by the integral representation in terms of 
plane waves, 

n (kr)=_l-i d8sin8 eikrcosep (cos8) 
I 4i'+1 c I' 

(1.1) 

where C is a suitable path in the complex 8 plane. 5 However, 
in the crystal situation the nonseparability of angular varia-

")Work supported by the Department of Energy, Division of Basic Energy 
Sciences, Contract No. COO-1674-140. 

bles makes it difficult to identify the appropriate path in the 
three-dimensional complex domain ofk vectors. Moreover, 
even though Bloch waves with complex k vectors can be 
defined by analytic continuation,6 degeneracies among 
bands make their constructive definition unpractical. On the 
other hand, the Neumann functions can also be defined by a 
Green's function formalism, 7 which depends only on general 
properties of partial differential equations rather than on the 
separation of variables for spherical symmetry. Extension of 
this procedure proves feasible. 

In spherical symmetry a wave function can be expanded 
into spherical partial waves in both the internal and the ex
ternal region. The matching at the spherical boundary can 
thus be performed by considering one partial wave at a time, 
working with radial wavefunctions only. An equivalent 
statement is that the portion of the boundary contained in 
the basic domainS in spherical symmetry reduces to a single 
point, so that it suffices to perform the matching at anyone 
reference point on the sphere, the symmetry taking care of 
the rest. When the symmetry is lowered to a point group, the 
portion of the boundary surface contained in the basic do
main hasfinite extension; an infinite number offunctions is 
then needed to perform the matching for each symmetry 
species. 

The impurity wavefunction in the internal region could 
be calculated by an extension of the cellular method of band 
theory, e.g., in the formulation of Altmann et al. 9 Alternati
vely, a variational calculation within the internal region 
would apply regardless of nonsphericity of the internal re
gion, and, most of all, would also enable one to treat the 
internal region as a many-particle problem. This approach 
to the impurity problem in crystals would thus eventually 
converge to an R-matrix calculation. lo 

Full specification of the impurity potential would re
quire taking into account the relaxation of the medium about 
the impurity so as to screen completely the effect of the im
purity outside the internal region. This problem exceeds the 
scope of this paper and will be treated separately. 

The plan of the paper is as follows. Section II summa
rizes properties of the regular multipole wavefunctions. Sec
tion III solves the one-electron Schrodinger equation with 
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an impurity center formally, while Sec. IV recasts the solu
tions in a form that holds in the external region only. Section 
V introduces a set of harmonics of the boundary of the inter
nal region. The matching of the impurity wavefunction and 
of its normal derivative is treated in Sec. VI. Section VII 
compares the present approach with current EXAFS theor
ies of photoabsorption. 

II. PROPERTIES OF THE REGULAR MUL TIPOLE 
WAVEFUNCTIONS 

This section summarizes properties of the regular 
multi pole wavefunctions Yl~l) ( r;E J.L) to be used in the fol
lowing and discusses their analytic dependence on the ener
gyE. 

The Yl functions are obtained by unitary transforma
tion of the set of Bloch waves (j?J.L(r;k) with energy EJ.L(k) =E3: 

Yl(ri) (r'E ) Lq 'J.L 

di~ ') p (r' n(k E )(r'" r' ,,)1 ri), X 2.. Lq ; I' I, '1-"1' (11.1 ) 
i'~1 

where fl stands both for the Brillouin zone and for its vol
ume. The coupling coefficients (F , i', r (f1 )ri), which were 
implied but not explicitly indicated in Ref. 4, serve to reduce 
the Kronecker product representation r{f1) X r '(f1) being 
the one-dimensional irreducible representation of the Wan
nier function a (r).' As in Refs. 3 and 4, we confine ourselves 
to crystals with a single atom per unit cell and with the atom 
at the cell's center. The role of the various factors in the 
integral ofEq. (11.1) and the specification of the phase of the 
Bloch waves have been discussed in Ref. 4. We need only to 
recall here that the functions .91: 

(i) are real, that is, they correspond to standing-wave 
type solutions of the unperturbed crystal Hamiltonian, Ho; 

(ii) transform according to the ith row of the irreducible 
representation r of the crystal point group acting at r=O, 
that is, at the position of the impurity; 

(iii) are normalized according to 

fd rYl(rl) (r'E ) Yl(~~) (r'E' ,) Lq , I' Lq , J.L 

= D (E - E') D J.LJ.L,D LL' D qq" (11.2) 

where the integration extends over the whole (infinite) 
crystal; 

(iv) are complete in the sense that 

l
max( E,,) 

L. dE L Yl<[;)(r;EJ.L)Yl~t)(r';EJ.L)=D(r-r'). 
J.L mm( E,,) nLq 

(11.3) 

The factor i~ L has been included, as noted in Sec. X of Ref. 4, 
to make the Yl real. 
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The Yl functions have an alternative representation in 
terms of Wannier functions': 

X(r't, r{f1)~i), 

with coefficients (called lattice multipoles) 

1 
(n+tJ.Llr'i'Lq)- iLn 

(11.4) 

X L dkD[E-EI,(k)]P~' n(k;EJ.L)exp[ik.(n+t)]. (11.5) 

These coefficients converge to zero for any given n 

l~~I(n+tJ.L~i'Lq)£,,!=O, (11.6) 

and for any given L 

l(n+tl,r'i'Lq)E"I=O(1!1nj). (11.7) 

One may also show that 

I(n+tl,r' i'Lq)£,,!< [DI,(E)] 1I2Gf')(ln+tJ.LI), (11.8) 

where DiE) is the density of states of the unperturbed crys
tal contributed by the ,uth band per crystal cell, and 
G <[ ')~n + tJ.Ll) is a geometrical factor. This factorization per
mits one to show that lattice multipoles with high L have 
vanishing amplitude in the proximity of the central cell, 
n=O. Moreover, because, for smalllrl, liml~oo~J.L(r-n)1 
= 0, we expect that the Yl functions with high L will also have 
vanishing amplitude for smalll~, say on the boundary of the 
internal zone. The maximum value of L, L max' that one needs 
to consider will then depend essentially on the convergence 
of the Wannier expansion (11.4). 

The series (11.4) is uniformly convergent over the inter
val [min(EJ.L)' max(EJ.L)]' The Yl functions are, therefore, 
continuous functions of E in that interval and vanish at the 
band edges. One can also show that the lattice multipoles 
(11.5) are analytic functions of E within the range ofthe band 
except at critical energies Ec where they exhibit singularities 
not worse than those of the density of states DiE).ll We can 
consider the Yl functions to have the same dependence on E 
as the lattice multipoles because, for practical applications 
the series (11.4) will include a finite number of terms. 

III. THE SCATTERING BY AN IMPURITY 

Our task is to solve the one-electron Schrodinger 
equation 

(H + V) lj/(rt)(r)=EIj/(rl)(r), o E,'! E,'! (111.1 ) 

where Ho is the Hamiltonian of the unperturbed crystal and 
V is the perturbing impurity potential. V is assumed to be 
nonvanishing in the internal region only, as discussed in the 
Introduction, and to possess the point group symmetry of 
the crystal about r = 0. The discrete index A. distinguishes 
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eigensolutions with the same energy E and symmetry species 
n. In this Section we will solve Eq. (111.1) in a formal way by 
adapting standard techniques of scattering theory. In Sec. IV 
we will specialize the solutions to a form that holds in the 
external region only. 

Because the 9? functions form a complete system and 
because the perturbing potential V possesses the crystal 

point group symmetry, we can represent each IJI~FJ.) (r) by 
an expansion into .UJt functions belonging to the same sym
metry species: 

1
max(£,,) 

1JI(Ti)( r) = '" dE €,A £.. 
}1 min(E

1
,) 

X '" uJ1(n)( ·E )D(n) (E . ) £.. ;;/[ Lq r, I' Lq.A I' ,E , (111.2) 
Lq 

thus reducing the Schrodinger equation (111.1) to the form 

x I <Llj', E ;,Wi,Lq,E,,)(TI)D ~'~ (E,,;E) =0. (111.3) 
Lq 

Here we have set 

<L" E' lIAr E >(ri) q , ,,' • ~q, " 

=fdr uJ1 (Tl) (r'E ' ,) V,UJt(f")(r' E ) 
- ;;/[ L'q' , " " Lq , I" (111.4) 

where the range of Vlimits the integration to the internal 
region. 

We are interested in values of E within the allowed range 
ofa band. The quantity (E' -E) in Eq. (111.3) may, therefore, 
vanish, Equation (III. 3) can thus be cast in the form of a 
linear integral equation 12 

l
max( E,,) 

. dEI<L" E;J~q,E,,>(ri) 
X mill(E,,) Lq q, 

(111.5) 

where BP means that the principal part is to be taken in any 
integration over the singularity, and the coefficients a are to 
be determined by boundary conditions. Equation (111.5) 
generates an infinite Neumann's series, 13 and its formal solu
tion is 
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D (n) (E'·) "( E') (TI) () BP 
L'q',A ""E =u E- a L'q',A E ,,' + (E-E') 

X I I <U/ ,E){(i,Lq,E,,>(rr) 
1111. Lq 

(T) 
Xa L~'A (E I,)' (III.6) 

Here the symbol Lu J € means that the summation is extended 
only to those bands whose energy range includes E. Equation 
(111.6) defines the K matrix.14 The two terms on the right
hand side ofEq. (111.6) represent contributions "on the ener
gy shell" and "off the energy shell," respectively. 

We now insert the solution (111.6) into the expansion 
(1II.2) and get 

lJI(ri)(r)= '" '" g}(ri)(r' E )a(n) (E ) 
€.A £.. £.. Lq '1' Lq,A I" 

(111.7) 
11'1, Lq 

where 

jp(Ti)(r' E )=::J?(rr)(r' E ) 
• Lq 'fl Lq' 11 

+ I ;;/' (Illax(r;,,) dE' I i"l(~~~)(r;E ;,,) 
11' JllliTl(E 11 ) Le/ 

1 <L" E' IYi,L >(rl) x-- q, Il'~~ q,E,l . 
E-E' 

(III. 8) 

(The principal-value integrals in this equation and in the 
following are mathematically well defined for all E within a 
band owing to the analytical behavior of the 9? as functions 
of E. Furthermore, integrals of this type have been evaluated 
numerically without difficulty.)15 The effect of the impurity 
is thus to modify each 9? function with energy E by adding to 
it the second term ofEq. (111.8), which consists of functions 
9?(E') with E'=FE, and hence orthogonal and linearly inde
pendent of ,'h'(E) itself. 

The orthonormalization condition of the functions 
Vt~r} (r) can be worked out either by using operator tech
niques, as in Ref. 14, or, more directly, by using Eq. (111.5). 
Attention must be then paid when integrating through the 
double principal part singularity, as shown in detail in Ap
pendix A of Ref. 16. The result is: 

f dr lfI' n)( r) lfI' ('O(r) 
€,A € .A 

=I (max(E,,) dEID~'.~(E,,; E)D~:~,(E'l; E') 
11 Jrnin( E I' ) Lq 

=O(E-E') I I[a}~~(EI,)a~:~,(IO,,) 
11'1, Lq 

(T) (r) ) +(3 Lq',A ( lO ,l)(3 L:.A,(IO,l j, (III.9) 
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where 

P<[;,\(EIJ 1T L L <Lq,El'iKlLq', El'iri)aC[q~:A (EI")' 
11"1, Lii 

The eigenfunctions IJI ~:J? (r) are thus properly 
orthonormalized by setting 

u A (E) 'UA,(E)+ P A (E)'P A,(E) =8 AA' 

(111.10) 

(111.11) 

at each E, where UiE) ! a~,1( E 1'»). Note that we have 
taken the coefficients a of the expansion (111.7) to be real. 
The{3's, which are defined in terms of the real and symmetric 
K matrix on the energy shell,14 are then real, too. 

IV. SYMMETRY-ADAPTED GREEN'S 
FUNCTIONS AND IRREGULAR FUNCTIONS 

In Sec. III we have represented the eigenfunctions of 
the full HamiltonianHo+ Vin a form [Eq. (111.7)] that holds 
everywhere in space, that is, both in the internal and the 
external region. In this Sec. we recast Eq. (111.7) into a more 
compact form that holds in the external region only. The 
internal region will be treated instead by a different 
approach, 

We start by rewriting the elementary solutions (111.8) 
into the equivalent form: 

i71(Ti) (r'E) = Y?(Tt) (r' E ) 
Lq' Lq' I' 

(IV. I) 

Here G ~ri) (r;r') is the symmetry-adapted principal-value 
Green's function 

l
maX(E,,) 

G~ri)(r; r') = L 9 dE 
I' min(E,,) 

x~ y?(ri)(r'E )_I_y?(ri)(r"E ) 
£.. Lq 'I' E Lq 'I" 
Lq E-

(IV.2) 

This function is symmetry-adapted in that it transforms 
acording to the ith row of the irreducible representation r of 
the crystal point group under group transformations of ei
therrorr'. Since the Green's function is singular at r=r', the 
bilinear expression on the right-hand side ofEq. (IV.2) con
verges to G ~ri) (r; r/) in the distribution sense, that is, only 
when integrated over some test function. 

Equation (IV,2) constitutes an eigenfunction expansion 
of the Green's function G~rt)(r; r'). In the usual context of 
problems fully separable, e.g., in spherical coordinates, the 
Green's function can be represented either by an expansion 
analogous to Eq. (IV.2) or, alternatively, in its "closed 
form," i.e., as product of the regular and the irregular solu
tions of a one-dimensional equation. 11 For instance, when Ho 
is the free space Hamiltonian, 
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(IV,3) 

We want to generalizeEq. (IV. 3) to the crystal situation where 
the variables cannot be separated. 

The following considerations hold irrespectively ofsepa
ration of variables: 

(i) Owing to the definition, Eq, (IV.2), and to the com
pleteness of the Y? functions, Eq. (11.2), the full principal
value Green's function 

G • (r; r') = L G ~Ti) (r; r/) 
Ti 

satisfies the inhomogeneous equation 

(Ho-E)G.(r; r/)= -8(r-r/), 

(lV.4) 

(IV,S) 

where Ho operates either on r or on r/. For r=#or/, G.(r; r') 
thus satisfies the corresponding homogeneous equation with 
the boundary condition of being regular at either r=O or 
r/ =0, These two properties hold as well for each separate 
term of Eq. (IV.4), G ~ri) (r; r/). 

(ii) Because the principal value integration in Eq. (lV.2) 
excludes contributions "on the energy shell," the second 
term on the right-hand side ofEq. (IV. I) represents a func
tion which is linearly independent of all Y? functions with 
energy E. At the same time, this term is a solution of Ho in the 
external region corresponding to the same eigenvalue E. 

Therefore, in analogy with Eq, (lV,3), we can represent 
the symmetry-adapted principal-value Green's function 
G ~Ti) (r; r/) ,for r in the external region and r/ in the internal 
region, as 

G~rt)(r; r')=1T L L f~:J)(r; E)y?~J)(r/; EI')' 
lid, Lq 

(IV.6) 

This expansion defines the set of irregular multipole wave

functions J~i) (r; EIJ which are linearly independent of 
the multipole wavefunctions Y?~t) (r; EI')' which have the 
same energy E but are constrained to be regular. The actual 
construction of this set will be discussed below, 

Substitution ofEq. (IV,6) into Eq. (IV. 1) expresses the 
elementary solutions, for r in the external region, as 

i71(Ti) (r' E ) 
Lq 'I' 

= rjl(ri) ( r' E)+ ~ ~ a( Ti)( r' r ) 
'Lq 'I' 1T £.. L ,J Li/ '''I'' 

II" I, L'q' 

(IV,7) 

The corresponding formula for the general solution (III. 7) is 
then 
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t[I~~) (r) = I I[ .%'~) (r; Ell) a~:~ (E 11) 

1111, Lq 

+f(Ti)(r' E ){3(TI) (E )] 
Lq , 11 Lq,J.. 11 (IV.8) 

with the /3's defined in Eq. (III. 10). This expression general
izes to a crystal field the familiar expression of the wavefunc
tion outside the range of a spherically symmetric scatterer, 
as a linear superposition of regular and irregular solutions of 
the residual Hamiltonian Ho. Note how the dependence on 
the perturbing potential Vis now included in the coefficients 
{3. 

The actual construction of the irregular functions f 
from the defining equations (IV.2) and (IV.6) requires us to 
disentangle them from the infinite sum over Lin Eq. (IV.6). 
To this end, notice that, because the.%' functions ofr' in the 
internal region converge to zero as L--+ 00, they are not all 
linearly independent within this region. As a measure o/lin
ear independence we consider the Gram determinant of the 
N.%' functions with lowest values of L. IS The value of this 
determinant decreases steadily as a function of increasing N 
for large N. Consider a value of N, N max' at which the Gram 
determinant has fallen below a preestablished low level. The 
value of L, L max' corresponding to N max limits a subset of.%' 
functions with L <Lmax' We can then construct a set offunc
tions "reciprocal" (i.e., orthogonalized) to this subset of .%' 
functions over the internal region. 19 Successive integration 
over the internal region of the product of Eqs. (IV.2), or 
(lV.6), and of each reciprocal function will thus furnish each 
of the irregular functions f with L<Lmax ' Only this subset 
of f Lq is, in fact, required in Eq. (IV.8) because the coeffi
cients (3 Lq vanish for large L. An alternative procedure will 
be found appropriate for our boundary problem, in Sec. VI, 
because only the value of f and of its normal derivative on 
the boundary are actually needed. 

V. THE HARMONICS OF THE BOUNDARY 

The coefficients a and (3 ofEq. (IV.8) must be chosen to 
satisfy the boundary conditions of continuity of the wave
function and of its normal derivative across the boundary ~ 
of the internal region. ~ can be the boundary surface of the 
Wigner-Seitz unit cell containing the impurity, or, more 
generally, of a number of these cells; that is, ~ is a piecewise 
smooth surface, consisting of a finite number of plane sur
faces. As discussed in the Introduction, we confine the actual 
matching to the portion of ~ within a single basic domain, 
because ~ possesses the point group symmetry of the crystal 
and because the wavefunctions in both the internal and the 
external region are classified according to symmetry. 

We shall perform the matching by expanding the wave
function and its normal derivative on both side of ~ into a 
complete and orthonormal set of harmonics of the boundary 
surface. In other words, we shall perform the matching by 
the method of least squares rather than at a chosen mesh of 
points over~. The harmonics of the boundary surface can be 
determined by a procedure analogous to that employed in 
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Refs. 2 and 3 to calculate the harmonics of the constant
energy surface in k-space. We then indicate the harmonics of 
~ by Q ~'~(r; ~, the discrete indices X' 'I being analogs of 
the Lq of Refs. 2 and 3. The Q's are: 

(i) orthonormalized with unit weight over ~, that is, 

¢ x dO" Q (';i) (r; 'VI Q (~i! ,( r,' ~) =0 .p .,>0 0 " (V. I) 
./ 'i ~) ,- 'I ../ .J "1,/' 

(ii) complete over ~, that is, any piecewise smooth func
tionf (Ti) (r) can be expressed over ~ as 

(V.2) 

the coefficientsf 57 being determined as usual by 

If:} =<X' 'IIi> <[0 = ¢ X dO" Q <£:'~( r; ~/ (ri) (r) . 
(V.3) 

Consider, e.g., the surface of an fcc Wigner-Seitz unit 
cell. The portion of ~ within the basic domain 
(2b;;.y;;'x;;'z;;'O) has equationx+y=2b withb=aI4, a being 
the lattice constant. The integral over ~ of any group invar
iant function then reduces to 

¢x dO"f(x,y,Z)= 48V2f d1Jf-" dzf(b-1J, b+1J,z) 

(V.4) 

The overlap integrals entering the expansion of the Q into 
polynomials in x, y, and z 2.3 can be now calculated 
anaytically in a lengthy but straightforward way. For stance, 

Q;4, J(r; ~) is proportional to (rib )'-5/2. 

VI. THE MATCHING TO AN IMPURITY 

In this section we sketch two alternative methods for 
calculating the impurity wavefunctions in the internal re
gion and for matching them to the wavefunctions (IV.S) of 
the external region. Since every energy eigenvalue in the con
tinuum possesses an infinite multiplicity, each method in
volves boundary conditions that identity a set of solutions 
uniquely. 

A. Outward integration of the Schrodinger 
equation 

Following Altmann et al.,' one may expand both the 
centrosymmetric impurity potential and the impurity wave
functions in the internal region into spherical harmonics 
symmetry-adapted to the crystal point group about r=O. 
The Schrodinger equation (III. 1 ) thus reduces to a system of 
coupled differential equations for the radial wavefunctions. 
This systems is integrated from r = 0 up to the surface of a 
sphere circumscribing the internal region. Each solution, A., 
is identified by initial conditions at r=O. This procedure 
specifies the values of t[I~~)( r) and of(alav)t[I~?(r) on 
the inner face of ~ for each A.. The eigensolutions can be then 
continued into the surrounding unperturbed crystalline 
medium by Eq. (IV.8) with coefficients a and {3 so adjusted 
that the values of t[I~~) (r) and (alav)t[I~~) (r) coincide on 
the outer and inner faces of ~. 

The problem of finding the coefficients a and {3 can be 
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reduced to an inhomogeneous system of algebraic equations 
by expanding I/I~)(r) and(alav)I/I~.~O(r) on both faces of 
~ into the harmonics Q ~~ (r; ~ introduced in Sec. V. 
With the notation ofEq. (V.3), the system reads 

~r)<.? IlJi'nt)(TO E." 'I E.".x 
= I I[<.?'1I~Lq(€~»fOa~~(€~) 

I~l, Lq 

(VI. 1) 

(VI. 2) 

The normalization factor JV<.-2 of the wavefunctions I/I~~l 
will be determined by the requirement that the a's and /3's 
satsify Eqs. (III. 9) and (111.11). 

In Eqs. (VI. 1) and (VI.2) the indices'? and L range in 
principle over an infinite set of values. However, truncation 
of the sums on the right-hand side to include only the first N 
terms with lowest L can be guided by the discussion at the 
end of Sec. IV. Each equation then contains 2N unknowns, 
that is, the 2N ratios al Jf/' and PI Jf/'. These 2N ratios are 
determined uniquely by Eqs. (VI. 1) and (VI.2) by including 
exactly N terms in the expansions into Q's. Alternatively one 
might include a larger number of Q's and obtain an approxi
mation for the a's and/3's by least squares. 21 Knowledge of N 
solutions (a", (3,,) (A = 1, ... ,N) is equivalent to calculating 
the NX N submatrix of K, Eq. (111.10), "on the energy 
shell." These N solutions should, in general, be 
orthonormalized to satisfy Eq. (111.11). 

The overlap integrals <.? 'II f Lq ( € ~ »<Jo and 
<.? 'II (alav) f Lq( € ~»fl) are to be determined by project
ing Eqs. (IV.2) and (IV.6) onto the boundary~. In view of 
the singularities of the Green's function at r=r', one may 
consider initially two slightly separate surfaces, ~ < for r' 
and ~ > for r, which then converge onto~. Projection onto a 
pair of harmonics of these surfaces, Q ~'~ (r~ » and 
Q ~ll,i'.( r'~ <), gives 

I &' rmaX(E,,) dE 

~ Jmin(E,,) 

=17' I I <.? '1l f Lq( € ~»<JI)<~ Lq( € ~)I.?''1'>~rl). 
I~l. Lq 

(VI.3) 
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As the left-hand side ofEq. (VI.3) is finite, the series on the 
right-hand side may be truncated after the first N terms. 
Considering also N harmonics Q only, Eq. (VI.3) reduces to 
N inhomogeneous systems, f:ach of N equations, for the NZ 
unknown matrix elements <.? 'II f Lq ( € ~ »<J? ' which can 
thus be determined uniquely. One can proceed similarly to 

determine <.? '11(al av) f Lq ( € ~ »f') , noting that the sur
face integrals remain finite in spite of the sharper singularity 
of the gradient of the Green's function. 

B. Variational calculation within the internal 
region 

A variational method can be used alternatively to calcu
late the impurity wavefunction within the internal region. In 
fact, variational methods are particularly suited to deal with 
nonseparable Schrodinger equations. 

For our continuous spectrum where the energy eigen
value € is specified in advance within the allowed range of a 
band, we look for the extrema of the integral22 

with the subsidiary condition: 

¢.x dulJ!2=l. 

(VI.4) 

(VI.5) 

Here Vc + V represents the sum of the unperturbed crystal 
potential and of the impurity effect, and v and~ stand for the 
volume and the surface of the internal region. A necessary 
condition for an extremum of J [1/1] is that 1/1 satisfies the 
Schrodinger equation (111.1) with the natural boundary 
condition 

[al/l -bl/l] =0. 
av .x 

(VI. 6) 

The constant parameter b = b" plays the role of eigenvalue of 
the normal derivative. 22 At any given energy €, the set of 
boundary values of the corresponding eigenfunctions 1/1" is 
then complete and orthonormal over the boundary surface, 

¢ .xdu 1/1" 1/1 ,,' =0 AA" (VI. 7) 

The matching to the wavefunction in the external re
gion, Eq. (IV.8), can proceed in analogy to Sec. VI A. The 
boundary values of the variational eigenfunctions 1/1" may 
serve here as the harmonics of the boundary surface. Equa
tions (VI.l) and (VI.2) thus become 

JV<.-20"".= I I [<A'I~Lq(€~»fl)a~~1(€~) 
I~l, Lq 

(VI. 8) 

JV<.-~)b ,,0 U' 

= I I [(A' 1~~L/€~)}(r,)ar:.1(€~) 
I~l. Lq av .x 

(VI.9) 
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where the matrices on the left-hand side of Eqs. (VI. 1 ) and 
(VI.2) are replaced by 8 ,lA' and by b A 8 AA' • 

The alternative methods of Secs. VI A and VI B might 
complement each other in practical calculations. For exam
ple, the outward in tegration method might provide a set of N 
functions at a coarse mesh of values of E. These functions 
might, in turn, be used as trial functions for a Rayleigh-Ritz 
variational calculation at a finer mesh of E. 

VII. DISCUSSION 

Photoabsorption cross sections have been generally ob
tained as products of squared dipole matrix elements and of 
the density of states. It has been increasingly recognized') 
that the density of states should be apportioned among chan
nels of different symmetries and should reflect local impuri
ty effects for each channel. The allotment ofthe "local" den
sity of states among the various channels was considered 
earlier in Ref. 2. Here we have identified the relevant density 
as the square of the normalization factor, /yt/j of Sec. VI, 
with the understanding that the matrix element is calculated 
with the internal final state function qt~~~. This normaliza
tion factor incorporates the effects of the band structure in 
the external region. The dependence oLY~7 on the energy E 

will thus modulate the photoabsorption profile by reflecting 
the influence of the external region on the rate of escape of 
the photoelectron. 

The current EXAFS theories" ascribe the modulation 
of photoabsorption to interference between the wavefunc
tion of the escaping electron and the waves backscattered by 
the surrounding crystal structure. In our approach the ef
fects of these reflections are incorporated in the conditions 
over the boundary of the internal region; thereby, multiple 
scatterings are taken into account to all orders because the 
wavefunction in the external region takes full account of the 
crystal field. Our approach is thus particularly suited to en
ergies close to the threshold, while the EXAFS is suited to 
escape energies K: 30-50 eV. 

The formalism of this paper can also be applied to the 
calculation of scattering processes in crystals since Eq. 
(111.10) provides the K matrix on the energy shell. 

Our approach should eventually be extended to include 
a many-particle treatment of the internal region. This could 
be done, in analogy with atomic calculations," by a many
body variational procedure which would also have to take 
into account the relaxation of the medium around the hole. 
A detailed procedure for this purpose remains, however, to 
be developed. 
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Neutrino fields in axially and reflection symmetric 
space-timesa) 
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It is shown that there exist no physically significant (i.e .• nonsingular) solutions to the Einstein-neutrino 
field equations in an axially and reflection symmetric space-time. 

I. INTRODUCTION 

Solutions of the Einstein-neutrino (E-n) field equations 
are interesting for, at least, three reasons: 

(1) It has long been believed, specially since the discov
ery of the neutral currents, that the neutrino transport 
mechanism plays a crucial role in the supernovae evolution. I 

(2) The E-n equations allow the existence of neutrinos 
whose energy-momentum tensor vanishes identically but 
whose current vector does not ("ghost neutrinos). '-6 

(3) Under certains conditions (e.g., spherical symme
try, axial symmetry and nongravitational radiation, etc.) the 
E-n equations have no solution at all, not even "ghost" 
solutions. 7

-
11 

We started our research motivated by point (1): specifi
cally, we were looking for a model of a star simultaneously 
emitting neutrinos and gravitational waves under certains 
symmetric restrictions. At the end, due to our results, we 
focused our attention on point (2) and specifically on (3). 

In the present paper we shall consider an axially and 
reflection symmetric space-time which is asymptotic flat, 
without any further conditions on the gravitational field 
(i.e., it can be radiative, nonradiative and time dependent, or 
static) we shall solve the E-n field equations and show that 
the energy-momentum tensor of the neutrino field vanishes 
identically and the neutrino flux vector contains a 
singularity. 

We are going to use the formalism of Bondi et al.,I' a 
short description of which is given in Sec. II. 

In the third section the equations of the E-n field will be 
explicitly written following a paper by Griffiths and New
ing. l' The energy-momentum tensor of the neutrino field as 
well as the neutrino flux vector is found. 

At the end some comments and remarks are included in 
the conclusion. 

II. BONDI'S FORMALISM 

The general form of an axially symmetric asymptotical
ly flat metric given by Bondi is l2 

a)Supported in part by Consejo Nacional de Investigaciones Cientificas y 
Tecno6gicas (CONIC!T), Caracas, Venezuela. 

ds' = (Vr l e2fJ 
- U'r'e2J

) du' + 2e2
(i du dr 

+2Ure2Y dudO-r(e2r dO'+e lysin'Od¢i2), (1) 

the four functions U, {3, y, V, are functions of u, r, and 0, 
where XO = u is a timelike coordinate, Xl r a null radial co
ordinate, x' _0 an angular coordinate, and Xl -<P the axial 
rotation angle. 

An examination of the Bianchi identities shows the Ein
stein equations 

G afJ --R afj +E afJ =0 

split into three groups: 

(i) four main equations 

G1I=0, 

G I2 =0, 

G,,=O, 

Gl)=O, 

(ii) two supplementary conditions 

Goo=O, 

G02 =0, 

(iii) and one trivial equation 

GOI=O. 

(2) 

(3) 

(4) 

(5) 

(6) 

(7) 

The four metric functions are assumed to be expanded in 
power series of lIr; using the main equations, Bondi obtains 
for the vacuum case (E afJ =0) 

and 

y=C(U,OVI +[ C(u,O )-' c1jr'+ ... , 
h 

U= -( C II +2c cot OV'+[2N(u,0) 

+3cc e +4c' cot 0 jrJ+ ''', 

V=r-2M(u,0)--{N II +,V cot 0- d 

(8) 

(9) 

-4cc o cot O-!c'(1 +8 cot'O)r- I + ... , (10) 

(11) 

4C II = 2c'c II + 2cM + N cot 0 - N 2 , (12) 

where c, N, and M appear as functions of integrations. At 
this point it is shown by Bondi et al. that, given y for one 
value of u and given the three functions c(u,O), N (u,O), and 
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M (u,O), the entire development is determined by the four 
main equations. 

Next, in the two supplementary conditions (6), (7) only 
the inverse square term survives, an involve only relations 
between the three functions c, M, N and the inverse square 
law term of E02 and Eoo 

rGoo = 2M u +2c ~ -( c ee +3c e cot 0-2c) u +E&? =0, 
(6') 

rGo2 = -3N u -M e -3cc ue 

+4cc u cotO-cuce+Eb~=O. (7') 

We shall use letters as subscripts to denote derivatives; for 
example 

a/ 
/ e =-=a e/=j,O. ao 

Superscripts will be used to denote the coefficients of each 
power for example 

/=/ (-N)rn + ... +/ (-I)r+/ (0) +/ (I)r -1+ .... 

III. EINSTEIN-NEUTRINO FIELD 

A given space-time will admit a neutrino field if a null 
tetrad can be constructed satisfying the equations ll 

KV;y=O, 

(K Jlt v -t JlK");v =t a K a;Jl' 

R JlV +E JlV =0, 

E JlV = i( H Jl tv + H J Jl - ii Jl tv 

(13) 

(14) 

(15) 

-ii ,J Jl +P JlK v +P ,X Jl) (16) 

(bars mean complex conjugation), 
where 

H Jl =t a K a;Jl' (17) 

P Jl =tat a;I" (18) 

and the tetrad vectors (K,m,ti) satisfy the following 
conditions: 

maKa=-t ata =l, 

mama=KaKa=t ata=mata=kata=O, (19) 

gaf3=mf3Ka+makf3_tatf3_t atf3. 

The vector K v is interpreted as the neutrino flux vector 
[see Eq. (13)]. Equations (14) are the Weyl's equations for 
the two component neutrino in terms of the tetrad. The ener
gy-momentum tensor for the neutrino field is given by (16). 

Let us start by choosing a tetrad satisfying the condi-
tions (19). One such tetrad could be14 

K a (O,e - 2f3 ,0,0), (20) 

m a(1,-!Vr-I,U,O), (21) 

ta(O,O,.~r-Ie -Y(1+i), !(1-i)e Yr-1 sin-IO). (22) 

In order to satisfy Eq. (13), we apply a boost in the 
(K,m) plane, obtaining a new tetrad: 

K~ =A- I K Jl' 
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m~ =A mJl' 

t~=tJl' 
and choosing the boost parameter A, so that 

A very simple calculation gives A =/(u,O )r, where/(O,u) is 
an arbitrary function 

Hence, the appropriate tetrad is (we omit the primes) 

K a (O,A-I e - 213 ,0,0), (23) 

m a (A, -!A V,-I,A U,O), 

t a (O,O,!r-Ie -Y(1+i), !(1-i)e y ,-1 sin-IO), 

the covariant components being 

Ka(A -1,0,0,0), 

ma(!A Vr- Ie2f3 ,Ae2f3,0,0), 

ta(UreY(l +O!,O,- !reY(l +i), -!(l-i)re-Y sinO). 

(24) 

(25) 

For practical purposes, it is better to work out the calcu
lations in terms of the spin coefficients 15 

K=KJl;J JlK v, 

p=KJl;J Jlt V, 

u=KJl;J Jlt v, 

V= -mJl;J Jlmv, 

/1= -mJl;J Jlt y, 

A= -mJl;jJlt V, 

7=KJl;J Jlmv, ll= -mJl;jJlK", 

a= !(KJl;yfflJlt v -tJlJ Jlt), 

g= !(KJl;yfflJlt v -tJl;j Jlm ), 

€=!(KJl;yfflJlK v -tJlJ JlK ), 

b=!(KJl;yfflJlt v -tJlJJlt ) 

(the spin coefficients g and b are usually denoted by rand f3 
respectively; we use Latin letters to avoid confusion with the 
metric functions rand [J). 

Using (19), we can write 

t Jl;V = -K m Jl m v - 7m JlK v +um Jl t v +pm Jl tv 

+K Jlm JivK JlK v -XK JltV -fiK Jlt v 

-t Jlt v( l-€)-t JlK v(g-g) 

+t Jltv(a-b )+(b-a) t Jlt v' _ (26) 
K Jl;V =(g+g)K JlK v +(€+E)K Jlm v +(a+b)K Jlt v 

-( a+b)K JltV -it JlK v -7 tJlK v 

- - - -
+iitJlt v +l7tJlt v +ptJlt v +ptJlt v ; (27) 

therefore, Eq. (13) becomes 

€+l=p+p. (28) 

Multiplying Eqs. (14) by K a, ma, t a, and t a successively 
and using (26), (27), one gets respectively 

K=K, 

b=7, 

u=u, 

€-l=p-p. 
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Thus Eqs. (13) and (14) are equivalent to 

€=p, 

b=T. 

(33) 

(34) 

For the energy-momentum tensor (16) one finds without 
difficulty the equivalent expression 

E J1.v =2i {(g-g)K J1.K v +( l-€) [K (.urn v) +t (.utvd 

-(2b-a) K (.ut v) +(2b- (i)K (.ufV) 
(35) 

-2ia fl,f,. +£7 t J1.! v +krn (.ufv) 

- -krn v,t vl}' 

Let us now calculate the explicit form of the spin coefficients 
in terms of our tetrad field. A straightforward calculation 
gives 
K=O, 

€= _e-2!3A -Iy-I, 

p= -A -Ie --2!3y-I, 

T= -!e -1'(1 +i) 

(36) 

X [y-If3 e -re 2(y-!3)HU r +y r U)+Ue 2(y-!3)ry r], 

b= -!e -1'(1 +i) Hy-I[f-I J ef+ f3 e( -r/2) e 2(a-!3lu r] 

+!U e 2y( e 2!3 -e -2!3)+!y-ly e _!r-1 cot O}, (37) 

a= [(1-i)/4r]e -1' [re 2(Y-!3)U r 

-(llf)([ u +2ff3 u)-r(f e +2ff3 e) ], 

y=k(V +rV r +2rVf3 r)-(llf)(f u -2ff3 u) 

- Ur(f e +2ff3 e) 

a=( -i/2fr) e -2!3 y r' 

One can see at once that Eq. (33) is automatically satisfied. 
Equation (34) will be discussed later. 

Let us now come back to the field equations, with the 
help of (36) and (35) one gets 

EII=O, E,,=O, E 33 =O, Ezz=O. 

Thus the main equations (2)-(5) and consequently the 
expressions (8)-(12) are the same as in the vacuum case. 
Next, since the two supplementary conditions (6), (7) are 
reduced to the inverse-square-law term, we only need E 6~ 
and E ~ . A simple calculation gives 

E~=E~~=O, 

The other components of the energy-momentum tensor 
vanishes because of the symmetry of the problem. 

So far we have seen that any possible solution of the E-n 
equations, under our conditions must be a "ghost" solution. 
Let us now return to Eq. (34) and see if these solutions can 
exist at all. Feeding back the expressions (8)-(12) into (34), 
we get, for the order 0 (r- I

), 

f-IJ'[=1 co to, (38) 

for the order 0 er-Z
) 

c=O, (39) 
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for the order 0 (y-3) 

N=O, 

for the order 0 (r-4) 

C= sine- ,z17·'/I(u); 

(40) 

(41) 

since angular singularities are not allowed in the metric, we 
get 

c=O. (42) 

Expressions (39), (40), and (42) imply a spherical symmetric 
metric, and Eq. (38) gives 

f=ifJ (u) sinOIIZ, 

ifJ (u) being an arbitrary function of u. The final expression for 
the neutrino flux vector is thereby singular in the axis 
0= (0,1T), 

(43) 

IV. CONCLUSION 
The results of this paper suggests that the Einstein-neu

trino system is specially sensible to symmetric restrictions. 
The next step should be to find out which, if any, of the three 
restrictions, axial symmetry, reflection symmetric, and as
ymptotic flatness, is by itself responsible for the situation and 
furthermore if there is any relationship between the symme
try restriction and some specific properties of the neutrino. 
This last point leads us to a more fundamental question con
cerning the physical meaning of the classical results for Fer
mi fields. 

In fact, it is well known that the classical neutrino the
ory is not without its problems. I6

•
17 One major problem being 

the abscence, In the classical approach, of the Pauli exclu
sion principle. 

It should be realized that the relevance of any solution 
of the E-n equations depends on the answer to the last 
question. 

Finally we would like to remark that, though the series 
expansions (8)-(11) are not in general valid starting with 
certain term in the development, the results we have ob
tained just require the first term in (8) to be true. We recall 
that this is essentially equivalent to Sommerfeld's radiation 
condition. 

To obtain (39), (40) and (42), higher orders in the ex
pansion (8)-(11) are required. But the information this equa
tion gives [together with (38)] is that the neutrino flux vector 
in a spherical symmetric metric is singular. This is a known 
result,8.11 so that the expansion up to required orders, in this 
case, seems to be justified. 

We would like to thank the referee for this point and a 
.question concerning the choice of the neutrino flux vector. 14 
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Solutions of the generalized nonlinear Schrodinger equation 
in two spatial dimensions 
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Recently, from two independent methods, the generalized nonlinear Schrodinger evolution equation in two 
spatial dimensions has been derived both by Ablowitz and Haberman and by Morris. Here the same 
extension of the Schrodinger cubic equation is obtained from a two-dimensional spatial inversion like 
integral equation when a suitable time dependence is introduced. We investigate the solutions 
(corresponding to degenerate kernels of the inversion equation) in both cases, where the nonlinear part 
reduces or not to a cubic term. While in the first case, the solutions are not confined, on the contrary in 
the second case, we show explicitly for any finite time, that there exists an infinite number of solutions 
which are confined in the two-dimensional coordinate space. 

I. INTRODUCTION 

The generalization of the nonlinear Schrodinger equa
tion in two spatial dimensions has recently been derived by 
two different methods: firstly by Ablowitz and Haberman,' 
requiring the compatibility conditions for two linked partial 
differential systems. Secondly, Morris,2 generalizing the nice 
and powerful "prolongation structure" method of 
Wahlquist and Estabrook3 in twospatial dimensions, has 
also obtained' the generalized nonlinear Schrodinger equa
tion. However both methods give the extension of the evolu
tion equations but do not provide the explicit construction of 
the solution and this last point is the aim of the present paper. 

Recently' we have established an in version like integral 
equation (IE) associated with a partial differential system, 
from which we can construct both a class of potentials and of 
solutions. In particular it was shown, in the case where the 
kernels of the IE depend upon two independent variables, 
that among the potentials reconstructed from this IE, there 
exists a family of confined ones in a two-dimensional coordi
nate space. 

In Sec. II, we recall very briefly the results of the IE in 
the two-dimensional space and establish some general prop
erties useful later for the derivation of the evolution 
equations. 

In Sec. III we introduce the time in the kernels of the IE, 
assume that they satisfy the two-dimensional spatial heat 
equation (for imaginary time), and also deduce the general
ized nonlinear Schrodinger equation, 

(~+a,~+a2~)A+2A(a'Bx +a2C x ) =0, 
at ax i ax ~ " 

(1) 

B x , = C X , = -1] 1 A I>, ai' 1] are real, 

where A,B,C depend upon three variablesx"x2' t, andB ... 
means aBlax" ... Equation (1) with trivial changes of c~~ 
ordinate variables can be compared with the above recalled 
equations (for instance x, +x2 with the Morris's equation). 
The nonlinear part in Eq. (1) reduces to the usual cubic term 
if the derivatives B x , and B x, (as well as Cx, and Cx) are 

proportional. This case requires that the modulus of the ker
nel of the IE depends upon only one variable and so we are 
able to distinguish both cases where the nonlinear part of (1) 
is cubic or not. 

The most simple degenerate kernel ofthe IE (the soliton 
case in one spatial dimension) is obtained by multiplying any 
solution of the heat equation [linear part ofEq. (1)] corre
sponding to one coordinate by any solution of the same equa
tion for the other coordinate (of course taking into account 
boundary conditions). In this manner we exhibit in Sec. IV, 
for the non purely cubic case, an infinite number of solutions 
ofEq. (1), confined, for any finite time, in thex,x2 plane. For 
instance, one of them is 

I1J~ ,(Il )-'12 exp(x Jill j) 

{

llj=1]j-4ia/, 

i . =X ._v'---,--IR-,ell~l,,-I 
} } lu jl 

(2) 

Further for the pure cubic nonlinear part ofEq. (1), we have 
found that the solutions are not confined. 

When the kernel of the IE is a finite sum of discrete 
terms (the multisoliton case in one dimension) we have 
found similar features for the solutions in both cases. 

II.INVERSIONLIKE INTEGRAL EQUATIONS 
ASSOCIATED WITH A TWO-DIMENSIONAL 
SYSTEM OF FIRST ORDER LINEAR EQUATIONS 

A. The results of Ref. 5 

(i) Let us consider for i = 1,2,j= 1,2 the integral 
equation: 

Kj(x"x2;y)=F; + ~~ i~, F~Kr(x"X2;S)ds, 
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F~ =F~ {E~ [A m (x m -S)+A iX;]77~; 

77;" [A,{Xi- Y)+A~mn, 

(E~)2=( 77 ~)2= 1, (3) 

iij =Fj(s=x )=Fj{EjA iX i; 77 j [A i(X i -Y)+A jX j n, 
where the kernels Fj depend upon two independent 
variables and the Ai are fixed numbers. 

(ii) We assume 

limFj = limF~Kj =0. (4a) 
y- -+ oc s-+ 00 

We can verify from Eq. (3) 

A ~1(Fi) =A ~l(Fi) = -(A ~I~+A ~1~)Fi 
, lX, 1 lX, 1 as 'ay 1 

(5) 

-" 
Kj =Kj(X I ,x2;Y=X m)' (6) 

(iii) We define two components vector columns con
structed from the solutions K j of Eq. (3) 

tP j = [ UJ(x j) 8 j + i~ UJ(y) K {(X h X2;y)dy ], 

j=I,2, i=I,2, (7) 

(! +iA jk ) UJ(x) =0. 

1. We define 

a a a a ° sx J = ax 1 + ay' ° dx ,= ax j - ay . 

Equation (6) can be rewritten 

(

OSX' 

Od>., 
(6') 

°dx, 
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(iv) If we assume 

lim U?(y) Kj(X h X2; y) =0, (4b) 
y--+oo 

and define 

qj(x l ,X2)=A/A,VKj, (8) 

Then the tPj{j= 1,2) defined in (7) are solutions of the partial 
differential system 

j =1,2. (9) 

Equation (3) is an inversionlike integral equation giving the 
possibility of constructing a class of potentials q~, q i and a 
class of solutions tPI, tP2 associated with the system (9), when 
we introduce into Eq. (3) kernels F j such that the conditions 
(4a) and (4b) are satisfied. 

B. Some properties of the solutions of the (IE) 
Eq. (3) 

We sketch very briefly a set of properties which will be 
useful in Sec. III for the derivation of the evolution equation 
(1) associated with Eq. (3). For simplicity, in the remainder 

of the paper we consider in (3)-(9): AI= £~=77 i= 1, 
A2 = 771=£i= -1, F: =F~=O such that if we write Eq. (3) 
in a matrix form: 

(3') 

In particular, from Eq. (6) we get: 
/"..j ./"...j /'...j- .. 
K i,x , + K j K i - 0, J=I=I (6a) 

K'. - -K' +K'K' =0, j=l=i, -". ( a.) -".-". 
l,X} ay 1 y=x, 'l 

(6b) 

. ""'-. . . /"'.... . 
-K}Kj,xJ +Kj,yy =Kj,x,x, +KjO sx}K}. (6c) 

2. In the following, by straightforward algebraic calcu
lations, we derive, from Eg. (3), a set of integral equations for 
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quantities linked to % (when derivatives with respect to 
xl,xz.Y appear). These equations have the same kernel Y as 
in Eq. (3) but different free terms. We will get relations of the 
type 

JY'; (X I,x2;Y) = J¥1(XhX2;Y) + f Y(X I,x2;S;Y) JY';(xI,x2;s)ds, 

(10) 

where JY';, JY;> are 2 X 2 matrices linked to %, Y, Yand 
their derivatives, 

(

OdX ' 

JY'I= 
o sx, 

o sx, 

K~ o dx, 

A, 0 (0 o sx, :l). ~ = _y(K 1-"2) + -2 (lOa) 
I oK2 0 FI sx, 

(0;", K: O;x, Kl). 
JY'2= 

O;x, Ki O~x, K2 
2 

-"I I 0 
~O) = _y(K lx, +( ° dx,K I) y=x, -"2 2) 

o K 2x, +( ° dx,K 2) y=x, 

iii) (0 
o 0sx, 

o SX! 

(lOb) 

3. If we are interested in cases where the potentials 
-" 

q j = - K J are linked, we must find the corresponding rela-
tions between the kernels F i and F~. The two interesting 
cases are when one potential is proportional either to the 
other or to the complex conjugate of the other. 

Let us remark that in Eq. (3) the equations decouple 
and we get 

Kj(XI,X2;Y) 

=FJ(x ;;y-x; +x j) + ( ds ( du 
JXJ JX 1 

XF}(s-x j +X ;;Y-X ; +X j) 

K; =1 FJ(s-x j +x ;;x) K {(x l,x2;S)ds. (11) 
Xl 

4. In Appendix A we study both Eq. (11) when 
""""2 ......... 1 
K I = TJ( K 2)* and we get the two following properties: 

(i) If the F J satisfy 

Fi(u;v)=TJ [Fi(v;u) J*, (l2a) 
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-", . 
then the K j satisfy 

-"2 -"I -", I~I -", 
K I =TJ(K 2)*' K:.x , +TJI''' 21 2=0, K: are real. (l2b) 

(ii) If either for i = 1 or i = 2 we have 

f;.x, =5 ;Ki.x,.Fi(u;v)=TJ [Fi(v;u) J*, (l3a) 

5; being real, then we get for K; and IF il: 

f; is a function of 5 i X i +x j' 5 i5j = 1 

(l3b) 

(:u -51 :
V 

) Fi(u;v)I=O or IFi(u;v)I=IFi<Slu+v)l· 

The last property for F i is important because it shows 
that the modulus of the kernel depends upon only one vari
able as in the one-dimensional case. However no restriction 
appears for the phase of the kernel F i. On the other hand, 
due to both Eqs. (I2b), (13b), the modulus iK'il of the solution 
depends also upon only one variable 5;X; +X j' It follows 
that this is a very particular two-dimensional case because 
the modulus of the reconstructed potential depends in fact 
upon only one variable which is a linear combination of the 
two coordinates x; (the same considerations about the phase 
hold as above). These properties will be useful later when we 
study the cases where the nonlinear part ofEq. (1) reduces to 
a purely cubic term. 

5. The most simple degenerate case for the kernels F J (a 
product of a function of s by a function of y) is very interest
ing because the solution of (3) can be written down in a 
closed form (it corresponds to the one soliton case in the one
coordinate case when the time is introduced): 

Fj =gJ(s-x j +x;) h J(y-x; +X j) 

DK}=gJ<x,)h;(x j ), 

DK;=g~(x)hj(x) (00 gj(w)h~(w)dw, 
L. 

(l4a) 

(l4b) 

D= 1- L~ g i(w) h i(w) dw L~ g few) h i(w) dw. 

The main difference with the one-coordinate case is that g J, 
and h j do not need to be of a pure exponential type. 

If we require now that Ki = TJ K ~ * (TJ real) we get: 

Fi=gl(S-X2+XI)g2(y-XI +X2) , 

(l5a) 

Fi=TJ [g2(S-X I+X2)gl(y-X2+XI) J*, 
-"I 

DK 2=gl(XI)g2(X2)' 

DK; =TJlgix )12L~ Ig Jw)1 2dw, (l5b) 

D= I-TJ i~ IgI(w)1 2dw i~ 192(w)1 2dw. 

In Appendix A we prove for the particular solution [(l5a) 
-" 

and (I5b)] ofEq. (3) that if (a/ax ; -5 ; a/ax j)K; =0, then 
5 i5 j = 1 andlgJ are of pure exponential type. This alternative 
proof (in a particular case) of the more general property 
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(13a) and (l3b) could be useful for the reader mainly inter
ested in a simple solution like (15). 

6. In Appendix A it is shown that if 

Fi(u; v)=YJ [F~(v; u) ]*, Fi(u; v)=Fi(u+tv) , then 
~ A. A. 

K j depends upon one variable, K j =K j(x, +txJ. 

III. DERIVATION OF THE GENERALIZED 
NONLINEAR SCHRODINGER EQUATION IN 
TWO SPATIAL DIMENSIONS 

In order to derive the evolution equations associated 
with Eq. (3) we adopt the same strategy as in the one-coordi
nate case." First we introduce a parameter t in the kernel of 
Eq. (3), .7 (x "x,; s; y;t), and differentiate with respect to t, 

(16) 

Secondly we want to compare the rhs ofEq. (16) with 
Eq. (3) itself. So we asume that .7 ( is linked either to:7 or to 
its derivatives with respect to the variables s,y,x"x,. In this 
way the results of Sec. n.B will be applied. Thirdly, using 
straightforward but tedious calculations, we want, starting 
from Eq. (16), to deduce another integral equation propor
tional to Eq. (3). 

1. WeconsiderF/(s-xj+x,; y-xi+x j; t), 

ilj =Fj(x,; y-x i +x j; t )in Eq. (3) and assume, 

-+a,-+a,-- Fi=O, ( ia a' a' ) 
at as' ay' 

( ia a' a') 2 --+a,-+a,- FI=O, at ay' as' 
(17) 

where a, and a, are constants. Consequently for Y we get: 

( ia 02 a' )?'-I ° -+a, ,,+a,-- ,j 2 = , at . , ax ~ 

--+a,--+a,O IX. ,/ I = . ( fa a' 2 ) r2 ° 
at ax T 

ill -ill il2 -il2 
2,y - 2.x.,' I,y - I.x, (l7a) 

2. Using Eq. (17) in the rhs ofEq. (16) and some elemen
tary algebra, we deduce an integral equation of the Eq. (10) 
type where 

( ia a' )-1 ) -+a,-F at ay' 2 

° 
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3. Any linear combination of the cW/i also has a structure 
of the type Eq. (10). We seek a combination such that the free 
term is proportional to Y and we get 

Finally, we obtain 
"'I "" 1 

, ( 2a,K l,x, a,K 2'X')_(0 0) 
cW IV -.5Y "'2 ""2 - • 

-a,K l,x,-2a IK 2;x, 0 0 
(18) 

Equation (18) gives us four scalar nonlinear partial differen
tial equations (nlpde) for functions depending upon four var-

- €a --0 -2K. K· [ fa ( a' 2 Ai)] i at + jay' dx, ,.x, ' 

+a [K iKj -KjO Ki]=O, ioi=i, , i i,x , s,x, j J 
(l8a) 

+2aKiKi =0, ioi=}, } J l,X! 
(l8b) 

where €= -1 for i=2 and E= + 1 for i= 1. 

Only K;, ioi=} are linked to the potentials q j of System 
(9). Ifwe restrict Eq. (l8b) to y=Xi we get 

( Ei ~+a j~+a i~+2a iK}x at ax 2 ax 2 ' , 
j , 

(l8c) 

K~,x +K/K~ =0. 
~l "2 

If, further, we link the two potentials K 2 and K I by assum-
ing Ki =YJ Ki*, then both equations in (18c) are complex 
conjugate and finally we get the extension of the nonlinear 
Schrodinger equation in two spatial dimensions, written 
down in Eq. (1), 

-+al--+a,--z +2a,K 2,x, +2a,K l,x, K 2-0, ( 
ia a' a' "'2 "'I ) "'1_ 

at ax i ax 2 

(1') 
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IV. SOLUTIONS OF THE GENERALIZED 
NONLINEAR SCHRODINGER EQUATION IN 
TWO SPATIAL DIMENSIONS 

In principle we could consider any kernel 
Fj(s-x j +x i;Y-X i +x );t) satisfying Eq. (17), the heat 
equation for imaginary time, and such that the boundary 
conditions (4a) and (4b) are satisfied. However, we focus our 
attention on: 

"'2 '" 1 (i) the study of Eq. (1). Thus K 1 =1] K 2 *, 

Fi(u;v;t )=1][F i(v;u;t)] *, and our discussion is limited to 
Fi(s-x,+x,;y-x, +x,;t) whereas Fi 
(s-x, +x,;y-x,+x,;t )=1][F i(y-x,+x,;s-x, +x,;t )]*. 

(ii) the assumption that F i is a sum of a finite number of 
discrete terms (no continuum), 

N 

Fi= La ig 1,i(u, =s-x,+x,;f)g 2.i(U,=y-x, +x,;t), 
;=1 

(19) 

N 

Fi=1] L [a ig l,i(y-x,+x,;t)g 2.;(S-X, +x,;t)] *, 
ic:.l 

where the a, are arbitrary constants andg I.;g 2.; is a solution 
of Eq. (17) for any i. 

Due to the fact that the heat equation is of the first order 
in a/at and that the derivatives a'/a u J apply only on 
g p( u j,t), we get 

( . a a' f l-+a j-- j;(uj;t)=O. at au J . (20) 

Considering the general heat solution (with a time transla
tion in order to have integrable Gaussian kernels) we get for 
the general kernel Eq. (19), 

g j.; (u ) =(p j.; til' 

(19a) 

where Gj .;( u ) are arbitrary spectralfunctions such thatF i 
leads to a correct formalism [Eqs. (4a) and (4b)] and 
Pj,i=1]j,;-4ia/, R~j,i=Re1]j,i <0. 

In the following we begin our study with the most degen
erate case N = 1 in Eq. (19)(corresponding to the one-soliton 
case in one dimension) where the solution is written down in 
closed form in Eq. (ISb). We will have to consider only two 
G / u ) ,j= 1,2 functions [we drop the subscripti in (19a)]. 
We want to illustrate some general features by some exam
ples in both cases where the nonlinear part of (1) reduces or 
not to a cubic term. Introducing later other terms with N> I 
(what is called multisoliton in one dimension), the solutions 
are not written down in closed form; however, we can still 
study these general features. For simplicity we disregard in 
our discussion the cases where the Fredholm determinant 
can vanish. However let us remark that in (ISb), D is always 
different from zero for 1] < O. In the pure cubic case, we know 
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'" (II B 3) that IK il depends upon only x, +Sx, (5 real being a 
constant). In the XIX, plane, along the asymptotic 

x, + SX, = constant directions, If il cannot be confined; and 
we want to verify this property with simple explicit 
examples. 

N = 1: First case: the nonlinear part of (I) does not re
duce to a purely cubic term and we show that there exists an 
infinite number of solutions which are confined in the XIX, 
plane. 

"'I Let us define x, =RcosO, x,=RsinO. We study IK 21 
when R -+ 00. In the discussion we find two cases: Either the 

'" numerator DIK i~O and the Fredholm denominator D [Eq. 
(ISb)] is bounded, or we have to investigate both the Fred
holm numerator and denominator. 

(i) Decreasing like a Gaussian at finite time 

As afirst example we take Gj =8(u ) in (19a) l~ading to 

g j = (p j'12exp( u J / p) and we get the solution K i = ¢> 
written down in the Introduction [Eq. (2)]. In Eq. (2) the 
numerator goes to zero likes a Gaussian when R-+oo where
as the denominator D is bounded. We get 
D < 1 + (11]1/2)[lRep,Rep,I]-'I2· For 1] < 0, D> 0 whereas for 
1] > 0, D can be zero. For 1] < 21T"(IR~,Rep21)'/', D is differ
ent than zero. We add D K: in order to have all the quantities 
defined in Eq. (2), 

As a second example we take G j = 8'( u ) , leading to 
g j =U /p )'3/' exp( u J/p j) and get another solution ofEq. 
(1) confined in the XIX, plane for finite time, 

"'I I1J=I(p ),312X jexp(x J/p) 
K2=------~~~--~~--~~-----

1-1] I1J= ,IR~ J J12S[dv jV Jexp( -2v J) 

As a third case we consider a more general family of 
examples. We start from a linear combination of distribu
tions for Gj' 

G.="'I1· 8(2q)(U I )+,,:,. 8(2q+I)(U I ) 
j L..r j,q j!> j,q j , (21a) 

q 

where P j,q and Sjoq are constant numbers. From the heat 
equation we get 

g/u) 

=(p)'!I'exp( u 2/p )" (p. ~ a p,2q u cp 
j J j L.. M L ( )P lq j 

q peO P j 

+S ~ a p,2q+1 2P ) 
j,q L ( )p+q+1 u j 

p=o P j 
(2Ib) 

where the numbers ap ,2q and ap .2q + 1 are easily computed. 
Substituting these expressions into Eq. (ISb) we see that the 
confined properties of the solution in the x ,x, plane, at finite 
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time, are the same as in the previous examples. Here, we have 
a product of Gaussian functions by polynomials such that 
the asymptotic behavior in the XIX2 plane are dominated by 
the Gaussian terms. 

(ii) Decreasing at least like an exponential (finite 
time) 

As we shall see later, pure exponentialgj kernels do not 
lead to confined solutions. However as afourth family of 
examples if we mix exponential type kernels with Gaussian 
type kernels, then the resulting solution K1 are still con
fined. However, for this property we have both to consider 
the numerator and the denominator. For instance, let us 

choose gl =exP171(ul +ial171t), gZ=(jLzt l12 exp( U ~/J.lz), 
Re17j < 0, J.l2= -4ia2t+172' Then we get 

Kl =(jL2tl/2exp[i¢+x~/J.l2] {exp( -51) 

where Xz is the same as in Eq. (2). 

The denominator is the Fredholm determinant multi
plied by exp( -51)' We recognize for X2 fixed, the classical 
[cosh]-1 function, typical of the one-soliton solution in the 
one-coordinate case. Of course, instead of the pure Gaussian 
for gz we can choose any other function of the type (2Ib), the 
solution Ki being still confined in the XIX2 plane at finite 
time. We could also replace g 1 by an exponential multiplied 
by a polynomial as in the following. 

(iii) Decreasing at least like powers 
Let us consider for the gj the product of an exponential 

by a polynomial of arbitrary order. The most simple cases 
are the zeroth, the first, or the second order. We can verify 
that the heat equation (20) has solutions (with, as before, 
Re17j< 0): 

gj=exp[17iUj+iaj17/) ], 

gj=(uj+2iaj17/) exp [17iUj+ i17Pl )], 

gj= (u]+4ia/IP/ 

+2ia/-4a;17;t 2) exp[ 17iUj+i17P/ )], 

(23a) 

(23b) 

(23c) 

and so on for polynomials of higher order in up We do not 
consider here bothgl andgz given by Eq. (23a) [the resulting 
F l should lead to a pure cubic nonlinear part in Eq. (1)]. 

As afirst example we take g 1 in (23a), g2 in (23b) and get: 

(KD-l=(exp[ -(5 +i¢)] +_17_ exp(5-i¢) 
2Re171 
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2 

¢= I a/ Re17}+x j Im17j' 
j=l 

2 

5= I x j Re17 j -ta )m17 J. 
j= 1 

(24a) 

Along the asym,J?totic directions x lRe171 + X2Re17z = const, in 
thexlxz plane, IK il decreases like a power R-l whereas outside 
these directions, I K il decreases like an exponential. 

A As a second example we take both gj in Eq. (23b) and get 
(K itl = [ exp [ - (5 + i¢ ) ] -17 exp(5 - i¢ ) 

X exp(2Re17 j v j) dv j ] [ ~ (x j + 2ia j 17 j t ) ] -) , 

(24b) 

where¢ and~arethe same as in Eq. (24a). We find that in the 
XIXZ plane, IK il decreases at least asR-z. As a third example if 
gl is given by (23b) andgz by (23c), then IKil decreases at 
least as R-3

• Bothgjofthe Eq. (23c) type lead to a decrease of 
at least R-4 and so on. 

N = 1: Second case: the nonlinear part of Eq. (1) is re
duced to a purely cubic term and we show that the solutions 
are not confined in the x lXZ plane. 

From the study of Sec. II B, we know that~) must be of 
the exponential type. As a first example we take the most 
simple case where both the modulus and the phase of gj are 
exponential, or equivalently gj are given by Eq. (23a). We get 

(KD-l=exp[-(5+i¢)]- exp(5- i¢), (24c) 
4Re171Re172 

where 5 and ¢ are still given by Eq. (24a). This solution is the 
extension of the classical soliton solution in one-spatial di
mension. Of course this solution is not confined along the 

direction XIRe171 +X2Re17z= const. Further, IKil depends 
upon only one variable, X1Re171 +xzRe172' 

As a second example, we assume that only ~) is expo
nential. From the heat (20) we have found the exponential 
type solution Eq. (23a) and another one (see Appendix B), 

gj(u) =(dj-t)-lIhP{(dj-t)-{CjUj 

where cj and dj are real and t is restricted so that 
c

J
(d

j
_t)-1 <0. 
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Substituting this expression in Eq. (ISb) we get 

(KD-I=[n (dj-t)lnl 
1=1 j 

X [exp [ -(5 +iifJ) ] _ 1J exp(5 -iifJ) ], 
4jclc,1 

2 c.x. 
t=L _1_1_, 

j=1 dj-t 

(2Sb) 

We verify of course the general result (12b) and (13b) that 
I K il depends upon only one variable t. This solution is 
pathological but we verify that along t = constant, it is not 
confined. We could also choose a mixed kernel wheregl is 
purely exponential [Eq. (23a)] and g, of the Eq. (2Sa) type. 
We still get a non confined solution. 

In conclusion, at this most degenerate case level we see 
that there exists an infinite number of confined solutions in 
the non cubic case whereas in the cubic case the few solutions 
that we get are not confined. 

N> I: First case: there exists an infinite number of con
fined solutions when the nonlinear part of (I) is not a pure 
cubic term. 

We consider for F i a finite sum of terms given by Eq. 
(19) and even if the solutions are too complicated to be writ
ten in closed form, we can study the confinement properties. 
We get for the solution ofEq. (3), the extension when N> I 
of the Eq. (ISb) solution for N = I: 

Ki= 11 g2,m(X,) [g I,m (XI)+1J I~ C~,/A I]' 

A I [ 1-1J L C ~,I C~.I] -1J L A I'I C ~,I C ~,/' 
m 1'*1 m 

(26) 
m 

where for simplicity we take am = I in Eq. (19). 

We disregard from our discussion the zeros of the Fred
holm determinants and we consider finite time. We assume 
for the kernelsgj,m that they are of the type ofEqs. (2Ia) and 
(21 b) (introducing a subscript m in f.l j.m' P j,q,m and 
[; j,q,m' f.l j,m = - 4ia j t + 1J j,m' Re1J j,m < 0) decreasing like 
Gaussians (multiplied by polynomials). Firstly, we remark 
that for this family of kernels, the I C 1",,11 are bounded in the 
XIX, plane. 

From Eq. (2Ib) we see that the modulus of the inte
grands in C 1",.1 are decreasing Gaussians multiplied by poly
nomials and so the integrals exist when xr'-+oo. Secondly, 
when we solve the linear system [second line ofEq. (26)] we 
see that AI can be written like };mg I,m (XI) E m,l where t~ese 
Em.l are bounded in the whole XIX, plane. Thirdly, for K i 
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[first line of Eq. (26)] always appear either the factors 
g 2,m (x,) g I,m (XI) or g 2,m (x,)g l,l(XI) multipli~ by bound
ed functions in thexlx, plane and consequently K i decreases 
like a Gaussian (multiplied by polynomials) when 
R =(x i +X DII'_OO, 

N> I: Second case: the solutions corresponding to a 
pure cubic term in Eq. (1) are not confined. 

We recall that this property is a consequence of our 
general result of (II B). Namely IK~I is a function of XI +tx, 
and consequently in the asymptotic directions 
XI +tx,=const. of the XIX, plane, IKil cannot be confined. 
We want to verify here this general property with some ex
amples. We can choose in Eq. (19) a superposition of solu
tions g j.1 ( U j;t ) of type Eq. (23a) or (2Sa), restricted by the 
fact that as a function of (u I;U,), IF ~(u l;u,)1 depends upon 
only U I + tu,. In this way we consider for instance two fam
ilies of kernels, 

N 

Fi= Lam exp[1J m(UI+tu,)+it1J ~(al+5'2a,) ) 
m=l 

Re1Jm < 0 (27) 

I . (U 2 U2)N I I I 2 
F 2=--exp---:;- -+- L am 

d-t t-d 4a 1 4a, m=l 

Cm,d arereal,Cml(d-t)<O. 

In Eq. (27) both the phase and the modulus depend 
upon only UI +5'u,. Following the result of Appendix A 

A 

(quoted in II B 6), K i depends upon only XI +5'x, and from 
the structures of both Eqs. (26) and (27), K~ is in fact a 
function of the variable exp[const.(xl +5'x,)] which remains 
constant in the asymptotic directions XI +5'x,=constant. 

In Eq. (28), only IF il depends upon U I +5'u,. In Appen
dix B, for N=2, we explicitly show that IK~I depends upon 
only one variable exp[const,(xl +5'x,)], and consequently in 

A 

the X IX, plane I K il cannot be confined. 

v. CONCLUSION 

In this paper, for two different cases, we have studied 
the confinement properties of the solutions of the nonlinear 
Schrodinger equation, in a two-dimensional space (xt>x,): 

(i) If the nonlinear part is reduced to a purely cubic term 
(as in the one-dimensional case), we show that the modulus 
of the solution depends in fact upon one coordinate XI +5'x,. 
Consequently the solutions cannot be confined in the XIX, 
plane. 

(ii) If the nonlinear part is not reduced to the usual 
cubic term, but is like the extensions previously found by 
Ablowitz, Haberman, I and Morris, 4 then there exists an infi
nite number of confined solutions at any finite time. 

Although we have focused here our attention on the 
existence and confinement properties of the solutions, there 
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remain of course other problems: a possible extension in a 
three-dimensional space, the existence (or not) of conserva
tion laws .... 

There exist classical nonlinear evolution equations for 
which we know that the extension to more than one spatial 
dimension should lead to difficulties concerning the exis
tence of the solutions. The nonlinear Schrodinger example 
may provide a possible escape from these difficulties. The 
way being not only in the trivial changes of the linear part 
(where derivatives with respect to one coordinate must be 
replaced by the corresponding ones with many coordinates) 
but also in the modification of the nonlinear part. The fact 
that for this example, the same extension has been obtained 
by three different methods indicates that this extension cer
tainly has a deep meaning. Perhaps an approach' like the 
"prolongation structure" is convenient to understand the 
.Illodifications to be introduced going in higher dimensions. 

In the inversionlike formalism these extensions are very 
natural because they introduce into the resulting nonlinear 
evolution equations, the solutions of the IE which are not 
directly linked to the potentials. For instance in a 2 X 2 IE, 
the K~ functions are introduced in supplement to the 
A. 

K j (i7'=j) which are the potentials of the associated partial 
differential systems. These inversionlike integral equations 
appear as a powerful tool for the study of higher dimensional 
nlpde and it remains now to study the extensions of the other 
classical nlpde. 
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APPENDIX A 

1. Firstly we investigate the properties for Kj, due to 
the assumption 

Fi(u,v)=7] [Fi(v,u) ]*, 7] real. (AI) 

We iterate Eq. (11) and get: 

Kj =Fj(x i'X) + ntl l, dr""l, dr n i ,dV, ... l,dV n 

XFj(x i'V n)' (A2) 

where in (A3) IT 7 reduces to I for n =0. Taking into account 
(AI) we get: 
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+ ntl Ldr,· .. Ldr n LdV, .. ·LdV nF i(xhr,) Fi(r"v,) 

X [~Fi( V i_l,r JFi(r i'V J ]Fi( V /I'x,) (A4) 

K;*= f i dvo· .. i dv /I i dr, ... r dr nF~(x /0) 
11,---0 x, x, XI Jx! 

(AS) 

Ifin (A4) we exchange r/;::>vn _ i + 1> then the rhs of (A4) isjust 
Al 
K 2' If in (AS) we exchange r i¢:;>r n -i +- I' V i ¢:;>V n i' then the 
rhs of (A5) is just K; . 

SO K~ is real and consequently if we define IF i(u,v)1 
=/(u,v), (A3) can be rewritten 

K~ = ~7] /I i dvo .. ·i dv n i ,dr, .. ·i ,dr J(vo~) 

(A6) 

2. In addition to (AI) we assume 

(~-b' ~)K: =0. 
aXl ax, 

(A7) 

From 

[~(~-b'~)K:] =0 
a7] /I ax, ax, 'I _ 0 

we see that (A 7) must be true at each order in 7]. At the first 
order, we must have 

(~-b' ~)focr(Vo'X,)dVo=O, ax, ax, x, 

-r(XhX,)=b, rx dvo~r(VO,X2) . 
Jx, ax, 

(A8) 

Ifwe differentiate both sides of(A8) with respect tox l we get 

(~-b' ~)r(x"X2)=O,f(U,V)=/Cb,u+V). (A9) 
ax , ax, 

Taking into account (A9) into (A6), K; can be 
rewritten 
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(All) 

Ifin (AID) we define S,Vi+x,= Wi' r i +S,x, = R i' in 
(All) S,X, +Vn= Wi' S,r i +x,=R i and in Qoth cases 
x=x,+x'S' we get 

n 

XnJ(w i-I +R i -x)f(w i +R i-X). (AI2) 
I 

From (A 12) it is clear that both K: and K~ are functions of 

one variablex,+x,s,. Further (a/ax,-s,a/ax,)K~=O with 
S'S, = 1. As a consequence, ifJin (A9) is purely degenerate, it 
must be the product of two purely exponential functions. 

3. We shall get the same property as in 2 for the particu-
lar solution written down in (I Sa) and (I5b). We require 

---Si-- K;=O ( a a)"". 
ax i aX j 

(AI3) 

and define in Eq. (15) ig,(x,)I'=g(x,), iglx,)I'=h (x,). We get 
from Eq. (15) 

gC,+C, fg+C1 (fg Y =0, (A 14a) 

gC,+c. gx,+C, [gx,fg+g'] =0, (A 14b) 

C=h, C,=s,hx" CJ=-s,h[hxJh+h'], 

(AI4c) 

where C,~O, C,~O, c.~0, C,~O, C1 can be zero. 

We take the derivation of (A 14a) with respect to x" get 

With (A 19), Eq. (3) can be rewritten 

Cgx, =gC,+2C:gSg and substitute in (A14b), 

Ci+[C4+C, fg ][C+2Cl fg ] +gC,C, = O. 

(AI5) 

We multiply (AI4a) by C, and subtract it from (AI5), 

[Ci+c,c. ] +2CC. f g + CC, (fg r =0. (AI6) 

Thus S;'g(u)du is the solution of a second order algebraic 
equation with coefficients independent of x,. This is impossi

ble unless all the coefficients are zero, C i + C,C4 = 0 or 
h'+s,s,hx,fh=O and C,=O. Or 

h'+ hx, ('''h(u)du=O. Jx, (AI7) 

Finally S'S,= + 1 and theh, solution of(A17) is necessarily a 
pure exponential type function. 

Let us remark that (AI4) can also be written 

hD,+hxP4+D5(h xJh+h' )=0, (AI4a) 

hD,+D,fh+DJ (fh Y =0, (AI4b) 

D,=g D,=SUJx" DJ=-S,17[gxJg+g2], 

D4=S' fg, D,= -17S,(h)'. 

D"D"D4 , and D5 are not equal to zero whereas DJ can vanish. 
Doing the same analysis as before, we get S'S, = I and 

which says that g also is a pure exponential function. 

4. We assume 

(AIS) 

FT(u;V)=17(F~(v;u»*, Fi(u;v)=F~(u+Sv) (AI9) 

/"-.... -""'. 

and want to show K; =K ;(x, +sx,) . 

We define KJCx"x,;y=xi+z)=GJCz), X=X, +sx, and from (A21) we get 

(
G:(Z) Gi(z») ( ° Fi(x+sz») roc ( 0 Fi(tz+x+u») (G:(U) G~(U») 
GiCz) G~(z) = 17(Fi(x+z»* 0 + Jo du 17Fi*(z+x+su) 0 X Gi(u) G~(u) . 

(A21) 
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From (A21) it is clear that G j(z) depends upon two varia-
A. 

bles x and z. Furthermore K
J'
. = G ; (z = 0) and it follows that 

~. J 

K j depends only upon x. 

APPENDIX B 

1. We want to find the general solution of the heat equa-
tion (for imaginary time), 

( a a') i-+a- F(u,t)=O a real, 
at au' 

(BI) 

when \F1 is a purely exponential function of u . We define 
F=\f(u,t )\expi1,6 (u,t), \F1=g(t) exp(u77(t» and we get from 
(BI) 

g, u 
-+-77 1 +1,6 1111 +21,6 II 77=0, 
ag a 

~=77'-( 1,6 (I)" 
a 

From (B2) we get 

u (77, 
+~ 477' 

(logg) ,) Dl(t) +--, 
277 a 

(B2) 

(B3) 

(B4) 

where Do and D, are arbitrary functions. However due to 
(B3) we have Do=O. We get two cases following 77,-0 or 

771=;£0. 

(i) 77 , =;£0, we get 

F= expd (u + idat ), d = complex constant. 

(ii) 77,=;£0. From (B3)-(B4) we get 

a' ( a )2 -log77 = - 10g77 
at' at 

c 
or 77=---, 

(d-t) 

where c and d are arbitrary constants. Further we get 
Wogg) II -( logg) ,( 10g77) , +! [( 10g77) , ] '=0 or 
g=(dO-t)-ll2 and finally D,=a'c'/(d-t), 

(BS) 

F=(d- t)-'/'ex~[cu+i(-~+ac')]' (B6) 
d-t 4a 

2. We consider the solutions Eq. (26) corresponding to 
the kernels Eq.l28) for N = 2. t is ~ed, we study the XlIX, 
dependence of K ~ and show that 1 K 11 depends only upon a 
function ofexPYm(x, +tx,) where the Y m are real. In Eq. (26) 
we have 

(B7) 
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1 I 
g 2 m(U,) =-- exp--;----

. d-t d-t 

Let us call H the space of functions constant. 
expy m(x, +;'x,); if h,Ell, h,Ell, then hlh,Ell. From Eqs. (26) 
and (B7) we get the rules (let us call if the space offunctions 
L const. ;h; with h jEll): 

(i) C ~,,/C ~n/Ell, C I.m C ~,/E!l , 

(ii)C :,,/ C 1m C ~/ C ~nm Ell, i=foJ, 

(iii) Ig 1m (X,) g 2m (X,)'FJ! ' 

(iv) ~2m(X,)gl/x,)IC ~qC~qElJ, m=fop. 

K1 in Eq. (26) can be written N/D where D is the 
Fredhold determinant, 

2 2 2 

(B8) 

D= 1-77 I C JI C ;1 +C;2C J2+77' I C L C72 I C72CJ1' 
i~1 k=1 ;=1 

i=fo.J. l=fo.k. (B9) 

From (i) and (ii) we get DEii and from (iii) 
DjLg2m(X,)g 1m (x,)IEii. Nis 

m 

+77I Ig2m(X,)g lp(x,)B m.p' 
m p 

(BlO) 

where the B m,p can be constructed from the C jm.l' Due to the 
fact that the uj dependence of the phase in g j.m ( U j) [given 
by (B7)] is independent of m, the dependence in x IX, of the 
phase in both the two terms at the rhs of (B 10) is the same 
and can be factorized out. Now 

+77[ 2C ~,IC~,.lC~.2C 1".2 

and applying rules (i) and (ii) we get that B mm Eii. For m=fo.p 
we get for the second term on the rhs of (B 1 0) 
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+c ~2C;il-'TJ L c fJ C72)+C;2C ~2C ~lC~J 
; 
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such that applying rules (Q. (ii2:. (iv) we see that the modulus 
belongs to H. Finally I D K iIEH . 
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In this paper we prove the independence of the free energy of a one·dimensional system of fermions in a 
box from the boundary conditions by using the Wiener integral techniques. 

INTRODUCTION 

It is known that the methods of functional integration 
have been introduced in statistical mechanics by Ginibre1 to 
study the correlation functions and the pressure of quantum 
systems of particles. By making use of these methods Novi
kov' has proved the independence of the free energy from the 
boundary conditions for systems of particles obeying Max
well-Boltzmann or Bose-Einstein statistics, when the inter
action is either hard core either positive and the boundary 
conditions are of the type 

~I' =ku 0 k <;-<;+00, 
dn '1.1 ' 

where d/dn denotes the inward normal derivative. 3 Similar 
results have been obtained by Gallavotti and Lupini.4 In Ref. 
4 a diffusion process with absorbing boundary was used to 
treat the cases 0 < k < + 00 (see also Ref. 7). The case k < 0 
corresponds, as is shown in Ref. 8, to a process with creation 
of particles on the boundary. 

The independence of the free energy from conditions 
for a one-dimensional system of interacting fermions is prov
en in our work for - 00 < k<; + 00, without the assumption 
of hard core. In this case the effect of boundary conditions is 
weakened in the process because of the condition of the par
ticles of not touching one another. An interesting problem is 
to examine the dependence of the free energy for a one-di
mensional system of interacting bosons with k < 0 (see Ref. 
5). 

Another approach to the problem of the independence 
of the free energy from the boundary conditions is due to 
Robinson. & He studies the Hamiltonians for different bound
ary conditions by looking at the corresponding quadratic 
forms; however it does not seem that in this way it is possible 
to treat the general interactions to which the method of func
tional integration applies. 

1. DEFINITIONS AND CONDITIONS 

We consider a system of N particles obeying Fermi
Dirac statistics, enclosed in a one-dimensional box £The 
Hamiltonian of the system is formally defined by 

(1.1) 

i.e., we assume that the particles interact through a pair po
tential depending only on the distance. We require that the 
function qJ only satisfy the following conditions: 

(i) qJ(r) is continuous for every r> 0, 

(ii) qJ(r) > - C, 'if r, where C is some positive constant, 

(iii) I qJ( r) I < (r It ,'I for r> a', where E and a' are 
some positive constant, 

(iv) qJ is stable, that is I qJ ( I x I - X j ! ) > - BN, 'if 
1 <,i<j" l'w' 

N, 'if (XIo'''X Il), where B > 0 is a constant. 

The proof also applies if the potential is hard core, i.e., 
for some a > 0, qJ (r)= + 00, forO<;r<;a. In this case, howev
er, the proof is easier. We will define the operator H\, 
through the Wiener integral technique. We first define an 
operator Til in L '(A N) which is a self-adjoint extension of the 
operator T:v whose domain is C ~ (A N) , i.e., the space of 
the functions w(x) twice differentiable with continuity until 
the boundary dA .v 

where r N is the set of the "corners" of the boundary dAN 
that is the set of the intersections of more than one 
(N -I)-dimensional face of dAN, and dldn denotes the 
inward normal derivative. If k = + 00, the condition (1.2) 
means ¢«XN» =0. 

The operator T~, can be defined as the product 

N times 
T~ 0· .. 0 n 

where each of the operators T} is defined through the Wie-
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ner integral technique (see Appendix A and for details see 

Refs. 7 and 8). In the case k < 0 the operator e - t T.~ can 
therefore be written in the following, 

[e -IT;¢ ](XN) 

=E 7, ,) [ I ¢( W i,(t ), ... ,w ;,(t» , 
ilEl: 

(1.3) 

i ,E-J \ 

where E ~ x ') denotes the expectation with respect to N inde
pendent diffusion processes with creation on the boundary 
with initial points X"X2' ... ,XIV' respectively, and J ~ is the set 
of the indices of the particles of the I th process which are 
present at the instant t. 

In the case of Fermi-Dirac statistics the domain of the 

operator efJ H" is restricted to the antisymmetrical func
tions on which the scalar product 

1 f -(¢,cp)=- ¢(x)cp (x)dx is defined. 
N! ,1' 

In this case we can note the following. It follows from the 
well known properties of the Brownian motion that if two 
particles belonging to different processes hit each other, the 
successive part of their paths can be exchanged without 
changing the probability of the process. 

Since the function ¢(x) in (1.3) is antisymmetrical, the 
exchanged paths give the integral in (l.3) contributions 
equal in modulus with the sign of the corresponding permu
tation; it is easy to see that after all the cancellations, only 
those indices i1, ... ,iN must be considered in the sum of(1.3) 
~hose paths have never touched each other (where the path 
Wi, corresponding to the index i l is the path that starts from 
the ancestor of the particle i l at the instant t=O and follows 
the genealogical line that leads to the particle i l). 

If we define the function 

a(w''') =a(w1,. .. , wN ) 

if 'rJ SE[O,t], 'rJ iJ<-N, 

otherwise, 

the expression (1.3) with antisymmetrical ¢ can be written in 
the form 

[e (T\¢](XN) 

=E~')L,~: ¢(w;,(t), ... ,w;,(t»a(w;" .. ,w;») (1.3') 

,"\€.J,\ 

We can now define the operator e -(3(1',\+ v,) through the 
usual construction which is motivated by Trotter's formula 
(see Ref. 3) in the following way, 
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[e -f3(T'\+ V,)¢ J(XN) 

= J dPi~~)«(,I')I [tPW;,(f3),· .. , Wi, (In)] 
I t '·'I.\ 

(1.4) 

where wN =(W;l,''''W;) and the integral is computed with 
respect to the measure dP k, which is the measure associated 
with the process previously defined, with starting points 
(xiV=Xt. ... ,xN). Take as ¢«XN» the indicator of a set of k"', 

tj;«XN» = IT xA,(x), whereA;CA. 
i:--: I 

From (1.4) it follows that 

[efJ( T; + V,)¢] (XN) 

N 
<- IT [E ~,(N ~(A,) Jell [N(N ·I)e lI2 

;~ I 

(l.5) 

(l.6) 

where E ~(N ~(A,) is the expectation value of the number of 
the descendants of ith particle that at the instant t lies in the 
set A; since E ~(N ~(A,) = 0 if the Lebesque measure of the set 
A; is equal to zero, by the Radon Nikodim theorem the inte
gral in (1.4) can be written in the form 

J K «x)\ (y)N)¢«(y)N)dyV, (1.7) 

where K «x)'Y, (y)N) is a suitable density function with re
spect to the Lebesque measure. By virtue of the uniqueness 
of the conditional probability, up to null measure sets, we get 

K «x)"', (y)N) 

= f P~:~),(y,)(dcu)a(w,v)exp[ - U(W)] 

h P (k) . h b were (x'),(y') IS t e pro ability measure of our process 
with the condition that a descendant of the particle placed in 
Xl at the instant t=O occurs iny! at the instant t=/J, 
1= 1,2, ... ,N and wN = (w" ... ,w,v) are the corresponding lines 
of descendence. So we can conclude 

Tre -fJH; \ 

=_1_ { K «XN),(XIV) d (X)N 
NdA' 
1 Jpk -IV -= N!' (X').(X'ldw)a(UJ') exp[ - U(cu)]dxv. 

2. INDEPENDENCE FROM THE BOUNDARY 
CONDITIONS 

The free energy of the system corresponding to the 
boundary conditions 

a¢ I =kt/! an ,fA 

is defined III this way, 
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fk (p,{J) = lim 
IAI~co 

N/IA 1- .p 

(2.1) 

where Z (N,A,{J) is the partition function of the canonical 
ensemble 

Zk=Tre-fJH~., (2.2) 

[the minus sign shows that the operator in (2.2) is restricted 
to skew functions]. 

Now we want to prove the following theorem: 

Theorem I: If the limit (2.1) with k = 00 exists and the 
potential function satisfies conditions (i)-(iv), then for every 
k, - 00 < k < + 00, the limit (2.1) exists and 

fk(p,{J)=f+CO(p,{J), (2.3) 

that is the limit is independent on and is equal to the null 
boundary conditions limit. 

Before the proof we want to exhibit a bound for Tr 

e- fJn. '. It is true that 

Tre-fJT;.,= L e- fJA , 
i 

whereAiare the eigenvalues ofT7.A' It is well known that for 
k < 0 there are at most two negative eigenvalues which tend 
to - k 2 whereas the positive ones satisfy the chain of 
ineq uali ties 

(I; I r < (1~1T1 Y <A3J···. 

Finally 

+ f exp{ - {J (~)2] 
n = 1 IA I 

where Q is some constant (see Ref. 5).9 

We go on now with the proof of the theorem. First, only 
the geneaologicallines [see last side of (1.9)] which move 
from the minimum or end maximum of the Xi can hit the 
boundary because the factor of antisymmetry annihilates the 
crossing genealogical lines. We know that a trajectory of a 
process with creation can branch as a consequence of the 
definition (see Ref. 8) only when it hits the boundary of A: In 
this case it is possible not to consider the branching of those 
trajectories which come from intermediate (not extremal) 
points because they do not give a contribution to the integral. 
Now we can majorize (1.9) in the following way: Remove the' 
interdiction of crossing to the genealogical lines correspond
ing to extrema of (x J (This is a majorization because the set 
of trajectories which form the integration set, is widened.) 

Now taking account of the previous observation, we 
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can majorize (1.9) in the following way: We remove for the 
trajectories descending from the two extremal points the 
condition of not intersecting and minorize their interaction 
with the other particles. In this way we get majorization of 
(1.9) in which the contribution of extremal trajectories is 
factorized whereas the contribution of the remaining trajec
tories can be evaluated by means of the measure P;y (that is 
the conditional Wiener measure with absorption on the 
boundary). We therefore obtain 

(; ( fp :~X)2 ef3c 1 J P r;" 'l(x' -j(d,') ' 'l 
(N-2)! A' 2 

(2.4) 

minorize the interaction of the internal particles with 
the extremal ones. Using the initial remark, (2.4) can 
be majorized by 

IAI2Q2 1 J. PC;, ')(x' 2)(dwN-2) 
(N-2)! A' 2 • 

Xexp [- f:{UN_icuN-\t» 

+2W(WN- 2(t»}dt ] =aA(CU N- 2)d(X)N-2. (2.5) 

Our goal is to show that the contribution of the term 
W ((IN - 2(t » to the free energy becomes negligible in the limit 
IAI--.oo. Given a constant d> 0, we divide A into intervals 

L1 hL12,oo" L1 [111 lid J+ 1 oflength d, with the exception of the last 
one, whose length is IAI-d [IAl/d] and define the se
quence {aN} as aN=[N Ilog log N]. 

We divide the set A N
-

2 into two subsets K\ and K 2• If 
xEA N-2 and L1i is one of the intervals, we denote by p(x,L1) 
the number of the components XI of X such that X,.eL1i' and 
define 

K 1-{XEA N
-

2 S.t. for i= 1,00,,[ I~ I] + I,P(X,L1)<a N }, 

K,=A N-2"K 1• 

We evaluate the Lebesgue's measure of K 2• This mea
sure is equal to the probability that a point x, with uniform 
distribution in A N - 2 belongs to K2 times I AI N - 2. This 
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probability is less than a constant times the probability of the 
same event computed from a Poisson process distribution in 
the interval A, with the mean A> C (N - 2), where C is a 
constant C> 1.10 Given a Ai' we have 

<C,_I_ (2Cpdt' e- 2Cpd 

aN! 

and therefore 

N C(Cpd)NIIOglogN 
measK2 < _ e- Cpd IA I N-2. 

pd [(N Ilog 10gN)]! 

(2.6) 

(2.7) 

For what concerns the trajectories with initial and final 
points in K" we divide the space fl of the N tuples of trajec
tories, not intersecting each other with initial and final 
points in K, into two subsets fl, and fl 2• If {f3N} is the se
quence {f3N }={[N Ilog log log N ]}, 

fl,=fwEf}/VtE[O,(J], for i= 1, ... ,[ IA lid] + 1, 

We want to majorizeP~~)(fl2) uniformly for xEK,. The 
event fl2 can be written as 

IA 1+1 
fl2= U E i, 

i=1 

We majorize P ~~ )(E); for the sake of simplicity we take 
i= 1 without losing generality. Because of the condition of 
not intersecting, the event E, is equivalent to the event that 
the trajectories starting from the first (J N points reach .J, for 
some tE[O,(J]. So we consider the probability of the last event. 
We majorize this probability in the following way: 

(a) we remove the condition of not intersecting and re
maining in A for tE[O,fJ]; 

(b) the particles can reach .J" each one at a different 
instant and are not requested to be together in .J ,; 

(c) the starting points of the (J N trajectories are located 
in the nearest position to.J, with the condition that xEK" 
that is, there are aN starting points at each of the left end 
points of the first [B NI aN] intervals; 

(d) we majorize the probability of reaching.J, for trajec
tories starting from .J 3,.J., ... , .J{3,la, with that for a free (not 
conditioned) Brownian motion, which is surely correct for d 
big enough. 

We obtain in this way 
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P ':x(E,) 

[{3,la,I-2[ YP -(jd)'/4{3] u, 
< II e 

j=l Y21Tjy 

[ 
N(log log N)2 ] 

<exp -y V xEk" 
(log log log N)3 

(2.8) 

where y is a suitable constant, and we use the distribution of 
the minimum of a free Brownian motion and the usual esti
mate for the tail of the normal distribution. Therefore, 

[ 
N (log log N)2 (2N)] 

<exp -y (log log log N)3 + log pd . (2.9) 

Now the integral of the formula (2.5) can be estimated in the 
following way 

(2.10) 

Since in the first term of the sum ox" - 2 is in fl" W(u)''' - 2(t » 
is minorated by KNIIog log log N V tE[O,/31, where K is a 
suitable constant. Using (2.7) and (2.9) we obtain 

Q 2e.l C 
(2.10)< 1 A 12 ef3K.'I/log log log N 

(N-2!) 

{ 
(log logN)2 

X exp - Ny --'--=-----=-----'-
(log log log N)3 

+Iog (~~)} ef3
B

(N-2) 

o 2N C'(CpdlNI log logN) + ef3B (N -~) __ --'--'-----' ___ _ 

pd [N I log logN]! 

d (2N)N-2 Xe- cp 
- . 

p 
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The trace of exp( - [3H N __ 2) appears in the first term of the 
sum. Therefore, 

I
. 1 10gZk(A,[3,N) 
1m sup - --'~---'----"--'-~ 

1;1 I~oo [3 IA 1 

NII;I I '1' 

I
. 1 log z 00 (.iJ.,[3,N) < 1m sup- , 
1;11-00 [3 IA I 

(2.12) 

NII;I I .p 

since the other terms do not contribute to the lim sup. On the 
other hand, the integral for the process with creation (k < 0) 
is made over a bigger set of trajectories than for the process 
with absorption, whereas the proabability measure is equal 
in the common part of the two sets. Therefore, we have 

I
· . f 1 log Zk(A,[J,N) 1m ill - --='------'---'._-'-

1;11'00 [3 IA 1 

NII;I 1--.1' 

I
· . flog Z OO(A,[3,N) > 1m ill . 
1/1 I '00 IA 1 

(2.13) 

N /1;1 I-'f' 

And the inequalities (2.12) and (2.13) imply the theorem. 

APPENDIX 

We call v-dimensional Brownian motion with initial 
point x a stochastic process 

Borel subjects ofRv and 0 < tl < t2 < ... < tn 

P(x" EEl> x" EE i, .. ·,x, "EE n) 

(AI) 

where 

1 (1 Ix12) 
¢,(x)= eV21Tt)V exp -2-t-' (A2) 

It is known (see, for example, Ref. 11) that there are realiza
tions of the Brownian motions [i.e.,]measurable maps from 
a suitable probability space (fl, .'7, P) into the paths in RV 

such that (A 1) is verified] such that the trajectory is continu
ous with proability 1. P is called Wiener measure. 

We note that the function (A2) is the Green's function 
of the heat equation defined on the whole space RV; 

~=~u. ~~ 
at 2 

Therefore, the solution of the heat equation with initial con
dition u(O,x)=/(x), XER V can be expressed in terms of a 
Brownian motion in the form 

u(t,x)= Ex [(li.l(t»], (A4) 

where Ex denotes the expectation (A2) with respect to the 
Wiener measure with initial point x, and li.l is the sample 
path. 
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In other words, the operator iLl can be expressed 
through the Wiener integral. 

Ifwe consider the heat equation on a bounded regionD, 
the solution depends on the boundary conditions that we 
impose. From the point of view of the Wiener integral, this 
leads us to consider processes whose behavior is different 
from that of the free Brownian motion only at the instants 
when the trajectories touch the boundary of D. Let us exam
ine the case of the paper, whose study has been carried out in 
detail and in greater generality in Ref. 8, that is, the bound
ary conditions with k < 0, and a/an denotes the inward nor 
mal derivative. For this paper is is sufficient to consider the 
case when D is an interval. In this case it is easy to define the 
reflected Brownian motion. If xED we define the map 
p:R-+D, 

p(x)=x-2nL if (2n-~)L<x«2n+!)L, 

p(x)=(2n+ I)L-x if (2n+~)L<x«2n+~)L. 
2 

If li.l(t ) is a continuous trajectory li.l:[0, 00 ]-+R p(li.l(t » is a 
continuous trajectory in D and the process 

fl-+p(li.l(t » 
is called reflected Brownian motion. 

The reflected Brownian motion corresponds to the 
boundary condition au/an =0 in the end points of the 
interval. 

In order to obtain the process corresponding to the 
boundary condition au/an = ku with k < 0 it is natural to 
think that for this process not only the trajectories must be 
reflected by the boundary but new particles must be created. 
The creation of particles must depend on the time spent by 
the first particle in the points of the boundary. A measure of 
this time is given by the local time. 

If u is one of the end points of D we say that fa (li.l,t ) is 
the local time that the trajectory li.l has spent in a until the 
instant t if 

~,«(u,t)=limJ-.meas{sIO<s<t, lli.l(s)-al <d 
< .02E 

where the measure appearing in the definition is the usual 
Lebesque measure. 

There are realizations of the Brownian motion for 
which the limit in (A5) exists with probability 1 (see Ref. 12). 

We can now construct the stochastic process corre
sponding to the boundary conditions au/an =ku with k < O. 
We give the initial trajectory the diadical index ~ and associ
ate to it the local time 0W(li.l 1l2,t) spent on the boundary of D, 
defined as the sum of the local times spent in the end points 
until the instant t. By enlarging the probability space we 
define a random variable m 1/2 distributed according to the 
law 

P(m 112>t/ 5', =exp[k faD ( li.l 1l2,t )], 

where ,r, is the a-algebra generated by the events 
{li.l(s)EA}, O<s < t. 

It is easy to see that with probability 1, li.lllim l12)EaD, since 
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the local time increases only when the particle touches one of 
the two end points of D. At the instant m 1/2 the initial parti
cle dies and is replaced by two particles that start their mo
tion from the point wl/imI/2)' we give them the indices! 
and i and define two random variables m ll4 and mJ/4 in a 
larger probability space, with distribution as in (A6), at the 
instants m'/4 and mJ/4 the particles split in two, and so on. 

The solution of the Eq. (3) with boundary conditions 
(a u / an) I aD = ku, k < 0 and initial condition 
u(O,x)=/(x) can then be written as 

u(x,t) = E x [2f(W'{t »] 
lEJ, 

where the expectation is taken with respect to the process 
that we have described, and J t is the set of the indices of the 
particles present at the instant t. 

So we have constructed the operator ettl where.a is the 
self-adjoint extension of the operator a2/ax 2 defined on the 
functions C(D) which verifies 

I 
au I -ku ax aD - . 
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Addendum: On the inverse problem of transport theory 
with azimuthal dependence 
[J. Math. Phys. 19, 994 (1978)] 

N. J. McCormick and J. A. R. Veeder 

Department of Nuclear Engineering. University of Washington. Seattle. Washington 98195 
(Received 7 July 1978) 

A simplified expression is given for the moments over all space and angle of the intensity arising from an 
azimuthally-dependent plane source in an infinite medium. This provides a convenient equation for 
evaluating the mean of even' powers of distance of travel of particles. 

For a plane spurce in an infinite medium, the radia
tion intensity J( T, fl, cp) depends only upon the spatial 
coordinate T, the cosine of the polar angle, fl, and the 
azimuthal angle cp. Moments of this distribution K~.n for 
non-negative integers I, In, n may be defined as 

K'" = I ~ dT Tn f 2, d¢ cosm¢ II dflP'('(fl)I(T, fl, ¢), 
i.n _<Xl ' 0 -1 

where P~(j..t) is the associated Legendre polynomial. 
Symmetry considerations reveal that K~.n = 0 for 
(n + I + m) odd and for n < (l- m). 

(1) 

The moments of Eq. (1) also may be expressed in 
terms of the Fourier expansion coefficients Im( T, fl) as 

K~.n = 21T f.: dun r: dm(/l)Pf(fl)Im(T, J-L), (2) 

where the notation is that of Ref. 1. The moments are 
a function only of J-L a, the cosine of the polar angle of 
the source radiation, and the parameters 

(3) 

The W l> 1"" I "":v, are the Legendre expansion coeffi
cients describing the anisotropy of scattering of the 
medium, while for the isotropic term wa < 1 since some 
absorption is assumedo The assumption of finite scat
tering order N leads to an additional condition that 
Km =Oforrn>N. 

I.n 

The general result for the K~.n derived in Ref. 1 can 
be Simplified by generalizing a result of Cacuci and 
Goldstein, 2 who provided an elegant expression for Kg,n 
as a part of their investigation of neutrons slowing down 
in an infinite medium of constant cross section. The 
general result is 

j [In.m_I_4)/2[>1 

x~ (4) 
j ",0 

(l1+m-l-2) 12 

where the w's depend upon rn and are defined as 

Wj = (j + 1)(2m + j + l)/(h j • m h j • m). (5) 

The values of K~,z_m in the right-hand side of Eq. (4) are 
given by 

I-m 1 
K~'I_m=K:,o(l-m)! (I+m)! HI -h- l> m, (6) 

nom 

where 

Km =(1-J-L2
o)mf2(2m+1)!!/lz. (7) 

m.O m 

Equation (4) eliminates the need for evaluating a deter
minant, as in Ref. 1, to obtain K~'n' 

The use of Eq. (4) leads to a general equation for the 
mean of even powers of the distance of travel of parti
cles in the mth azimuthal mode, which is defined by 

(rn) m =K:. 2n!K:.a• 

The result is 
o 10 "'1 

<~n)m=(2n)I~ Wj 0 
10=0 0 11=0 

W. 
J (n-l) 

j 1 +1 

U'j 0 w. '" 
1 )2=0 J2 

The nested sum in the right-hand side of Eqo (9) is 
identical in form to ratios of the "eigenvalue space" 
moments calculated by Cacuci and Goldstein, except 
that the w's are now defined for any In. Explicit ex
pressions for this sum for n " 18 are available. 2 

IN.J, McCormickandJ.A.R. Veeder, J. Math. Phys. 19, 
994 (1978). 

2D. G. Cacuci and H, Goldstein, J. Math. Phys. 18, 24:16 
(}977). 

(8) 

(9) 
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ERRATA 

Erratum: On the positivity of energy in general relativity 
[J. Math. Phys. 19, 1152 (1978)] 

Pong Soo Jang 

Department of Physics, Syracuse University, Syracuse, New York 13210 
(Received 24 July 1978) 

Equation (25) should read, 

d~~) =_ j<l>D.[(rr+v)2ya]aA 

=- ~j<ti(1T+v)[2n- (rr+v)2]dP 

+ 2 jcp(rr + v)[(11 - WI12J"D.w) + ~(rr'b1Tab - ~JTl) 

+ d.T· + cp.laaa.cp - CP-tT·d.<l>]aA 

+ 2 <l>-2a.cpa·cp]dA "" - f(t) + jfP'bpcdq'~bd - (p.bq.b)2 

_ iv2 - 2<l>-IT'd.CP + 2cp-2 d.<l>3·CP]dA. 

Equation (30) should read, 

+ jcp(iT + VHPbpCdq.cqbd - (ji.bq.b)2 - ~V2]dA. jfP·bPCdq.cqbd - (ji.bq.b)2 _ iv2 - 2;P-1Taa.Ci> + 2cp-za.(f>aa(f>] dA 

Equation (27) should read, 
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